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158 Reproduction of 16 mm film recording showing enhancement of 278
LR1 Rayleigh wave on S325L-P325L and SSSL-PSSL difference
traces. NOS preliminary epicenter data: 0 a 0517:14.0.
39,2N, 29.SE, Turkey, h a 27 kmo mb a 4.2, A 3 99.5 dog,
azimuth a 29.6 deg

L 159 Reproduction of a 16 mm film recording of a Rayleigh wave 279
train from an earthquake in the Tonga Island Region. 0 -
0621:16.3, 19.3S, 173.6W, h m 33, mb• 5.3, A * 78.9 dog,

I azimuth - 238 deg

160 Enhancement of seismic waves from an earthquake in the 281/282
Kermadec Islands region. NOS PDE data: 0 * 2159:42.9,
31.9S, 177.9W, h 5 N, h 5.9, MS m 6.2, A 390.0 deg,
azimuth - 231.1 dog, (a• individual channels, (b) direc-
tional array

161 Directional array enhancement of seismic waves from three 283/284
earthquakes in the Kermadec Islands region. NOS PDE data:
(a) 0 m 2159:42.9, 31.9S, 177.9W, h - N, mib = 5.9, MS - 6.2,
A a 90.0 deg, azimuth a 231.1 dog, (b) 0 . 0316:49.6, 31.8S,
178.1W, h u N, mb a 5.6, MS a 6.3, A a 90.9 deg, azimuth.
231.2 deg, (c) LR2 from earthquake of (b) and 0 a 0538:06.0,
32.1S, 177.8W, h - 32 km, mb a 5.6, Ms - 6.1, A a 90.0 deg,
azimuth - 230.9 deg

162 Enhancement of seismic waves from two low-level earthquakes 285/286
in the Solomon Islands region. NOS PDE data: (a) 0 a
1256:34.9, 2 Oct 1970, 6.9S, 15S5.OE, h a 36 km, nb a 4.2,
A a 96.5 deg, azimuth a 266.1 dog, (b) 0 - 1930:50.5,
30 Oct 1970, 6.8S, 154.8E, h • 34 km, mb u 4.2, A * 96.7 dog,
azimuth = 266.2 deg

163a Enhancement of seismic waves from several earthquakes in 289/290
the New Hebrides Islands. NOS PDE data: (1) 0 u 0932:23.0,
16.9S, 167.8E, h a 44 km, mb a 5.5, MS a 5.9, A * 91.5 deg,
azimuth a 250.9 deg, (2) 0 a 0948:02.9, 17.OS, 167.8E, h -
54 km, mb a 4.8, A a 91.5 deg, azimuth = 250.8 deg, (3) 0
0959:04.1, 17.OS, 167.9E, h a 33 km, no mb given, A - 91.5
deg, azimuth * 2S0.7 deg, (4) 0 - 1034:23.0, 17.OS, 167.8E,
h = 40 km, mb • 4.7, A a 91.5 deg, azimuth a 250.8 deg,
(S) 0 - 1210:23.4, 17.1S, 167.7E, h • 21 km, mb U 4.5,
A * 91.7 deg, azimuth - 250.8 deg

(t.
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163b Enhancement of seismic waves from several earthquakes in 291/292
the Now Hebrides Islands. NOS PDE data: (1) 0 * 0932:23.0,
16.9S, 167.8E, h a 44 kin, m - 5.5, MS 5.9, A , 91.S do&,
azimuth a 2S0.9 deg, (2) 0 a 0948:02M9, 17.OS, 167.8F, h *

34 kin, mb a 4.8, A w 91.5 deg, azimuth a 250.8 deg, (3) 0
0959:04.1, 17.OS, 167.9E, h a 33 kin, no mb given, A - 91.3
deg, azimuth . 250.7 dog, (4) 0 w 1034:23.0, 17.OS, 167.8E, U
h a 40 km, mb * 4.7, A a 91.5 dog, azimuth • 250.8 deg, (S)
0 a 1210:23.4, 17.1S, 167.7E, h n 21 kin, b • 4.5, A a 91.7
dog, azimuth - 250.8 dog &

164 Enhancement of waves from an earthquake in the Molucca Sea. 293/294
NOS PDE data: 0 • 0702:46.6, 1.1S, 126.8E, h a 26 kin, mb •
5.8, MS .5.5, A a 116.7 dog, azimuth a 287.5 dog

165 Enhancement of seismic waves from two earthquakes in 297/298
opposite azimuths. NOS PDE data: (a) off the coast of i
Kamchatka, 0 - 0016:25.9, 55.2N, 163.2E, h a 31 kin, mb
5.2, A a 60.9 deg, azimuth - 319.2 dog, (b) near west coast
of Colombia, 0 - 1416:55.3, 6.40, 77.5W, h a 25 kmn, mb a 5.2, H

S 5.1, A a 41.4 deg, azimuth a 122.5 dog

166 Enhancement of seismic waves from an earthquake in Northern 299/300Colombia. NOS PDE data: 0 - 0459:53.4, 7.4N, 76.1W, h a U38 kin, mb a5.7, Ms a 5.S, A = 41.7 deg, azimuth - 120.0 deg
167 Enhancement of seismic waves from an earthquake in the 301/302 UI

Greenland Sea. NOS PDE data: 0 a 2053:32.4, 79.8N, 2.7E,
h - 32 kin, mb a 5.6, MS u 5.7, A a 61.7deg, azimuth - 10.6
deg, (a) Individual seismograms, (b) directional array,
(c) combined strain seismographs to separate LQ and LR

168 Enhancement of seismic waves from an earthquake on the 303/304
Central Mid-Atlantic Ridge. NOS PDE data: 0 a 1550:05.5, ii
7,7N, 37.6W, h - N, mb = 5.3, Ms = S.5, A u 72.5 deg,
azimuth n 92.2 deg

169 Great circle paths from two earthquakes to QC-AZ 305

170 Magnetic tape playback of arrivals from interferring events. 306
Event 1: 0 - 2003:42.2, south Sandwich Island region, h v 70
km; Mb 9 6.0. A - 113.5 deg, azimuth * 142.5 dog; event 2:
0 - 2030:54.7, Andreanoff Island, h u 48, mb a 5.7, A a 50.6
deg, azimuth * 312.0 deg
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171 Enhancement of seismic waves from several earthquakes in 309/310
the Gulf of California. NOS PDE data and P& arrival times
of unlisted events: (1) 0 a 0637:31.3, 30.8N, 113.7W,
h h N, mb n 4.0,. a 3.0 dea, atimuth u 217.0 dog, (2) P&

.at 0707:12 not listed on PDE, (3) 0O-0721:18.4, 30.ON,1 113.9W, h a N, Ma 4.0, 3.7 dog, azimuth a 211.9 deg,
(4) Pg at 16591 not lijted on PDE, (5) Pg at 1713:39 not
listed on PDE, (6) 0 a 1739:45.S, 30.6N, 113.6W, h a N,

i mb a 5.0, • a 3.1 deg, azimuth a 213.5 deg

172 Reproduction at Xl.S of 35 mn, film recording on the S325U 313/314
seismograph of multiple revolution G and R phases

173 Three-component strain recordings of GI and other waves 315
from an earthquake near the north coast of New Guinea.
NOS PDE: 0 a 1753:9.3, 4.9S, 145.5E, h - 42 kin, mb 6.0,
Sa 103.4 dog, azimuth a 272.9 deg

174 Three-component strain recordings of G2 and other waves 316
from an earthquake near the north coast of Neow Guinea.
NOS PDE: 0 a 1753:9.3, 4.9S, 145.SE, h = 42 kin, mb a 6.0

A - 103.4 dog, azimuth a 272.9 deg

175 Gl and G2 waves recorded on SSSU strain seismograph from an 317
earthquake near the north coast of New Guinea. NOS PDE:
01753:9.3, 4.9S, 145.5E, h a 42 km, mba 6.0. A • 103.4
deg, azimuth a 272.9 deg

176 Enhancement of short-period arrivals from an explosion 319/320

177 Enhancement of short-period arrivals from an earthquake 321/322j d'iring the coda of an earlier event

178 Events listed on PDE cards with a stated magnitude for 326
80 days in March, April, and May, 1971. Dots are events
detected at QC-AZ. Triangles are events not detected atQC-AZ

179 Events detecced by Qr-AZ and NOS in May, 1971 327

180 Events detected by NOS but not QC-AZ in May, 1971 328

S181 Number of phases detected at QC-AZ for 80 days in March, 330
April, and May 1971. mb from NOS. mb a NL means not
listed on PDE list

182 PZL power spectral density mb a 4.2, A a 96.7 deg earthquake 331
and background noise signals
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183 P32SL power spectral density mb * 4.2, A l 96,7 dog earth- 333
quake and background noise signals U

184 PSSL power spectral density mb u 4.2, A * 96.7 deg earthquake 334and background noise signals

185 SZL power spectral density mb * 4.2, A u 96.7 deg earthquake 33S
and background noise signals

186 S325L power spectral density mb 4.2, A 96.7 dog earthquake 336U

and background noise signals

187 SSSL power spectral density mb • 4.2, A * 96.7 dog earthquake 337 U
and background noise signals

188 MS (QC-AZ) versus mb (NOS) for July and August 1970 earthquakes 340 ti
189 MS (QC-AZ) versus nb (NOS) for NTS announced explosions and 342

presumed explosions at teloseismic distance

190 Cumulative number of events per month versus mb, MS20, MS4 0  343

191 Seismograph amplitude responses normalized to 100,000 at 346 I;calibration frequencies

192 Seismic waves recorded at GA-TX and QC-AZ from an nb - 4.8 347/348
earthquake in the Greenland Sea on 19 May 1970 (day 139)

193 Seismic waves recorded at GA-TX and QC-AZ from an mb - 5.S 349/350
earthquake on the North Atlantic Ridge on 19 June 1970
(day 170)

194 Seismic waves recorded at GA-TX and QC-AZ from an mb - S.2 351/352
earthquake on the South Atlantic Ridge on 21 June 1970
(day 172)

195 Seismic waves recorded at GA-TX and QC-AZ from an mb - 5.4 353/354
earthquake north of Ascension Island on 26 June 1970
(day 177)

196 Seismic waves recorded at GA-TX and QC-AZ from an mb - 4.3 3SS/356
earthquake in the Iceland region on 30 June 1970 (day 181)

197 Seismic waves recorded at GA-TX and QC-AZ from an mb - 4.3 359/360
earthquake south of the Fiji Islands on 19 May 70 (day 139)

198 Earthquake duration on strain and inertial seismographs as S62
function of mb for (a) hypocenter depths > 60 km and (b)hypocenter depths < 60 kmh•o
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199 Seismic waves recorded on the broad-band strain seismographs. 367/368
NOS POE epicenter data: (a) 0 a 0434:38.8, 10 Dec 70 (344),
4.OS, 80.7W, h a 2S km, Peru-Ecuador border region, mb
6.3, tJ- 7.6, A a 47.2 dog, azimuth a 135.6 dog, (b) 0 a
160S:00.2, 17 Dec 70 (351), 37.1N, 116.1W, h a 0 km, southern
Nevada, NTS, CARPETBAG, ob a 5.7, A a S.4 dog, azimuth v
318.1 deg, (c) 0 • 0316:53.6, 19 Jan 71 (019), 23.8N, 108.60,
h aN, Gulf of California, mao 5 S. MS ,59, A a 9.7 deg,
azimuth a 163.3 dog, (d) 0 a 1400.41.o 9 Feb 71 (040), 34.N,
118.40, h a 13 km, San Fernando, California, m 6.2, M•
6.5, a a S.8 dog, azimuth * 284 dog, Ce) 0 a 113-:42.1, 14 Apr
71 (104), 27.7N, 112.4W, h N14, Baja California, mb a 5.4,
Ms a 5.2, A a 5.5 dog, azimuth a 187.1 dog

200 Seismic waves recorded on (a) the broad-band strain seismo- 369/370
graphs and (b) the ultra-long-period strain seismographs
from an earthquake on West New Guinea, NOS PDE data: 0 w
0717:03.7, 10 Jan 71, 3.1S, 139.7E, h a N, mb a 7.3, MS a5 8.1, A = 107.4 dog, azimuth a 278.0 deg

201 Power spectral density, coherence, and relative phase angle 379
of PSSLL and SSSLL seismographs during signals from Kernadec
Islands earthquake, 2233/230S, 10 October 1970

202 Power spectral density, coherence, and relative phase angle 381
f of PSULL and SSSLL seismographs during the LR1 Rayleigh wave

from Kermadec Islands earthquake, 0400/0432, 11 October 1970

203 Power spectral density, coherence, and relative phase angle 382
of P55LL and SSSLL seismographs during the LRI Rayleigh wave
from Kermadec Islands earthquake, 0621/0653, 11 October 1970

"I 204 Amplitude spectral density of ground displacement and ground 384
strain during signals from Kermadec Islands earthquake,
2233/2305, 10 October 1970

205 Amplitude spectral density of ground displacement and ground 385
strain during the LR1 Rayleigh wave from Kermadec Islands
earthquake, 0400/0432, 11 October 1970

206 Amplitude spectral density of ground displacement and ground 386
strain during the LRl Rayleigh wave from Kermadec Islands
earthquake, 0621/0653, 11 October 1970

207 Fourier transfcrm amplitude spectra, P5SLL seismograph, 388
during LR1 Rayleigh wave from Kermadec Islands earthquake,
2159, 10 October 1970
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208 Fourier transform amplitude spectra, SSSLL seismograph, 389
during LRI Rayleigh wave from Kermadec Islands earthquake,
2159, 10 October 1970

209 Fourier transform amplitude spectra, PSSLL seismograph, 390
during LR Rayleigh wave from Kermadec Islands earthquake,
0316, 11 October 1970

210 Fourier transform amplitude spectra, SSSLL seismograph, 391
during LR1 Rayleigh wave from Kermadec Islands earthquake L
0316', 11 October 1970

211 Fourier transform amplitude spectra, P5SLL seismograph, 392
during LRl Rayleoih wave from Kermadec Islands earthquake,
0538, 11 October 1970

212 Fourier transform amplitude spectra, SSSLL seismograph, 393
during LRi Rayleigh wave from Kermadec Islands earthquake,

0538, 11 October 1970

213 Rayleigh wave phase velocity in 55 deg azimuth calculated 395
from signals from Kermadec Islands earthquakes

214 Inertial seismograms of 2159Z, 10 October 1970, Kermadec 400
Islands earthquake illustrating possible higher mode surface
waves

215 Instantaneous vector wave number Kermadec Islands earth- 401/402
quake, 2159Z, 10 October 1970 LI

216 Instantaneous vector wave number Greenland Sea earthquake, 405/406
2053Z, 26 October 1970

217 Power spectral density, coherence, and relative phase angle 408/409
with 790 time samples of PZLL and SZLL seismograms during
LRl Rayleigh wave of New Hebrides mb - 5.5 earthquake

218 Power spectral density, coherence, and relative phase angle 410/411
with 3841 time samples of PZLL and SZLL seismograms during
LRl Rayleigh wave of New Hebrides mb • 5.5 earthquake

219 Power spectral density, coherence, and relative phase angle 412/413
of P32SLL and S32SLL seismograms during LR1 Rayleigh wave
of New Hebrides mb = SS earthquake

220 Power spectral density, coherence, and relative phase angle 414/415
of PS5LL and SS5LL seismograms during LR1 Rayleigh wave of U
New Hebrides mb• 5.5 earthquake
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221 Power spect:al density, coherencei and relative phase angle 416/417
of PZL and SZL seismograms during LR2 Rayleigh wave of
Now Hebrides mb a SS earthquake

222 Power spectral density of P32SL seismogram during LR2 Ray- 418
leigh wave of New Hebrides mb ' 5.5 earthquake

223 Power spectral density, coherence, and relative phase angle. 420/421
of PSSL and SSSL seismograms during LR2 Rayleigh wave of
New Hebrides mb a S.S earthquake

224 Power spectral density of PZL seismogram during LR3 Rayleigh 422
wave of Now Hebrides mb - S.5 earthquake

i 225 Power spectral density of P325L seismogram during LR3 Ray- 423
leigh wave of New Hebrides mb - 5.5 earthquake

226 Power spectral density, coherence, and relative phase angle 424/425
j of PSSL and SSSL seismograms during LR3 Rayleigh wave of

New Hebrides mb a 5.5 earthquake

227 Power spectral density, coherence, and relative phase angle 427
of PZL and SZL seismographs during Rayleigh wcve of an
Mb 5.2 earthquake off the east coast of Kamchatka

228 Power spectral density, coherence, and relative phase angle 428

of P325L and S325L seismographs during Rayleigh wave of an
mb - 5.2 earthquake off the east coast of Kamchatka

229 Power spectral density, coherence, and relative phase angle 429
of PM5L and S5SL seismographs during Love wave of an mb

i 5.2 earthquake off the east coast of Kamchatka

230 Power spectral density, coherence, and relative phase angle 430
of PZL and SZLL seismographs during Rayleigh wave of an

a 5.0 earthquake in the Gulf of Alaska

231 Power spectral density, coherence, and relative phase angle 431
I of P325L and S325L seismographs during Rayleigh wave of an

mb a 5.0 earthquake in the Gulf of Alaska

232 Power spectral density, coherence, and relative phase angle 432

of PSSL ane SSSL seismographs during Love wave of an mb5.0 earthquake in the Gulf of Alaska

1 233 Power spectral density, coherence, and relative phase angle 433
of PZLL and SZLL seismographs during Rayleigh wave of an

Stmb a 5,9 earthquake on Honshu, Japan
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234 Power spectral density, coherence, and relative phase angle 434
of P325LL and S325LL seismographs during Rayleigh wave of
an mb = 5.9 earthquake on Honshu, Japan

235 Power spectral density, coherence, and relative phase angle 435
of P55LL and S55LL seismographs during Love wave of an mb =
5.9 earthquake on Honshu, Japan

236 Power spectral density of PZL and SZL seismographs during 437
N Rayleigh wave of an mb = 4.2 Solomon Islands earthquake,

2 October 1970

237 Power spectral density of P55L and SSSL seismographs during 438
Rayleigh wave of an mb = 4.2 Solomon Islands earthquake,
2 October 1970

238 Power spectral density of PZL and SZL seismographs during 439
Rayleigh wave of an mb = 4.2 Solomon Islands earthquake,
3 October 1970

239 Power spectral density of P55L and S5SL seismographs during 440
Rayleigh wave of an mb = 4.2 Solomon Islands earthquake,
3 October 1970

240 Three typeo of tides from W2 gravity potential 444

241 Vertical earth tide strains 7 April to 18 May 1971 453/454

242 325 deg azimuth earth tide strains 7 April to 18 May 1971 455/456

243 55 deg azimuth earth tide strains 7 April to 18 May 1971 457/458

244 Observed (dark line) and predicted (light line) earth tide 459/460
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248 Fourier transform amplitude of observed and predicted earth 467
tide strains in the 325 deg azimuth 7 April to 18 May 1971
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I ABSTRACT

This final report describes the development, construction, operation, data
collection, and data processing associated with the strain/inertial seis-
mograph at Queen Creek, Arizona (QC-AZ), from 1 July 1968 to I June 1972.
Strain seismographs were matched in sensitivity, amplitude, and phase to
long-period (LP) inertial seismographs at lOOK magnifications. Strain sen-
sitivities of 2.5 x 10-13 at 30 sec were achieved. Operating magnifica-
tions were limited by ambient unrest of the ground which even for this
quiet site was 6 dB or more above instrument noise at all periods from
0.1 to 2560 sec. The strain and inertial seismographs were combined to
form an on-line directional array to enhance and to separate seismic waves,
especially Rayleigh and Love waves and SH and SV waves. For example, a
Rayleigh wave from an no 4.2 earthquake at 100 dog had a 17 dB signal-to-

|V noise (S/N) ratio. The capability of the strain/inertial seismographs is
I.. demonstrated in the time domain with a variety of enhanced seismograms and

in the frequency domain with many strain and inertial seismogram spectra
having equivalent amplitudes, coherence of one, and correct phase angles.K The concept of a single high-sensitivity station with combined strain/
inertial seismographs offers LP detection and identification thresholds,
S/N improvement, and beam forming capability equivalent to the 21-element

[. I Tonto Forest Observatory and 63-element Large Aperture Seismic Array spatial
LP arrays. A comparison of QC-AZ LP detections and the PDE list of world-
wide earthquakes was made for an 80-day interval. During this time, there

i were 887 earthquakes on the PDE List. The QC-AZ LP detections included
362 of these events with a 50 percent LP detection level of b 4.35. An
additional 276 events were detected at QC-AZ that were not on the PDE list.
Rayleigh waves of 45 to 60 sec are attenuated in the Basin and Range
Province and the MS40 discrimlnant is materially affected. During the free
oscillations after large earthquakes, the strain seismographs return to a
normal detection level much earlier than inertial seismographs. Steps-of-
strain (exponential strain pulses) are associated with conditions in the
vicinity of the station and are not useful for source mechanism studies.
The strain field at the tidal periods is the result of interaction among
gravitational forces from the moon and the sun, air pressure fluctuations,
and air temperature fluctuations. The strain seismographs detected re-
peatable acoustic signals which were separated into five acoustic wave
modes.
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* FINAL REPORT PROJECT VT/8706

DEVELOPMENT OF LP WAVE DISCRIMINATION CAPABILITY
USING LP STRAIN INSTRUMtINTS

f 1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 PURPOSE

This report is the final technical report on Project VT/8706, Development ofI LP Wave Discrimination Capability Using LP Strain Instruments. It is sub-
mitted in compliance with Sequence No. A005 of the Contract Data Requirements
List, Contract F33657-69-C-0121. Form DD-250 is being submitted along with
this report in accordance with contract requirements.

1.2 ORGANIZATION

This report summarizes the work accomplished during the entire contract inter-
val from 1 July 1968 to 1 June 1972. The report is organized by subject matter.
Sections 2, 3, and 4, respectively, treat the design goals, the selection of
the most effective sensing technique to meet these goals, and the design of
the instrument system. Sections S and 6 describe the installation of the in-
struments, including site selection and site preparation, and the operation of
the system. The remaining sections describe the wave discrimination capability• of the strain/inertial instrumentation complex. Section 7 discusses the back-'

ground noise field and the stability of the seismographs. The general per-
formance of the instruments is presented in section 8. The enhancement of
signals with various combinations of strain and inertial seismographs is demon-
strated in section 9. This enhancement of long-period (LP) seismic waves is
the most important result of the project. Section 9 presents illustrations
demonstrating that a single high-sensitivity strain/inertial seismograph sta-
tion can provide as much signal-to-noise enhancement as the spatial arrays of
21 elements at the Tonto Forest Observatory (TFO) and of 63 elements at the
Large Aperture Seismic Array (LASA). Section 10 discusses an investigation
of the detection threshold of a single high-sensitivity station. Steps-of-
strain are interpreted in section 11. The spectral comparisons between ground
displacement and ground strain are presented in section 12. The coupling of
the station to the earth is studied using the earth tide signals in section 13.
The ability of a strain seismograph to enhance signal-to-noise ratio of acoustic

E signals is demonstrated in section 14 with the detection of three acoustic sig-
nals and with the identification of several distinct modes in each. Section 1S
presents conclusions.

1.3 PREVIOUS REPORTS

Eleven quarterly reports and two special reports have been submitted on Project
VELA T/8706. A bibliography of. these reports is given in appendix 1.
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1.4 TOPICAL SUMlARY

This report on the accomplishments during the 4 years of the Project covering
the development, construction, operation, data collection, and data processing
is voluminous. This section provides a topical summary of the major results. '
The reader is referred to the table of contents to determine the sections of
the report where the details on these results are given.

[I
A satisfactory method for the design, construction, and installation of a
three-component strain seismog•,aph system was developed. The strain seismo-
graphs were constructed with mplitude and phase responses that matched short-
period (SP) inertial seismographs and that matched long-period (LP) inertialseismographs. The match of the frequency responsos allowed stable, continuous,

t or-line, real-time enhancement of earthquake signals. The sensitivity of the
strain seismopraphs equalled the sensitivity of the inertial seismographs. The i
sensitivities achieved wore 2-1/2 to 3 orders of magnitude greater than pre-
viously attained w.th szrain seismographs. The LP response has a sensitivity
of about 2.5 x IV-, strain at 30 sec and the broad-band response has a sensi-
tivity of about 1 x 10- strain from dc to 7.5 Hz. At the Queen Creek
(Arizona) Seismological Station (QC-AZ), the ambient unrest of the ground is
as small as observed at any point on the earth over the period range of 0.1 Li
to 2560 sec. Even at this quiet site, the operating magnifications were
limited by the motion of the ground and not by instrument noise. The minimum
backgrL Ad signal-to-instrument noise ratio is about 6 dB in the period range
from 60 to 200 sec for both the inertial and strain seismographs.

The strain seismographs and the inertial seismographs can be used separately I
and in various combinations (sums and differences) to enhance earthquake sig-
nals and to separate and to identify wave types. The enhancement is especially
good for both Rayleigh and Love surface waves, including higher modes, and for .!
body waves L~riving as S phases. The multiple bounce body waves , such as PS,
SS, SSS, etc., are enhanced more than direct body waves. The ability to en-
hance earth.izake signals and to separate wave types is demonstrated both in
the time .1%. )n and in the frequency domain. A suite of seismograms are
illustratL' 3 demonstrate the capabilities of the instrumentation complex
with a vari - of signals. Some of the illustrations are reproductions of
real-time r,...rdings and others are of recordings played back from magnetic
tape. Among both types of seismograms are illustrations of enhancement of
Rayleigh waves ¢rom earthquakes with mb of 4.2 and from epicentral distances
of about 100 d& . The time domain and the frequency domain analyses both
demonstrate the faithfulness in recording and enhancing signals. This system
stability is ionstrated with three similar signals from the same epicenter
and with multiple passes of the Rayleigh wave (LR1 , LR2 , and LR3 ) from an

-o u 5.5 earthquake. Both Fourier transform analysis and power spectral
density analysis were used to make the frequency domain comparisons of signals
on the strain and inertial seismographs. At the peak of the earthquake signal
spectra, the spectra cf the two types of seismographs have identical shape;
the coherence is one; and the relative phase angle is as predicted by theory.
Spectral comparisons between a Rayleigh wave from an mb a 4.2 earthquake and
a microseismic background sample indicate 17 dB signal-to-noise ratio. Capon
et al. (1969) have reported an 11 dB noise reduction in the octave between 20
and 40 sec for the 63-element LP array at LASA. The LASA microseismic back-
ground at 40 sec and longer periods is larger than the QC-AZ strain micro-
seismic background at these periods. The favorable signal enhancement
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a Icomparison of the single station strain/inertial combination at QC-AZ with
the TFO and LASA long-period spatial arrays establishes the concept of the
strain/inertial complex as one of the solutions to the detection and identi-
fication problem.

An 80-day QC-AZ station bulletin was compared to the National Ocean Survey
3 (NOS) Preliminary Determination of Epicenters (PDE) list for world-wide epi-

centers. The QC-AZ detections wore made from the long-period data with many
events being detected from the directional array of combined strain/inertial
seismographs. The QC-AZ bulletin listed 40.8 percent of the events on the
PDE list and had almost as many events (78 percent) that were not on the PDE
list. Based on the 40.8 percent events on both the NOS and QC-AZ listso the

" SO percent probability level of an LP detection from world-wide epicenters is
& an mi of 4.35. Many of the large-to-great earthquakes excite free oscillations

of the earth that continue for hours after the origin time. Since most of
these continuing free oscillations have high phase velocities, the strain
seismographs return to a normal background and normal detection threshold much
quicker than the inertial seismographs.

Rayleigh waves traveling through the Basin and Range Province have significant
attenuation of 45 to 60 sec energy. This energy dissipation greatly affects
the MS4 0 earthquake/explosion discriminant.

Steps-of-strain have been reported in the literature by Press (1965), Wideman
and Major (1967), and others as being related to permanent dislocations at
the focus of an epicenter. The QC-AZ data indicate that while many strain
disturbances begin during the Rayleigh wave train of an earthquake, these dis-
turbances reflect conditions in the vicinity of the strainmeter rather than
at the earthquake focus.

The strain field at the earth tide periods is the result of several inter-
acting phenomena. The gravitational force from the moon and from the sun each
contribute to the strain field. Air pressure loads introduce a strain field
that varies with the gravitational attraction forces and with temperature
changes from the radiant energy from the sun. The thermal strain field varies
with the radiant energy from the sun and with pressure changes from the gravi-
tational forces on the atmosphere. The temperature and pressure changes affect
the strains associated with the Sl tide (24.00 hr period) and P1 tide (24.07
hr period) (unseparated in this analysis) more than the strains associated with
the 01 tide (25.82 hr period). Similarly, the strains at the periods of the[ (12.00 hr) and K2 (11.97 hr) tides (unseparated in this analysis) are
affected more than at the period of the M2 (12.42 hr) tide. Because of the
interaction among gravitational forces, pressure, temperature, and strain,
coupling factors determined for the coupling of the strainmeters to the earth
as a whole do not reflect the pure strain output resulting from the gravita-
tional force input.

A buried strainmeter will respond to the ground strain from air pressure waves
in a manner that attenuates exponentially with depth and wave number. Small
wave number acoustic waves are enhanced relative to large wave number wind
related pressure variations. Recordings on the QC-AZ strain seismographs are
used to detect and to identify five distinct modes from two acoustic waves
which travelled the short arc and one acoustic wave which travelled the long
arc from two presumed acoustic sources in the South Pacific Ocean.
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2. DESIGN GOALS3

The first task of the project was to "Develop design specifications for
vertical and horizontal long-period (LP) strain seismometers, which will be U
capable of gain and response characteristics equivalent to those of the
'advanced' LP inertial seismometers such as Geotech Models 7S0SA and 8700C."1
This task was interpreted as referring to the entire seismograph and as in- I
cluding all devices that sense, amplify, filter, and transmit the signal from
the earth motion to the recorder. This section of the report defines the
goals which were adopted and the design problems to be overcome in reaching
these goals. The strain seismograph sensitivity and amplitude and phase
response requirements are defined in section 2.1. Considerations that were
applied to the instrument selection and design are presented in section 2.2. 3
Considerations that were applied to the control of the environment in the
vicinity of the seismometers are discussed in section 2.3. I
2.1 STRAIN SEISMOGRAPH SENSITIVITY AND RESPONSE

Many of the applications of strain seismographs involve comparisons between
the phase and amplitude responses of strain and inertial seismograph systems.
This necessity for Comparisons places two requirements on the phase and ampli-

tude responses of the strain and inertial systems.,3

The first requirement relates to the limited dynamic range of the recorder
(normally about 40 dB). Earthquake and seismic noise signals are of wide
frequency content and reflect a large dynamic range of amplitudes. In inertial
seismographs, the wide frequency content and some of the amplitude range is
modified by filters before recording. For instance, in the Advanced Long-
Period System (ALPS), the period of the inertial seismometer and the period

of the galvanometer were selected to enhance seismic signals in the 10 to 100
see period range and to attenuate seismic noise outside this passband. How-
ever, the amplitude of the microseismic noise in the S to 8 sec period range
is often very large. Therefore, it was necessary to use a 6 sec notch filter
in the ALPS high gain channel to notch out these microseismic signals to allow
recording of smaller earthquakes. Typical ALPS high gain and low gain ampli-
tude frequency response curves are given in figure 1. The effect of the 6 sec
notch filter can readily be seen. Also, from figure 1, note the period ranges
of the high gain and low gain channels. I,

dB down Period range (sec)
from peak high gain low gain 3

20 11-100 6.5-100
40 7.8-220 3-230
60 2.5(or 6)-500 1.s-sno

Similar considerations for recording wide dynamic range signals on a limited
dynamic range analog recorder apply to the strain system. One of the im-
portant objectives was to establish limits on the filtering necessary to allow
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recording of signals over a suitable frequency and amplitude range. Some of I
the factors that affected this specification were:

a, Minimum ..mplitude signal to be recorded; 0
b. Maximum amplitudo signal to be recorded;

c. Frequency content of the signals to be recorded; U
d. Dynamic range of recorders that could be used with both the inertial

and strain systems;

e. Response to earth strain of the particular sensing technique selected; LI
f. Amplitude and frequency content of the noise; and

g. Suitability of the signal format for subsequent processing. U
The second requirement for comparing strain and inertial seismographs relates
to the match between their respective phase and amplitude responses. For some
of the applications of the strain/inertial %eismograph combinations, the match L
between the two systems for apparent longitudinal waves must be extremely good.
Since the initial objective of this program was of a research category, there
was no specific requirement for on-line protessing. Consequently, the final
and accurate matching of the two system responses could have been done in a
digital computer during final data processing. However, for visual analysis
in the laboratory, and for visual verification of proper operation of both
strain and inertial systems in the field, a matched response was specified.
If differences in amplitude and phase responses were not corrected so that
waves appeared the same on both the strain and inertial systems, much time
would have been lost in the testing program. If the responses were not theI same, it would have been difficult to compare signal recordings from the dif-
ferent systems and especially to identify and correct instrumental and environ-
mental problems that might not have been apparent if the systems were not
matched.

The previous discussion in this section primarily relates to seismic signals
in the period range of sensitivity of the ALPS from 10 to 100 sec. Strain
seismographs are inherently capable of recording longer period signals than
inertial seismographs. Earthquake signals of periods longer than 100 sec
have been observed and could possibly lead to valuable detection and identi-
fication criteria. Therefore, the long-period strain seismograph was designed
to include an ultra-long-period output. There was no extended effort to en-
hance the sensitivity at the longer periods. But, provisions were made for a
band-pass filter to shape the response and for recording any signals within
the sensitivity range of the ultra-long-period channel. A response flat to
equivalent ground displacement from 60 to 200 sec was specified to record
these longer period signals.
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2.2 INSTRUMENT CONSIDERATIONS

The objective of this program was to develop a strain seismograph having gain
and response characteristics equivalent to those of the ALPS. In accomplish-
ing this objective, three types of earth motion were considered: First, there
is a motion from seismic signals and seismic noise in the period range of in-
terest. Second, there are tides of the solid earth caused by the gravitational
attraction among thp moon, the sun, and the earth. Third, there are the secu-
lar motions which are here defined to include all longer term disturbances.

I Some of these disturbances are ground expansion and contraction from seasonal
temperature changes, regional tectonic strain, unusual local loads such as lakes
and reservoirs filling and draining, pier movement from resettling after instru-

* ment installation, dimensional changes of the mined-out cavity containing the
5 instrumentation, and other unexplainable long-term disturbances. Typical values

of horizontal long-period strain for these three types of ground motion are:

S1. Seismic strain (smallest strain to be measured): 5.24 x 1013m/m
strain at 30 sec period;

2 . Earth tide strain: about 2 x 10'8 m/m strain at 4.5 x 104 sec
(12-1/2 hr) period;

t 3. Secular strain: mine - 3.0 x 10-6-1/m at 1 yr period
5 trench - 1.0 x 10" m/m at 1 yr period.

The secular strain data for the mine are from Benioff's (1959) data on the
Dalton Canyon installation, and for the trench are from observations at the
strain installation at the Wichita Mountains Observatory (IMO). Note that the
earth tide strains are about five orders of magnitude, and the secular strains

t are about 7 or 8 orders of magnitude, larger than the seismic signal to be re-
iI corded. The strain transducer must be able to accommodate the 92 dB range of

the diurnal tides and still maintain 40 to 60 dB earthquake signal recording
range. This 150 dB dynamic range is a minimum when the strain seismograph is
used with analog and frequency-modulated, magnetic-tape recorders. If digital
recorders are used, another SO to 60 dB dynamic range could be available for
earthquake recording, making 200 dB the minimum dynamic range required for the'I• strain transducer. If the transducer is to operate without seasonal adjustment
for secular strain, it will require an additional 40 dB or up to 240 dB of
dynamic range. This large dynamic range capability of the transducer was one
"of the major design problems. Table 1 converts the above values of strain (aI change of length divided by a length) to sets of differential displacements
for four different spacings between piers.

I The differential displacement, which is the actual motion to be sensed by the
transducer, is seen to be on the order of 0.1 X from seismic signals at 30 sec.
"Since the output is linearly related to the distance between the piers, a
larger distance can provide additional signal for the transducer and reduce
its sensitivity requirements.

- .|Another major design problem was the extreme sensitivity required for the
strain transducer as compared to the transducer on an inertial seismometer.
Figure 2 shows the horizontal strain per unit of displacement as a function of
period for a Rayleigh wave. The vertical strain signal is only about one-third
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Table 1. Differential digglacements Li
Signal Distance between piers in UsourQe -_o m" W0 M eo m .. . go M
Seismic 1.0SxlO1 1  2,140x11  3.1Sx10 1  4,2xlO1ll

Earth tide 4x40 7  8xl0"7  1.2xlO" 6  1x10-6

Secular
Mine 6xl0"S 1.2x10 4  l.8x10 4  2.4x10"4
Trench 2x40 4  4x40 4  6x1O" 4  8xIO-4

the amplitude of the horizontal strain sign~l. Notice that at 100 sec period,
the horizontal strain is only about 1 x 10"/ m/r for each meter of displace-ment. Thus, at 100 sec, the strain transducer of a 20 m long strain seis- Umometer must be 3,333 times as sensitive as an inertial transducer.

The design objective for the strain seismograph for the maximum allowable
noise level and the minimum signal to be sensed was calculated by the follow-
ing metbod. The design objective was defined as the strain equivalent to
1 x 10' m peak-to-peak recorded on film at Xl0 view on the inertial ALPS at I
the magnification shown in figure 1. The minimum signal to be sensed wastaken as the maximum allowable noise level. The ground displacement equivalent

takt
to 1 x 10-3 m peak-to-peak on the ALPS was determined using the amplitude
response of the high-gain channel from figure 1. Then the strain and differ-
ential displacement corresponding to this ground displacement were calculated.
Appendix 2 gives the details of the calculations. Figure 3, which reflects
the design objective, is a plot of horizontal strain versus period for the I
maximum allowable noise level and/or minimum signal to be sensed. Also shown
on figure 3 is the average strain resulting from the surface wave of an earth-

r iquake of magnitude MS = 4 at epicentral distance (A) of 30 deg and 60 deg.

In summary, the strain transducer must be able to sense 0.1 A in the presence
of the semidiurnaj tides which are 4 x 104 times larger and annual strains
which could be 10' times larger.

2.3 ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS

The usable sensitivity of any strain system will be limited by the amount of
environmental stability that can be obtained. In the long-period range of •
interest, environmental instability can be divided into six categories asfollows:

1. True unrest of the ground from microseismic moti'n;

2. Effects of temperature change on the gpound;

3. Effects of air pressure cells and wind gusts on the ground;

4. Effects of temperature change on the instruments and their 7
installation;
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S. bffects of air pressure cells and wind gusts on the
instruments and their installation; and

6. Effects of mine strain and regional tectonic strain.

3 The true unrest of the ground from microseismic motion varies from region to
region by factors as large as 10. However, in the area of the central United
States at such sites as TFO, Payson, Arizona, and the Long-Range Seismic
Measurement Program (LRSM) site in a mine at Lae Cruces, New Mexico (LC-NM),
the ground unrest has been of a sufficiently low nature as to allow operation
of the vertical and horizontal inertial ALPS at their maximum magnification
of 100,000. In very carefully controlled experiments at the Las Cruces mine,
Trott (1965) found the broadband instrument noise level of the ALPS to be
equivalent to 1 mm on a X1O magnification film viewer at 130,000 magnifica-
tion at the peak of the response curve (see figure 1). He also found that
the signal-to-noise ratio of the ALPS at this quiet site was about 10:1 fromI 4 sec down to about 30 sec period decreasing to about 3:1 at about 100 sec
period. It was anticipated that the LP strain system to be designed under
this project would be installed in a mine where the microseismic ground un-

' -rest is sufficiently low so as to allow the inertial ALPS to be operated at
its maximum magnification of 100,000. Thus, the design criteria of the strain
system noise equalling the ALPS at 100,000 magnification provided a signal-
to-noise ratio approximately equal to that of the ALPS.

The effect of temperature variation on the ground unrest can be minimized by
installing a seismograph system in an existing mine. At reasonable depths
of only a few feet, the temperature variation is small and occurs on an annual
basis. However, vaults or mines that contain instruments must have entrances.r Temperature disturbances occur whenever the instrument areas are entered for
maintenance or work on the systems. The strain system at WMO was installed
in a trench that was backfilled so that the instruments were underground at
depths ranging from 12 to 15 ft. This depth is probably marginally sufficient
for isolation from temperature changes in the immediate vicinity of the instru-
ments. (The depth at WMO is not sufficient for isolation from air pressure
cells discussed later.) This depth may not be sufficient to remove the instru-SI ments from the highly localized earth strains that occur near the surface where
the temperature varies daily or at shorter periods, such as on partly cloudy
days when the ground is shielded from the radiation from the sun as clouds
blow over. The most effective way to minimize the effect of temperature-caused
strain is to select an existing mine with sufficient depth from the surface
of the ground to minimize these disturbances.

I At the beginning of the project, the effects of air pressure cells and wind
gusts on the ground was one of the biggest unknowns ini the environmental con-
siderations. The exact mechanism of the disturbance was not entirely known.
Part of the disturbance was considered to ue an atmospheric loading of the
ground which produces small vertical displacements and horizontal tilts.
Haubrich and MacKenzie (1965) hypothesize disturbances from pressure circles
with radii of 0.7 km and 1.5 km for periods of 100 sec and 400 sec, respec-
tively. Yet, in ALPS tests at WMO, Burden (1964) fc id pressure effects from
the wind apparently associated with the construction of a walk-in type vault.
When air pressure inside the vault was increased, the horizontal seismometers
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tilted toward the center of the vault. Later installation of a ship's door
to make the vault airtight did not appreciably improve the performance in this
vault (Milam, 1965). Much of this horizontal noise was localized and appar-
ently associated with this particular vault. Milam found that a horizontal m
inertial seismometer in a good tank installation 183 m (600 ft) away could
consistently operate at 10 times the magnification as a similar instrument in
the walk-in vault. Milam also found in tests of the ALPS at the Las Cruces I
mine that air pressure variations had unpredictable effects on the instrumen-
tation, causing noise on the seismographs. Noise was found to be generated
by such things as plastic bags filled with insulation, the vermiculite insu-
lation itself, ouoyancy of the steel tanks containing the seismometer in the
concrete piers, and suspected instantaneous differential temperature changes
between the concrete and steel tanks resulting from adiabatic temperature and
pressure changes. Fortunately, most of the instrumental air pressure effects I
at Las Cruces were eliminated by sealing off the mine chamber with a ship's
door. When the wind velocity would reach 30 mph, the instruments would indi-
cate some disturbance attributed to a localized tilting because the horizontal I
instruments would react and the vertical instruments would not. In the dis-
cussion of air pressure noise so far in this paragraph only inertial instru-
ments have been considered. It was expected that disturbances that tilt the
surface of the earth would create a proportionate localized strain. Thus, the I
horizontal strain seismographs probably would be subjected to the same noise
outputs as the inertial seismographs. In preliminary long-period strain tests
made at WMO, this phenomenon had been observed on a qualitative basis. Thus, I
it is apparent that the specific location for a long-period system - even
within a small area - is important and that the type of installation is im-
portant. Proper installation of long-period inertial seismographs 'has, inI
many locations, resulted in reduction of environmental noise, allowing opera-
tion at 10 times more magnification. A similar relationship was expected for
the strain seismograph with proper installation.

The effect of temperature variations on the strain instruments and their in-
stallation can be as critical as it is with the inertial systems. In develop-
ing high magnification, inertial long-period system, Teledyne Geotech (Geotech) I
has discovered the importance of thermal stability. (See Hamilton, 1964, for
a summary.) Exact temperature control is not necessary, but a temperature
stable to better than 0.0010C must be maintained. This type of stability is
obtained by following these rules:

1. Obtain an inherent temperature stability by installing underground; I
2. Install instruments in sealed vaults and/or sealed tank vaults in

sealed walk-in rooms; 3
3. Surround the instrument with ample insulation so there will be no

temperature differences between metal parts;

4. Prevent convection currents by baffles or insulation; and

5. Where necessary, apply heat at the top of the enclosure to insure
stratification of the air.

I,
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The effects of the air pressure cells and wind gusts on the instruments can
be minimized by sealing the instruments in an enclosure such as a mine chamber.
While the exact mechanism of disturbance would have been different for the
various strain sensing techniques considered, it was expected that all tech-
niques would be subjected to air pressure variation disturbances. The dis-
turbances from a separation of the piers resulting from a balloon effect of
pressure change in the chamber should be alleviated by sealing the installation.
However, for an installation in a side room in a large mine, the effect of
pressure changes in the rest of the mine is unknown. If the mine is suffi-
ently large, and the airflow is not gusty in the mine, the disturbances might
be outside the period range of interest.

Because of the unknowns that could possibly severely degrade performance in a
large mine, considerations were given in the design to comparing problems in
mines of various sizes. Consideration was also given to various methods of
sealing chambers in the types of mines considered.

The strain in mines resulting from plastic flow of the surrounding rock into
the mined-out cavity is another factor to be considered in designing a long-
period strain installation. The senior author (see Geotech, 1960) has made
measurements in the Carey Salt Company mine in Hutchinson, Kansas. The exca-
vations are at a depth of 664 ft in a layer of rock salt with interlayering
of shale and salt. The area monitored had about 60 percent of the salt re-
moved in a room-and-pillar mining method. At the center of a 50 ft wide room
about 1S ft from the perpendicular hallway, the 12 ft 9-1/2 in. distance be-
tween the ceiling and floor was decreasing at the rate of 0.0128 in. per month.
At a height of 7 ft above the floor, the walls across the 50 ft width were
moving together at the rate of about 0.0100 in. per month, which was about
2.7 times the creep rate at the floor. In a 3-month interval, the cumulative
strain was 250 x 10 m/m vertically and 50 x 10-6 m/m horizontally. Creep
in rock salt is greater than in granitic rocks so these strain values are
larger than should be experienced in a hard rock mine. Because of the con-
venient large mined-out areas at horizontal right angles, the Carey Salt mine,
in Hutchinson, Kansas, and the Morton Salt mine in Grand Saline, Texas, were
considered as possible sites for the installation of the prototype system.

Regional tectonic strain can also be a factor affecting a strain installation.
Bolt, McEvilly, and Filson (1968) have reported a strain accumulation of about
1 x 10-6 m/m in a year's time along the San Andreas Fault. Since this amount
of strain along the largest known fault in the United States is the same order
of magnitude as the secular strain, tectonic strains at any location should
not present any unexpected strains or demands on a strain system.

The design of the field-test installation considered the effect of environ-
mental disturbances. The magnitude and period range of the noises to be
expected were estimated. The design included proper installation techniques,
equipment, and procedures.
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3. THE MOST EFFECTIVE TECHNIQUE

Among the early major tasks under this program was the selection of a tthnique
to measure the very small strain displacements expected (about 2 x 10- m).
In studying the various options available at the time, consideration was given
to such factors as sensitivity, stability, reliability, ease of installation,
maintenance, and cost. Several types of systems were considered which showed
promise of meeting these requirements. I

3.1 TECHNIQUES CONSIDERED

3.1.1 Laser-Interferometer

A relatively low sensitivity strain seismometer using the laser interferometer
had been used previously with some success by Vali et al. (1965). Therefore,
this technique was carefully studied early in the program to determine the
feasibility of increasing its sensitivity. The laser technique offers an
advantage over the other techniques in that it only requires a line of sight I
between piers. All other techniques require a mechanical rod contact between
the two piers and mechanical support along the rod. Also, different separa-
tions between piers do not present any of the problems resulting from fixed
length rods. AMother advantage is that there is little difference between
horizontal and vertical versions, making hardware requirements simpler.

Figure 4 shows the basic concept of the laser interferometer technique. An
interference pattern is formed by combining the light from a strain measuring
path with the light from a reference path. The interference pattern is re-
fi ...ud from a galvanometer mirror onto a photocell bridge. The bridge output 3
is then fed back to the galvanometer, causing it to rotate and keeping the
fringe pattern stable on the photocells. The electrical output for recording
is taken from the servo feedback loop. 3
This technique has two major disadvantages. First, the transducer detects
displacements and, therefore, it will detect the large, out-of-passband dis-
placements caused by earth tides that are about 104 times larger than the
minimum signal to be detected. In addition, strain instruments are subject
to secular disturbances caused by the local environment which can be 100 times
larger than the minimum signal, depending on the installation. The second I
major disadvantage is that the best commercial laser available at the time
had a long-term frequency stability of about 1 part in 108. Calculations
showed that this stability would have to be improved by about 104 if this
technique was used.

Methods to compensate for these two problems were designed, which resulted in
a considerably more complex version than that shown in figure 4. However,
development of these compensators was not done since other transducer tech-
niques showed more promise of producing a workable system at lower cost and
in less time. It should be pointed out that with future improvements in laser I
technology, the inherent advantage of using a light beam rather than a me-
chanical rod can make the laser an excellent instrument for measuring strains.
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3.1.2 RF-Variable Capacitance Transducer

The RF-variable capacitance transducer (RP-VC) was also considered for this
application. This unit was originally designed by Benioff (19SS. 19S9) and I
an improved version was used by Geotech on an earlier strain program described
by Shopland (1966). Transducers of this type are also used in strain installa-
tions at various universities.

Like the laser interferpmeter, this transducer required a significant improve-
ment in sensitivity (10-) and some method of compensating for the earth tides 3
and other large local phenomena. Since the RF-VC also required a strain rod U
in addition to these improvements, development of an improved unit was not
pursued.

3.1.3 Direct Current-Variable Capacitance Transducer

The direct current-variable capacitance transducer (DC-VC) was thoroughly in-
vestigated for use as the primary transducer for the strain system. Work on
this unit progressed through the laboratory model stage before the final selec-
tion of the moving coil transducer. The following paragraphs discuss the
principles of operation of the DC-VC and the findings made during the develop-
ment work.

3.1.3.1 Principles of Operation I
The DC-VC is inherently a displacement transducer with a 6 dB/octave high pass
characteristic produced by the variable capacitor and its leakage resistance. I
The DC-VC operates on the principle of the "charge" amplifier shown in the
simplified schematic of figure 5. This technique has been used for many years
in audio microphones. The DC-VC functions by virtue of the fact that if the
charge on a capacitor is held constant as the capacitance is varied, the volt-
a&a across the capacitor will also vary. To vary the capacitance, one may
vary effective plate area, plate separation, or the material between the plate.
For this application, variable plate separation was chosen because it was
easier to achieve and it provided the greatest sensitivity for a given trans-
ducer size. The mathematical derivation of circuit operation given in Quarterly
Report No. 1 (Grissom, irwin, Shopland, 1968) shows that for small displace- I
merits,

AV Ad
W m (1)I

where V is the capacitor voltage and d is the plate separation. This equation
shows that the transducer is linear for very small changes in d and that the
sensitivity is independent of the total capacitance. Sufficient capacitance
is required only to achieve the ',sired frequency response. 3
In the circuit shown a•, figure 5, the operational amplifier not only provides
gain, but it also transforms the very high impedance of the transducer to a
low impedance suitable for further amplification and filtering.

I
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3.1.3.2 Laboratory Model DC-VC I
Based on the successful completion of feasibility tests, a laboratory model
DC-VC, complete with the necessary electronic circuitry, was designed and
built for further testing.

Figure 6 is the schematic for the transducer. Overvoltage protectivn circuits
and a follower amplifier-filter have been omitted from the figure for clarity.
This circuit incorporates two significant changes that were found necessary
during feasibility tests. 3
First, notice that the variable capacitor has been changeri I:o a differential
capacitor where one section increases capacitance while the other decreases
for input displacements. The signals from the two sections have the same
polarity because the battery polarities are opposite. The differential con-
figuration was necessary to maintain transducer Linearity in the presence of
relatively large displacements caused by tidal .nd secular strains.

Then, a second high pass filter stage was added at the amplifier input (R2 and
C2 ). This stage allows a significant reduction ' the values of the input. and
feedback resistances, reducing noise and increasing circuit stability. The
12 dB/octave filter thus provided offers an equally important advantage of
increasing the rejection of earth tides. if
The variable capacitor shown in figure 6 has , nominal sensitivity of
3 x 106 V/m with the 1000 V batteries and a plate spacing of 3.3 x 10-4 m.
Resistors R3 and R4 set the gain of the operational amplifier at 10. Tn ,
frequency cutoff is 1000 sec at a 12 dB/octave ..-to. A 10 Hz, 12 dB/oct&,;
high cutoff is provided by an additional amplif '--filter, which is not shown.

Figure 7 is a photograph of the laboratory model variablt capacitor unit. In I
each of the 10 groups of 3 plates, the inner plate is wat#.7hed to a movable
center rod that is supported by four taut wire suspensions at each end. The
center plates are maintained at ground potenti.-t. The outer plates are insu-
lated and are supported by rods rigidly attac4ad to the c.ase. The cables
leading from the transducer are connected to the two sQts of outside plates
and lead to the high voltage batteries, a, htown in fVgure 6. The plastic
case, which was later replaced by an a'iudnui case, : als the transducer to
contain the dielectric liquie and t- prevent dust contaminatio . Each section
of the capacitor has a total area ,f 0.3 m2 , spacig of S.3 x 10-4 m, and a
nominal capacitance of 0.008 0F with ,..r ts the dielectric.

3.1.3.3 Problems Encountered

Two major problems were encountered in develc.ment of the DC-VC which ultimate-
ly led to the cancellatiton vf further work.

First, a suitable dielecte,1 4!-.quid with a relat.vely high dielectric constant
(k) and very high volume resitivity could i-. t be found. SuLh a liquid would
have increased the capacittmc- of the trar.6d er and there'7 decreased the
value of the resistors neojecd .*o obtain tl-e proper low frequ-ncy response. Of I
the liquids tested, only minerp! oil Ck 0 2 n5) and transformer oil (k a 2.60)
had sufficient volume resistivity. Ust if tnese lliuids would offer other
advantages over air, but would not sigitficantly reduce the impedances required.
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SThe Most serious problem was the hith noise level discovered when tests were
run on the completed transducer. W~ith no voltage applied to the variable

* capacitor, the electronic noise level was low. The noise level was measured
at 9, 90, and 500 V applied to the capacitor and was found to increase expo-
nentially as the voltage increased. Circuit theory indicated that the noise
should increase linearly if it was caused by small displacements in the
capacitor. The exponential change in noise suggested that there may have been
some dimensional instability in the aluminum and other components of the vari-
able capacitor. Since the force between the plates due to electrostatic

* attraction is proportional to the square of the applied voltage (12 N per sec-
tion at 1000 V), this force could cause changes in capacitor plate spacing due
to stress relaxation. Since no simple solution to this problem was apparent

* and time did not allow the continuation of further testing, work on the DC-VC
was stopped.

a 3.1.4 Optical Displacement Transducer

Early in the development of the strain system, the need was seen for a rela-
tively low sensitivity, broad-band (dc to 10 Hz) transducer. This unit would

t serve three important functions. First, it could be calibrated using a pre-
cision micrometer and could therefore be used to determine calibration constants
of the strain calibrators. Secondly, the outputs caused by earth tides and
instrument settling could be recorded to verify proper operation of the strain
rod and its attachment to the rock. Finally, the output of the transducer
could be recorded to detect residual strains from large earthquakes.

Preliminary design specifications developed for the transducer were as follows:

Response: dc to 10 Hz, flat to ground strain

Noise lovel: Equivalent jo 3 x 10-9 m displacement
MS. x 10"a M/M Strain based on 40 m

strain rod)

Dynamic range: 60 dU, minimum

I The noise level and dynamic range val es were chosen to allow detection of the

6 to 8 sec MicroseisMs (about 7 x 10P m) and high level surface waves in the
I presence of the maximum earth tide signal (estimated at 4 x 10- 7 m p-p relative

displacement).

rTho first technique considered for this transducer was an optical-phototube
& bridge system, similar to that used in Geotech's phototube amplifier (PTA).

In an earlier laboratory test, the feasibility of the technique had been demon-
strated. Test data showed that a reduction in the noise level was the only

!• improvement necessary to meet the requirements. Therefore, development on
this transducer was started and a laboratory model unit was built and tested.Figure 8 shows the completed unit mounted on an Invar test fixture.

iI
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3.1.4.1 Description

Figure 9 is the electrical schematic of the transducer. Vacuum phototubes
were selected for the bridge circuit because of their better linearity and
longer term stability than similar gas-filled phototubes. The batteries used
for the photocell supply voltages have very small current drains, which assured
long life. The operational amplifier is used as a current amplifier to sense
the very small imbalances in current caused by unequal illumination' of the
phototube cathodes. Exciter lamp power is furnished by a well regulated, dc
power supply. Lamp voltage is maintained well below the rated level to in-I crease lamp life and to reduce power dissipation.

Figure 10 is a top view optical schematic of the transducer. Light from theif incandescent lamp is collimated by the condensing lens assembly and passes
through the first cylindrical lens. This lens forms the beam into a narrow
bar of light and focuses it on a vertical slit mask. The mask eliminates
scattered light and sharply defines the sides of the beam. The image of this
mask is focused by the cylindrical lens relay assembly onto another mask
situated in the middle of the corner reflector assembly. This mask defines
the top and bottom of the beam, forming a sharp, bright rectangle of light.
This rectangle of light is then focused by the objective lens assembly onto
the beam splitter mirror. The beam is divided into two equal parts that fall
on the cathodes of two phototubes.

3.1.4.2 Principles of Operation

In operation, the lamp, lens, and electronic assembly are mounted on the rockit' while the corner reflector assembly is mounted on the strain seismometer rod.
If the corner reflector is displaced in a direction perpendicular to the major
axis of the transducer, as shown in figure 10, it can be seen that the beam
entering the objective lens assembly is displaced twice that amount. The re-

f sulting unequal illumination of the photo-cathodes causes an unbalanced bridge
output, which is amplified and made available at the transducer output.

S~[In theory, transducer sensitivity is directly proportional to the exciter lamp
power and inversely proportional to the width of the first slit mask. The
design is a compromise between these factors because increased lamp power in-
creases undesirable heat dissipation, and slit masks narrower than one or two
millimeters require expensive, high-quality optics. On the other hand, instru-
ment noise is determined primarily by the dark noise current of the phototubes

nand the Johnson noise of the photocell load resistance - in this case, the
selected operational amplifier feedback resistor. In this circuit, the theo-
retical optimal noise level is achieved when the load resistance is between
109 and 1010 ohms.

3.1.4.3 Remotely Operated Calibrator

The remote calibrator is an optical device used periodically to check the
transducer sensitivity. It consists of a thin, flat piece of glass mounted
at the pivot point of a relay-type actuator. The glass plate is placed in
the optical path between the objective lens and the beam splitter mirror.
When the glass is pivoted, the emerging light beam is laterally displaced a
small amount because of the refraction of the glass. The amount of calibra-
tion displacement can be determined by measuring the angle of rotation or by
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comparing the calibration output to that produced by a known displacement of a
the corner reflector.

3.1.4.4 Test Results

Bench tests of ti:e transducer began soon after the assembly was completed. It
was immediately apparent that large noise voltages were produced by convection
currents that changed the index of refraction of the air in the optical path., U,
Therefore, all holes in the instrument case were covered and future tests were
run using an insulated box to cover the instrument. I
With the insulated cover in place and the lamp operated at half power of 16 W,
instrument temperature rose to about .55C (120 0F). Although the electronic
components are rated at temperatures well above that level, methods of reduc-
ing the heat cissipation were sought, primarily to reduce heating of the sur-
roundings that could cause noise in other instruments. Semiconductor light-
emitting diodes (',EDs) operating at high peak currents and relatively high
frequenc'.es were tested. The LEDs were found capable of producing sufficient
light at peak currents, but the short duty cycle necessary to prevent over-
heating required somewhat complicated sample and hold circuits in the trans-
ducer. When tests indicated that the transducer would operate satisfactorily
with the incandescent lamp power below 10 W, it was decided to delay further
tests on this problem until the effects of such heat loads in the mine at
Queen Creek, Arizona (QC-AZ), were determined.

Initial noise tests indicated that lamp voltage fluctuations produced as much _

as one hundred times greater output voltage fluctuations than expected. Since
power supplies capable of the required regulation (noise less than 1 mV) were
expensive and impractical, other methcds of reducing the noise were used.IFirst, the sensitivity of the phototutes was matched as closely as possible .
a task that proved somewhat difficult because of large variations between
off-the-shelf phototubes. Secondly, the spectra of light reaching the two
phototubes was balanced by improving -.he quality of the beam splitter mirror.
These improvements greatly reduced short-term effects, but some longer term
noise was still evident. This longer term noise was traced to expansion and
contraction of the filament supports in the original exciter lamp, which was.
mounted horizontally. Incorporation of a lamp with vertical filament supports
greatly reduced these longer term effects of lamp voltage fluctuation.

Final testing of the completed transducer was done in the stable mine environ-
ment at QC-AZ. These tests were directed mainly toward a determination of I
the sources of a serious long-term drift in the transducer. This long-term
"drift, which has been observed during tests at Garland, was not improved by
operation of the unit in the thermally stable mine environment. With all I
optical elements mounted on the test fixture, the drift continued consistently
in the same direction and usually exceeded the dynamic range of the instrument
within 24 hours. The problem was further aggravated because the necessary
frequent adjustments disturbed the thermal equilibrium of the instrument and
started the drift cycle all over again. Although the drift was obviously an
effect of temperature change, field tests were unsuccessful in pinpointing the
source. Therefore, further development of the optical transducer was abandoned.
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33. 2 TECHNIQUES USED

The moving-coil, permanent-magnet transducer was selected as the primary
transducer for this project. An equally important part of the primary system
is the solid-state preamplifier, which was carefully selected after extensive
noise tests of amplifiers from several manufacturers. In the following para-
graphs, the design and/or selection of these components for the strain systemwill be discussed. Also, the design of the strain rod and its suspension andthe secondary displacement transducer will be discussed.

3.2.1 Moving-Coil Transducer

The moving-coil transducer has been found to be simple and reliable over many
years of use. It was therefore chosen as one of the most promising techniques
for detailed study early in the program. The velocity-sensitive, moving-coil
technique offered an advantage over displacement techniques by eliminating the
problems created by the very long period, high amplitude earth tides and secu-
lar strains. The major disadvantage of this transducer is the high weight of
the magnet structure required which made handling difficult.

3.2.1.1 Magnet and Coil Design

The design of the magnet for this project was primarily an updating of the
existing unit then in use at the strain facility at WMO. The original magnet
structure design was modified to take advantage of the magnet manufacturer's
capability of fabricating larger magnets. These larger magnets resulted in
a 20 percent increase in flux density in an air gap of the same dimensions as
the original design.

The coil assembly was completely redesigned. The existing transducer required
a low impedance coil to provide maximum power transfer between the coil and
the galvanometer in a standard long-period PTA. Since a high input impedance,
solid-state amplifier was to be used, a high impedance coil was required for
this application. In addition, a new coil form was designed using a more
dimensionally stable material than the original unit. Finally, the coil width
was increased so that it was longer than the 1 in. magnet gap to improve
linearity and to take advantage of an increase in the generator constant
afforded by utilizing stray flux outside the gap. The specifications for thetransducer are given in table 2.

3.2.1.2 Magnet Assembly

Fabrication of the soft steel components of the magnet structure was done at
Geotechts Garland plant. When the uncharged magnet segments were received
from Indiana General Corporation, the magnet manufacturer, the magnets were
assembled. Figure lla shows the 8-segment Alnico V magnet in place. Figure llb
shows the complete magnet structure just prior to final assembly. (The scale
in the figure is 15 in. long.) To charge the first magnet, Indiana General
requested that a large coil of No. 6 AWG wire be wound between the magnet and
the outer cylinder. The coil was manufactured and installed and the complete
assembly was returned to Indiana General for charging.

Charging of the magnet proved to be more difficult than expected. The No. 6
wire coil did not function as expected and it was necessary for the vendor to
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Table 2. Specifications of the moving-coil transducer

Magnet assembly

Flux density in gap 1.2 Tesla (T) (12,000 gauss)

Magnet gap dimensions 12.000 in. o.d., 11.400 in. i.d.

(0.300 in. gap)

1.000 in. long

Magnet: material Alnico V

shape 8 pie-shaped segments

weight 250 lb total

Dimensions 20 in. diameter x 12 in. long

Weight of complete

assembly 700 lbs

Coil assembly

Wire size No. 42 AWG

Number of turns 31,000 approx

Total wire length 29,000 m, approx

Resistance 165,000 ohm, nominal

Transdi'cer generator constant

Calculated, Minimum 29,000 V/m/sec

Typical 32,000 V/m/sec
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use a large capacitor-discharge type magnet charger in conjunction with a
large electromagnetic charger to obtain the maximum flux density possible in
the assembly. Indiana General was able to charge the assembly to 1.25T
(12,500 gauss) at saturation. This saturation flux provided 1.2T in the U
stabilized condition rather than the 1.3T level that was originally expected.

The manufacturer made several suggestions to improve the assembly design, in-
cluding elimination of the charging coil and increasing the thickness of the U
soft iron magnet components. These suggestions were incorporated in the
dra• ings and the second and third magnet assemblies built later. The original.
magnet assembly was not modified.

3.2.1.3 Coil Assembly

Figure 12 is a photograph of the coil assembly designed for the project. The
coil assembly involves the random winding, in epoxy, of a coil of copper wire
on a fiberglass-epoxy laminated coil form. A prototype coil was wound with
No. 39 AWG wire in order to meet the manufacturer's suggested maximum input
impedance specification of the solid-state amplifier. T, is coil had an im-
pedance of 54 kn and yielded a calculated generator constant of 17,300 V/m/sec.
Later tests of the amplifier (see paragraph 3.2.2.1) indicated that the im-
pedance and generator constant could be increased without significantly
increasing the noise level. Therefore, the wire size was changed to No. 42
AWG, yielding a 164 kn coil and a calculated generator constant of 29,000
V/m/sec.

3.2.1.4 Transducer Tests U
The first test of the moving-coil transducer was a determination of the gen-
erator constant (G) using the two coils. The coil was mounted on a 2 m long
steel tube, which was suspended by two prototype taut wire suspensions. The
coil and tubc thus effectively became the mass of a horizontal inertial seis-

t ~ mometer with a natural frequency of about 1.5 Hz. This assembly was placed
in the underground walk-in vault at the Garland laboratory. The G of the
transducer was then determined by measuring the deflection produced by a
known force from a weight lift and then measuring a current applied to the
data coil to produce an identical deflection. Assuming equal deflections,
the G can be determined by

G - g (2)

where G is the motor constant in V/m/sec or N/A,

w is the effective mass of the weight lifted, in kilograms,

i is the current through the coil in amperes, and

g is the acceleration of gravity (9.8 m/sec 2 )

Two methods were used to measure the deflection. In the first, the laboratory
model electromagnetic calibrator was mounted on the rod and was used with an U
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amplifier as a velocity transducer. The voltage pulses produced by several
weight lifts were amplified and averaged. Then, a series of dc pulses was
applied to the data coil and the current was adjusted to produce an identical
output of the amplifier. In the second method, a high-power microscope was
used to measure the static deflection of the inertial mass caused by the
application of a constant force from the weight. With the force still applied,
current through the data coil was adjusted to return the inertial mass to its
original rest position. Both methods produced similar results, but the micro-
scope method is considered to be the most accurate.

The G of the coil with No. 39 AWG wire was determined to be 18,580 V/m/sec.,
Weight lift tests were repeated for the coil with No. 42 AWG wire and the G
was determined to be 31,600 V/m/sec. The generator constants were about
10 percent higher than the theoretical minimum value. This higher G results
from the coil being physically longer (1.20 in.) than the magnet gap (1.00 in.)
which allows utilization of the stray magnetic flux outside the gap. Also,
these data show that use of the higher impedance coil results in a 4.5 dB
improvement in the signal-to-noise ratio of the seismometer.

Other tests were conducted to determine whether the inherert inductance and
capacitance of the data coil and its associated circuitry would produce un- I
desirable phase shifts in any passband of interest. The resonant frequency
of the LRC circuit was determined for several values of external capacitance.
The resonant frequencies with the maximum expected capacitance were higher
than 30 Hz, which was sufficiently high to eliminate any phase shift problems.

3.2.2 Solid-State Amplifier

The amplifier selected for use on this project was the Ithaco, Inc., Long-
•?. Period Seismic Amplifier, Model 6089-34, and is shown in figure 13. As seen [

in the figure, the amplifier is enclosed in an insulated metal box which pro-
vides magnetic and electromagnetic shielding as well as isolation from tem-
perature effects. The decision to use this amplifier was based on the.-require-
ments of the project. Noise tests performed previously by Geotech, and further
noise tests on a Philbrick Operational Amplifier, Model SP2A/X, and an Ithaco,I
Model 154, contributed to the decision. All parameters of the amplifier were
checked to determine if it conformed to the manufacturer's specifications.
Primary attention was given to the noise level.

3.2.2.1 Amplifier Noise Tests

When the low-noise amplifier was received from Ithaco, Inc., tests were run
to determine whether the unit met the manufacturer's noise specification.
These tests were carefully conducted because amplifier noise level was the
parameter of greatest concern to the project.

In the first test, the amplifier input was terminated with a 54 kn carbon film
resistor in accordance with the manufacturer's specifications. A long term, 3
calibrated noise sample (about 20 hours) was recorded on an analog magnetic-
tape recorder and a 6.7 hour sample was selected for analysis. A visual
analysis of an analog playout of the sample showed that the maximum peak-to- U
peak excursion (referred to the input) was 0.64 pV in the passband of 0.6 to
333 sec (1.7 to 0.003 liz). If it is assumed that this noise is all the result
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of thermal agitation in the input resistor, then the maximum peak-to-peak
noise in the passband from 30 to 333 sec (0.033 to 0.003 Hz) can be estimated U
by multiplying 0.64 WV by the square root of the ratio of the passbands. This
gives a calculated noise level of 0.091 WV peak-to-peak. The specified maxi.
mum noise level for the amplifier is 0.02S V rms in the 30 to 333 sec pass- U
band. Using a factor of 6 to convert the rms rating to a gaussian, 99 percent
occurrence peak-to-peak level yields 0.1SO •V peak-to-peak, This analysis
showed, then, that the amplifier was well within specifications for noise level. U
In addition to the visual analysis, the selected sample was digitized for
calculation of the power spectral density (PSD) of the amplifier noise, The
resulting spectra showed that the noise consisted of two separate components.
One component was from the therm•al agitation in the input resistor and was
characterized by a horizontal (white) spectra from about 15 sec toward the
shorter periods. The other component was from the 1/f flicker noise in the U
components of the amplifier and was characterized by a rise of about 3 dB/
octave from 1S sec toward the longer periods. This two-component character-
istic of the spectra indicated that a data coil with a greater wire length
could increase the generator constant and signal voltage more than the ampli-
fier noise voltage was increased as a result of the increased coil resistan.e.
The shape of the noise spectra in the ALPS passband indicated that the ALPS
instrument noise would be dominated by the 1/f noise which is (to the first
order) independent of source resistance. Therefore, an increase in the wire
length would increase the generator constant and signal-to-noise ratio in the
ALPS pa3sband, while the resulting increase in amplifier noise would be out-
side the passband. Calculations were made which indicated that a coil could
be wound using No. 42 AWG wire instead of the No. 39 AWG wire in the first
coil. The new coil had a resistance of 164 kn as compared to the 54 kn of £S~ the original coil.

To test this hypothesis, calibrated long-term noise samples were again recorded
on magnetic tape for the two values of Input resistance. For both cases, cali-
bration signals and typical samples of the noise data were digitized for cal-
culation of the PSD of the noise. Three period ranges were of interest so
the data were digitized at three different sampling rates with noise samples
starting at the same time. After digitizing, the data were digitally filtered
to improve the antialiasing and then decimated to provide a longer time inter-
val of data. A calibration factor determined from the calibration signal was
used. Then a Parzen smoothing window was applied.I The power spectral densi-
ties were calculated in frequency bands of width 1 Hz, 1/128 Hz and
1/2560 Hz and divided by the bandwidth to give vasTui in units of V1/llz.
Table 3 shows the pertinent parameters for the calculation.

Figures 14 and 15 are the composite power spectral densities in the three
calculated passbands for the 164 kn and 54 ka input resistance cases, respec-
tively. The PSDs of the amplifiers in the three passbands overlap each other
well within the statistical confidence limits. The last two points in themiddle passband contain portions of the power from an infinite period up to128 sec period and thus lie above the spectra from the longer period analysis.

The two different componevits of amplifier noise can be seen clearly in both 2
figures The "white" resistor noise component intersects the 1/f component at
about 20 sec for the high input resistance case (figure 14), and at about
15 sec for the other (figure 15). As predicted by Johnson noise theory, the
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U
Table 3. Parameters for calculation of power spectral

density of Ithaco amplifier noise

Passband No. 2 3
Digitizing rate, samples/see s0 4 1
Analog antialias low-pass filters:

Corner, H& 10 0.5 0.1
Cutoff rate, dB/octave 24 24 24

Digital antialiss low-pass filter:
Corner, H&None O. S 0.04),60 dB down, at, Hz None 2.0 0.008S

Digitizing rate after decimate
Samples/see 50 2 0.1

Samples used in PSD, No. 3,969 3,969 2,410
Length of time in sample for PSD

Sec 79.38 1984.5 24100
h 0.022 O.S5 6.7

Lags used in PSD, No. 127 127 127
Confidence limit, dB

96% t2.3 t2.3 t2.8
90% ±1.8 41.8 ±2.3

Period range of PSD 1/25-5.12 2-128 20-2560

white noise componen increases by the square root of the ratio of resistanceI
Saom about 2.5 x 10"1 V2/Hz for the 54 kn source resistance to about 5 x l0'
VI/Hz for the 164 kO source resistance. The 1/f flicker noise component rises

STat about 3 dB/octave toward longer periods and can be seen to be independent
of source resistance by comparing figures 14 and 15.

I 3.2.2.2 Other Amplifier Tests

In addition to the noise tests, the amplifier was thoroughly tested to deter-
mine whether it met all other specifications. The results of these other
tests are shown in table 4, which indicates that the amplifier essentially
conforms to published specifications.

3.2.3 Strain Seismometer Desi61

After selection of the moving-coil transducer and the Ithaco amplifier as the
best technique, there remained the task of designing the strain seismometer.
The design included a determination of the minimum required length, develop-
ment of a method of suspension, selection of the material to be used, and
design of the necessary calibrators.

3.2.3.1 Strain Seismometer Length

To achieve the goal of a low-noise strain system comparable to inertial sys-
tems, an estimate of the expected signal-to-system-noise ratio was required.
From this information, the total length of the strain rod could be determined.
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Table 4. Comparison of manufacturer's specifications to measured values
for the Ithaco Long-Period Seismic Amplifierk Model 6089-34

Parameter Specification Measured Value

Gain 80 dB 80 dB

Change in gain with power +0.2 dB (+2%) +0.2% to -0.8X
supply variation

Clipping voltages (p-p) 60 V 74 V

Common mode rejection
Periods >0.3 sec 60 dB 60 to 110 dB
Periods <0.3 see 60 dB 54 to 60 dB II

Response to power supply (No specification) 0.0002 to 2.3 V/V
variation

Response to capacitive load (No specification) Satisfactory

Response to magnetic field (No specification) Satisfactory

The estimate of expected background signal level was based on data taken atr Las Cruces, New Mexico (LC-NM), as reported by Trott (1965). This site was
chosen as the basis of comparison, first, because of its very quiet background
level and secondly, because calibrated spectra of the background from carefully
conducted tests were available. The spectrum of the LC-NM microseismic noise
level (vertical component) expressed as root-mean-square (rms) millimicrons of
ground displacement per milliHertz bandwidth was converted to strain as a func-
tion of period. The voltage generated by a 40 m horizontal strain seismometor
with a generator constant of 31,600 V/m/sec was calculated for these displace-
ments assuming the noise is fundamental Rayleigh waves and that the horizontal
motion is equal to vertical motion.

.The estimate of strain system noise was based on two assumptions. First, it
was assumed that the noise of the Ithaco amplifier would be the predominant
component of system noise and the electronic amplifiers and filters following
it would not add appreciable noise to the system. Secondly, it was not possible
to estimate the noise contribution of the seismometer itself, and thus it was
assumed that its noise would be lower than electronic noise. Therefore, the
PSD of the Ithaco amplifier shown in figure 14 was normalized to a mHz band-
width, the square root was taken, and the results smoothed, yielding a spectrum
in rms volts per mHz.

The microseismic and amplifier noise spectra are compared in figure 16. From
the figure it can be seen that the background signal-to-strain-system noise
level varies from almost 60 dB at 6 sec to just over 0 dB for periods longer
than 40 sec. This signal-to-noise ratio was considered sufficient for the
purposes of the program and the strain rod length was therefore set at 40 m. j
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01
3.2.3.2 Materials and Construction

In deciding on the materials to be used for the strain seismometers, careful

consideration was given to the effects of temperature changes that could caase U
noise in the passband of interest. The strain rod itself, of ccurse, was given
the greatest consideration. Four materials were considered for the rod: used
quartz, Invar, steel, and CER-VIT, an extremely low expansion (1.S x 10 "/.C) U
ceramic material manufactured by Owen-Illinois, Inc. CER-VIT was eliminated
because of its high cost. Steel tubing was also rejected because the disadvan-
tage of a relatively high coefficient of expansion was not offset by a material
cost reduction as compared to Invar. Invar was available and offered several 1
advantages over quartz tubing then being used. First, it was not subject to
breakage and would not require as much care in installation and maintenance.
Secondly, it could be easily joined by external clamp-type couplers because of '
its uniform size. Finally, fixtures could be rigidly clamped to the tube,
allowing support configurations different from the then existing sling arrange-
ment. Although Invar's expansion coefficient (9 x 10- 7 /*C) is about twice that
of fused quartz, heat flow calculations showed that 4 in. of insulation were
more than sufficient to eliminate the effects of temperature changes as great
as 50C peak-to-peak at 30 sec. Design calculations showed that a tube with an
outside diameter of 2 in. (51 mm) and a wall thickness of 1/16 in. (1.6 mm) was
acceptable.

Invar was also selected for other machined parts of the seismometer, such as
the support frames, their baseplates, and the rod anchor assemblies. All hard-
ware, including the rock anchors, was either stainless or cadmium-plated steel.

It should be noted that the strain seismometer was assembled using bolts, nuts,
and screws exclusively; welded construction was avoided to prevent possible
noise caused by stress relief in welded joints.

3.2.3.3 Strain Rod Suspension

The design of the strain rod suspension was carefully done because of its im-
portance. The purpose of the suspension assemblies is to restrain the rod
from transverse vibrations without materially restraining axial motion along
the rod. In addition, the suspension should not contribute noise to the system.
Most existing suspension methods use slings to support the rod. For this pro-
gram, it was desired to more completely constrain the rod in all directions
perpendicular to the rod axis and to make the assembly vertically symmetrical
to minimize the effects of temperature. Therefore, a three-point suspension
was designed and prototypes using two methods were fabricated for testing.

In the first method, the rod was supported by three stiff spokes attached to
auxiliary leaf springs at the corners of a triangular frame. This method
provided a relatively linear and soft axial spring rate, but was rejected be-
cause it allowed too much transverse vibration. In the second method, the rod
was supported by three taut wires strung from clamps on the rod to clamps on
the supporting frame. Figure 17 shows the two types of suspension frames used
in the program. Figure 17a shows the triangle frame support used on the ver-
tical (shown) and floor-mounted horizontal instruments. Figure 17b shows the
square frame support used on the wall-mounted horizontal strainmeter. Both of
these supports are symmetrical about the vertical axis so that temperature
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changes in vertically stratified air produce symmetrical expansion. The I
suspension wire is Hamilton Metals' Elinvar Extra, a constant modulus of elas-
ticity alloy made especially for precision springs.

The taut-wire suspensions are very stiff to transverse vibration and moderately
stiff for axial motion. Calculations were made to determine whether suspension
stiffness would cause appreciable loss of signal by compressing the strain rod.
Since it was desirable to limit losses to less than 1 percent, the combined
axial stiffness of all the suspension assemblies had to be less than 1 percent
of the axial stiffness of the strain rod. The worst case calculations showed
that with upper wire tension of about 10 lb and misalignment of every suspen-
sion by 1 deg (approx. 0.1 in.), losses would be less than I percent for any
expected level of secular strain.

3.2.3.4 Calibrator and Strain Rod Anchor
S The calibrator designed for the strain seismometers used an electromagnetic '

transducer to apply an axial force to the strain rod, producing a small dis-
placement at the free end. Figure 18 shows one of these calibrators. Mounted
above it is the RF-VC transducer that was used for initial calibration con-
stant checks. The calibrator consists of a single magnet and a coil mounted
concentrically on the strain rod so that no twisting motion is imparted to the
rod. The coil is attached to the rod and the magnet is attached to the rock.

Two calibrators were mounted on each 40 m horizontal instrument: one about 4 m
and the other about 36 m from the fixed end. The 4 m calibrator was the pri-
mary unit used for most high gain calibrations. The 36 m unit was used for f
high level calibrations for the broadband transducers and also served as a
backup in case of problems with the other unit.

The only remaining major component of the seismometer is the strain rod anchor.

Figure 19 is a photograph of one of the anchors as installed on the wall in
the 55 deg azimuth tunnel. As can be seen, the anchor is very rigid and con-
struction is relatively simple. It is constructed of Invar to minimize dis-
turbances from temperature fluctuations.

3.2.4 Variable Capacitance Displacement Transducer

Development of a variable capacitance displacement transducer (VCT) for use
on a strainmeter was begun under the LRSM program, Project VT/8703, at about
the same time that work was started on the optical transducer on Project VT/8706.
The VCT, described by Shopland (1970), was successfully operated as part of a U
strainmeter in a special test under Project VT/8703 during 1970. When field
tests on the optical transducer produced unfavorable results, it was decided
to adapt the VCT for use at QC-AZ. Since the original transducer was designed J
for unattended operation in shallow trench installations that would be subject
to large strain noise rates, it was possible to simplify the new design to
take advantage of better operating conditions in the QC-AZ mine. In particulir,
the following design modifications were made:

.1. Only one variable capacitance detector was used for the transducc•r:

2. Power supply c'ircuits were modified to be compatible with t]l,
existing QC-AZ power subsystem; U
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5 3. Remotely operated coarse and fine adjusting assemblies were
omittedl

4. A 10:1 parallelogram lever-type motion reducer, driven by a 2 p.m
per division micrometer, was substituted for the 100:1 reducer driven by a
10 urn/div micrometer.

IThe resulting design, although lacking some of the features of the original
design, was built quicker and at a considerably lower cost.

3 3.2.4.1 Principles Of Operation

The transducer consists of a dual, differential capacitor connected to a3 detector circuit as shown schematically in figure 20. The center capacitor
* plate is attached to the strain rod and is maintained at ground potential. It

moves between two fixed, active capacitor plates. With the center plate mid-
way between the other plates, capacitance of both capacitors is nominallyH i 100 pP. In the detector, Zl and Z2 are integrated circuit operational ampli-
fiers connected as a free-running multivibrator. At balance, the complementary
outputs of Zl and Z2 are symmetrical square waves which contain no dc com-
ponent. If the center plate is displaced, the capacitance of one side of the
dual capacitor goes down while the other capacitance goes up in proportion to
the displacement. Proportional changes are produced in the time cnnstant cir-
cuits used to control multivibrator symmetry. The multivibrator output isK ' then a nonsymmetrical square wave at approximately the same frequency as that
at balance. These nonsymmetrical outputs are then filtered and the resulting

' T dc components are applied to the positive and negative inputs of amplifier Z3
5 The output of Z3 is a dc voltage proportional to displacement. A following

low noise amplifying stage and power regulating circuits, not shown on the
schematic, complete the transducer.

3.2.4.2 Construction

Figure 21 shows the complete VCT installed on the 325 dog strain seismometer

(S3US). The center capacitor plate attached to the strain rod is at ground

th istpife tgeaehosdintemt.leclsr.noia

potential and moves between the two fixed, active plates. The plate spacing
of each capacitor section is nominally 200 p.m (0.008 in.). The VCT electron-

ic and eoth e y fistaplferasted arse arehosd f ine aduthne mealsencliesure. oia

sensitivity prior to amplification is 40 mV/jim. Calibration of the VCT is
it accomplished by displacing the fixed plates a known amount using the microme-

te 4. A0the parallelogram 10:1 motion reducer. Bendix cross-flexures are
ped divtall pivot points for low-noise, elastic, friction-free operation. In
general, the installation of the unit was straightforward and no problems
were encountered.

3.2.4.3 Operation and Tests

The three VCTs were placed into operation soon after installation. The only
major problem encountered was excessive hum pickup on the single-ended output
line leading from the mine to the recording van. Therefore, an integrated-
circuit operational amplifier, connected as a unity gain inverter, was in-
stalled in the VCT electronics enclosure. This provided a balanced output
that greatly reduced the hum pickup and also increased the overall gain of the
amplifier stage from 10 to 20.
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The electronic noise level and drift were determined by substituting fixed
capacitors in place of the active capacitors. A long-term noise sample was
recorded at high gain on magnetic tape and on the chart recorder for several
days, A 12-hour segment of this sample was selected and a calibrated playout
from magnetic tape was made for visual analysis. Pigure 22 is the lower gain
chart record covering the samo time period. The.maximun peak-to-peak excur-
sion during this sample was equivalent to 6 x 10 Xm/m in the passband from
do to 1 sec. Using the factor qj 1/6 (see paragraph 3.2.2.1 above), this I
yields a noise level of 1 x 10lu m/m rmss for the VCT. The electronic drift
data were taken from a 36-hour uninterrygted segment of the chart record. The
maximum drift was equivalent to 7 x 10 strain.

Several tests were run to determine other operating characteristics of the
VCT. The transducer specifications are summarized in table 5.

I

LI
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U

Table 5. Measured specifications of the variable L
capacitance transducer

Sensitivity (detector) 40 mV per um displacement, max

Noise level (detector) 100 uV rms, in the period range of

1 to 43,000 sec

Dynamic range (detector) 80 dB, typical 5
Long-term drift 150 UV/6C

Linear range of operation + 2S Um for + 2% linearity at full I
sensitivity

Frequency response Flat from dc; 6 dB down at 7.5 Hz

Cutoff rate 12 dB/octave

Minimum detectable strain 1 x 10"10 m/m, dc to 5 Hz (40 m rod

length)

Power: voltage +19 to +23 Vdc, -19 to -23 Vdc,

center common

current 50 mA, max
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4. SYSTEM DESIGN

l I After completion of the design of the strain seismometer, the next major task
Ui was the design of the complete data collection system. The completed system

ultimat.aly included 21 separate seismic data channels and 5 environmental
data channels, which were recorded on two 16 mm film recorders, one 35 mm film
recorder, three 14-channel FM magnetic-tape recorders, and three chart record-
ers. All seismometers and primary amplifiers were installed in the mine for

: Tthermal stability. All other equipment necessary for operation, plus support
equipment, was installed in two 26 ft long recording vans. With the exception
of the special strain components, the complete system was designed to use
available Government equipment. In the following paragraphs, the various sub-
systems will be discussed.

Refer to appendix 3 for a listing of instrument nomenclature, recorder channel
,T allocation, and instrument polarity used in the following discussion.

4.1 PRIMARY DATA SYSTEM

The primary data system includes the three strain and the six inertial seis-
S: •. mometers, their primary amplifiers, associated filters, secondary amplifiers,

and data control circuits. Also included is the major environmental equipment.
Figure 23 is a block diagram of this primary data system.

4.1.1 Advanced Long-Period System (ALPS) - Inertial
ON.

The Advanced Long-Period System (ALPS) - Inertial - was developed several years
ago and was found to be a reliable system during operation at several observa-
tories. Since strain instruments appropriately combined with inertial instru-
ments showed promise of improved seismic wave discrimination, it was desirable
for this prcgram to utilize an inertial system which was widely used and well
understood. The ALPS inertial was therefore used for this program without
"modification.

"The bloLxk diagram (figure 23) shows the major components of the ALPS inertial
-- system. Components for mass position monitoring and motors for remote mass

centering and free period adjustment are not shown. The three-component LP
systemh has Geotech seismometers with 10 kg masses and natural periods set at
17.25 sec close coupled to Harris galvanometers with natural periods of 110
sec. The galvanometers are in phototube amplifiers (PTAs) that have dual oL-.-
puts, each of which can be shaped separately by plug-in band-pass filters. Two

*' PTA filters are used in the ALPS system - one has a 6 sec notch and the other
does not. Figure 24 shows the response of the ALPS with these two filters.
In the c•Aginal ALPS inertial system, the notched response data were recorded
at high gain and the unnotched data were simultaneously recorded at low gain
(usually 1/10) for study of larger signals. For this system, it was decided
that high and low gain data channels should have identical responses to
simplify analysis; it was also desirable to use the notch filter only when
"the level of the 6 sec microseisms made it necessary.
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During the completion of the system design, considerable interest was
generated in the study of long-period waves at periods around 40 sec. In most
cases, LP system responses were extended to peak near 40 sec by increasing
the seismometer free period from 17 to 30 sec. At the direction of the
Project Office, design work was done to include this extended range LP opera-

tion in the total strain/inertial system. Since it was not possible to change
the inertial instrument free period because of response matching requirements
with the strain system, the longer period response was generated using filters.
The second output of the long-period PTAs was used for this extended range sys-
tem so that response changes could be easily made using different plug-in
filters without disturbing the primary ALPS response outputs. The amplifier
output was fed into a special two pole, low pass, active filter to simulate a
longer period instrument. The resulting amplitude response of the system is
shown in figure 25. This response is essentially identical to that used by•
Pomeroy et al. (1969).

4.1.2 Short-Period Inertial System I

The short-period (SP) inertial system used for this program has, like the ALPS
inertial system, operated reliably for several years. This three-component
system has Johnson-Matheson seismometers with 18 kg masses and natural periods
set at 1.25 sec. The seismometers are connected through normal line trim and
damping circuits to short-period PTAs that have 3 Hz galvanometers. In the
initial design, system parameters were identical with those of the system used
at the SP strain installation at WMO. After the first few months of operation,
changes in the SP response of the strain instruments were made to prevent
saturation of the solid-state amplifiers (see section 6.3.2). This required I
that the SP inertial seismometer damping be changed from 0.69 to 1.0 critical

to preserve the response match between strains and inertials. Figure 26 shows
the theoretical amplitude response of this modified system. 3
4.1.3 The Strain System

The design of the strain system was, of course, the major task of this program.
1T7he ALPS response was of primary interest, but it was decided early in the
program to take advantage of the unique capabilities of sensitive strain seis- •|
mometers by including other responses. These responses could be used, first,
to evaluate the overall operation of the strain instruments and, second, to
provide new methods of detecting and identifying seismic waves. Figure 27 is
a functional block diagram of a typical strain seismograph channel. Note that
the seismic outputs associated with the moving-coil transducer are all appro-
priately shaped by filters specially designed for this program. The flag out-put is a unique feature of the system that has not been used in any previous

seismographs. Its operation is described in paragraph 4.5.1 below. The opera-
tion of the seismic outputs is described in the following paragraphs. Figure 28
shows the amplitude response and relative operating level of these outputs.

A cnmment about matching responses of strain and inertial systems should be
made here. Since strain and inertial instruments respond differently to the
various types of seismic waves, the two systems cannot be truly matched for
all wave types. In fact, it is these differences in response to the various
wave types which make combinations of strain and inertial seismographs useful.In section 12.1 it will be shown that for a travelling wave, ground strain is
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equal to the ground velocity divided by the phase velocity of the wave, T
Ground velocity leads ground displacement by 90 deg and the amplitude of the
velocity is equal to (2n/T) times the amplitude of the displacement, where T
is the period of the wave in seconds. The (I/T) factor introduces a 6 dB/ I
octave decrease in strain signal toward longer periods. This 6 dB/octave
amplitude difference and the 90 deg phase difference between ground strain
and ground displacement is introduced by the earth. In matching the output I
of the strain seismograph to ground strain and the output of the inertial
seismograph to ground displacement, this 6 dB/octave amplitude response and
90 deg phase response is considered an integral part of the strain seismograph I
response to equivalent ground displacement. In matching the two types of
seismographs, the phase velocity is assumed to be constant within the passband
of the seismograph. This assumption is not correct, but is sufficiently close
co allow on-line combinations of strain and inertial seismographs without cor- U
rection for variation of Phase velocity with period. Apparent surface phase
velocity varies with wave type as well as with period. In operation, equali-
zations of magnification between strain and inertial seismographs were made
for 25 sec Rayleigh waves propagating in the direction of the instruments.

4. 1.3. 1 ALPS Strain J
The primary signal output of the LP strain seismographs was designed to matchi l the amplitude response, phase response, and equivalent sensitivity of the
inertial ALPS. It was therefore necessary to make the ALPS strain responseidentical with the ALPS inertial esponse shown in si tiit 24.

idetialwit te LPSinrtalresponse shw i igure24

The ALPS inertial system is a close-coupled system with a mean coupling coef-
ficient, a, of 0.81. The interchange of energy between the seismometer and
the galvanometer with close coupling produces an amplitude and phase response
different from a loosely coupled system with equal parameters. To provide an
equivalent strain system, the parameters for a loosely coupled inertial system
with the same amplitude and phase response was theoretically determined.
Table 6 compares the parameters of the two systems.

Table 6. Comparison of close coupled and loosely coupled
seismograph systems with matched responses

Close couped Loosely coupled

Seismometer free 2

period 17.25 sec 23.5 sec

Seismometer damping 0.64 0.725 1
Galvanometer free 110 sec 80 sec

period 1

Galvanometer damping 1.013 1.25
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Since the strain transducer-solid state amplifier combination is essentially
broad-banded, the parameters of the equivalent loosely coupled system were
duplicated using active filters. The resulting theoretical mismatch between
the two systems was determined to be ±1 percent for amplitude and ±1 deg for
phase.

In designing this system, careful consideration was given to system dynamic
range and to noise levels - both for individual stages and for the total
system. The expected background and earthquake signal voltages were calcu-
lated. The various filter stages were then strategically positioned within
the total seismograph system to take advantage of their individual parameters.
This assured that clipping in the initial filter stages (which could be masked
by following filters) would not occur. The system dynamic range was therefore
limited by the recorders alone.

4.1.3.2 Ultra-Long-Period Strain

The ultra-long-period strain (ULPS) output utilizes the inherent ability of
the strain seismograph to remain stable at very long periods. This output
was included in the total system; first, to provide data for evaluation of
the strain seismometer operation, and secondly, to provide data for studies
of seismic energy at periods longer than those detected by normal LP systems.

Since the ULPS output was for research in a new passband, no specific sensi-
"tivity requirements were set. The spectra of the Ithaco amplifier noise
showed that the sensitivity of this output would be limited by the 1/f flicker
noise in the amplifier. However, the output would have enough sensitivity to
detect ultra-long-period waves from moderate to small magnitude earthquakes.
In the initial design, the amplitude response was flat from 30 to 1000 sec
with high and low cutoff rates of 18 dB/octave. When stable operation was
achieved, it became evident that the ULPS output was being dominated by am-
bient earth noise with periods approaching 1000 sec. Therefore, a 1000 sec,
12 dB/octave low-pass filter in the circuit was replaced by a similar filter
with a corner of 283 sec. This produced the response shown in figure 28 and
greatly enhanced the usefulness of the data.

4.1.3.3 Short-Period Strain

The SP output was provided in the design to obtain data in the normal SP
passband. The design of this output did not require appreciable time since
most of the filtering techniques used had been developed previously for the
SP strain installation at WMO. Amplifier noise data in this passband showed
that this output would have sufficient sensitivity to be limited by ground
unrest rather than by system noise. Although the ALPS passband was given
primary consideration, data from this SP output would he useful for instru-
ment evaluation and for study of relatively close earthquakes. Short-period
strain data were recorded on magnetic tape only.

4.1.3.4 Broad-Band Strain

The broad-band (BB) strain output uses the variable capacitance displacement
transducer described in paragraph 3.2.4 above. The amplitude response of
this seismograph to ground strain is flat from dc to 7.5 llz. The amplitude
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response of this seismograph to ground displacements is determined primarily Uby the approximate 6 dB/octave response of the strain rod itself. The trans-
ducer electronics limit the high frequency response at frequencies above
7.5 Hz. The BB output had three objectives, all of which were important, U
especially during initial stages of operation. The first objective was to
provide a sensitive electrical output for calibration purposes. After cali-
bration of the BB output using a precision micrometer, the transducer couldbe used to calibrate the electromagnetic calibrators at a wide range of fre- L
quencies. The second objective was to record earth tides and pier and anchor
settling noises during the early months of field operation. The earth tides
could provide large natural quasi-calibration signals to verify proper opera-, I
tion of the strain rods and their anchors to the ground. The third objective
of the BB output was to record the residual strains from large earthquakes
which had been reported by Wideman and Major (1967) and others. 3
Completion of the design of the BB seismograph was relatively simple since
the variable capacitance transducer, which is the only major component, was
complete. The only additional circuitry necessary was a remote dc offset
compensator, which was incorporated in the recording van in the post-amplifier
circuits for each BB output. This circuit allowed for secular strain offsets
of up to ± 35 pm so that relatively high gain operation (up to ±1 um, full
scale) could be made without frequently disturbing the instruments for mechani-
cal adjustments. The BB outputs were recorded on magnetic tape and on slow-
speed (0.75 in./hr) chart recorders.

4.1.4 Meteorology System

The meteorology system is an important part of the primary data system. This
system was included primarily to define as fully as practical the environ-
mental factors that affect all of the seismic sensors. The meteorulogical
equipment was especially important in this program because the design of the
strain system was being evaluated for the first time. Figure 23 shows the
major components, which are discussed below.

The meteorology system includes two microbarographs. The first was installed
inside the seismometer chamber and was used to determine the effectiveness of
the sealed doors. With the mine doors opened, data from this channel were
also used to determine the effects of direct pressure changes on the seismic
instruments. The second microbarograph was installed outside the mine in
various locations to determine the external pressure field acting on the
mountain. Data from this channel were ultimately used for several noise
studies that are discussed later in this report.

Figure 23 also shows the three anemometer-wind direction units. The three
units were placed on top, on the north side, and on the south side of the
mountain at QC-AZ. Three units were required for simultaneous collection of
wind data to determine which location produced data that best indicated the
forces of wind on the mountain.

Other components of the meteorology system, which are not shown on the block
diagram, include a recording thermometer and a recording barometer. Both of I
these units produced 7-day chart records which were useful during various
data analysis tasks.
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I 4.2 DIRECTIONAL ARRAY SEISMIC SYSTEM (SECONDARY)

The directional array seismic system provided the capability of on-lineI algebraic summations of LP strain and inertial seismographs. This system
accepts seismograph inputs from the primary system; buffers, amplifies, con-trols magnifications, and sums appropriate seismographs in an Analog Computer,

Electronics Associates, Inc., Model TR-I0; and provides data control circuits
for recording both summed and individual outputs. Figure 29 is a functional
diagram of this system.

I This on-line system was included in the total system design for two reasons.
First, the various combinations of strain and inertial instruments could be

i Tused to demonstrate the on-line capability of the strain/inertial complex to5, enhance surface waves, to provide for rapid determination of azimuth of arriv-
ing earthquake signals, and to aid in wave discrimination and wave type iden-
tification. The second reason was that the system was a valuable diagnostic
tool for the station operators in determining whether the instruments were
operating properly.

. I4.3 RECORDING SYSTEM

The recording system includes the recorders plus the calibration and control
equipment shown in figure 30. The three magnetic-tape systems are 14-channel,
FM recorders with a tape speed of 0.3 ips. These units were originally used
in the LRSM program and required daily tape changes. The 35 mm Film Recorder, J

Model 1301A, was also originally used in the LRSM program and was specially
modified for a drum rotation rate of one revolution per day. This recorder
provided for records of up to 5 days' length and was used for recording the
ULP strain channels. The two Develocorders are standard LP units - one 20
channel and one 16 channel. These recorders use 16 mm film at a film speed

of 3 mm per minute and require film change once per week. Both film recorders
. Twere modified to include the light-slash time mark unit for ease of analysis.

The three-channel Helicorder with associated amplifiers was used as a station
monitor for calibrations, maintenance, etc. Finally, the three Esterline-
Angus chart recorders were used to record the broad-band strain data consist-
ing of secular strains, earth tides, and signals from large earthquakes.
These pen-and-ink recorders were operated at a chart speed of 0.75 in./hr.

1 4.4 OTHER SYSTEMS

The timing, calibration, and power subsystems for this program were relatively
complete in the vans when they were transferred from the LRSM program. Only
minor modifications were necessary to adapt the existing systems for operation
of the strain/inertial complex. Block diagrams of these subsystems are shown
in figures 31 and 32.

1 4.5 SPECIAL EQUIPMENT DESIGNED

Two major items of special equipment were designed for this project and are
discussed in the following paragraphs.
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4.5.1 Strain Filtor Unit, Model 33350 1
Since the strain seismographs required a series of active electronic filters
to provide the proper frequency response, the Strain Filter Unit, Model 33350, I
was designed. A photograph of the unit is shown in figure 33, and figure 34
is a block diagram of a typical channel. The unit has three seismic outputs
for each of the three inputs from the strain preamplifiers. The data circuits
are balanced-to-ground throughout the unit for improved noise rejection. Most I
of the active filter circuits use the FET input Operational Amplifier, Geotech
Model 24146-07. Components for the various filters are mounted on plug-in
printed circuit cards for ease of maintenance. The unit also includes power I
regulation circuits to provide stable operation from an unregulated plus and
minus 12 Vdc (nominal) power supply. ,3

The flag circuit is a unique feature not included in any previous seismographs.
With the heavy, narrow-band filtering of the output of the preamplifier, the
preamplifier could be clipped by a large out-of-passband signal and the actual
recorded signals would not necessarily give a clue to the clipped state of the
amplifier. The flag output gives an indication that the maximum linear range
of the preamplifier output has been reached. By a 1, 2, 4 coding, a singletrace on the film recorder indicates which, if any, of the three preamplifiers

has reached saturation.

The filter circuits designed use ±1 percent tolerance metal film resistors and
±S5 percent tolerance metalized-Mylar capacitors. After final assembly, the
phase and amplitude response of each filter was measured and all filters were
found to match their theoretical curves with ±1 percent for amplitude and ±1
deg for phase. Tests were run with the inputs shorted to determine the noise
level of the filters. In all cases, the noise level was found to he below the
output noise level of the primary preamplifier.

4.5.2 The X1O Mechanical Amplifier
During March 1970, when it became evident that the winze for the vertical strain it
seismometer SZ would not be completed to the full 40 m depth, a mechanical am-
plifier was designed. An amplification factor of 10 was chosen: (1) to com-
pensate for the reduction of rod length by a factor of 3.5, and (2) to compensate
for the approximate fartor of 3 lower signal levels of the vertical strain com-
pared to the horizontal strain at the surface of the earth. It should be noted
that strain magnification calculations are not affected by the amplifier because
both calibrations and earth motions are acted on equally. The mechanical ampli-
fier simply acts like any other amplifier in the system, and its sole purpose
is to assure that signal voltages at the input of the preamplifier are high
photograph of the primary SZ transducer showing the XlO mechanical amplifier.

One of the first tests run was the determination of the amplification factor.
By applying equal calibrations to the SZ and one of the horizontal strain seis-
mometers, the ratio of the voltages produced at the preamplifier outputs is the
approximate amplification factor of the unit. This test assumes that the gen-
erator constants of the two velocity transducers and the gain of the preampli-
fiers are equal. This assumption is probably correct within 5 or 10 percent.
Output voltages at equal calibration inputs were compared at periods of 25, 10,
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and 1 sec, yielding mechanical amplification factors of 10, 10, and 4.S,
respectively. This indicated that the anplifier was opernting properly• in
the LP and ultra-long-period passbands, but losses were occurring in the
short-period range. An explanation for these losses is some nonlinear spring-
mass action at higher frequencies caused by coil inertia and column loading of
the flat flexures in the amplifier.

In general, the XlO mechanical amplifier apparently operates properly at
frequencies below about 0.3 Ht and compensated for the relative shortness of
the SZ strain rod. Disadvantages include extreme sensitivity to mechanical
damping in the coil-magnet assembly and the changes in the SZS response. In
addition, there is some evidence that the stiffness in the amplifier may
cause some linear attenuation of both calibrations and signals, resulting in
an overall operational amplification of the system of 5 to 7 rather than 10. 5
The XlO mechanical amplifier amplifies the relative pier motion for the mov-
ing-coil transducer, but did not amplify the motion for the SZB broad-band
transducer. I!
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5 5, INSTALLATION

The installation phase of this program included site selection and site
preparation as well as the actual installation of the instruments.

3 In general, these installation tasks were performed concurrently with the
design and development phases of the total system.

5I 5.1 SITE SELECTION

IlThe ability to adapt a site to protect the sensitive instruments from environ-£ mental noises is critical to the successful operation of a seismograph station.
The rock to which a seismometer is attached is an integral part of any seismo-
graph installation - especially a strain seismograph. Therefore, great care
was used in selecting the best possible site for this installation. The task
of site selection was started very early in the program because of the possi-
bility (which later proved to be a fact) that required excavation in an exist-
ing mine would be extensive and time consuming.

5.1.1 Mine Selection Criteria

1 •Criteria for selection of a mine suitable for installation of the long-period
strain seismograph system were established as follows:

a. Commercial power will be available to the site.

b. The site must be accessible to heavy equipment during the initial
phase of the installation and accessible to light vehicles after the system
is operational.

c. Mine requirements are as follows:

(1) One vertical shaft and two horizontal tunnels, all of which
are perpendicular to each other;

1 (2) The shaft and two tunnels must be within a reasonable dis-
tance of each other.

1 (3) The shaft and two tunnels must be at least 45 m (1SO ft) in
length.

1 (4) The shaft and tunnels must be dry or nearly so.

(5) The shaft and tunnels must be safe to enter or in such aI condition that a safe condition could be attained at a reasonable cost.

(6) The shaft and tunnel must be capable of being sealed to
reduce wind currents and to stabilize the temperature.

I d. Geological requirenftnts are as follows:

S P (1) Bedrock should be as competent and homogeneous as possible.
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bedrck. (2) Igneous bedrock is preferable to sedimentary or metamorphic3bedrock,

(3) All three instruments should be emplaced in the same litho- 5
logic type of bedrock if at all possible.

(4) Geology of the area should be as simple as possible. I
ba e (S) Faults between the two ends of any of the instruments will
be avoided.

e. The noise requirements for a typical LRSM seismic station apply to
a strain seismometer installation. Some of the minimum distances from a noise
source to produce a negligible effect are given below.

(1) Frequently used logging or mining roads - 1 mile;

(2) Farm roads or infrequently used logging and mining roads -

1/4 mile;

(3) Oil-well activities, drilling, or pumping - 2 miles;

(4) Railroads - 2 miles;

(5) Large rivers, lakes, bays, and oceans should be avoided;

(6) Active volcanic and active tectonic regions should be avoided;

(7) Hydroelectric generators should be avoided;

(8) Large mining operations - 10 miles;

(9) Small mining operations - 5 miles.

These distances are not fixed because their effect upon an installation will
vary greatly from one area to another. The effect a given noise source will
have on the installation will oe left to the judgment of the site selector.

5.1.2 Areas Investigated

Two primary areas of investigation were selected in locating a suitable mine.
The first was the mining areas within a 200 mile radius of TFO, near Payson,
Arizona, and the second was the area near the LRSM site at Las Cruces, New -•
Mexico. These areas were selected based on their characteristic low level of
seismic background. The Morton Salt Company Kleer Mine at Grand Saline, Texas,
was also considered, but was rejected because it is an active mine and pressure
sealing of the instruments would have been a problem.

In the investigation of an area, a map study was made first. Then, persons
familiar with a particular mining area were contacted and those mines thought T
to be suitable were visited by an experienced geologist. About 40 mines were
visited and all but 9 were immediately eliminated because of failure to meet
the basic criteria. Most of these mines were rejected because of extensive
faulting or jointing in the rock; a few were unsuitable due to water and
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5 inaccessibility. The remaining mines were then visited by the program managerand the geologist for final selection, In December 1968, a recommendation was
* made to and accepted by the Project Office tn select and prepare a mine in

central Arizona.

5.1.3 The Queen Creek, Arizona Site CQC-AZ)

The selected site is in Goldmine Mountain, Section 9, Township 35S, Range 7s,
Gila and Salt River Meridian, Pinal County, Arizona. QC-AZ is approximately

3,30 miles southeast of Phoenix and is about 125 km (77 miles) from TFO. The5i site is located on the map in fifure 36. The coordinates of the mine are:
331103" north latitude and 111 3810211 west longitude. The elevation at the
site ý.s 610 m (2000 ft) above sea level.

The mine met most of the selection criteria. The rock is a very competent
quartz diorite with only minor jointing and faulting. The mine was dry andT no work was required to make it safe. Commercial power and phone lines were

*( only 1-1/2 miles away. Although there was no vertical shaft, there were in-
dications that the full 40 m long perpendicular horizontal drifts could be
obtained with a minimum of excavation. In addition, the back of the mine was350 ft under the peak of the mountain and 430 ft from the mine adit. Thisdepth would provide adequate isolation from environmental effects.

After selection of the mine for the strain installation, permits were obtained
for its use. A Special Use Permit was obtained from the Bureau of Land Manage-
ment, which controls the surface land. Permits were also obtained from the
mine claim holder and from one land owner for an access road.

ST 5.2 SITE PREPARATION

4 The major task in preparing the site was the modification of the mine. Fig-
ure 37 is a plan view of the mine. The dotted lines indicate the original
walls of the mine and the solid lines show the walls after modification.

During early 1969, specifications were written for the necessary modifications
to the mine and competitive bids were solicited. Representatives from the
three companies responding to the bids were interviewed at the mine. The re-
quirements of the instrument installations were discussed and the need to
preserve the integrity of the rock on which the instruments would be mounted
was emphasized. A contract was placed on 18 March 1969 to the Asbestos Manu-
facturing Company, Globe, Arizona. This company was the low bidder and had
men and equipment available to begin work immediately. A Geotech employee was
assigned as resident supervisor to oversee the excavation, to perform all nec-
essary surveying, and to locate mounting holes for the instruments.

Cons iderable, road work was necessary before actual mining work began as shown
by the photographs in figure 38.

5.2.1 Excavation of the 55 deg Azimuth Drift

After moving in the necessary equipment and laying track for the mine car,
air lines, and water line work was started on the back (55 deg) drift on
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5about 12 April 1969. Figure 37 shows that this drift required much more
excavation than originally anticipated. As the contractor began smoothing the
wall of the original drift, considerable fractured material was encountered.
To provide rock with good integrity, the azimuth of the tunnel was rotated
about 5 deg clockwise. This change required the removal of about 200 tons
more rock and the digging of about 20 ft more drift than planned. To prevent

3 excessive fracturing on the wall where the instrument was to be mounted, a
special controlled blasting technique was used to slab off rock during the
final smoothing process. This technique required more drilled holes and lighter5 explosive charges and consequently further slowed progress. As a result of
these delays and equipment failures, final work on this drift was not completed
until September 1969.

5 5.2.2 Excavation of the 325 deg Azimuth Drift

Rough excavation on the 325 deg drift was started soon after beginning on the
f 55 deg drift. However, final excavation and smoothing of the floor for mount-

ing the instrument could not be completed until a final azimuth was ostablished
on the 55 deg drift. This drift was considerably wider than standard mining
practice to accommodate the two horizontal strain seismometers for the planned
side-by-side evaluation. Another problem was discovered in preparing this drift
for floor mounting of the strain seismometer supports. When the drift was com-
pleted to its full length, holes were drilled in the floor to about 1-1/2 ft

fr depth for the expansion bolt anchors for the instruments. However, as these
holes were drilled, it was found that the floor was fractured more than antici-
pated, and the expansion bolts bought for anchoring would not hold. Conse-
quently, it was necessary to drill larger holes to a depth of at least 3 ft in
order to use an expanding shell mine roof anchor. The fracturing on the floor
was apparently the result of two factors: (1) the floor surface contains

1 fractured rock held together loosely yet strongly enough to resist being scooped
up by the "slusher" (air-operated dragline) that removed the blasted rock; and
(2) even though the floor was finished with a light blast, more dynamite was
necessary to lift the rock from the floor than is required to slab off a wall.
Further delays caused by equipment failures delayed completion of the major
excavation of this drift until November 1969. Mounting holes could not be
completed until equipment used for digging the vertical shaft (winze) was re-
moved.

5.2.3 Excavation of the Winze

I With the completion of excavation in the 55 deg drift and moving of the slusher
and track, work on the winze was begun along with excavation of the 325 deg
drift in late August 1969. Upward excavation of about 16 ft was required for
assembly of the "gallows" frame - the heavy timbering used for the hoisting
equipment. Downward digging on the winze started in early October. Because

of the equipment failures mentioned, and more importantly, because of the min-
ing contractor's personnel problems, the winze had been excavated only to a
depth of about 24 ft by January 1970. The contractor was repeatedly unable to
keep an adequate labor force on site to expedite completion of the full 40 m
deep winze. Therefore, a termination agreement was made in mid-January. A
total depth of 39-1/2 ft was available for the vertical seismometer - 16 ft up
and 23-1/2 ft down. The contractor completed the removal of all loose rock
and drilling the mounting holes for the vertical and the 325 deg horizontal.
All contractor equipment was removed from the mine by early February.
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5.2.4 Other Site Preparation Work I
Other work done by the mining contractor during site preparation included
excavation of a small instrument room near the mine entrance and the leveling I
of a large parking area for the recording vans. The 1-1/2 mile long power
line from the main highway to the van site was installed by the power company.

5.3 INSTRUMENT ACQUISITION AND FABRICATION

Effective on 1 May 1969, the original contract was amended to include a task
for acquisition of the existing Government equipment and fabrication of new
equipment required to install the designed system. Also included in the amend-
ment were tasks for system tests and preliminary operation. The gathering of
Government furnished property and fabrication of new equipment was begun soon

* after approval was received.

*• S.3.1 Government Furnished Equipment 3
As stated previously, the complete system was designed to use as much available
Government furnished equipment (GFE) as practical. This included the SP and LP
inertial seismometers and amplifiers, the recording system, the calibration I
system, and the majority of required support equipment. All GFE was thoroughly
checked and modified where necessary for proper operation in the designed
strain/inertial system. The layout of the rack-mounted equipment was planned
for ease of operation in the two 26 ft long recording vans. Equipment wiring
and provisions for van interconnections were completed and tested before trans-
porting the vans to the field. Installation and checkout of this equipment
was completed by mid-July 1969.

5.3.2 Fabricated Instrumentation

The major components of the strain systems - rods and supports, moving-coil
transducers, calibrators, and the Strain Filter Unit, Model 33350 - were fab-
ricated in the Garland plant. All raw materials were ordered during mid-May
1969 and, with the exception of the Invar material for the seismometers, ven-
dor delivery schedules were satisfactory. The Invar material proved to be
somewhat more difficult to locate than anticipated, in the quantities required
for this project. With few exceptions, most of the material had to be manu-
factured by the mills. Also, since this alloy requires a high percentage of
nickel (36 percent) which was then difficult to get, delivery was further
delayed. Fortunately, the longest delivery schedule was for the 2 in. o.d.
tubing which required little shop work. Although long delivery did delay
manufacturing operations, delays in completion of the mine modifications
(para. 5.2) caused more serious problems.

Actual fabrication of the equipment proceeded without serious problems. The
strain filter unit was completed during August and the machined components
were completed by late October 1969.

5.3.3 Purchased Equipment

Equipment purchased for this project included two additional Ithaco amplifiers,
power supplies for the strain amplifiers, and environmental monitoring equip-
ment. There were no particular problems in obtaining this equipment.
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35.4 INSTRUMENT INSTALLATION

- Because of delays in completing mine modifications and delays in receiving
Invar from suppliers, the installation phase at QC-AZ began in August 1969
with transporting of the two vans to the site. It was completed in March
1970, when the installation of the three strain instruments was completed.
The installation phase was begun well before the expected completion of the
mine work in order to finish as much of the installation of peripheral instru-
mentation as possible before actual seismometer installation. Since plans
called for many tests to check for the proper operation of the newly developed
strain system, it was important that all other components of the system be as
trouble-free as possible. The following paragraphs describe the various stages
in chronological order.

5.4.1 Installation Work During August and September 1969

r [The two recording vans and the support vehicles left Garland on 18 August 1969.
The vans were set up on the van pad below the mine on 21 August. During the
remainder of this period, only two men from the three man operating team were
on site, together with the Geotech mining supervisor. Since mining operations
were in progress, work on the system was limited to work outside the mine in
the 120*F desert sun. By the time the power line installation was completed
on 10 September, the vans had been unpacked and work had begun on final equip-
ment wiring in the vans.

The three wind direction and anemometer units were emplaced on the top, north,
and south sides of the mountain as planned and wired using Spiral-4 cable. The
first microbarograph was installed above the mine adit. A power line and 52
Spiral-4 cables were strung between the vans and the mine. The Spiral-4 cables
were stripped and prepared for installation in the lightning protectors at
both ends. Figure 39 is a photograph taken during t!Vis period.

Efforts were made to do some miiior installation work in the mine between dyna-I mite blasts. However, work was severely hampered here because of the desire
not to interfere with the miners. An equally serious problem was a lack of
adequate ventilation in the S5 deg drift where work could have been done.

I Without ventilation, the gases from the nitroglycerine would accumulate in
the drift and caused severe headaches which persisted for hours.

5.4.2 Installation Work During October through December 1969

During October, downward excavation was begun on the winze and ventilation
tubing could be installed without suffering damage from flying rock. Also
during this time, the mining contractor's progress was very slow. During this
quarter, considerable progress was made on installation of equipment inside
the mine. Temporary electric lighting circuits were run into the mine for
this phase.

The instrument room near the adit (see figure 37) had been previously com-
pleted by the mining contractor. A concrete pad was poured and a shelf was

'1 installed for the phototubo amplifiers for the SP and LP seismographs (fig-
ure 40). The mass position monitors and controls for the LP seismometers
were installed in a rack seen in the left of the figure.
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The t'" o tank vaults were installed near the intersection of the 55 dog and
32S dog drifts and are shown in figure 41. A groove was cut in the rock and
the bottomless tanks were set in each groove. Refore the tanks were cemented
in place, the loose rock inside each vault was removed. Three holes w~ere

drilled, expansion bolts were installed in the holes, and heavy steel plates I
were screwed onto the expansion bolts for the feet of the seismometers. Then
the three vaults were cemented into the grooves, but cement was not poured in
the bottom of the vault as is usually done. This was done to avoid concrete I
curing noise on the LP seismographs. When the cement cured, the interior
porous areas were painted with several coats of epoxy paint to seal the vault.

The three-component inertial SP seismometers were installed in the 55 dog drift.
No special treatment was given to their installation. The three-component LP
instruments were installed in the three tank vaults. Temporavy cabling between
the seismometers and the amplifiers was strung and the systems were placed in I
operation, recording on film for a preliminary look at the background level at
the site. Routine operation with normal background at magnifications of 5OOK
on the SP and up to 100K on the LP seismographs (without sealing) confirmed
that the site was very quiet, as hoped.

Also during this time, the 55 dog azimuth strain seismometer (SSS) was assem-
bled. Figure 42 shows about one-third of the total rod, with the moving-coil
transducer in the background. Figure 43 is a close-up view of the transducer,
The Ithaco amplifier was temporarily placed on the magnet mount for preliminary 5
recording. Figure 44 shows the fixed end anchor for the strain rod.

S.4.3 Installation Work During January through March 1970

1hen the mining contractor had cleared his equipment from the mine in early
February, work could be done more efficiently and the installation of the
instruments was considered completed by the end of March. The SSS strain in-
strument was completely enclosed with 4-in, thick polyurethane foam insulation. I
Two full-length strain seismometers were assembled side-by-side in the 325 dog
drift. The second unit used components built for the vertical instrument.
These two identical instruments proved to be very useful in evaluating the I
operation of the strain instruments. Figure 45 is a photograph taken from
near the fixed anchors looking toward the transducers. The figure shows the
insulating cover almost completed on the permanent (S325-1) seismometer. The
triangle support frames seen on the temporary unit (S325-2) are typical of
both units. The S325-2 instrument was operated during the nighttime hours
for about 2 weeks without insulation, Comparison of the data from the two
instruments clearly demonstrated the necessity of the insulation. Therefore,
this instrument was similarly insulated during late March. (The timbering in
the left of figure 45 is the "gallows" frame over the winze.)

The ship's doors were installed to provide an air seal. A 1/4-in. thick steel
flange was cut to fit the opening in the drift and was welded to the commercial
door frame. After moving loose rock, the assembly was then wedged in position
and the bottom was cemented as shown in figure 46a. Then, both the inside
and the outside of the frame were bricked to provide structural support and
to complete the air seal. Figure 46b shows the completed installation of one
of the doors, along with about 40 Spiral-4 cables that were strung from the
mine adit to the seismometer chamber. In the upper left of figure 46b is the
power cable sealed inside a 1-1/2 in. pipe. The power circuits were also
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completed during this period, with several outlets placed in convenient
locations in the rear chamber. The valve shown was used for pressure tests
and to equalize pressure on both sides of the door before opening.

Finally, cabling to the LP Inertial instruments was permanently installed and
the tank vaults were thoroughly insulated inside and out with fiberglass insu-3 lation. All instruments were turned on and the installation phase was con-
sidered complete by late March.

5.4.4 Later Installation Work

Although the QC-AZ station had been declared operational, considerable further
installation work was done through August 1970. This was especially true in
the case of additional instrumentation, which became useful as more was learned
about the capabilities and limitations of the strain instruments.

A second microbarograph system to monitor outside air pressure changes was in-( I stalled in early April. Comparison of the simultaneous data from this and the
instrument inside the sealed mine showed that the seal provided more than 40 c-7
attenuation of outside pressure changes. Also, this outside unit was ultimatei*:•
installed on top of the mountain to more accurately describe the pressure forces
acting on the mountain.

Another major addition was the installation in mid-May of the Directional
Array Subsystem, as described in paragraph 4.2 above. Recordings of tile vari-ous on-line sums and differences of the LP strain and inertial seismographs

provided four beams steered toward azimuths of 325, 55, 145, and 235 degrees.
Data from this system were very useful for the various analysis tasks and as
a diagnostic tool for determining proper system operation.

I When side-by-side comparison tests were completed, the S325-2 instrument was
disassembled and installed as the vertical strain seismometer (SZ) in early
July. The X1O Mechanical Amplifier, discussed in paragraph 4.5.2 above, was
installed on the transducer at the bottom of the winze. After completing the
assembly of the SZ, the unit was completely insulated with the same rigid
polyurethane used on the other seismometers. The gallows frame was floored
at intervals of 6 to 8 ft to minimize vertical convection currents and to
support the insulation. This installation was completed on 17 July 1970.

Finally, the three variable capacitance transducers, described in paragraph
3.2.4 above, were installed to provide broad-band strain outputs. Fabrication
and installation of these transducers was delayed longer than originally in
tended because of more pressing operational problems. Installation of these
units, along with thoir chart recorders, was uncomplicated and was completed
by mid-August.

7
I
I
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6. OPERATION

Routine operation - in the sense of operating an established system - is
seldom obtained as soon as hoped by the designers of state-of-the-art systems,
and the QC-AZ strain/inertial complex was certainly no exception to this rule.
Although installation tasks continued, tests to evaluate the strain instru-
ments were conducted, and many hours were spent trying to locate mysterious

"glitches," nevertheless the QC-AZ system was declared in "routine" operation
on 1 August 1970.

6.1 ROUTINE OPERATIONS

Routine operation at QC-AZ officially began on 1 August 1970 and continued until
the station was closed on 1 June 1971. Appendix 4 contains the Routine Opera-
ting Instructions that were used. Field personnel followed these instructions
insofar as it was practical in the light of continuing special tests and prob-
lems. Since it was not always possible to follow a routine schedule, consider-
able latitude was allowed the three-man field team in the operation of QC-AZ.

6.1.1 Data Recordings

Data were recorded on three magnetic-tape recorders, two 16 - film recorders,
one 35 mm film recorder and three chart recorders. Tape systems required tape
changes once per day. The two 16 mm film recorders were changed weekly, the
35 mnn recorder was changed every 5 days, and chart records were cut every week.
A daily log was made for each recorder, giving channel assignments, magnifica-

tions, and other pertinent information. Also, a master log was made each day
giving times for all work concerning the system, such as calibrations, special
tests, problems, etc. All data, with logs, were shipped weekly to the Garland
office where they were catalogued, critiqued, and stored for later analysis.

6.1.2 Routine Calibrations

With few exceptions, all SP and LP data channels were calibrated daily. These

daily magnification checks were especially important for the ALPS strain and
inertial systems because optimum operation of the directional array required
closely matched gains. The UIPS and broad-band records were calibrated every
five days.

For all strain calibrations, it was necessary to be aware that the calibrators
had the capability of overdriving the various elements in the filter system.

This was especially important for attenuated special data runs and for fre-
quency responses when input attenuation between the seismometer and the ampli-
fiers was not used. An analysis was made of the expected voltage levels in
the system for calibrations at various frequencies. In all cases, the first
active filter stage (3 Hz filter in SP system, 80 sec filter in ALPS system,
and 30 sec filter in the ULPS system) would be the first to clip. Subsequent
filtering could mask this clipping so maximum calibration levels were estab-

lished as shown in figure 47. Note that the input filters clip in overlapping
frequency ranges, but at least one unit clips anytime the preamplifier output

exceeds 20 V p-p. The ALPS amplifier in the Strain Filter Unit clips at a
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different calibration level for each of its gain settings. The figure shows
the worst-case condition (24 dB gain) for this circuit which improves as the
gain approaches 0 dB, where the input filter again becomes the limiting factor.

6.1.3 Amplitude and Phase Responses

Amplitude and phase responses were run several times during the operational
period at QC-AZ, especially after changes were made to the system. In all
cases, the greatest emphasis was placed on the ALPS strain and inertial chan-
nels. As was originally expected, the three inertial seismographs exhibited
the greatest amount of variation from response to response. The strain seis-
mograph responses were reasonably consistent since response shaping was done
almost entirely by stable electronic filters.

In October 1970, after the problem with the inertial seismometers had been
solved, amplitude and phase responses were determined for all three components
of the following seismographs: P S, P L, P X, S S, S L, and S U. (Throughout the
report, the dash in the selsmogriph nimencTaturi-wilT designate any of all of
the three components Z, 325, and 55.) Among the three components of the six
types of seismographs, the phase and amplitude responses were exceptionally
consisten., The amplitude responses for similar types of seismographs matched I
one another within a few percent (± 3 percent for ALPS response strain (SL)
and ±5 percent for ALPS response inertial (P.L), for example). The phase
response of a seismograph is more sensitive to variations in parameters than
the amplitude response and is therefore a better basis of comparison between
strain and inertial channels. The phase spread between similar instruments
gives an indication of the stability of the particular type. The maximm u
spread between ý'-he three short-period inertial (P S) channels was 4 dog, 5 dog

for the P L's, and 3 deg for the S L's. This set-of responses is typical of
others run du-l4 g the operations at QC-AZ, in that the P L seismographs showed
the most in. ,ý ltty in both amplitude and phase. In the strain seismographs, 3
where the reo ses are formed by electronic filters, the stability was very
good. The mat between strain and inertial channels is an indication of how
successfully t..,se channels can be combined for wave discrimination studies.
The P S seismographs and the horizontal strain seismographs, S325S and 555S,
had a-maximum misr-tch of 8 deg from 1 to 10 sec period and within 20 deg for
1 to 5 Hz frequen% . The short-period vertical strain seismograph (SZS) was
affected by an additional high-frequency cutoff at about 3 Hz due to the
response of the ) mechanical amplifier. The SZS phase was within 10 dog
of the 5325S and $55S from 10 to 2 sec and is 60 deg different at 5 Hz.
Figure 48 shows the phase responses of the ALPS response inertial (P L) and
the ALPS response strain (SL) seismographs and the phase difference-between
them. Note that the maximum mismatch is 12 deg at 10 sec and is within ±9 deg
for other periods up to 100 sec. Despite these slight mismatches, the direc-
tional array, formed by sums and differences, operated very well in enhancing
all types of seismic waves. The inertial extended-long-period (PX) seismo-
graphs and the strain ultra-long-period (S U) seismographs were not matched
to each other because the strain seismograph response could be extended to
periods much longer than the inertial seismograph response without increasing
system noise. 3

I
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U

6.1.4 Determination of Amplitude and Phase Responses by Computer Processina I
The determination of the amplitude and phase responses of all the seismographs
is essential to evaluate the precision of match between the strain and inertial U
seismographs. Considerable time is required to obtain amplitude and phase
responses of long-period systems. Several cycles of each frequency with good
signal-to-noise ratio are required. Amplitude responses are recorded on the
film recorders and can be measured and plotted at a later time. Phase responses
are obtained by adjusting phase of a calibration signal on a variable-phase
function generator until the Lissajous figure on an oscilloscope indicates zero
phase between the function generator reference output and the seismograph out-
put, hfter numerous cycles are observed, phase adjusted, and reobserved, the
phase difference is read from the dial and written down.

* Three methods of obtaining the system transfer function by analytical processing
of special test data were considered: (1) random noise input; (2) numerical
differentiation of the response to a step of current into the calibration coil;
and (3) a least square fit between a theoretical pulse from a seismograph with
known parameters and an actual pulse resulting from a step of current into the
calibration coil. The second method was found to be the most practical becauseit required less lost data than the first method and because it produced a moresatisfactory solution than the third method.

To obtain the seismograph transfer function from a random noise input, a suf- 3
ficiently long data sample must be obtained to provide the desired statistical
stability of the cross power spectral density between the input and the output.
A data sample at least 32 min duration would be necessary for periods up to
100 sec and at least 6.7 hr duration would be necessary for periods up to 2000
sec. An attempt was made to use the white noise from a resistor on the input
of a broad-band dc amplifier driving the calibration coil of an inertial LP
seismometer. With the broad-band system, 60 Hz noise dominated the calibration
coil input. When it became evident that extreme grounding precautions would be
necessary, the experiment was deferred to the other two methods and to other a
more pressing installation problems. I
The three inertial P(Z, 325, SS)L seismographs were attenuated to improve the
signal-to-noise ratio and several steps of current were applied to each of the

three calibration coils separately. Figure 49 is a recording made from the
magnetic tape. It shows the reduction in microseismic background by the atten-
uation and the first current-on and current-off and second current-on pulses
on the PS5L seismograph. These pulses were digitized and were used for evalua- I
tion of both methods two and three. Both methods use the fast Fourier transform
algorithm of Cooley and Tukey to perform the required calculations rapidly.

I
The second method is straightforward, but contains the problems associated with
numerical differentiation. The seismogram pulses are equivalent to the output
of the seismograph for a step of acceleration input. (A step of current into
the calibration coil produces a step of force F on the inertial mass M which
is accelerated at the rate of F/M.) The desired amplitude and phase response
is for an input of an impulse of displacement. To obtain the desired transfer
function three derivatives are taken. Because of the excellent signal-to-noise I
ratio, the first attempt was to take the Fourier transform into the frequency
domain and take a triple derivative by multiplying by (iw) 3. The first t
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derivative (figure 50) appeared smooth at all frequencies, and the desired
third derivative (figure SO) was relatively smooth at periods from S12 down
to 20 sec. Below 20 sec the noise caused erratic results. A seven-point, para-
bolic, least-squares smoothing (Lanczos, 19S6) was then accomplished before
each derivative was taken. The smoothed amplitude response is plotted down
to 10 sec in figure 51 along with the experimentally measured amplitude curve,
At 18 sec and 12 sec microseisms are seen to contribute noise to the result;
however, when matched with the experimental curve, the results are very good
when the microseismic energy is allowed for. The phase response curve is
plotted in figure 52 along with the theoretical curve. A five-point, parabolic,
least-squares smoothing was also tried, but the true data are sufficiently I
smooth that the seven-point smoothing produced better results for very littleadditional computation time.

The third method used to obtain the seismograph transfer function was con-
sidered unsuccessful. The method was developed by Mitchell and Landisman
(1969) for the World-Wide Standard Seismograph Network (WWSSN) recordings.
A set of seismograph parameters are input to the program. A theoretical time I
domain response to an input step of acceleration is calculated using numerical
integration, which is inherently more stable than numerical differentiation. 3
A set of partial derivatives of the time domain pulse to changes in seismome-
ter and galvanometer free period and damping is calculated. A least-squares
adjustment increment in these four parameters is calculated. The parameters
are adjusted and the program iterates until the residual sum of squares be-
tween the theoretical and the actual time series is below a predetermined
acceptable level. The WWSSN LP seismograph has a seisiuometer, an attenuation
circuit, a galvanometer, and a photographic recorder with a light beam
reflected off the mirror in the galvanometer. The QC-AZ seismographs contain
electronic filters that do not have a counterpart in the WWSSN. It was neces-
sary to add the transfer function of these filters to the program so that the
proper theoretical response could be calculated. The filters are PTA plug-in I
filters, Model 6824-14, without a 6 sec notch, and Model 6824-15, with the
notch. The parameters of the actual filters vary slightly from one to another,
and the use of slightly incorrect corner frequencies may have affected the
results somewhat, but more serious problems were encountered. Since Mit':hell
and Landisman had such good Auccess, the program was first used with real data.
After completely unacceptable results were obtained, the measured system
parameters were input to the program and the theoretical time domain pulse I
was output to use an artificial signal for a test case. With this artificial
signal, and parameters within 5 percent of the true parameters input to the

rogram, it did not arrive at a correct solution after 25 iterations, although U
t was slowly incrementing in the right direction. Because the program did

not converge rapidly, because it was very sensitive to the pulse start time
and thus signal-to-noise ratio, and because of the longer computation time,
this method was abandoned in favor of the second more straightforward method.

6.1.5 Changes in System Responses 3
During the course of operation at QC-AZ, changes were made in the response of
the various systems as specific needs arose. The primary ALPS systems (strain
and inertial) were maintained in their original design configuratioai for all I
but the last two months of operation. The only changes made until that time
were the substitution of the 6 sec notched filters (6824-15) for the unnotched
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band-pass filters (6824-14) when local microseismic activity became troublesome.
These filter changes did not materially affect the response of the P X channels.
During May and June of 1971, high-pass filters with corners at 40 sec and cut-
off rates of 12 dB/octave were placed in all six ALPS seismographs to reduce
the longer period noise, especially on the strain channels. Well-matched
filters were put in all channels to preserve the overall phase match between
the strain and inertial channels. Figure 53 shows this modified response.

In addition, a significant change was made in the short-period channels when

0.8 Hz, 6 dB/octave, low-pass filters were installed at the input of the strain
preamplifiers. At this time, the SP inertial seismometer damping was changed
from 0.7 to 1.0 and the SP strain filters were also modified to preserve the
match. The actual change in amplitude response was small with the curve being
somewhat more sharply peaked with a slight reduction in relative gain near
1.0 Hz.

In another modification, the responses of the ultra-long-period (ULP) strain

seismographs were changed in April 1970 to reduce the signal level at the re-
corders for periods longer than about 300 sec. The original ULP2 response,
which was flat to ground displacements from traveling waves at periods from
30 to 1000 sec, allowed recording of high level, very long period noise which
limited the usefulness of the ULP recordings. The new response, designated

ULP3, was achieved by substituting 283 sec low-pass filter cards for the 1000
sec filter cards, and was flat to ground displacements from traveling waves
at periods from 30 to 283 sec.

6.2 OPERATING HISTORY

Appendix 5 gives a chronological operating history of QC-AZ. This history gives
the date of significant tests, changes, etc., and will be helpful to those who
may desire to use the QC-AZ data.

6.3 OPERATIONAL PROBLEMS

There were several problems that occurred during the operations at QC-AZ which

required considerable time to correct. The problems that proved to be the most
serious and required the most manpower are discussed in the following paragraphs.

6.3.1 Elimination of Power Line Pickup

Despite careful design and attention to detail, pickup of the 60 Hz noise from
the power lines was a problem several times during routine operation. Fortu-
nately, all the long field data circuits between the mine and the vans were
operated in the balanced mode and the resulting common mode rejection capa-
bility of the van filters and the amplifiers was a great asset. The primary
problem at QC-AZ is one typical of very dry desert locations in that there was

as much as a 15 V p-p difference in 60 Hz ground voltage between the vans and
the instruments in the mine. To reduce pickup from this, it was necessary to
solidly reference all circuits to one common ground point. At QC-AZ, the power
line ground at the van power pole was selected as the best point. A heavy
ground line was run from this point to the instrument room at the mine adit
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and from there to the electronic instruments in the back of the mine. The U
ground leads of the six inertial PTAs were isolated from the mine ground and
connected to the common bus. The dc common of the power supplies for the
strain preamplifiers and the broad-band transducers was also connected. In
the instrument area, the Ithaco preamplifiers were isolated from the local
ground and connected to the van ground. With this configuration, hum pickup
and noise spikes were excessive on the strain channels. This was traced to
60 Hz coupling between the magnet (at mine ground) and the data coil (refer- I
enced to van ground). The resulting voltage exceeded the common mode speci-
fication of the preamplifier by a large margin. When the strain magnets were
grounded, the noise was eliminated. U
Another serious noise problem, also traced to 60 Hz pickup, required almost
2 months to completely correct. This occurred on the LP inertial system,
especially on the PSSL and X channels. The noise was characterized by large
spikes that coincided with the cycling of the van air conditioners. The data
coils and lines were all checked for leakage to ground and slight leakage was
noted in the PS5 seismometer. The instrument was removed from the vault and I
all potential leakage points were carefully cleaned with solvent. The instru-
ment was reinstalled and no leakage could be detected. However, several days
of operation showed no improvement in the noise level. The data coils were
replaced in the seismometer, again without significant improvement. Finally,
the solid-copper, twisted-pair data lines were dummy loaded at the seismome-

ters. Despite the fact that no leakage was detectable, the noise was still
seen on the dummy loaded traces. When the twisted-pair lines were replaced
with shielded Spiral-4, the noise was almost completely eliminated.

The last serious 60 Hz problem illustrates the need for balanced circuits in
field work. The broad-band transducers were originally designed with single-
ended outputs. The 60 Hz pickup was so serious that the tape recordings of
BB outputs were virtually useless. To solve this problem, integrated circuit A
operational amplifiers were installed in the broad-band electronics packages
in the mine. These units were connected as unity gain inverters and provided
a "pseudo-balanced mode" output. The van amplifiers were then able to reject 1
the 60 Hz to a reasonable level.

6.3.2 Strain Preamplifier Saturation 1
When using broad-band, solid-state amplifiers with velocity transducers, high
frequency signals outside the normal passband can very easily saturate the
amplifiers. In the strain system, this problem was anticipated and the flag A
output was incorporated in the strain filter unit to sense this excess voltago.

After a spare 20-channel galvanometer bank became available to replace the
galvanometer bank in Develocorder No. 1, recording of the flag trace as a
20th channel was begun on 27 April 1970. It was immediately obvious that many
of the large spikes recorded on LP strain channels were the result of Ithaco
amplifier clipping associated with high-amplitude, short-period signals. To I
minimize this preamplifier clipping problem, capacitors were put across the
transducer coil output leads on 11 May. The capacitors and coil resistances
form single-pole, low-pass filters with a cutoff corner at 0.8 Hz. These I
filters reduce 10 Hz signals by about 20 dB, but do not affect periods long

compared to 1.25 sec (0.8 Hz). These filters were vezy effective in reducing
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the frequency of occurrence of saturation. The only flag indications noted
after the modification were the result of very large earthquake signals that
drove the high gain data recordings out of range. These capacitors made nec-
essary the changes in the SP seismograph responses, which were discussed
earlier.

.3 6.3.3 Inertial Seismograph Response

In early April 1970, the amplitude responses of the LP inertial seismographs
if indicated a serious variation from the theoretical curve. Since the strain

seismographs were built to match the theoretical ALPS response, the different
inertial response resulted in a degradation of on-line sums and differences
between strain and inertial seismographs. The problem was traced to the seis-
mometers, which were equipped with more efficient transducers than the standard
design. These prototype transducers were installed in another program prior
to the transfer of the seismometers to Project VT/8706. The higher magnet
charge and greater length of wire in the coils resulted in a seismometer with
a much higher critcial damping resistance (CDR) than normal. For example, the
two horizontal seismometers had a CDR of about 2500 fl as compared to the stan-
dard value of 1510 fn. This high CDR resulted in overdamped seismometers when
other system parameters were set to nominal values. In the ALPS system where
the seismometer and galvanometer are direct coupled, seismometer and galva-
nometer damping plus the coupling coefficient are interrelated so that one
parameter cannot be changed without affecting the others. It was therefore
necessary to modify the transducers to obtain standard valu-e of coil wire
length, coil resistance, and magnet flux density.

New coils with less wire were wound and installed on the seismometers beginning
in late May. These new coils incorporated a recent improvement in LP seismome-

1 ter, coils developed especially for high-gain operation. This improvement bal-
4 ances the diamagnetic and paramagnetic properties of the coil/coil-form assembly

so that nonlinearities in restoring force are minimized. In addition to the
installation of new coils, magnet charge was adjusted on the seismometers.HI The vertical seismometer presented more of a problem than the horizontals.
Since the vertical instrument requires a higher flux density than the horizon-
tals (0.195T and 0.175T, respectively) and the prototype magnets could not be
charged to a 0.195T flux density, standard magnets were used as replacements.I The modifications to the vertical seismometer were completed on 18 June.

6.3.4 Lightning Protection

When the strain system was designed, considerable thought was given to the
adequate protection of the strain system preamplifiers against lightning damage.
Solid-state circuitry is considerably more sensitive than tube-type PTAs tc
the high amplitude, short duration pulses that can occur on data lines as a
result of lightning pulses many miles distant. It was therefore disturbing
when two Ithaco amplifiers were found to have been damaged by lightning on
27 April and on 24 June 1970. In both cases, shorted transistors in the am-
plifier output stage indicated that overvoltage had occurred on the field lines
between the mine and the vans. The lightning protection circuits consisted ofI gas-discharge diodes and high surge semiconductor diodes across the line and
large inductors in series with the line. The circuits were identical with cir-
cuits being successfully used on other programs, but no reasons could be found
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for their failure to adequately protect the QC-AZ circuits. The circu.its were3
carefully checked and the ground points were improved.

Then, on 7 July and 19 July 1970, lightning again damaged all three preampli-
fiers. Before putting the twice-repaired units in operation on 22 July, the
protection circuits were moved from near the mine adit to within a few feet
of the preamplifiers. In addition, the circuits were modified by adding re-
sistance to the output data lines to absorb overvoltages. A schematic of a I
typical modified circuit is shown in figure 54. Heavy thunderstorms during
the remainder of this period caused no damage to any equipment. The improved
operation of the protection circuits indicates that overvoltages on the pro-
tected lines were the result of differences in earth potential and/or pickup
from other less heavily protected lines between the instruments and the mine
adit. All future lightning protection circuits should be installed as close
as possible to the devices to be protected.

6.3.5 Noise on the S325 Seismometer 5
Probably the most perplexing problem encountered during operations at QC-AZ
was the high noise level of the 5325 seismometer. This problem became evident -
when the two side-by-side S325 instruments were first put in operation and was
no closer to a solution when operations were terminated. Between these times,
many manhours were spent in efforts to locate some source of the noise. Rod
alignment was checked and adjusted several times, insulation was removed and

checked for rubbing on the rod, suspensions were adjusted, bolts were tight-
ened, the data coil was replaced several times and the Ithaco amplifier was
exchanged with one from other channels. 3
On two occasions during alignment checks with a surveyor's transit, the rod
anc)1 n. ,,as found to be displaced. As a further check of anchor instability,
a dc current near normal calibration levels was applied to the calibrator of I
the seismometer. The resulting force applied to the rod and the rod anchor
caused a marked increase in noise level on the S325L channel. Therefore, in
mid-July, 1970, about 1/3 cu. yd of concrete was poured around the base of

7 the rod anchor, completely filling the almost 8 in. gap between the fracturedS~rock base on the floor and the bottom of the anchor. Later operation indicated
that the noise decreased somewhat after the concrete cured.

From February to April 1971, another test series was run in connection with
the 5325 noise. In late January, the mine was visited by the State mine in-
spector. He recommended that some very large rocks in the ceiling near the i
winze should be timbered and that the ceiling in part of the 55 dog drift
should be "barred down." When the mining contractor started doing the sug-
gested work, the main blower was turned on and the mine was ventilated for
the first time in several months. Surprisingly, the noise on the S325L seis-
mograph dropped to a level comparable to the S55L. After a few days' operation,
the noise level began to rise again. It was thought that the noise might be
"related to the high humidity in the mine air or trapped water in the fractured I
rock on the floor. The humidity was caused by the great amounts of water used
"during the mine modifications. A dehumidifier was installed and operated in-
termittently until mid-April. A total of about 20 gallons of water was removed, I
but the relative humidity showed no appreciable drop. It was concluded that
the mine would have to be ventilated for several months to determine whether
drying the mine truly had any effect on the noise in the S325.
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The overall conclusion concerning this noise was that it was caused by local
movement in the fractured rock on the floor where the anchors were placed.
The 325 dog azimuth is almost perpendicular to the axis of the mountain and
is subparallel to the local joint pattern. The structure of the mountain is
much weaker in this direction, allowing geater extraneous displacements and
strains than in the 55 dog azimuth parallel to the axis of the mountain.
Barjansky (1944) determined the tangential stress and the hoop stress around
a circular hole in a semi-infinite eiastic solid directly under the point
source load of a Boussinesq field. He found that at depths of 10 or more hole
radii, the ceiling and floor were subjected to a tensile stress concentration
factor of -1 and the wall was subjected to a compressive stress concentration
factor of +2. The stress concentration factors are relative to the stress at
the depth of the center of the hole if the hole did not exist. The tensile
hoop stress on the floor will act in a sense of opening the joints, of loosen-
ing the rock, and of creating noise on the S325 strain seismometer. Conversely,
the compressive hoop stress on the wall will act in a sense of closing the
joints, of tightening the rock, and of reducing the noise on the S55 strain
seismometer. The fluctuations of the air pressure create repetitive loads that
continually work toward the loosening of the rocks on the ceiling and the floor
of a mine. The obvious conclusion then, is that all strainmeters should be
attached to the wall rather than the floor for optimum performance.

3

J!.

'II
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j 7. NOISE AND STABILITY

The QC-AZ seismograph station has a microseismic background that is as quiet
as any of the better sites anywhere on earth. This low background noise has
provided a good test base for instrument evaluation. This section discusses
the earth noise field, its stability, the instrument noise of the inertial and
strain seismographs, atmospheric disturbances, and small ground motions that
result in undesired noise nn the strain seismographs. General details of the
time series analyses used in many parts of this report are described in sec-
tion 7.1. Section 7.2 lives quantitative values of earth motion from 10 Hz
to 2560 sec. Instrument noise and microseismic background signals for the
inertial system are presented in section 7.3 and for the strain system in sec-
tion 7.4. Small earth motions that contribute to the noise on the strain seis-
mographs are discussed in section 7.5. The noise field generated by variations
in atmospheric pressure is discussed in section 7.6. Tilt response of inertial
LP seismographs is discussed in section 7.7. Secular strains are presented in
section 7.8. The resistance of the strain seismometers to spuriouL resonances
induced by acoustic vibrations is discussed in section 7.9.

Any consideration of data system performance should not only consider the
system noise level and maximum sensitivities, but should also consider signal-
to-noise ratios. Section 7 treats the subject of noise only. Section 8.2

U discusses earthquake signal-to-background noise ratios.

7.1 SPECTRAL ANALYSIS

Many of the time series analysis plots in this report are similar. Part a of
* the figures is the power spectral density of one or more seismographs or the

cross power spectral density between them. Part b of the figures is the co-
herence and part c is the relative phase angle. Where a plot of coherence is
shown, note that it is coherence and not coherence squared. Long time series[ and a small number of lags were used for good statistical stability. Time
samples of 33.1 min (with 128 lags) or 32.0 min (with 256 lags) were used for
spectra between 1 and 256 sec periods and generally time samples of 6.7 hr
(with 128 lags) were used for spectra between 20 and 2560 sec periods. In
general, the shorter period spectra were calculated with 256 lags, but in a
few cases, they were also calculated with 128 lags for greater smoothing and

jj a smaller confidence limit.

Unless stated otherwise, the spectra are uncorrected for system responses and
are calibrated relative to earth strain or earth displacement at 25 sec forL, the ALPS response and at 100 sec for the ULP response. Thus, if the reader
wishes to estimate the power spectral density of ground strain or ground dis-
placement at another period, the values in the figures should be divided by
the square of the ratio of the response of the system at the desired period
to the response of the system at the calibration period of 25 or 100 sec. In
several of the figures in which strain is compared to displacement, the strain
"has been normalized to displacement based on a 25 sec Rayleigh wave phlse
velocity of 4.00 km/sec and the resulting power ratio of (6.28 x 10")
strain2 /m2 . Cross power spectral density between strain and displacement is

U" normalized based on a power ratio of 6.28 x 10"S strain -m/m2 . The normali-
zation constants are given in the figures. The spectra are presented as a
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power spectral density normalized to a 1 Hz passband. The passband used in 3
the actual calculations was either 1/128 a 7.81 x 10. Hz, 1/2S6 . 3.91 x 10-3
Hz, or 1/2560 a 3.91 x 10-4 Hz, If the reader wishes to normalize to a pass-
band of 1 mHz a 1/1000 Hz for comparison with several published microseismic I
spectra, the plotted values can be divided by 1000.

Many of the spectra show 1 or 2 peaks at 1.7 and 3.2 sec. These peak5 are
the residual power noise in the playback and digitization electronics. Actual
playback was at 100 times the field recording speed, so a true tO Ni noise at
playback relates to an equivalent 0.6 Hz or 1.7 sec noise in the time scale of
the field recorder, .

Computational noise was also observed in the course .A the calculations but is
well below any meaningful data. The spectra are c zulated using the fast I
Fourier transform (FFT) algorithm of Cooley and Tukey. A single FFT on the
Geotech CDC 3100 computer has a noise about 1012 to 1013 below the largest
number in the calculations. This error results in pr- from the fact that the
FFT algorithm takes differences from almost equal numbers. The spectral ro-
gram used employs three FFT, and erratic results occur about 105 or 106 below
the largest spectral number. These erratic results are interpreted as compu-
tational noise. When two time series are analy7'-,' together with the cross
spectral prog am using the FFT, they must be scai ,l so that their spectra are
within the 101 to 106 range of no computational noise. The first cross spect,
calculated comparing the inertial seismograph and t1e strain seismograph sh:
this noise since the strain power values are 39.5 x 1-10 smaller than the
displacement values. In subsequent calculations, t', strain values were scaled
to alleviate this numerical problem.

7.2, MICROSEISMIC BACKGROUND

7.2.1 Absolute Amplitude

The ambient ground unrest or microseismic bo'eklound at Q,-A7 is as low as
reported for any seismograph station in the itorlu. Figuz 55 is the amplitude
spectra and power spectral densities o' ert.•cal ea.•th liotion in t!.e passband
from 10 Hz to 2560 sec. The horizontal eniplitudes sho.%'n in figure 56 for the
55 deg azimuth are about equal to the vertica! amplit'2¶es. These two figures
are composites of spectra calculater in iour overlappiing period -anges. Re-
cordings from the SP inertial sai:...%:-.phs ware used for two of the ranges
and recordings from the Lr inertial. seibmographs were used for the other two
ranges. Calibration of the two oi.avgraphs was tf such an accuracy that all
spectra overlaid and no artificie. smothing between the different frequency
intervals was necessary. Parqr.qtrs of the spectral analyses are given in
table 7. The power spectral deneity was calculated: it was normalized to a
mHz bandwidth and was corre-.ted for the 3.nstrumer: response. Then the square
root was taken. Figures 55 an( 'F are plotted as n.,s meters I. a milliHertz 3
bandwidth and as mean-square meto-i in a I lUz '!andwidth. The Qun Creek data

plotted in figures 55 and 56 are gi..?n in tai *b at representative periods.

Previous investigators have reported queuti-.etive data on tLe microseismic
background in several formats over various portions of the range of periods
covered here. The summary made by Brune and Oliver (1159) of the maximum
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Table 7. Microseismic background •pectra parameters

Sample 90%
Period time Sample No. of No. of Confidence

,Seismorah ranle duration rate samples g limits

see s/5eC dB

SP 0.04-10.24 76.8 sec so 3841 256 1 1.96
SP 0.16-40.96 307.3 sec 12.5 3841 256 t 1.96
LP 1-256 32.0 min 2 3841 256 * 1.96
LP 10-2560 6.7 hr 0.1 2410 128 ± 1.74

and minimum of published vertical amplitude versus period values has been used
most commonly as a reference in the period range from 0.01 to 20 sec. Their
data were derived primarily by the various authors from visual analysis in
which peak-to-peak amplitude and period were measured from a seismogram. In
general, the measured values represented the authors' best estimate of the
average values of the microseismic background. In 1959, very little data were
available at the longer periods. Frantti et al. (1962) measured short-period
seismic noise spectra at 16 sites in the frequency range of 31.5 to 0.5 Hz.
Their frequency analysis was made by analog playback of magnetic tape through
1/3 octave filters. Their data substantially fit between the maximum and mini-
mum curves of Brune and Oliver (1959) at frequencies between 31.5 and 1 Hz and
rose above the minimum curve at 2 sec by a factor of 5 at one site and a factor
of 10 or more at the other sites. Haubrich (196S) and Haubrich and MacKenzie
(1965) reported power spectral densities of ground velocities, sea wave ampli-
tudes, and atmospheric pressure near La Jolla, California. Their data covered
the period range from 2 to 200 sec (500 to 5 mliz) and were taken near the coast
to study sources of the microseisms. As such, their spectra represent the
ambient ground unrest that can be expected at a coastal location during the
arrival of storm-generated microseisms. The senior author (JEF) and Milam
(1965) established the techniques of achieving high sensitivity (1O0+K magni-
fication) in the three-component, long-period seismographs at Las Cruces, New
Mexico. The seismometers were installed in insulated, sealed tanks withinl
airtight chambers in mines. Trott (1965) and the senior author used this
installation to investigate the noise of LP seismographs and to obtain the
amplitude spectra of ground motion in the period range from 4 to 100 sec.
Pomeroy et al. (1969) used similar techniques at a mine in Ogdensburg, New
Jersey. Savino and Hade (1970), Savino in Ward and hlade (1970), Savino (1970,
and Savino et al. (1972) have reported amplitude spectra from this observatory.
Capon et al. (1967, 1969) and Haubrich and McCamy (1969) report power spectral
densities of ground amplitudes uncorrected for seismograph response from the
Large Aperture Seismic Array in Montana.

Vertical amplitude spectra derived from these previous authors have also been
plotted in figure 55. These other spectra were read from figures, corrected
for instrument response if necessary, converted to amplitude spectra if nec-
essary, and the calculated values plotted. The maximum, average, and minimum
curves from Brune and Oliver (1959) were calculated in the following manner.
Since the data from the 16 sites of Frantti et al. (1962) all fell within the
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Table 8. Ground-motion amplitude spectra

Vertical Horizontal I
Period Frequency Amplitude Amplitude

Sec Hz mrms/nlIz mrms/mtI,

2560.000 3.91E-04 2.11o-03 1.62E-03
1280.000 7.81E-04 1.40E-04 1.11E-04
853.333 1.17E-03 2.76E-05 2.66E-05
640.000 1.56E-03 7.71B-06 9.44E-06
512.000 1.95E-03 2.69E.,06 3.53E-06
426.667 2.34E-03 1.27E-06 l.35E.06
36S.714 2.73E-03 7.37E-07 8.60E-07
320.000 3.13E-03 4.37E-07 6.74E-07
284.444 3.52E-03 2.652-07 4.28E-07
256.000 3.91E-03 1.79E-07 2.28E-07
232.727 4.30E-03 1.36E-07 1.69E-07
213.333 4.69E-03 1.04E-07 1.76E-07
196.923 5.08E-03 7.62E-08 1.53E-07
182.857 5.47E-03 5.64E-08 1.02E-07
170.667 5.86E-03 4.44E-08 6.09E-08
160.000 6.25E-03 3.431-08 4.5SE-08
150.588 6.64E-03 2.67E-08 S.86E-08
128.000 7.81E-03 1.11E-08 1.51E-08
85.333 1.17E-02 2.72E-09 4.68E-09
64.000 1.56E-02 1.17E-09 2.02E-09 I
51.200 1.95E-02 6.37E-30 1.04E-09
42.667 2.34E-02 4.19E-10 6.31E-10
36.571 2.73E-02 2.96E-10 4.43E-10 I
32.000 3.13B-02 2.38E-10 3.82E-10
28.444 3.52E-02 2.16E-10 4.11E-10
25.600 3.91E-02 2.13E-10 4.48E-10
23.273 4.30E-02 2.61E-10 4.81E-10
21.333 4.69E-02 3.85E-10 5.99E-10
19.692 5.08E-02 5.57E-10 9.23E-10
18.286 5.47E-02 8.07E-10 l.522-09 I
17.067 5.86E-02 1.11E-09 2.22E-09
16.000 6.25E-02 1.30E-09 2.59E-09
15.059 6.64E-02 1.28E-09 2.46E-09 3
13.474 7.42E-02 1.OOE-09 1.39E-09
12.190 8.20E-02 6.90E-10 1.03E-09
10.667 9.38E-02 5.55E-10 .,05E-109.846 1.026-01 7.02E-10 6.75E-109.143 1.092E-01 1.82E-09 1.56E-09
8.533 1.17E-01 5.12E-09 4.00E-09
8.000 1.25E-01 8.43E-09 7.82E-09
7.758 1.29E-01 7.81E-09 8.57E-09
7.529 1.33E-01 b.51E-09 8.21E-09
7.111 1.41E-01 4.75E-09 5.27E-09
6.400 1.56E-01 2.99E-09 3.10E-09
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Table 8 (Continued)

Vertical Horizontal
Period Frequency Amplitude Amplitude

1' Sec Hz mrms/mHz mrms/mHz

5.565 1.80E-01 2.78E-09 2.93E-09
5.120 1.95E-01 2.70E-09 2.85E-09

S4.571 2.19E-01 2,31E-09 1.91E-09
4.000 2.50E-01 1.14E-09 1.39E-09
3.507 2.85E-01 7.19E-10 8.13E-10
3.012 3.32E-01 6.28E-10 S.82E-10
2.560 3.91E-01 3.09E-10 2.48E-10
2.048 4.88E-01 1.35E-10 8.59E-11
1.517 6.59E-01 5.22E--ll 2.82E-11
1.241 8.06E-01 1.41E-11 1.48E-11
1.024 9.76E-01 7.36E-12 S.68E-12

T.890 1.12E-00 4.37E-12 4.84E-12
.788 1.27E-00 4.10E-12 4.10E-12
.683 1.46E-00 3.27E-12 3.22E-12
.602 1.66E-00 3.19E-12 2.83E-12
.512 1.95E-00 3.66E-12 3.04E-12

' .465 2.15E-00 3.89E-12 3.05E-12
.410 2.44E-00 2.64E-12 3.51E-12
.353 2.83E-00 2.82E-12 2.31E-12
.301 3.32E-00 4.13E-12 2.69E-12
.256 3.91E-00 1.99E-12 2.66E-12
.228 4.39E-00 1.59E-12 1.45E-12

.. .201 4.98E-00 1.4-9.354E-13
.176 5.66E-00 8.44E-13 5.70E-13
.148 6.74E-00 7.85E-13 5.70E-13

A .126 7.91E-00 5.18E-13 4.70E-13
.103 9.67E-00 3.96E-13 3.05E-13

I7msI

Ii
I
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Brune and Oliver maximum and minimum curves, it was assumed that the Brune and
Oliver data could be taken as an average peak-to-peak amplitude spectra over
1/3 octave passbands, the same as used in the analog spectra of Frantti et al.
Stated another way, this assumption is that a seismologist reading wiggly line 3
records will integrate energy over 1/3 octave passbands when reading average
microseismic background signals. With this assumption, the Brune and Oliver
curves were read from their figure 1; squared; multiplied by 3 to get mean
square amplitude per octave; divided by 0.67/T, where T is period in seconds,
to get mean square amplitude per Hz; divided by 1000 to convert to a mHz pass-
band, the square root was taken; divided by 2.828 to convert from an average
peak-to-peak to rms; then the result was plotted. The data from Haubrich and3
MacKenzie (1965) were read from their figure 5 for 6 March 1964. Their spectra
were converted from velocity squared per mliz to amplitude spectra per mHz and
plotted. The data from Las Cruces, New Mexico, are direct from figure 28 in
Trott (1965). The LASA data are from figure 4 of Capon et al. (1969). Their
values were read from the figure, converted to amplitude squared per Hz, cor-
rected for instrument response, converted to m rms per mHz passband and plotted.
The Ogdensburg, New Jersey, data are direct from Savino's figure 3 in Ward and
Hade (1970).

The essential equality of the spectra from Queen Creek, Las Cruces, and
Ogdensburg, all of which are high-sensitivity, long-period seismograph stations,
confirms the long-period values presented in figures 55 and 56 as being repre-
sentative of the quietest sites. In the shorter period range from 0.1 to 10
sec, the Brune and Oliver (1959) minimum curve data essentially coincides with
the QC-AZ data. Therefore, the QC-AZ amplitude spectra represent a typical
minimum that can be expected anywhere on the earth.

These spectra can be useful as design criteria for a minimum ground motion
input signal into a seismograph. For insta.nce, these amplitude spectra can
be multiplied by the frequency domain transfer function of a seismometer and
of the coupling network from the seismometer to an amplifier to determine the
voltage spectra at the input of the amplifier. The microseismic background
voltage spectra can then be compared to the noise voltage spectra of the am-
plifier and an estimate can be made of the expected minimum signal-to-amplifier
noise ratio.

7.2.2 Variation with Time

The variation of microseismic background with time is also of interest in
evaluating the performance of QC-AZ and the background that might be expected
at other quiet sites. The following group of figures present power spectral
densities of background noise from a selected group of days with low wind
velocity and during intervals of low earthquake activity. Finding samples with
low earthquake activity is a problem on these high sensitivity seismographs,
and some of the samples may include signals with a 1:1 or 1.5:1 signal-to-noise
ratio. These spectra are calibrated relative to 25 sec. They are uncorrected
for instrument response. As such, they represent the signals as prGsented to
the recorder!; after having passed from the ground motion through the system
transfer functions. The long-period vertical data of 6 July 1970 from figure 55,
uncorrected for instrument response, are shown in figures 57 and 58. The un-I
corrected long-period horizontal data of 6 July 1970 from figure 56 are shown
in figures 59 and 60. These four figures also con.ain instrument noise spectra,
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m which will be discussed in the next section. The following figures also
contain the background strain signals. The strain power spectral densities

k, have been normalized to the displacement power spectral densities in accord
with an empirical normalization to equalize Rayleigh wave signals. The nor-
malizations, shown on each figure, are as follows:

I Displacement (m)
Strain squared per squared per Hz

Component Hz relative to 25 sec relative to 25 sec

Vertical 5.44 x 10-24 1.0 x 10-14

S325 azimuth 6.74 x 10-24 1.0 x 10-14

55 azimuth 9.88 x 10-24 1.0 x 10-14

1 The significance of these normalizations will be discussed in sections 9.3 and
12.2. The strain noise will be discussed in section 7.4. This section is
concerned with the displacement microseismic background as observed on the
inertial seismographs.

Certain parts of the last four and the following figures will be of interestto the reader:

a. The value of the spectra at the 8 sec microseismic peak;

i• b. The relative value of the 8 sec and 16 sec spectral peaks;

c. The value of the spectra at the 20 to 40 sec minimum;

S 6 d. The value of the spectra at periods greater than 80 sec; and

e. The relative values of all the above between the vertical and
the two horizontal components.

Figures 61, 62, and 63 are from 29 August 1970 during a quiet background
i • sample. The 8 sec microseisms are larger than on 6 July, the 16 sec micro-

seisms are larger than the 8 sec, the noise minimum has a larger value, and
there is more energy at the longer periods. The shape of the spectra at the

f longer periods suggests the possibility of atmospheric pressure generated
noise (see section 7.6) that is independent of surface wind velocity. The
strain spectra reinforce this interpretation.

I Figures 64, 65, and 66 are from 31 October 1970. In comparison with the
spectra from 29 August, the 8 sec microseisms have increased by a factor of
10 in power. The 16 sec microseisms are about the same value. The spectral

I minimum is lower on the vertical and about the same on the horizontals, and
there is less energy at the longer periods on both the inertial and strain
seismographs.
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Figure 62. Power spectral density of microseismic background recorded

on P325L and S325L seismographs on 29 August 1970.
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The spectra of data from I month later, on I December 1970 (figures 67, 68, 3
and 69), are very similar to the spectra of 29 August except the 8 sec peak
is higher.

The variation of the microseismic background with time can also be evaluated
by comparing the total mean square signal presented to the recorders. The
total mean square displacement and the total root mean square displacement in
the 1 to 256 sec passband of the seismographs for the displacement spectra
plotted in figures 57 through 69 are given in table 9. The displacements are
given relative to a 25 sec period, because the spectra are calibrated at this
period, but they are uncorrected for instrument response. The effect of the
build-up of the 8 sec microseisifs from stumer to winter is clearly evident in
the table and the suite of figures. The 8 sec microseisms increased about
17 dB from 6 July t' 1 December but the 16 sec microseisms remained the same
during this interval. The lack of change in the 16 sec microseisms suggests
they are caused by a different mechanism than the 8 sec microseisms. The PZL
vertical seismograph has a larger total displacement than either horizontal
component for the 29 August, 31 October, and 1 December samples. This larger
total amplitude is the result of larger amplitudes at 8 sec and at periods
longer than 64 sec. The vertical component of a Rayleigh wave in an infinite
half-space is 1.5 times larger than the horizontal component. The 8 sec micro-
seisms are generally thought to be fundamental Rayleigh waves and a larger
vertical amplitude is expected. Not much is known about the background noise
energy at the longer periods, but it is thought to be the result of high alti-
tude, high velocity acoustic waves. However, the relative amplitude between
the vertical and horizontal inertial components does not rule out the possi-
bility of residual spherical mode free oscillations of the earth excited by
earthquakes that occurred well before the time interval analyzed.

7.3 INERTIAL SEISMOGRAPH THEORETICAL AND OBSERVED NOISE

Minimum seismograph signal-to-instrument noise (S/N) ratio is of interest in
evaluating seismograph capabilities. This section presents spectra of micro-
seismic background signal during a quiet time, of observed seismograph noise,
and of theoretical seismograph noise. The spectra are presented both as they
exist at the recorders and as equivalent ground displacement.

A quiet microseismic sample was taken on 6 July 1970. Three data sample lengths
were used to get good spectral stability in the complete range of interest,
These time samples were 32.0 min duration for all the spectra plotted from 1
to 1000 sec, 5.38 hr (5 hr 22 min 50 sec) duration for the microseismic back-
ground plotted from 10 to 10,000 sec, and 6.69 hr (6 hr 41 min 40 sec) duration
for the electronic noise plotted from 10 to 10,000 sec. The microseismic back-
ground samples were selected during an interval of normal July microseismic
activity. No earthquake activity was visible on the time traces during the
32.0 min sample, which was within the 5.38 hr sample. The 5.38 hr sample
started in the tail end of a teleseismic Rayleigh wave and stopped at the
P-wave arrival from another teleseism. One or two possible small (S/N ratio
about 1.5) Rayleigh waves of short duration were also observed during this
interval.

System noise data were obtained by replacing the inertial or strain seismome-
ters with fixed resistors of the same value as the transducer coil resistance.
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'I With single instruments, this technique is the simplest method of obtaining

an estimate of the system noise spectra. Trott (1965), working with the
present senior author, demonstrated that the same results could be obtained

Swith the inertial LP seismographs by (1) bucking two identic.a. seismographs,
(2) very carefully blocking the moving mass of the seismometer, (3) replacing
the seismometer with a coil wedged in a magnet oriented vertically, (4) re-2I placing the seismometer with a coil wedged in a magnet oriented north-south,
and (5) replacing the seismometer with a resistor. Since replacing the seis-
mometer with a resistor is the easiest method, it is the preferred method and
was used in this experiment. The theory as confirmed by the 1965 tests indi-
cates that there is no significant contribution to the ALPS inertial noise
spectra from the mechanical noise of the seismometer. The same conclusion
may not be correct for the strain seismometer, its attachment to the rock, and

U I the rock itself.

The spectra plotted in figures 57, 58, 59, and 60 have not been corrected for
instrument response so that the actual minimum signal-to-instrument noise ratioI cr- be observed. The spectra have been calibrated relative to ground displace-
ment or ground strain at a 25 sec period. The spectra are preseuted for the
vertical inertial LP seismograph PZL and the horizontal inertial LP seismograph
PSSL (oriented in a 55 deg azimuth). The P55L 4.nertial seismograph is generally
typical of the 325 deg azimuth instrument.

qlP The spectra in figures 57 and 58 indicate that the S/N ratio on the PZL verti-
cal inertial seismograph for this quiet miCroseismic background sample is aminimum of about 6 dB near 90 sec and near 300 sec and is 10 dB or better at

all other periods from 3 to 2560 sec.

The spectra in figures 59 and 60 indicate that the S/N ratio on the P55L hori-
zontal inertial seismograph is about the same as on the PZL. This ratio is1; about 6 dB from 250 to 500 sec and is 10 dB or better at all other periods.
The instrument noise in figure 59 at periods shorter than 15 sec is dominated
by magnetic-tape recorder noise and the antialias filter.I
The theoretical noise spectra in figures 57 and 58 were calculated from a
theory developed by Matheson and Gilbert of the National Bureau of Standards.
This theory has only been published as an appendix to another related report
(Trott, 1966). The derived equations were programmed by the present senior
author, and the theoretical noise spectra were calculated using the parameters
of the QC-AZ ALPS seismographs. The observed instrument noise presented here
matches the theoretical noise almost perfectly for periods between 30 and 100
sec and is a good fit out to 2560 sec. At periods shorter than 30 sec, the
recorder noise is beginning to contribute to the observed noise spectra. The
fit between the theoretical and observed data is better than found by Trott
(1965) in the Las Cruces experiment. The better fit is the result of using

more accurate physical parameters for the theoretical calculations.SMAnother way of looking at the same S/N ratio is in terms of ground displace-
ment. The spectra of figures 57, 58, 59, and 60 were interpreted as ground
displacement as described in section 7.2. The vertical earth motion is plot-
ted in figures 70 and 71, and the horizontal earth motion is plotted in
figures 72 and 73. The Las Cruces, New Mexico, vertical data and the Ogdens-
berg, New Jersey, vertical and hcrizontal data were discussed in section 7.2
and are included in these figures for reference.
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In figures 70 through 73, the ground motion is seen to be sufficiently above
instrument noise so as to confirm the existence of significant earth motion
out to periods as long as 2560 sec (42.67 min). Because the signal-to-noise
ratio is limited, the present analysis is not sufficient to describe the type U
of motion or to hypothesize on its source or character. However, the agree-
ment between the LC-NM, the OGD, and the QC-AZ data indicates that this noise
is probably always present.

7.4 STRAIN SEISMOGRAPH OBSERVED NOISE

Noise in the strain seismographs is more difficult to evaluate than in the
inertial seismographs. Part of the noise can be attributed to the electronic
components and part of the noise possibly can be attributed to the Brownian g
motion of the mechanical parts of the seismometer, to the mechanical suspen-
sion of the strain seismometers, to the mounting of the strain seismometers
in the rock, to the small motions in the rock (and/or on the rock joints) in
the very immediate vicinity of the mounting bolts, or to the general ambient
strain background of the earth. The electronic noise can be easily evaluated
by replacing the seismometer coil with a fixed resistor. Results of this test
are discussed in section 7.4.1. Detectable small earth strains input to the
seismographs and other system noise sources are discussed in section 7.4.2 and
in section 7.5. The variation of the ý,train background noise with time is
discussed in section 7.4.3.

7.4.1 Electronic Noise

The electronic noise contribution to the total strain seismograph noise was ýJ
determined by replacing the seismometer coil with a fixed resistor. The power
spectral density of this electronic noise is plotted in figure 74 as instrument
noise. The power spectral density of the $55L strain seismograph for the
6 July 1970 quiet background sample is also plotted in figure 74. This quiet
background sample is from the same time window as used for the inertial seis-
mometers in figures 57 through 60 and 70 through 73. The electronic noise
spectra of all three strain seismographs is similar to the SSSL instrument
noise spectra in figure 74. The quiet background signal-to-electronic noise
ratio is about 6 dB at periods greater than 20 sec.

7.4.2 Other Strain Seismograph Noise

In addition to the electronic noise, there are other mechanisms that can create
noise in the strain seismographs. Among these mechanisms are:

(1) The Brownian motion of the rock in the vicinity of the seismometer
piers,

(2) The Brownian motion of the mechanical parts of the seismometer sus-

pension,

(3) The mechanical stability of the magnetic domains in the transducer,

(4) The mechanical suspension of the strain seismometers, I
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(S) Small motions in the rock or on the rock joi:nts in the imediatevicinity of the seismometer piers,

(6) Dislocations propagating through the rock or along joints in thei

rock,

(7) Natural electromagnetic variations whose flux density variation
is superimposed on the 1.2T of the permanent magnet,

(8) Temperature fluctuations of the strain rods and of the rock in
the seismometer chamber, and

(9) Air currents acting directly on the strain rods.

Most of these sources of noise cannot be evaluated individually, and can only
be considered collectively. From March through most of June 1970, two strain
seismographs S325L1 and S325L2 were operated next to each other in the 325 deg
azimuth tunnel. (See figure 45.) The centerline separation was about 0.7 m
(28 in.). The two auto-power spectral densities (PSD) and cross power spec-
tral density (XPSD) of the S325L1 and S325L2 seismographs are plotted in
figure 75 for a quiet background sample. The two PSD are identical at the
8 sec microseismic peak and they differ somewhat at the longer periods. The
cross power spectral density can be considered as the true seismic strain
signal coming out of the ground. At 20 sec and longer periods, the XPSD in
figure 75 is a factor of about 16 in power (4 in amplitude) above the elec-
tronic instrument noise PSD, as plotted in figure 74. The 12 dB S/N ratio
further confirms that the XPSD is coherent strain coming from the ground.

This coherent strain signal will include the ambient strain unrest of earth
plus some rock strain noises that are coherent in the 1 m x 40 m dimensions I
of the mounting of the two strain seismometers. These noises could be the
coherent part of the Brownian motion of the rock, (1) above; small motions in
the rock, (5) above; natural electromagnetic variations, (7) above; and possi-
bly temperature fluctuations of the strain rods or the rock.

Because of the temperature stability of the seismometer chamber and because
the strain rods are well insulated to reduce temperature fluctuations within I
the passband of the seismographs, it is unlikely that temperature effects are
significant in the coherent power of the XPSD.

Geomagnetic fluctuations are a possible source of extraneous noise on the
strain seismographs. The geomagnetic field will add vectorially to the static
magnetic field in the strain transducer. As the geomagnetic field varies, the
lines of flux cut the wire in transducer coils. Since the transducer coils
have about 31,000 turns of wire, and since the preamplifiers have a low noise
threshold, the sensitivity to the rate-of-change of geomagnetic fluctuation is
about 0.06 gamma/sec in an octave centered at 100 sec and about 0.2 gamma/sec &
in an octave centered at 20 sec. While these flux change rates are within the
values expected for geomagnetic fluctuations of this period range (Maple,
1959a, b; Benioff, 1960; Fernando and Kannongara, 1966; Stening and Gupta, I
1971; Gupta et al. 1971; Sen, 1971; and others) no positive correlation could
"be established. Benioff (1960) and Fernando and Kannangara (1966) used hori-
zontal coils to sense the geomagnetic fluctuations. Maximum signal was 3
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obtained with the axis of the coil parallel to the local magnetic meridian. 3
At QC-AZ the magnetic meridian is 14 deg east of north. This gives angles
of 49 dog to the 32S dog azimuth and 41 dog to the SS deg azimuth. The geo-
magnetic latitude of QC-AZ is between 40 and 45 dog. Therefore, all three U
strain transducers are at an angle of about 4S deg from the geomagnetic vector.
Any magnetic variations that are aligned with the total field should be of
about equal amplitude on all components. No visual correlation of unexplained
noise was ever observed on all three strain seismographs simultaneously. Dur- I
ing several nights in April and May 1971, large sinusoidal oscillations were
observed on the S325L strain seismograph. These oscillations were generally
20 to 30 sec in period. On one occasion, the oscillations started with an
18 sec period and over about an hour interval increased to 180 sec period.
Records from the National Ocean Survey (NOS) Tuscon magnetic observatory were
obtained for this time, but no unusual activity could be noted on their records. I
(The time base of their recordings will not allow resolution of 180 sec waves.)
During the S325L oscillations, the overall geomagnetic activity was low. It
must then be assumed that in the absence of signal on the other two QC-AZ com-
ponents and in the absence of magnetic disturbance at Tuscon, that the S325L I
oscillations were caused by some source other than magnetic fluctuations. To
investigate the geomagnetic sensitivity further, the coils were disconnected
from the strain rods for a few days. These tests were inconclusive because
of the manner in which the coils were restrained from mechanical movement.
The conclusion concerning strain seismograph noise caused by geomagnetic fluc-
tuations is: The systems have sufficient sensitivity to sense the larger Pc3, I•, Pc4, and P12 fluctuations, but no geomagnetic signals were identified in any
of the recordings.

If we assume that neither temperature variations nor geomagnetic fluctuationscontribute to the coherent XPSD in figure 75, then this motion must be true
relative motion between the seismometer piers. This relative motion will in-
elude the ambient strain unrest of the earth plus random motion of the rock '
that is coherent in the dimension of the seismometer chamber.

During the course of the recordings from March 1970 through May 1971, the noise I
on the SSSL seismograph remained relatively constant. On many occasions, the
noise on the S32SL seismograph would increase to a significantly greater value
than on the S55L. When this noise would increase, considerable effort was
expended verifying proper performance of the mechanical and electronic parts
of the seismograph. The ultimate conclusion was that the noise was originat-
ing in random movements within the rock mass. These movements took place
along the joints in the rock which were subparallel to the 325 deg azimuth J
and almost perpendicular to the 55 deg azimuth. Consequently, the 325 deg
azimuth strainmeter was experiencing more noise from these motions. Small
earth motions are discussed further in section 7.5.

7.4.3 Variation of Strain Background with Time

The variation with time of the ambient strain unrest of the earth is of interest
in planning future high-sensitivity strain installations. Spectra fccr several
days, taken from the three-components during quiet times, are plotted with the
inertial seismograph spectra in figures 61 through 69. The strain spectra have I
been normalized to the displacement spectra as described in section 7.2 using

the relative values given in the figures. These spectra are uncorrected for
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system response but are calibrated at 25 sec. The total mean square strain
and root mean square strain in the 1 to 256 sec passband of the seismographs• for the strain spectra in figures 61 through 69 and 74 are given in table 10.
The strains are given relative to a 25 sec period because the spectra are

Scalibrated at this period, but they are uncorrected for instrument response.
Comments regarding the displacement spectra were given in section 7.2 Addi-
tional comments on the strain spectra follow.

The strain spectra in figures 61 through 69 and in figure 74 are considered
typical of quiet background strains. The strain spectra on 29 August 1970
are larger than during the other samples. The increased amplitude at periods
longer than 20 sec is attributed to long-period acoustic waves that were load-
ing the earth and creating strains that were detected on the strain seismographs.
Air pressure loading is discussed in section 7.6. Even if the normalizations
between displacement spectra and strain spectra are correct, the spectra will
not necessarily overlay because of the difference in azimuthal response of the
two classes of seismographs. (See section 9.) The 55 deg azimuth spectra in
figures 66 and 69 indicate that a major portion of the 8 sec microseisms are
traveling either in the 55 deg or 235 deg azimuths. Notice that relative to
the displacement power the 16 sec microseismic peaks contain less strain power
than the 8 sec peaks. This could mean that the direction of travel is differ-
ent or that the phase velocity of the 16 sec microseisms is not equal to the
phase velocity of the 8 sec microseisms. Since the strain amplitudes are lower
at 16 sec, the phase velocity would have to be higher.

The strain spectra generally cross the displacement spectra at 20 to 30 sec
and are larger at the longer periods. This is attributed to the true relative
ground motion between the piers discussed in section 7.4.2 above. Referring
to figure 66, for the purposes of discussion, it can be seen that the minimum
in the microseismic background spectra between 20 and 70 sec is visible on the
P55L displacement spectra. However, the strain spectra cross the displace-
ment spectra and the minimum in the background is filled with strain power.

If the relative strain and displacement noise spectra are interpreted in terms
of signals, it can be said that:

(1) The two types of seismographs have the same noise field for enhanc-

ing long-period body waves, which generally have periods between 10 and 25 sec.

(2) They have essentially the same noise field for the 20 to 30 sec
Rayleigh wave Airy phase.

(3) At periods longer than 30 sec, the detection capability of the strain
seismographs is about 10 dB less than the inertial seismographs and the signal-
to-noise ratio on the directional array formed by the sum and difference of the
strain and inertial seismographs will be about 4 dB less than the individual
inertial channel, (10 dB more noise - 6 dB more signal = 4 dB less S/N).

Even though the strain seismographs have more noise than the inertial seismo-
graphs at periods longer than 30 sec, their noise level is about 10 dB lower than
the vextical noise background at the LASA based on the amplitude spectra calcu-
latud from Capon et al. (1969). The i.ASA spectra are plotted in figure 55 along
with the amplitude spectra from QC-AZ. The following discussion compares the S/N
ratios at QC-AZ and LASA where the LASA vertical microseismic background is taken
from the spectra of Capon et al. This single set of LASA spectra is interpreted
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by the present author as being typical for the LASA seismographs used in the S/N
3 ratio studies of Capon et al. As such, it is indicative of typical conditions dur-

ing that time interval and may or may not be typical of conditions at other times.
At periods longer than 20 sec, the LASA amplitudes are about 20 dB larger than

i the QC-AZ amplitudes. By comparison, the S/N ratio of the QC-AZ directional array
is at the worst only about 4 dB above the individual QC-AZ inertial seismograph.
But, the LASA individual inertial seismograph is 20 dB above the QC-AZ individual
inertial seismograph. The beam-formed LASA array provides an average 11 dB S/N
ratio improvement (Capon et al.,1969). In the period range from 17 to 33 sec, the
SIN ratio improvement is 15 to 20 dB; between 33 and 50 sec the improvement de-
creases to 0 dB and at 100 sec is -4 dB. The LASA beam width is not the same for
longer period Rayleigh waves as it is for 6 to 8 sec microseisms. But, if it is

I assumed that the 11 dB S/N ratio improvement holds for all periods, then the de-
tection threshold of the beam-formed LASA is about equal to or 5 dB less than an
individual QC-AZ inertial seismograph at periods of 17 to 33 sec, 20 dB less at
50 sec, and 24 dB less at 100 sec. The detection threshold of the beam-formed
LASA is 6 to 11 dB less than the QC-AZ directional array at periods of 17 to 33
sec, 26 db less at 50 sec, and 30 dB less at 100 sec. Thus, the basic concept
of beam forming at a single station has achieved better success than the 63 seis-
mometer long-period LASA array.

I 7.5 SMALL EARTH MOTIONS

The high sensitivity of the QC-AZ instruments has permitted observation of
motions of the earth that are smaller than previously detected at any other
seismograph station. At times, these small motions have manifested themselves
as noise on the seismographs, especially the strain seismographs. This section

Sdescribes some of the observations and suggests several possible phenomena,
all of which could be mechanisms that are contributing to the observed noise.
It is felt by the authors that these motions are taking place along the joints
and cracks in the rock.

7.5.1 Amplitude of Motions

During the early part of the recording interval, two strain scismographs were
operated next to each other in the 325 deg azimuth tunnel 'see figure 45).
These two seismographs recorded signals identically, as will be shown in sec-
tion 8.1. However, only part of the ambient background signal was identical.

To establish an order of magnitude of these small earth motions, consider the
coherent energy on the two parallel seismographs. Figure 75 in section 7.4.2
shows the power spectral density of the individual S325L1 and S325L2 seismo-
graphs and of the cross power spectral density between them. At 100 sec, the
coherent strain, as determined from the cross power spectral density, is 10-22
strain2 /Hz. In an octave centered at 100 sec, the power is 6.7 x 10-25 strain2 /
octave at 100 sec. In this octave, the rms strain is about 8 x 10-12. If we
assume that all of this strain is generated by the random displacement of one
pier while the second pier remains fixed, then thia random pier displacement
is about 3.2 x 10-10 m rms in the octave. This 3.2 A displacement is of the
order of the dimension of the molecules of the minerals in the rock. This
motion applies to the coherent or identical part of the signal on both seismo-I graphs, which were separated by about 0.7 m. Very possibly, the additional
energy seen in figure 75 to have a similarly shaped spectra on each of the
individual seismographs could be random motion of the individual piers that
was not coherent over the 0.7 m dimension. Displacements of 3.2 A are below
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the detection threshold of the inertial seismographs. Therefore, motions of i
this amplitude cannot be identified on the most sensitive inertial seismographs.

When motions are of the order of the dimension of an atom, many of the usual i
assumptions used in deriving equations for elastic wave propagation do not
apply. In this dimensional scale, elasticity is dependent upon the elastic
response of a group of crystals. An individual crystal is not homogeneous
and isotropic in its elastic parameters, but a large group of crystals average
out to be generally homogeneous, isotropic, and the elastic parameter tensor
reduces to the two parameters X and u of Lame'. The 3.2 A deflections of the
strain seismometer pier mounts in the local rock are probably somewhere in

between contact with a single crystal and contact with a large number of crys-•:' tals. The exact response of the strain seismometer mounting response to earth

- strain inputs could only be tested by the parallel mounting of seismometers as 3
described above.

The shape of the individual S325L1 and S325L2 power spectral density curves
in figure 75 at periods longer than 25 sec is essentially the response of the
strain seismographs. This output power then leads to the assumption that the
input approximates a white random input having the same input power at all
periods within the range of the analysis. It was shown in section 7.4 that
this input is well above electronic noise and definitely an input from the
ground. The white, random character of this input suggests it is related to
atomic motions, possibly of a thermal agitation nature.

7.5.2 Traveling Dislocations

Some of the small motions appear to be traveling dislocations. Pulses of
strain were often observed on one of the parallel strain seismographs followed
after a period of time by pulses on the second parallel strain seismograph.
An illustration of this effect is shown in figure 76.

The nomenclature "steps-of-strain" has been applied to similar phenomena in
the literature. Observations of "steps-of-strain" at QC-AZ relative to signals
are discussed in section 11. This section considers disturbances of this
character in the concept of recurring noise of a much lower threshold than
considered in section 11 and much smaller than detectable by previous investi-

gators. The QC-AZ strain sensitivity of 2.5 x 10-13 is 1-1/2 to 2 orders of
magnitude more sensitive than other strain seismographs on which steps have
been observed (Wideman and Major, 1967; Press, 1965; and others). As a result,
a clearer picture of the physical phenomena has been available. The pulses of
strain observed have been compared to the theoretical response of the strain
seismographs to various inputs. The conclusion of the senior author from this
comparison is that the input is not a step of strain, but that it is a perma-
nent strain offset whose time function is an exponential. The time constant
of the exponential varies with each strain offset. The shape of the pulse as
measured by the amplitude of the peaks and the time of the zero crossings
varies from one pulse to another. The zero crossings are much later than
obtained from the theoretical impulse or step input. Ramp time functions
increasing linearly from zero to one in 10, 100, and 1000 sec were convolved
with the impulse response of the strain seismograph and did not compare with
the observations either. The ramp functions had a positive pulse at the
beginning of the ramp and a negative pulse at the end of the ramp. Very few
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sets of pulses were observed with different polarity on the same seismograph
that would indicate a ramp function input. The only time function that ap-
proaches the observations is an exponential.

The time interval for apparent migration from one seismograph to the other
varied from a few seconds to about 300 sec, with approximately 100 sec common.
Dividing the 0.71 m seismometer spacing by 100 sec gives an apparent migration
rate of 55 km/yr. This migration rate is comparable to the 80 km/yr obtained
by Mogi (1968a) for earthquake migrations along the Anatolian Fault. It is
also comparable to the 60 km/yr earthquake migration rate along the transform
faults that bound the west coast of North America reported by Savage (1971). 1
A 6.2 sec time interval gives a migration rate of 10 km/day. This rate, which
is among the smallest observed at QC-AZ, is the rate observed by Nason (1969)
for the propagation of an identifiable creep episode from one creep station to
another along the San Andreas Fault. Mogi (1968a, 1968b) has reported migration
rates for large earthquakes of 12 km/yr in Japan and 150 to 270 km/yr in the
circumPacific belt. Major et al. (1971) have observed large strain-rate epi- -
sodes in the Central Aleutian Islands. These typical strain rates are sus-
tained for intervals of 15 to 30 hours, are observed at stations 330 km apart,
and do not correlate with meteorologic phenomena. These significant deforma-
tions could be explained as migrating creep along a fault.

The concept of a dislocation flow or creep waves has only developed within the
last few years. Only a few observations have been reported by Mogi (1968a,
1968b, 1968c, 1969a, 1969b, 1969c), Nason (1969), Savage (1971), Major et al.
(1971), and in this report. Teisseyre (1966, 1967, 1970) and McGarr (1971a,
1971b) have treated crack formation and dislocation flow theoretically. ij

7.5.3 Other Small Motions

Variations in the ambient background strain field were observed from time to
time during the recording interval. The S325 strain seismograph, which is
subparallel to the joint structure of the rock, was the most sensitive to these
variations; and when the ambient noise increased, it was the first to get noisy
and it was disturbed the most.

Ambient noise was reduced by barring down the mine and ventilating for three
days. At the recommendation of the Arizona State Mine Inspector, the mine
was thoroughly barred down (all loose rocks were pried out and knocked down)
and additional shoring was added under one large boulder near the winze. Dur-
ing the three days, between 15 and 17 February 1970, required for this work,
the mine was ventilated. After completion of this mine sealing and ventilat-
ing, the background noise on all six LP seismographs returned to a normal
state after a long interval of ever increasing noise. Apparently, the small
motions along the cracks in the rocks had worked several rocks loose from the
ceiling and walls so that their movements were more frequent and of a larger
amplitude. During the barring down, the loose rocks were eliminated, and the
small movements were greatly reduced in number and in amplitude.

The stagnation of water-saturated air within the mine appeared to increase the
noise. When first located, the mine was completely dry. During the mine
preparation phase, water was brought into the mine to use as a lubricant in
drilling and to settle the dust in the air. Some of this water flowed into
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the cracks and joints and they did not dry out before the mine was sealed.
After the mine was sealed, the water vapor would sat,ýrate the air to 100 per-
cent relative humidity. It was observed that for several days after the mine
was ventilated and the saturated air was replaced with dry desert air, that
the noise lessened. Originally, bags of desiccant were used to remove the
water from the air. (About 8 kg of water is all that could be held in the

Vsaturated air at the mine temperature.) Drying the bags became a problem and
an electrical dehumidifier was obtained and was operated intermittently. The
use of the dehumidifier helpod reduce the noise, but did not eliminate it.
One hypothesis that can be applied to these observations is that part of the
noise could be associated with crystal growth in the local rock joints. When
the water vapor becomes stagnant, conditions are such that crystals can grow
in the joints, creating small motions on the order of atom diameters as the
atoms precipitate from solution and attach themselves to the crystal. When
the air is dehumidified, the water molecules are removed from the air. The
water molecules in the cracks then migrate toward and into the air. The motion
of the water molecules in the cracks then disturbs the precipitation of atoms
into the forming crystals and the atomic scaled motion sensed by the strain
seismographs is reduced. Martin (1972) in laboratory tests on the static
fatigue and creep behavior in quartzite found that the time to failure in-
creased significantly as the partial pressure of water was decreased. A
decrease of 10- 2 mbar of partial pressure of water increased the time to
failure by at least 100 sec. Martin's laboratory tests suggest that the in-
creased strain noise at QC-AZ is the result of increased creep in the rock
joints as the partial pressure of water in the rock increased with the stag-
nation of the water molecules in the 100 percent humidity air.

Other observations of small motions were made on the SP seismographs when the
wind blew. As wind velocity increased, the general background level of the
SP inertial seismographs increased, especially at frequencies of 4 Hz and
higher. It is speculated that these high frequency motions were the result
of the blocks of rock grinding on each other along the local joint set as a
result of the load and forces of the wind.

7.6 SEISMIC NOISE RESULTING FROM ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE VARIATIONS

"The fact that long-period seismographs become noisy when the wind blows has
been known for several years. Recently, Sorrells and Der (1970) have shown
that for simple models the vertical displacements resulting from forces created
by variations in the atmospheric pressure field can be predicted with good suc-
cess. This section of the report reviews some of the past observations of
"pressure induced noise; extends the recently developed theory to predict ground
displacements to include ground strain and tilt; and presents a spectral com-
parison between the strain seismographs and the microbarograph. Section 7.7
extends the noise considerations to include linear and nonlinear tilt noise on
horizontal inertial seismographs.

Some of the motions referred to in these two sections are on the order 1 to 0.1
Angstroms. While these small motions have undoubtedly contributed to seismo-
graph noises at other locations, only the high sensitivity available at QC-AZ
and the comparison between strain and inertial seismographs have enabled the
investigators to begin to detect phenomena that are contributing to seismograph
noise.
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The understanding of the relationship between the air pressure input and the3
seismic output is basic to the operation of high-sensitivity, long-period
seismographs. The present complex of high-sensitivity seismographs used at
QC-AZ and in usa by others have demonstrated the engineering ability to build
seismographs with sufficiently high outputs and sufficiently low electronic
noise that the most quiet ambient motions of the earth can be faithfully re-
corded. The installation methods minimize the effects of temperature variations,
air convection cells, and air pressure acting directly on the transducer by U
putting the seismometers well underground, covering them with insulation, and
in sealing the vaults and chambers in which the seismometers are installed.
Even with all of these developments, when the wind blows, the air pressure
fluctuates, and seismographs become noisy. If the cause and effect can be
mathematically related by a simple theory as preliminary observational data
seem to indicate, then the theory can be used (1) for deciding an optimum
depth at which new installations should be made with a tradeoff of cost versus
performance and/or (2) for removing wind-induced noise from the seismographs
during signals of special interest recorded during times of unusually high
winds.

7.6.1 Previous Observations of Wind-Related Long-Period Noise

IKhorosheva (1958) investigated the effect of atmospheric pressure on the tilt-
ing of the earth's surface. He concluded that the tilts were not large enough
to be observed on the tiltmeters in use at that time. Effects of pressure
loadings on the ground began to be quantitatively cbserved in 1963 and 1964
after instrument stability and installation problems were solved for the
Advanced Long-Period System, which was operated as a three-component long-
period seismograph at 100K magnifications at WMO. The history of the improve-
ment of the instruments and the techniques of instrument installation to
increase their stability will not be discussed here. Instrumentation noise
is discussed by Whalen (1963) and a summary of long-period seismograph develop-
ment was given by Hamilton (1964).

One of the present authors (JEF) working with Burden (1964) established that
noise on horizontal pendulum seismographs was positively correlated with wind
action. It was also observed that seismometers installed in a walk-in vault
within a small hill were significantly more susceptible to wind noise than a
seismometer installed in a tank vault about I m below the surface but only
60 m away from the hillock. The wind-related (pressure-induced) noise was
deemed to be a localized tilt having a dimension of about 50 m. The dimensir.n
of the tilting region was deduced from the relationship between the horizontai'
and the vertical displacements. The geomorphology of WMO emcompasses layers
of rhyolite, which are broken up into large blocks by joints easily visible at
the surface by local vegetation changes. The dimensions of the tilting sur-
faces deduced from the seismograms agree with the dimensions of the physical
block structure in the vicinity.

Under the same author's (JEF) supervision, Milam (1965) continued the develop-.£
ment of improved iastallation techniques to minimize all vtoise in the ALPS
system. Pressure-induced tilt was reduced by a further significant amount on
a horizontal seismometer installed in an 8 m deep vault about 100 m from the
walk-in vault and the 1 m deep tank vault. A second seismograph installation
was made about 100 m from the surface in the Stevenson-Bennett Mine near Las
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I Cruces, New Mexico (LC-NM). (A Long-Range Seismic Measurements (LRSM) program
team co-occupied the mine during these experiments but operated independently.)
The Las Cruces installation verified the capability of the full three-component
seismograph to operate at magnifications of 100K (at Xl0 view) for extended
periods of time. During this experiment, the need to use tank vaults inside
a sealed seismometer chamber well within a mine was conclusively established.

£ After all pressure and temperature effects acting directly on the seismometers
were eliminated, noise was observed on the horizontal seismometers when the
wind velocity exceeded about 30 mph. The existence of a wind-related noise
threshold at both WMO and LC-NM confirms that the elastic loading is propor-
tional to the pressure-induced force at the surface. Since the wind velocity
related to the noise threshold at a 100 m depth at LC-NM was greater than the
wind velocity related to the noise threshold in the 1 m deep or the 8 m deep

A• tank vaults at WMO, the observations confirmed that the amplitude of the dis-
placements was related to the wind velocity.

A similar attenuation of pressure-induced noise was observed at the WMO short-
period strain installation in 1967. (See Shopland, 1968.) The original trench
depths were 2.8 to 3.7 m on the east strain seismometer and 5.6 to 3.7 m on the

3 •north strain seismometer. An additional 1.3 m of overburden was added. The
5 wind velocity related to the noise threshold increased from about 7 km/hr on

the east seismograph and about 20 km/hr on the north seismograph to about 35
km/hr on both seismographs. A spectral comparison of the east seismograph
during 15 to 20 mph winds before and after the additional overburden was addedshowed a S to 10 dB power reduction at frequencies above 0.8 Hz and not much

change in power at longer periods. Figure 77 shows a replot of the data points
ST in figure S1 from Shopland (1968) on a log-log scale. Straight lines have been
-, visually fit to these data points. The equations for the lines are:

"' Tstrain east before

u = 0.1625 C1 . 4 9 5  (3a)

strain north before

u = 0.000324 C2 . 9 1  (3b)

strain north after

"u 0.000563 C2 . 2 0  (3c)

where

u Equivalent ground motson in millimicrons
peak-to-peak calculated from the strain
seismograms

4 C = wind velocity in km/hr

I
The improvement of the operation of a long-period seismograph by burial in a
culturally noisy location was also demonstrated by Rector (1965). Three
seismometers in a 15.25 m deep cased hole, in F surface tank vault inside a
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I building, and on a concrete pier in a building were used for the tests at the
Geotech Garland facility. After properly pressure sealing and insulating the
buried seismometer, operating magnifications of 10 to 20K were possible. Dur-
ing the same time intervals, the two surface seismometers could only operate
at 0.5 to 2K. The burial sufficiently attenuated most cultural vibrational
and pressure-induced noises; however, ell seismometers responded to large tilts
resulting from surface loading by trains and vehicles. No quantitative tilt
comparisons could be made because of the relative locations and depths of the
various piers.

Other cases of improved long-period seismograph operation were reported in the
LRSA program. Warren (1966) excavated a 9.1 m deep vault at La Paz, Bolivia.
In conjunction with improvements made in the thermal and pressure stability,
the depth of the installation attenuated wind-related disturbances and resulted
in an improvement of operating magnifications from the 10 to 20K range to the
100 to 200K range. Simons (1968) reported on an experiment that compared the
operation of long-period seismographs in surface tanks and at the bottom of
162 ft deep missile silos at two different locations, both of which were in
sediments. He concluded that there was noise on the horizontal seismometers
that positively correlated with wind gusts (more than a steady wind). However,

A rno quantitative relationship could be established between tilt at the surface
and at depth. In fact, at times the surface horizontal seismometers would
tilt first and at other times the silo seismometers would tilt first. Thei relative amplitudes of the tilts also varied with either the surface or the
silo seismometers having the largest amplitude.

The Uinta Basin Observatory (UBO), Vernal, Utah, operated three sets of three-
component long-period seismographs simultaneously (Teledyne Industries, 1966).
The approximate depths to the three piers were 0.6 m, 2 m, and 15 m. By visual

F comparison of recordings made, the deeper vaults during windy conditions were
about 6 dB and about 18 dB quieter, respectively, than the shallowest vault.
A detailed quantitative study of the relationship between the wind velocity,
pressure, and seismic noise versus depth was not made.

During testing of the triaxial long-period seismometer in a 60 m (200 ft) deep
hole at UBO, the coordinate transformed horizontal outputs of the triaxial

r system were compared to the three-component system at the 15 m depth. The
triaxial system output from a depth of 53 m (175 ft) was found to be about
12 dB quieter than the output of the shallower system (Kirkpatrick, 1968).

7.6.2 Long-Period Earth Strains and Atmospheric Pressure Variation

To explain the many observations of (1) wind-related noise on long-period
seismographs and (2) attenuation of this noise with depth, Sorrells (1969),
Der (1969), and Sorrells and Der (1970) devoloped a theory fur the displace-
ments associated with the passage of a plane wave of air pressure over an
infinite, isotropic, homogeneous, half-space and over a layered half-space.
Sorrells and Goforth (1972) have extended the theory to include two dimensional
pressure loads over a layered half-space. However, since the geologic structure
at QC-AZ involves a hard rock mountain projecting 260 m above and an unknown
distance below a soft alluvial valley, neither model exactly applies for the
100 to 400 m wave-lengths involved. Therefore, the simplest model of a plane
wave passing over a half-space will be used to investigate the general rela-

q tionships between the atmospheric pressure input and the strain and tilt output.
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Consider a system of axes in which the 1 axis Is in the direction of wave 3
propagation and the 3 axis is vertical down. The displacements derived by

Sorrells (Sorrells and Der, 1970) with a slight change in nomenclature are

ai.

iwlx ,.oi
ic0P /j Iwol3 C

- - ~ iWo(t~~• "Co 0 (4)

ulCxl, X3, t) -Iox1e 0  e ()

and

-COP X,"u lwoIxo ix+ (t /

u3(x, x3, t) X02i I

By taking the appropriate derivatives, the linear strain in the direction of I
propagation, the vertical linear strain, the shear strain in the 1-3 plane,

and the tilt in the 1 direction are found to be: 3

duI P / l ox 3, co IWO (t - 7)
e =l e e C(

dX1  2p 1 Co / I

I
1o1×x3

du3  P X+2 Io~ - -3C iW0 (t ) (7)
du P •+• •°•-1) e e Co['

e3=dX3 2P \X+p co

ax ) DX

U.
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Iw I oX3 j Xl
iP IWoix 3  " o o Ct - (8)3e-- e 6

2U co

dU3 p I ~ ~I3 O~tilt = - ' Iwo (t ) (9)

3 dX1  2P C0  /

u2 = e e2 0 O, i - 1,2,3 (10)

where:

1,2,3 - axes designators

Xi - coordinate in ith axis

x" independent variable in ith axis

ui = displacement in ith direction

I eij a component of strain tensor acting across plane perpendicular
to i axis in direction of j axis

P = amplituue of pressure wave

, = Lame elastic constants

wo =angular frequency of pressure wave

Sco velocity of pressure wave in the X, direction, assumed to be
much smaller than the shear wave velocity

t = timeII!
Several observations can be made about equations (6) through (9) and their

relationships to equations (4) and (S).
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a. The linear strains and the tilt do not have the I/k0  co/Iwol in
their amplitude coefficients (where k is wave number), This result is to be I

F expected because for a plane wave

um e c)(1)

au~~ ~ike x
m * = e m n. (12)'•<' e~~mn; m naxan

Since the velocity of the pressure wave is much less than the velocity of
seismic surface waves, k is much larger for the pressure wave. Consequently,
the ratio of pressure-induced noise to surface wave signal on the 3train I
seismograph is proportionally greater than the ratio of noise to signal on the
inertial seismographs. .

b. The linear strains are either in-phase or 180 deg out-of-phase with

each other, depending on the sign of the terms in the parentheses.

c. For each wave number, there is one depth where the horizontal strain
ell is zero.

d. For a given depth, for the same phase velocity, and at the longer ,1
periods, the term containing x3 in the parentheses becomes negligible.

e. The linear strains ell and e33 are ±90 deg out-of-phase w'ith the uI I
displacement, the shear strain el3, and the tilt.

f. 1he tilt is ±90 deg out-of-phase with the vertical displacement u3  T
and in-phase or 180 deg out-of-phase with the horizontal displacement.

g. The factor controlling the attenuation with depth of all displace-
ments, strains, and tilt is the exponential term exP(-kox3).

The amplitude of the pressure-induced noise on strain and inertial instruments
decays much more rapidly with depth than the amplitude of surface waves decays
with depth. Therefore, by increasing the depth of an installation, the
pressure-induced noise can be reduced for better porformance. This improve-
ment in signal-to-noise ratio is one of the main reasons why a mine was
selected for the installation site on this project.

7.6.3 Observed Strains and Pressure Variations I
All three strain seismographs respond to ground strain induced by loading of
the surface by forces resulting from air-pressure cells. Figure 78 illustrates
an example of this response. The air-pressure pulse at about 2207Z on ML2 is I
49 Pbar. The strain introduced in the ground in the 325 deg azimuth is
1.71 x 10-10, in the 55 deg azimuth is 1.78 x 10-11, and in the vertical direc-
tion is estimated at 1.2 x 10-10. The extended-long-period horizontal inertial
seismographs P325X and P55X tilt in response to the pressure loading, and some
vertical displacement is indicated on the PZX vertical inertial seismograph.
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The ALPS response seismographs do not respond to the 90 sec pressure disturbance

as noticeably as the extended-long-period response seismographs. Note, however,
that the possible low-level surface wave signal between 2206Z and 2208Z is
much clearer on the PS5X than on the P55L.

7.6.3.1 Spectral Comparison Among Strain and Inertial Seismographs
and the Microbarograph

This section presents a comparison of the power spectral density among the vari-
ous strain and inertial seismographs and the microbarograph. Two time intervals
are used; one on 31 May 1970 and the other on 26 November 1970. These spectra
provide an evaluation of the non-earthquake signals that occur during times of
high winds. The reader will find it instructive to compare the spectra in this
section with the spectra of the microseismic background during quiet times as ii
presented in sections 7.2, 7.3, and 7.4. It can be seen that as the pressure
activity increases, the overall spectra begins to rise. First, the'notch in
the background spectra between 20 and 50 sec is filled. Then, as the pressure
activity continues to increase, the whole spectrum is masked with even the mi- LI
croseismic peak blending into the pressure generated noise under the severest
conditions.

The spectra from 31 May 1970 are uncorrected for system responses and are cali- LJ
brated relative to earth strain or earth displacement at 25 sec for the ALPS
response and at 100 sec for the ULP response. The microbarograph is calibrated
relative to air pressure at 116 sec. Thus, if the reader wishes to estimate
the power spectral density of ground strain, ground displacement, or air pres-
sure at another period, the calibration values in the figures should be divided
by the square of the ratio of the response of the system at the desired period kj
to the response of the system at the calibration period of 25, 100, 116 sec.
In the figures in which strain is compared to displacement, the strain has been T7

normalized to displacement based on a 25 sec Rayleigh wave phase velocity of
4.00 km/sec and the resulting power ratio of (6.28 x 10-5)2 strain2/m 2 . Cross
power spectral density between strain and displacement is normalized based on
a power ratio of 6.28 x 10-5 strain-m/m2 . In the figures in which strain and
displacement are related to air pressure, the power spectral densities and
cross power spectral densities are plotted with an arbitrary normalization of
1 obar equivalent to 10-13 strain and 10-10 m displacement.

The amplitude spectra from 26 November 1970 have been corrected for system
responses and are estimates of ground displacement, ground strain, atmospheric
pressure, and wind velocity.

The spectra are presented as a power spectral density normalized to a 1 Hz
passband. The passband used in the actual calculations was either 1/256 =
3.91 x 10-3 Hz or 1/2560 = 3.91 x 10-4 liz. If the reader wishes to normalize
to a passband of 1 mIlz = 1/1000 l1z for comparison with several published micro-
seismic spectra, the plotted values can be divided by 1000. a
The first three figures are plots of the spectra from the various seismographs.
The total equivalent mean square energy of the various instruments during this
high wind sample is given in table 11. The table gives the period of the cali- I
bration to which the mean squares are referred, the equivalent mean square in
the passband of the channel, and the equivalent root-mean-square (rms). These
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values are described as equivalent, because the seismograms were not corrected I
for the instrument response. They are good values for the total mean-square
si4,al at the recorders. The table also gives the figure numbers in which the
spectral data appear. Figure 79 is a plot of the spectra from 20 to 2560 sec
of the S325L1 and S55L ALPS response seismographs. The spectra are alsmot
identical in magnitude and shape. The coherence is generally between 0.25 and
0.5. For the peaks in the coherence, the phase angle is close to 135 deg. The (I
wind was from the south for the entire 6.7 hr interval. There were small changes U
in azimuth, but not over ±20 deg. The strain seismometers then have about a
35 deg and a 55 deg angle between their azimuth and that of the wind. Figure 80 .|
is a plot of the spectra from the S325Ul and $55U. The ULP response seismographsU
are recorded with less strain sensitivity than the ALPS response and therefore
have less signal-to-noise ratio. This decrease is evident in the coherence
plots. The S325Ul spectra at periods longer than 200 sec appears to contain
instrument noise. Figure 81 is a plot of the spectra from the SSSL strain and
the P55L inertial seismographs. The cross spectra has the shape of the strain -

spectra, indicating that the horizontal pendulum is probably responding to tilts U
at the longer periods in a nonlinear manner. The coherence is above 0.25 from U
30 to 300 sec and 600 to 2560 sec. The phase angle is about 90 deg from 30 to
450 sec. At periods longer than 600 sec, the electronic noise is probably
entering both spectra. Similar spectra are not presented for the P325L inertial L
seismograph because the seismometer had been worked on a few days prior to this
sample and the data are not considered reliable.

Figures 82, 83, 84, 85, and 86 contain the spectra of the five seismographs and U
the ML2 microbarograph outside the mine.

The microbarograph response is closer to the ALPS response than the ULP response.
Therefore, the uncorrected spectra of the S325L1 and S5SL have a shape more simi-
lar to the ML2 than do the S325Ul and SSSU. Even though the spectra are very
similar in shape, the coherence values indicate that the linear relation between
the air pressure and the ground strain only accounts for one-fourth to one-half
of the strain and inertial seismographs. At the time of this experiment, the
ML2 microbarograph was in the unsealed adit of the mine. Turbulence within the
adit could possibly have reduced the correlation. Another factor that must be
considered is the flexure of the mountain as a beam from the force of the wind.
This experiment was repeated with the 26 November 1970 data with the microbaro-
graph above the seismometer chamber and with the vertical strain seismograph

i~i operational.

The power spectral density of the six LP seismographs during the 26 November
1970 sample are shown in figures 87, 88, and 89 for the period range between

AI 3 and 256 sec. The 8 sec microseismic peak is visible on all six spectra.
But, at periods longer than 10 sec, the strain seismograph spectra are dominated
by the air pressure loading and the 16 sec microseismic peak is masked. The
inertial seismograph spectra show the 16 sec microseismic peak, but the notch
in the noise is substantially reduced by the ground motion generated by the air
pressure loading. The smoothing out of the notch can be seen by comparing
figures 87, 88, and 89 with the similar spectra in figures 61 through 69 taken
during intervals of low wind velocities. The total mean square and total rms
displacements and strains in tl • passbaid from 1 to 256 sec are given in table 12
for the time intervals of the spectra in figures 87, 88, and 89. These dis-
placements and strains are given relative to the 25 sec period of the calibra-
tions because the spectra are not corrected for instrument responses. The
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displacements and strains in table 12 from a period of large air pressure
fluctuations can be compared to the displacements and strains froau intervals
of small pressure fluctuations given in tables 9 and 10, respectively.

The amplitude spectra from 26 November are presented in the next group of
figures. These spectra have been corrected for instrument response and are3 an estimate of the input ground motion signals.

Figures 90, 91, and 92 are from the three inertial seismographs. By comparing
the PZL amplitude spectra in figure 90 and in figure 71 and the P3SL amplitudeKg spectra in figure 92 and in figure 73 the increase in ground motion as a re-
sult of the pressure activity can be seen as a smooth variation with increases
at all periods within the range of the analysis.

The strain amplitude spectra are plotted in figures 93, 94, and 95. The three
displacement spectra are almost identical in amplitude, with the PSSL being

3 slightly larger. The SZL and S325L spectra are almost identical, but the S5SL
spectra are larger then the other two at periods longer than 80 sec.

By comparing the vertical seismographs with the horizontal seismographs, it is
concluded that the energy transfer between the air and the ground was more than
a simple load that can be modeled by a pressure wave above a half-space. In
this model the horizontal inertial seismometers respond to the deformation as
tilt meters and have larger outputs than the vertical. The vertical strain
seismograph will respond in this model with a larger output than the horizontal
strain seismographs because it has a finite length and the upper and lower
anchors will be subjected to different verticul displacements which will pro-
duce a larger differential pier motion than the true strain at either anchor
would require. Since the horizontal strain seismographs are at one depth, they
are indicating the true strain.

With the vertical inertial seismograph having more signal than expected by the
simple model, and with the vertical strain seismograph having less signal than
expected by the simple model, it is hypothesized that the mountain was subjected
to bending by the force of the wind on the face of the mountain as well as be-
ing subjected to the vertical pressure forces.

The amplitude spectra of the MLU and ML2 microbarographs for 31 May 1970 are
plotted in figures 96 and 97 for the short and long samples, respectively.
The units of the spectra in these two figures are rms Pbars in a 1 Hz passband.Is The ML2 spectra are about a factor of 2 high in the short sample compared to
the longer sample. However, the spectra from the MLU microbarograph inside
the sealed seismometer chamber are identical. The equality of the two ML1
spectra probably indicates that the pressure variations within the mine are so
small that only electronic noise is being recorded. The shape of the ML2 curve
indicates that the spectra of the rms air pressure variations are flat from3 1 sec to about 25 sec and then rise at about 6 dB/octave toward longer periods.

The amplitude spectra of the ML2 microbarograph for the 26 November 1970 sam-
ple are plotted in figure 98. The units of this spectra are rms Pbar in a
mHz passband. Thus, the spectra in figure 98 have numerical values 31.62 (the
square root of 1000) less than the spectra in figure 97. If the ML2 curve in
figure 97 is shifted by this amount, the two curves overlay each other.
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Figure 90. Vertical earth motion, 20 to 2560 sec, high wind sample
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Figure 98. Atmospheric pressure, 20 to 2560 sec, high wind sample a
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U The amplitude spectra of the WV2 wind velocity is plotted in figure 99.

7.6.3.2 Transfer Functions from Air Pressure to Ground Strain
and Displacement

This secti.on presents estimates of the transfer function from air pressure
fluctuations to ground strain and apparent displacement and of the transfer
function from wind velocity to ground strain and displacement. The transfer
function is estimated in the following manner. The cross spectra between the
microbarograph and the seismograph represents the linearly related energy re-
corded by both instruments. This linearly related energy spectra is then
divided by the microbarograph spectra. The quotient is then corrected for
the response of both instrument systems, and the result is ai estimate of the
transfer function from the air pressure to ground strain or displacement. The
units cancel as follows:

cross spectra (strain x iibar)/Hz
ML2 spectra (pbar) 2 /Hz

(13)
- strain

Figures 100, 101, 102, and 103 are the transfer function for ground strain as
estimated from the 30 May sample for the S32SLI, S325UI, SSSL, and S5SU seis-
mographs, respectively. The estimates between 20 and 1000 sec are from the
spectra in figures 82 through 85. The estimates between 1 and 256 sec are

U from similar spectra calculated from the 33.0 min sample from 0438Z to 0510Z
within the longer sample from 0046Z to 0730Z. The shorter sample was during
the interval of maximum pressure activity. The estimates are considered sat-
"isfactory for the period range from 10 to 1000 sec. (See the coherence in
figures 82 through 86.) The smooth fit of the longer periods in the short
sample along the middle of the crirve of the loWger sample indicates that all
the estimates can be improved by add-.tional sm.oothing. The divergence at

v periods shorter than 10 sec of the est.-rates of the transfer finctions between
the S L and S U data results from the originai recordings being in the magnetic
tape recorder-noise. The tape recorder noise is essentially flat, so that
when these data are corrected for the two different system responses, two
different values are obtained.

Figure 104 is the transfer function for displacement equivalent to the effect
of ground tilt on the seismogram. The following discussion is based on the
equations in section 7.7.1. If the recorded signal is taken as the sum of
the outputs from a displacement input and a tilt input, and if typical values
are substituted for elastic parameters of the rock, the air pressure wave
velocity, and the wave frequency, then the contribution to the total seismo-

gram of displacement is seen to be -1 while the contribution of tilt is +500.
Therefore, the PSSL seismogram which is calibrated in displacement must be
considered as the apparent displacement equivalent to the tilt of the ground.

I.. The relationship between the strain and the equivalent displacement transfer
functions is that which is expected from the equation in section. 7.6.2. The
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Figure 99. Wind velocity, 20 to 2560 sec, high wind sample
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Figure 100. Estimate of pressure to strain transfer function from S325L1
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strain transfer function in all four figures rises toward long periods at
about 6 dB/octave. The equivalent displacement response rises at about 12 dB/
octave.

Transfer functions from the 26 November sample are plotted in the following I,
figures, The strain output per microbar input transfer functions for the SZL?
S325L, and SSSL seismographs are plotted in figures 105, 106, and 107, respec-
tively. The displacement output per microbar input transfer functions for the 3
PZL, P325L, and PSSL seismographs are plotted in figures 108, 109, and 110,
respectively.

The shapes of the transfer functions from both samples are similar. All the
strain transfer functions rise at approximately 6 dB/octave toward longer
periods as predicted by the equations in section 7.6.2. The 26 November sample
of the SSSL is an exception. It rises at about 12 dB/octave at periods longer
than 420 sec. This change of slope suggests a second mechanism from pure ver-
tical loading at the surface. Numberical values for the transfer functions from ft
the two time samples differ by a factor of about 10. The reason for this dif- 3
ference is not known. The difference is not thought to be the result of an
error in the calibration because the two microbarograph samples overlay, and
each set of transfer functions are consistent among the sets. 5
Thf -train output per mile-per-hour of wind velocity transfer functions for the
SZL, S325L, and SSSL seismographs are plotted in figures 111, 112, and 113,
respectively. The displacement per mile-per-hour of wind velocity for the
PZL, P325L, and P5SL seismographs are plotted in figures 114, 115, and 116,
respectively. No theory has beei. developed to relate displacements and strains
to wind-generated forces on mountain sides, so these results cannot be compared
to theoretical expectations. The strain transfer functions rise toward longer
periods. Retween 20 sec and about 400 sec, the slope is about 6 dB/octave; at
the longer periods, the slope is about 18 dB/octave.

The dis, *cement transfer functions rise toward longer periods at about 18 dB/
octavu w periods longer than 50 sec.

The simi :ity of the transfer functions of all three components of the two
types of seismographs lends confidence to the hypothesis that the mountain is
being deformed by forces created by the wind load on the face of the mountain. I
The fact the the coherent part of the energy in all three components of the
two types of seismographs relates to the wind velocity in an identical manner
certainly tifies some mechanism of input load-output signal. I
Wind velocity was used in the above calculations. If the mechanism acting is
a deflection of the mountain from a wind-created force, then better results
should have been obtained with wind velocity squared s 4nce the force is pro-
portional to the kinetic energy of the air flow. The calculations have not
been repeated with wind velocity squared. 3

7.7 TILT NOISE ON LONG-PERIOD INERTIAL SEISMOGRAPHS

The grotund tilts with the passage of Rayleigh waves and with the application
of localized forces. Seismographs respond to these tilts with varying degrees
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3 of sensitivity. Linear strain seismographs respond to differential motion
along their sensitive axis and are insensitive to motions orthogonal to this
axis. Therefore, a linear strain seismograph constructed to measure the strain
component ell will be insensitive to the other eight strain components eij,
i - 1,2,3,j a 1,2,3, except i a j a 1. The vertical-inertial seismograph will
respond to the vertical displacement component of the tilt. Generally, for
pressure-induced noise, the output of a vertical-inertial seismograph is about
1/10 the output of the horizontal-inertial seismograph. The horizontal seis-
mograph must respond to a true horizontal acceleration in the same manner as
it does to the component along the sensitive axis of the instrument of the
gravitational acceleration created by a tilt of the base on which the seis-
mometer rests.

This part of the report will (1) adapt a general theory for non-sensitive axis
disturbances to horizontal-pendulum seismometers developed by Rodgers (1968)
to the specific parameters of the ALPS response for tilt resulting from Rayleigh
waves and pressure loading; (2) present some data on the nature of the change
of the seismic spectrum with increasing wind velocity and pressure variations;
and (3) present data that indicate much of the tilting observed in horizontal-
inertial seismographs is the result of rigid block nonlinear tilting and a",'li-
fication of the tilts significantly above predicted values.

7.7.1 Tilt Theory for ALPS Response Horizontal Seismographs

I Rodgers (1968) very thoroughly treats the response of the horizontal-pendulum
seismometer to Rayleigh and Love waves, tilts, and free oscillations. The
most significant spurious response is to tilt and to the tilt associated with
Rayleigh waves. These two spurious responses will be considered in this para-
graph. As mentioned above, the horizontal-pendulum responds to the componentof the gravity acceleration created by the tilt of the base. Thus, the seis-mresponds to tilt as an accelerometer. If AD (M) is the displacement

amplitude frequency response and AT (w) is the tilt amplitude frequency, with
g the gravitational acceleration, Rodgers (1968, equation (72)) has shown thatI

AT (w) AD M (14)

The ALPS displacement amplitude response is plotted in figure 117, equalized
to a magnification of 100,000 (meter record amplitude per meter ground motion)
at 25 sec period. The equivalent tilt response is plotted in the figure to
the same scale and is seen to reach a maximum of about 30,000,000 (meter record
amplitude per radian ground tilt) for a rather broad peak of frequencies.
Rodgers also gives an equation for the output of a seismograph for a retrograde3 Rayleigh wave as

+ / )(15)
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II
where

* * actual seismogram

*i - ideal seismogram

9 g a gravity acceleration

c a wave phase velocity

a particle motion ellipticity parameter, ratio of horizontal
semiaxis to vertical semiaxis

T - period of wave

The second term in the parentheses in equation 15 is the tilt term. The
first term in the parentheses (one) is the displacement term. Values for the
tilt term have been calculated with typical values for Rayleigh wave phase
velocity, and using 0 = 2/3, which would apply for an infinite half-space.
These calculated values are listed in table 13. The Rayleigh wave response

Table 13. Tilt response of horizontal inertial
seismometers to Rayleigh waves

Period Phase velocity 9/c
sec km/sec 2T__

10 3.0 0.008
15 3.0 0.012
20 3.36 0.014
24 3.50 0.01626 3.56 0.017

1 30 3.65 0.019

34 3.78 0.021
40 3.90 0.024
45 3.93 0.027
50 3.97 0.029

1 55 3.98 0.032

60 3.99 0.035
70 4.00 0.041
80 4.03 0.046
90 4.07 0.052

100 4.11 0.057

I 150 4.28 0.082
200 4.57 0.102
250 4.90 0.119
300 5.28 0.133
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* seen that the addition of the tilt response to the displacement response for

a Rayleigh wave is very small compared to the potential response that a hoe-
zontal seismometer could have to an extraneous tilt at the same periods. The
difference between the Rayleigh wave response and the tilt response will be
referred to later.

7.7.2 Seismic Spectral Changes with Pressure Activity Chanues

Now let's consider the spectral content of the pressure-irduced noise, then 5
the effect on the horizontal pendulum of pressure-ino.ced tilts and of Rayleigh
wave induced tilts will be discussed. Figure llt shows a plot of the S32SL1
spectra under low and high wind conditions ane Oie P32SL spectra under high
wind conditions. As the wind-associated, prr -,,ure-induced noise increases, i
it increases over the whole spectra. The microseismic peaks visible on the
S325L1 strain during the low wind conditions are cmpletely swamped with the
strains from the high wind pressure changes. 7 :. same raising and lowering I
of the entire speotrum was observed by Herrin (1963, personal communA,•ation)
during an experiment in south Texas using a vertical seismograph flat to ground
velocity from 1.25 sec to 110 sec. At low v'nd conditions microseismi.-! oe.,;,s
were clearly visible at 2 Hz and 6 sec. A- .s wind velocity increa'rd, valleys

in the spectra were filled in until finally •he 2 Hz then the 6 sec peaks dis-
appeared into the pressure-induced spectra. Thus, the pressure-induced rois" ,
to a first order approximation can be considerid to be a white noise ,
The output of any system to a white noise sou•. is the system responst ,here-
fore, the shape of the spectral output of a s. mcgraph can give strong indi-
cations as to the input character.

7.7.3 Nonlinear Tilting

Several sets of data demonstrating the tilt iaspunse have already been pre-
sented; two will be discussed here. The spectra of tbr inertial P325L during
high wind conditions are compared to the spectra of 'he S325L1 strain in fig-
ures 118 and 119. At periods longer thu, 64 sec, t~ie $325L1 spectra decreases,
but the P325L spectra continues to iL-. asj. This Aivergence in the spectra
inplies a nonlinear relationshit, ih1rh Is corkfimood in the -oherence plotted
in figure 119. It is hypothesized thac the add ,ional output on the inertial
system is a symptom of rigid brdy t.lting with possibly relative movement on
the local joint and faul-t patcera. Movement on local joints and faults in the
immediate vicinity of inst~unt:r t syitoms has been observes by Harrison (1968, I
1969) in the Poorman Fault iiear boulder, Colorado. Stewart Smith (1970, per
sonal communication) has "ypotaesized that the residual strains observed in
the near field of large e'xilosi.ons (and possibly in the far field of earthquakes)
are actually the read$'n.÷nt of the strain £ eld in the vicinity (10's m to
10's km) of the seismompt~rs.

For teleseismic earthq,,-'es. this readjus-.- nt is trigg-red by the passage of I
the Rayleigh wave, which . generally rhb largest amplitu-e elastic wave. Both
Harrison's and Smith's obsei,' Lions ap1 l- to a step readjustment. The hypothesis
presented here is that the rea'n usti.ats along ')cal joints and faults is a N
dynamic phenomenon occurring all th• time in much sriller amplitudes (on theorder of 0.1 Angstrom) than have previously been resolved. It is thought that
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this phenomenon is not unique to QC-AZ, but that it can be observed at any
high-sensitivity seismic observatory.

The LRl Rayleigh wave spectra in figure 120 also substantiates the excess tilt

response of the horizontal inertial P32SL over the response of the strain
S325LI. If the S32SLI spectra is taken as representative of the true Rayleigh
wave motion, then table 13 and figure 117 indicate that at 100 sec there should
only be about 5.7 percent greater amplitude on the pendulum from the Rayleigh
wave tilt. The assumption that the S325L1 spectra represents the true Rayleigh
wave motion is supported by the cross spectra in figure 120 which is almost
identical to the S325L1 spectra, The observed output in power spectral density
at 100 sec of the P325L is a factor of about 30 larger than the power of the
S32SL1. The ratio of the observed 30:1 difference is so much greater than the1 1.057:1 difference predicted by the theory, that it has to be related to a
phenomenon other than an elastic response to the traveling wave. Even if the
S3•SLl spectra is normalized upward by the empirical 3.S power ratio, the tilt
output is still in excess over the Rayleigh wave tilt.

Non-elastic tilts also have been observed by Tomascheck (1937, 1953). Tomascheck
(1937) deduced from observations with pravimeters that the loading effect of
tidal water masses and of atmospheric air masses seemed to cause non-elastic
movement of individual tectonic blocks of a diameter on the order of 1000 km.
Tomascheck (1953), using records of tilt measurements performed with horizontal
pendulums in England in a mine at a depth of 145 m below the surface, observed
load tilts that correlated with barometric pressure distributions and that were
not due to elastic deformations of the earth's crust. He concluded that the

t tilts could be ascribed to movements of tectonic blocks of large extension.

In summary, the senior author's contention is that ;his unusually large tilt is
caused by a rigid block motion on the order of 0.1A in amplitude on the local

Ijoint pattern. It is expected that this same action will be observed at any
high-sensitivity seismic observatory.

7.8 SECULAR STRAINS
I Secular strain, as used in this scction, is defined as the long-term strain that

is observed on a seismograph. The secular strain consists of strain created by
seasonal temperature changes, regional tectonic strain, and strain from unknown

F sources.

The change in the secular strain observed at QC-AZ between 1 October 1970 and
28 March 1971 is plotted in figure 121. The zero at the 1 October starting

4 point is arbitrary. The secular strain was observed on the broad-band strain
seismographs SZB, $325B, and S55B. The observations plotted were taken from
the balance adjustments made on the seismographs. As the secular strain offset
approached the maximun voltage of the recorders, an electrical centering was
accomplished in the seismograph circuits. After seven to nine electrical re-
centering adjustments, the capacitor plate would be recentered with the micrometer
on the transducer. (Refer to section 3.2.4 and figure 21.) The data points
plotted in figure 121 are thus discrete adjustments and actually represent the
time integral of the secular strain from the previous adjustment. Over a long
interval of time, a smoothed line through the points will give a good history
of the secular strain rates.
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II
Several observations can be made from figure 121. The SZB vertical strain is 3
plotted upside down to facilitate comparison with the S325B and S55B horizon-
tal strains. The SZB vertical strain recorded a compressive strain from
1 October to 1 December and then reversed direction, continuing an increasing
extension until the end of the plotted period. The slope was relatively stable 1
at about 10-6 extension strain per month. There is a decrease in slope during
March. The sign of the SZB strain was the same as the two horizontal strains
from 1 October to 1 December, but was opposite after 1 December. The large
extension step on 20 November may have been an instrumental artifact.

The S325B secular strain was more erratic than the other two. This strain seis- I
mometer is sub-parallel to the joint pattern of the local geologic structure
and was subjected to more extraneous movements. The secular strain is another
example of the greater susceptibility of this direction to small motions. The
S325B secular strain was all in compression during the period covered. However,
there were two intervals - around 20 November and from 10 February on - when
the slope of the curve was extensional in nature. From 1 December to 10 Febru-
ary, the average slope was about 10-6 compressive strain per month. The high I
strain rate (large slope) between 12 and 20 October 1970 is not thought to be
instrumental, but is taken as actual ground strain. The large increases in
secular strain on 11, 12, and 13 February are shortly after the San Fernando,
California, earthquake of 9 February. Association of these strains with this I
earthquake would be highly speculative. However, if they were associated, the
strain migration rate would have been about 13 km/hr, which is very close to
the 10 km/hr observed by Nason (1969) along the San Andreas Fault. The gap
in the data between 15 and 22 February was the time during which the mine was
barred down and ventilated. 3
The $55B secular strain was the smallest of the three confirming the greater
staoility in this azimuth. Between 1 October and 1 December, the secular strain
rate was about 0.4 x 10-6 compressive strain per month. After 1 December, the
S55B secular strain was almost zero, except for 12 February and 22 to 26 Febru-
ary.

Comparisons among the three seismographs can be made. Prior to 1 December, the I
strain rates were more irregular. After 1 December, the S55B stayed almost
constant, and the S325B and SZB were almost equal and opposite. The 5325B was
in compression and the SZB was in extension. The net dilatation (i.e., SZB +
5325B + $55B) is about 0.7 x 10-6 extension strain from 1 December to 10 Feb-
ruary and about 1.1 x 10-6 extension strain from 1 December to 28 March. These
net dilatations give rates of -0.3 x 10-6 strain/mo and -0.275 x 10-6 strain/mo,
respectively. The uniformity of these rates suggests that the deviation from
the normal rates on 11, 12, and 13 February were corrected by 28 March. Indeed,
figure 121 suggests that most of the correction occurred by 27 February. The
opposite signs on the two horizontal strains and the lack of vertical strain
during the February deviation indicates a shear type of strain. The vanishing
of the vertical stress Pzz at a free surface gives a constant proportionality
between vertical strain and areal strain (the sum of two perpendicular horizon-
tal strain components). Using the net strains from 1 December to 10 February,
the constant of proportionality is -1.50 and from 1 December to 28 March it is
-1.44. For a Poisson solid with X = •, the constant of proportionality is
-0.333. The proportionality between vertical and areal strain is discussed
also in sections 8.3 and 9.1.5.
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Secular strain rates calculated by a least squares fit to the 43 days' data

used in the earth tide analysis are given in section 13.3.2.

'I 7.9 RESISTANCE OF STRAIN SEISMOMETERS TO ACOUSTIC VIBRATIONS

The design of the suspension of the strain seismometers was intended to provide
sufficient rigidity to move the first spurious resonance of the strain rod out-
side the passband of interest. This design was successful. The first spurious
mode is about 13 Hz, as determined by exciting the seismometer calibration coil
and observing the output signal. Several natural signals also provided a demon-
stration that the rigidity of the suspension was sufficient to prevent acoustic
vibrations from exciting the rod into sympathetic vibration.

- Several examples of coupling from seismic energy to acoustic energy were observed

for medium-size, near-regional and regional events. The acoustic energy appears
as a resonance of the sealed seismometer chamber. Figure 122 is a composite
made from playbacks of two magnetic tapes showing the acoustic energy recorded
on the MLl microbarograph inside the sealed mine. The seismic signal is from
the Nevada Test Site (NTS) explosion TIJERAS. The National Ocean Survey (NOS)
(formerly the U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey - USC&GS) Preliminary Determination
of Epicenter (PDE) data are: origin = 1430:00.0, 37.1N, 116.0W, h = 0 km, mb =
5.5. This epicenter is at an epicentral distance of 5.3 deg and at an azimuth
of 318.7 deg. The acoustic resonance started about a half-cycle after the seis-
mic Pg wave arrived, as can be seen in the expanded time base in figure 123.

The maximum pressure was about 0.075 pbar peak-to-peak at 2.07 Hz. This rtso-
• j nance frequency was different from the frequency content of all the seismographs -

strain and inertial. The difference in frequency is significant from two aspects.
First, it demonstrates that the strain rod supports are sufficiently rigid that
acoustic signals are not exciting the three strain seismographs into spurious
oscillations. Secondly, the difference in frequency permits the identification
of the type of disturbance as acoustic resonance of the chamber.

The 2.07 Hz resonant frequency of the roughly 42 m long chamber driven by the
seismic energy as a quarter-wave-length resonance tube gives a calculated ve-
locity of sound of 348 m/sec. This velocity is fortuitously close to the 346 m/
sec expected velocity with the unknowns of the dimensiors of the actual resona-
ting cavity in the irregularly shaped chamber.

The 2.07 Hz resonance is not a volumetric strain recorded on the microbarograph.
Using the method described in Fix (1972) and in section 8.3 to determine volu-
metric strain from a microbarograph in a sealed chamber and from a vertical-
linear strain seismograph, the vglumetric strain determined from the microbaro-
graph would have to be 5.4 x 10-" strain. Extrapolating the clipped peaks of
the first pulse of the P arrival on the vertical-linear strain seismograph SZS,
an estimate of the volumetric strain of 1.5 x 10-9 (at the 1 sec period of the
signal) is obtained. The volumetric strain is then a factor of 36 (or about
32 dB) below the observation on microbarograph MLl and is well into the noise
of the microbarograph. The microbarograph noise is rated at 0.03 pbar by the
manufacturer. The difference between the character of the waveforms on the
MLl microbarograph and all six of the seismic traces also confirms that this
is R recording of a different signal input.
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The approximately 4 sec oscillations seen on the MLl trace in figure 122,
beginning at about 1433Z, are a recording of a volumetric strain of 1.7 x 10-8
strain. The strain signal is saturating two or more amplifier stages of the
strain seismographs and meaningful amplitude data are unobtainable. At a
4 sec period, the strain seismograph magnificitions are down by a factor of
28 from the magnifications at 1 sec (the period of the Pg first arrival). For
a 4 sec volumetric strain of 1.7 x 10-8, the amplitude on the S%S vertical
strain seismograph would be about 50 percent larger than the clipped amplitude
recorded. This amplitude is certainly a possibility in the poor recording.
The 4 sec period energy is masked in the seismograms by the 2 sec energy, which
is recorded on all six seismograms at six times the magnification of 4 sec
energy.

An example of a similar signal observed from a near-regional earthquake in the
Gulf of California at an epicentral distance of 3.4 deg and an azimuth of
206.6 deg, is given in figure 124. The NOS PDE data are: origin = 2005:34.5,
30.1N, 113.4W, h = 33 kin, mb = 5.2. The same frequency of chamber resonance is
seen on the MLU, with the largest amplitudes during the Lg time interval. The
beginning of the resonance is more of a buildup rather than the impulsive start
seen in figures 122 and 123. The difference in the beginning is the consequence
of the mine configuration and the direction of the wave travel. The direction
of travel of the signal from the NTS explosion is almost perpendicular to the
55 deg azimuth tunnel at the back of the cavern. The acoustic resonance proba-
bly began with the second half of the seismic signal as the back wall of the
cavern recovered from the initial compressive wave and moved toward the 319 deg
azimuth, which is toward the center of the chamber.

3
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8. GENERAL PERFORMANCE OF INSTRUMENTS

The general performance of the entire complex of strain seismographs and of
inertial seismographs met the expected performance. Sensitivities were
achieved on the twelve strain seismographs 1-1/2 to 2 orders of magnitude
smaller than attained by previous investigators. At periods shorter than
25 sec, operating magnifications of the strain seismographs were limited only
by the ambient earth strains. Sensitivities were achieved on the six inertial
seismographs that were equal to those attained on the most sensitive seismo-
graphs available anywhere in the world. At all periods, operating magnifications
of the inertial seismograph were limited only by the ambient earth motion.

k. This section presents data on the general performance of the instruments, with
emphasis on the strain seismographs. Section 8.1 Illustrates the ability of
the strain seismographs to faithfully reproduce signals recorded on the two
parallel strain seismographs. The in-situ measurement of elastic parameters
is possible with the QC-AZ strain system. Examples are given in section 8.2.
Section 8.3 illustrates the recording of volumetric strain with a microbarograph
and with a vertical strain seismograph.

8.1 SIGNALS RECORDED ON PARALLEL STRAIN SEISMOGRAPHS

8.1.1 Earthquake Signals

Three earthquake signals are used to demonstrate that the parallel horizontal
strain seismographs produced the same outputs for travelling waves. All three
signals are associated with the large Peru earthquake of 31 May 1970. The

NOS PDE data on this earthquake are: 0 = 2023:27.3, 9.2S, 78.8W, h - 43 km,
near coast of northern Peru, mb = 6.6, MS = 7.8. This epicenter is at a
distance of 52.5 deg and at an azimuth of 137.4 deg from QC-AZ. The first
signal used from this earthquake was from the coda of the LRI Rayleigh wave
during a time window equivalent to group velocities of 1.72 to 1.10 km/sec.
Tho second sample is a combined signal from the LR2 Rayleigh wave, with a

group velocity window of 2.52 to 2.20 km/sec, and from the LQ3 Love wave and the
LR3 Rayleigh wave, with a group velocity window of 3.37 to 2.95 km/sec. During
both of these time samples all high gain channels were driven off the film and
were clipping the magnetic-tape recorders. Therefore, the low gain strain
seismograph channels were used for the comparisons. The third earthquake signal
is a major portion of the LRI Rayleigh wave from an aftershock. The high gain
seismographs were used for the analysis of the third sample. The time window
corresponds to group velocities between 5.43 and 2.01 km/sec. The NOS PDE card
data for the aftershock are: 0 = 0136:10.2, 9.3S, 79.0W, h = 49 km, off the
coast of northern Peru, mb = 6.0, MS = 5.5. This epicenter is at a distance of
55.2 deg and at an azimuth of 138 deg from QC-AZ.

The spectra for the first sample are plotted in figure 125. This sample was

taken at the earliest window that could be selected after the low gain tape

channels stopped clipping. Thus, this sample represents the maximum signal
that can be recorded without distortion on the ALPS response channels, which
are recorded at two signal levels. The spectra are seen to be almost identical
with either a little less power on the S325LL1 at 7 sec and at periods longer
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Figure 125. Power spectral density, coherence, and relative phase angle of
parallel strain seismographs S325LL1 and S325LL2 during the
LR1 Rayleigh wave coda of the Peru earthquake 06023
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!
than 20 sec or a slight calibration error. The coherence is one and the relative
phase angle is zero at all periods. During this sample, the rms strain (referred 3
to 2 5,Bec) in the whole passband was 1.71 x 100 strain on the S325LLI and 1.91
x 10' strain on the S325LL2.

The two parallel strain seismographs are seen to track each other identically
during the portion of the second sample shown in figure 126. The spectra,
figure 127, show the same results for the S325LLl and S325LL2. Again, the
S32SLLl has either slightly less power or a small calibration error. The
coherence is one at all periods except 10 sac, which is in the noise, and the
relative phase angle is zero. The spectra of the tape recorder-reproducer noise
is evident as the approximately white noise between 3 and 10 sec. The analog I
antialias filter acting upon the tape noise is clear between 1 and 3 sec. The
same antialias filter was used in digitizing all the data for which spectra were
calculated in the 1 to 256 sec passband. The action of the filter is not seen
in any of the other figures because the spectra between 1 and 3 sec in all the
other figures is wel. below the computational noise level. The peak of the
speara at a out 10"'8 strain2/Hz in figure 125 and the tape noise at about I
10O"i strain 1/tz in figure 127 indicate a potential 60 dB dynamic range with
narrow band-pass spectral analysis. The same dB value applies to both power
and amplitude.

The strain spectra from the perpendicular S325LL1 and S55LL are plotted in
figure 128. The spectra are similarly shaped, but the S325LL1 has only about
two-thirds the magnitude of the power on the S55LL. This difference is attribu-
ted to a possible cancellation of LR2 and LR3 Rayleigh motion on the almost
radial 325 deg azimuth instruments. The coherence is good and the relative phase
angle is 180 deg. The rms strain (referred to 25 sec) in the whole ?assband for
this sample was: 5325LL1 1.500 x 10-11 strain, S325LL2 1.704 x 10-1 strain, and
S55LL 1.983 x 10 strain.

The third earthquake signal further confirms that the two parallel strain seis- ,
mographs give the same output. The analog signals on the low gain channels are
seen to track identically in figure 129. The spectra essentially overlay in
figure 130. The data below 7 sec are into the noise. The peaks at the shorter
periods are the result of using clipped data for about 5 percent of the sample.
The peaks of the recordings on the high gain S325L1 and S325L2 strain seismograms
were clipped between 0203Z and 0206Z and the P325L was clipped between 0203Z and
0207Z. The two strain seismograms have identical spectra even with the clipping.
The coherence is one and the relative phase angle is zero at all periods. Because
of the clipped data, the spectra were also calculated with 128 lags for better
statistical stability. The results plotted in figure 131 are the same as in
figure 130 except that the noise only affects periods shorter than 4 sec. The
coherence is one at all periods, indicating a more reliable statistical estimate.

Figure 120, section 7.7.3, contains the spectra of the S325L1 and the P325L 4
seismographs. There are two significant differences. First, at 25 sec, the *,

S325L1 is a factor of 3.5 lower in (equivalent) power or 1.9 lower in amplitude
than the P325L. Secondly, the cross spectra very closely follows the S325L1 in d
shape and power. There are two interpretations that can be taken from these data.
First, the similarity of the strain spectra and the cross spectra suggests that
the strain seismograph, S325L1, represents the linear portion of true ground
motion; and the additional power on the inertial seismograph, P325L, represents
a nonlinear output generated by localized tilting of the nearby rock. The concept
of nonlinear tilt response of the rock is discussed in section 7.7.3.
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Figure 127. Power spectral density, coherence, and relative phase angle of3
parallel horizontal strain seismographs S325LL1 and S325LL2
during the LQ3 Love wave and the LR2 and the LR3 Rayleigh waves
of the Peru earthquake 06024 3
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Figure 130. Power spectral density coherence, and relative phase angle withi
256 lags for parallel horizontal strain seismographs S325LI and •

SPer eathqakeG 626 325L2 during the LRI Rayleigh wave of an aftershock of the

Peru earthquake G6026
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Figure 131. Power spectral density, coherence, and relative phase angle with
128 lags for parallel horizontal strain seismographs S325Ll and
S325L2 during the LRl Rayleigh wave of an aftershock of the
Peru earthquake G 6027
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3 The second interpretation is that the 325 deg azimuth component of the vector
wave number in the vicinity of the instruments has been altered from the
expected wave number component. Therefore, a better comparison could be made
by emperically adjusting the strain seismograph output by the 3.5 power ratio.
Even when this adjustment is made, the inertial seismograph has a significantly A
greater power than the strain seismograph at periods longer than 25 sec.

A nonlinear response to tilting could smooth out the spectral peaks on the
inertial seismogram. also. This lowering of the Q could result from a mechanical
friction between blocks along the local fault and joint pattern. The 9 sec peak
in figure 120 is not as high a Q on the P325L as it is on the S325L1.

phase angle is zero except at periods of 64 and 128 sec where it is 180 deg.

During the third earthquake signal analyzed, the rms motion (relative to 25
secIlin the whole passband was: S325L1 1.82 x 10-11 strain; S325L2 1.95 x
10" strain; and P325L 9.05 x 10- 7m.

8.1.2 High Wind Signals

During episodes of high wind, there are variations in the pressure field that
create displacements, tilts, and strains within the grcund. These disturbances
were discussed in detail in section 7.6. The two parallel horizontal strain
seismographs, S325L1 and S325L2, respond identically to these ground strains.
Figure 132 is a portion of the time sample that was analyzed for a comparison
during windy conditions. The wind was blowing about 20 mph and gusting to 35 mph.
The ML2 microbarograph outside the mine was responding to large pressure fluctu-
ations. In the figure, equal and opposite strain is visible at several points,
with an especially large, yet typical, pulse at about 0503Z. The $325L1 and
S325L2 seismographs track each other identically in the time domain in figure 132,
and the spectra almost overlay in the frequency domain in figure 133. During this
sample, the total mean square strain (referenced to 25 sec) in the passband was
4.198 x 10-23 strain2 for the $325L1 and 5.458 x 10-23 strain2 for the S325L2;
and the rms values were 6.479 x 10-H1 strain and 7.388 x 10-12 strain, respectively.
In figure 133, the spectra are seen to be almost identical except for a slight
increase in value for the S325L2 at increasing period. The coherence is one and
there is no relative phase shift between the seismographs. The seismographs are
recording identically. The time sample was extended to 6.7 hr and analyzed for
the comparison for periods between 20 and 2560 sec seen in figure 134. The
results are the same as at the shorter periods except between 300 and 1280 sec
where the S325L1 has more power than the S32SL2. The coherence is almost one
except in the anomalous period range, and the relative phase angle remains at
essentially zero for all periods. A comparison between the ULP response seis-
mographs S325U1 and $325U2 is illustrated in figure 135. The rms strains
(referred to 25 sec) during the 6.7 hr period in the total passband of these
seismographs were 3.61 x 10-11 strain and 2.08 x 10-11 strain, respectively. The
two are seen to be'essentially the same at periods out to 234 sec, and then theKu $325U1 exhibits considerably more power than the $325U2.

During the pressure-induced disturbances, the horizontal-inertial seismometers
are subjected to considerable tilting, as can be seen in the seismogram in
figure 132, on the inertial. ALPS response channels (P_L). The tilts are more
evident on the inertial extended-long-period response (PX), which has a higher
magnification at the longer periods than the ALPS response. The inertial P325L
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Figure 133. Power spectral density, coherence, and relative phase angle of'

parallel horizontal strain seismographs S32ULM and S325L2 during
high wind conditions, 1 to 256 sec rangeGeol 7
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Figure 134. Power spectral density, coherence, and relative phase angle of i
parallel horizontal strain seismographs S325L1 and S325L2 during
high wind conditions, 20 to 2560 sec range
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is compared with the strain S325L1 in figure 119. The rms ground displacement
(referred to 25 sec) during this 32.0 min sample was 33.0 mu. In the P325L
spectra in figure 119, the general background spectrum has risen until the
microseismic peaks at 8.4 and 16.2 sec are almost swamped by the general rise
in the spectrum. The coherence is relatively low, indicating that the tilt U
response of the horizontal-inertial seismometer is only partially linearly
related to the ground strain. The ground strain has increased so that the
entire spectra is above the strain of the microseism.c peaks, which are not
visible either in the analog trace or as a spectral peak.

The perpendicular-horizontal strain seismographs are very comparable in spectra.
During the high wind sample analyzed the rms strain (referenced to 25 sec) for
the SSSL seismograph was 6.500 x 10"12 strain, This value is within 0.32 percent
of the 6.479 x 10- 2 rms strain on the S325L1. The fact that the rms values are
this close is fortuitous considering the errors in calibration and analysis, but I
it does substantiate that calibrations are very close and are well within
acceptable operational tolerances. The spectral comparison is plotted in figure
136. The spectra at periods shorter than about 10 sec are in the computational
noise and are not meaningful. The spectra are seen to be very smooth and devoid
of any peaks. The cross spectra does show a minor peak at the microseismic period
of 16 sec. This small amount of microseismic strain apparently mixes with the I
pressure-induced strain in a nonlinear manner, resulting in tle dip in the
coherence at 20 sec. The coherence holds to reasonable values except for a
minimum at 20 sec and at periods longer than 100 sec. The phase angle is almost
180 deg at all periods. The comparison to longer periods is extended in figure
137 with the ULP response seismographs S325U1 and S55U. About the same picture
is seen as before. The spectra are similar in appearance out to periods near
250 sec. A comparison of figures 135 and 137 shows that at the longer periods,
the S55U resembles the S32SU2 more than the S325U1. The cross spectra have many
sharp high Q peaks. With the frequency resolution and statistical stability of
the analysis, these peaks are considered as being real and are definitely not an
artifact of the data analysis. Also, since these peaks appear in the cross spectra
of the perpendicular strains, but not in the cross spectra of the parallel strains,
they must be associated with shear strain phenomena.

The coherence between the perpendicular-strain seismographs shows the coherence
of the peaks in the cross spectra at between about 0.25 and 0.4. The relative
phase angle tends toward 180 deg at periods between 50 and 210 sec and tends toward
0 deg at other periods.

8.2 IN-SITU MEASUREMENT OF ELASTIC PARAMETERS

The QC-AZ instrumentation complex has been used to measure several elastic
parameters in-situ.

8.2.1 The ratio, X/(2p + X)

It will be shown in section 9.1.4 that

S=(vertical strain)
211 + A (sum of perpendicular horizontal strains)
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To determine this ratio, an off-line recording was made from magnetic tape. In
figure 138, the first trace is the sum of S325L and SSSL, with strain magnifica-
tions adjusted for approximately equal contribution from both. The SZL channel
(trace 2) was algebraically added to the horizontal sum and SZL magnification wasS adjusted to achieve maximum cancellation for earthquakes and microseisms, as
shown on the third trace. Note that the small event, which occurs during a
calibration of one of the horizontal instruments, is quite effectively cancelled
on the third trace, as are the microseisms preceding the event. The residual
background on the composite trace is a result of random noise in all three seis-
mographs, but primarily the SSSL, which was noisy following previous maintenance
and possibly from air pressure disturbances.

By using instrument calibrations, the ratio of vertical strain to the sum of the

5 horizontal strains was found to be 0.46. The reciprocal of 0,46 is 2.17.

8.2.2 Poisson Ratio

The Poisson ratio a can be calculated in the following manner. From the experi-
mental results in the previous paragraph:

+ - 0.46 (16)

I w 1,73P. (17)

The Poisson ratio is related to the elastic constants by

2(1 + p) (18)

substituting
1 = 1.73P (19)

2(2.73pi

thus
a * 0.32. (20)

The authors have noticed a phenomenon that they have called the "Poisson ratio
effect." When the direction of travel of a Rayleigh wave is generally lined
up with either one of the horizontal strain seismometers, the perpendicular strain
seismograph has a signal that is about -1/3 of the in-line signal. Figure 129 inJ section 8.1.1 is an illustration of the "Poisson ratio effect." The Rayleigh
wave is travelling from an epicenter at an azimuth of 137.5 deg, or 7.5 dleg off
the back azimuth of the 325 deg azimuth instruments. The low gain S325LLI and
S32511L2 seismographs have identical signals. One peak was measured at 20.25 x
10-11 strain. The corresponding peak on the S55LL seismograph is 5.7 x 10-11
strain of the opposite polarity. The ratio of these strains is -0.29, which is
within 10 percent of the above 0.32 value. In a homogeneous, isotropic, layeredg half-space, there is no displacement in a direction perpendicular to the direction
of travel of a Rayleigh wave. If there is no displacement, there will be no
strain. The senior author's conclusion is that either (1) the anisotropic nature
of the jointed rock, as demonstrated in section 8.2.3, or (2) the existence of
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3 a free surface in the horizontal direction is causing the ground to respond in
a manner significantly different from the theoretical layered half-space. The
existence nf a free surface in the horizontal direction is very possible in

* the block structure of the Basin and Range Province, The Bouguer gravity map
* of this part of Arizona (Peterson, 1968) indicates a major fault trending

northwest by west and lying at depth under the town of Queen Creek 7.2S km to
the north of the station. Since the Basin and Range Province does consist of5 large uplifted blocks of rock, separated by alluvial valleys with several
thousand feet of sedimentary deposits, the phenomenu observed at QC.AZ are
probably common to al seismograph stations in the Basin and Range Province,
but cannot be detecteý with only inertial seismographs. It is very possible

* that other geologic provinces throughout the world similar to the Basin and
* • Range may also respond as anisotropic material or as rigid blocks of rock

surrounded by weaker material.

8.2.3 Slope of Stress-Strain Curve

S I The slope of the stress-strain curve for the local rock was measured in-situ
* by applying a known force to the rock and reading the strain on the broad-band

strain seismograph. The strains were on the order of the 1 to 10 x 10"10 strain
S I or about 1 to 10 percent of the diurnal earth tide.

ýz The load was applied in steps by a "come-along" puller tensioning a steel wire
1T rope between bolts anchored next to the strain seismometers. The bolts were in
& the floor of the 325 deg azimuth tunnel and on the wall of the 55 deg azimuth

tunnel. A load cell was in series with the wire rope. The output voltage of
the load cell was amplified by 100. This voltage was monitored on an oscillo-
scope and recorded on magnetic tape. After playback of the magnetic tape, the
minimum resolution of the load cell data was about 5 lb, which is 1 percent of
the rated full-scale 500 lb load. The wire rope was attached to the bolts as
close to the surface of the rock as possible, Since the bolts were canti-
levered from the rock, a small torsion roment was introduced into the rock in
the vicinity of the bolt as well as the net compressional load. Different

i • loads were attainable in repetitive tests by adjusting the total length of the
wire rope assembly with a turnbuckle.

I, The broad-band strain output was recorded on the normal channel on the magnetic
tape recorder. After playback of the magnetic tape, the minimum strain
resolution of the broad-band seismographs for these tests was 1.07 x 10"11
strain on the S55B and 3.14 x 10-11 strain on the S325B. The strain resolutionS T was about I percent of the maximum strain observed.

The results of the tests in the 325 deg azimuth tunnel are plotted in figure
-I 139, and the results of the tests in the 55 dog azimuth tunnel are plotted in
S~figure 140. The load bolts were mounted at 10m increments along the strain

rods. The (a) part of the two figures is for the load applied to bolts

separated the full 40m length of the tunnels. The (b), (c), and Cd) parts of
the figures are plots of data from tests with the main seismometer transducer

SAlend of the wire rope fixed and the other end of the rope attached at lengths of
30m, 20m, and 10m, respectively. The load and strain resolutions are indicated
in the figures. The arrowheads indicate the direction of load application and
removal.
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Three primary observations can be made from these figures: 1
(a) There is a change in slope at about the middle of the curves.

(b) There is a significant difference (greater than the resolution) in the
curves for repetitive load applications, with the results in the 325 azimuth
showing normal hysteresis and in the 55 azimuth showing negative hysteresis.

(c) There is a significant difference between the average slope of the
curves in the two directions. The ratio of the slope of the 325 deg curve to
the 55 deg curve is about 1.25. This ratio will be referred to later in
section 12 as it relates to the relative transfer function of ground displace-
ment to strain in the two directions.

The change in slope and the hysteresis effects are both the result of the
joints in the rock. Probably, in some joints, calcium carbonate remineralized
zones, visible in thin sections of the rock, have a lower Young's Modulus than
the native quartz diorite. In other joints there are probably microfractures
that close and open with varying degrees of stick-slip motion as the rock is iJ
compressed and then released. After the microfractures are closed, the load
acts directly on the rock and the slope of the load-strain curve increases.

The calcium carbonate remineralization will tend to modify the action of the
microfractures.

These effects are much larger in the 325 deg azimuth because of the orientation
of the local rock joint structure. The smaller slope of the load-strain curve
for the 325 deg tunnel is also a consequence of this joint pattern. The joint
structure results in an anisotropic rock that is 1.25 times weaker in the 325
deg azimuth than in the 55 deg azimuth. The joint structure in the immediate
vicinity of the mi ne is paralle'( to the major geological structure in the central
portion of Arizona as shown on the state geologic map (Wilson et al., 1969).
It is not merely a localized condition. The physiography of the basins and .

ranges strikes in the same direction. Gravity anomalies in the immediate
vicinity of the mine (Peterson, 1968) and in central Arizona (West and Sumner,
1972) substantiate that the northwest trend of the geologic structure is a
major feature of the region.

The slope of the load-strain curves are equal to Young's Modulus E multiplied
by the area A being stressed. The definition of Young's Modulus in the linear
range is

stress
E strain (21)

force

area

strain

F
A

iji
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F

EA e (22)

The slope of the curves is the right-hand side of equation (22). The statements

"above that the rock is 1.25 times weaker in the 325 azimuth tacitly assume that
the area affected by the load is identical in both tunnels. This assumption is

a good approximation. If we assume that the area being stressed is constant for
• the range of loads used in the experiment, then the area A can be estimated using

a typical value of E. Clark (1966) gives values of E for diorite and for granite
between 0.52 and 0.87 Mbar. Assuming E is 0.5 War and calculating the stressed
area in the 55 deg tunnel from equation (22) gives an estimate of 580 ft 2 . This
estimate seems reasonable for the area loaded by a bolt in the wall or floor of
a tunnel of about 80 ft in cross-section.

8.2.4 Apparent Local Q

An apparent local Q was obtained from the recording of a damped oscillation
following a blast of 12 lb of dynamite in the small mine directly above the
seismometer chamber. The adit of this mine is visible in figure 38b.

The short-period inertial seismograms are shown in figure 141. The 1 sec damped
oscillation is clearly visible on the PZS vertical seismogram. The first large
negative peak is 152 x 10 9m of ground motion.

If the vertical motion in figure 141 is taken as the vertical damped oscillation
.of a block of rock, the apparent damping and Q can be calculated using the log

decrement of the motion. This calculation gives a damping ratio of 0.069 and
a Q of 7.2.

Boucher (1972) calculated spectra of P and S waves from microearthquakes in
west-central Nevada and from the Faultless explosion. His calculations indicated
a best fit of the data was obtained with a Q of 10 to 15. The value above of 7.2
is in general agreement with his results.
8.3 VOLUMETRIC STRAIN RECORDED ON MICROBAROGRAPH AND VERTICAL STRAIN SEISMOGRAPH

Volumetric strain, or dilatation, from the San Fernando earthquake of 9 February
1971 was recorded with identical waveform on the linear strain, vertical, broad-
band seismograph (SZB) and on the microbarograph (ML1) inside the sealed J
seismometer chamber.
Volumetric strain is dilatation and can be written as

0 = ei , i = 1,2,3

=ell + e2 2 + e3 3 , (23)
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7I

S3where 6 is dilatation and eij is a strain tei.sor component acting across the
U i face in the j direction. Dilatation is an invariate of the strain tensor

and can be measured on any three mutually orthogonal axes. Let the vertical3 ilinear strain

zz= e3 3  (24)

The vertical stress component at a free surface must vanish. Stress tensor
components are related to strain tensor components by (e.g., Bullen, 1963)

Pij= X6ij + 2P eij , i = 1,2,3 (25)

SI j = 1,2,3

where P.. is the component of the stress tensor acting across the i face in the
Sdirectaon, X and p are the Lamd elastic constants, and 6-- is the Kronecker
delta. The vertical stress component P at a free surface must vanish.
Therefore,

i .• = AO + 2pe 3 3

= A(ell + e 2 2 + e 3 3 ) + 2je 33

=0

which can be written

I AX + 2pel + e22e=3 (e3)
e11  e22  AX26

Substituting equation (26) into equation (23)
" I. e X +1 " 2P) e3

= A e3 3

I, = A ezz (27)

Thus, dilatation is equal to the vertical linear strain times a factor related
I. to the elastic parameters.

For an adiabatic process in air

11 = .14 (28)

' where P is pressure, V is volume, subscript 1 indicates initial conditions, and
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subscript 2 indicates final conditions. For small changes in pressure and
volume U'

1.4 = (P + AP) (V1 + AV)1 .4

+ v) 1.4

• P1

Expanding in a Maclaurin series and neglecting second order and higher terms

SAP = I + 1.4AV
P V1

AV 1 APV 1.4 PI (29)

Volumetric strain
:• AV

AP (30)
1.4 P1

A microbarograph in a sealed chamber senses AP and by equation (30) is directly
proportional to volumetric strain. j

The SZB seismograph has a variable capacitance displacement transducer and has
a response that is flat to strain from dc to 7.5 Hz. The MLI microbarograph has S
a response that is flat to pressure fluctuations with frequencies (or period)
from 20 Hz to 68 sec and falls off at 6 dB/octave from 68 sec to 1000 sec. Thus,
in the frequency range (2+ Hz to about 0.1 Hz or 10 sec) of the recordings from
this near-regional earthquake, the responses of the two instruments are essentially
flat to volumetric strain.

The NOS PDE data for the San Fernando earthquake of 9 February 1971 are:
origin = 1400:41.6Z, hypocenter at 34.4N, 118.4W, h = 13km, m = 6.2, M = 6.5.
This hypocenter is at an epicentral distance of 5.8 deg and aý an azimiiýh of J
284.0 deg from QC-AZ. The vertical strain seismograph and microbarograph recordings
of volumetric strain are illustrated in figure 142. The top trace in figure 142
is the vertical strain seismograph SZB as recorded. The second trace is the
microbarograph MLIF filtered by a 0.5 Hz, 24 dB/octave, low-pass filter and
inverted to match polarity with the vertical strain seismograph. The third trace
is the microbarograph MLU as recorded. It contains a 2.07 Hz signal from the
acoustic resonance of the sealed seismometer chamber. This resonance is excited
by the coupling of seismic energy to acoustic energy inside the sealed chamber i
(see section 7.9). The vertical strain and microbarograph traces are playbacks
from two magnetic tape recordings. The two tape recorders had slightly different
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speeds and the time alignment becomes degraded in the right-hand portion of
the figure. However, the waveforms are seen to be identical on both types of
volumetric strain seismographs.

The amplitude of the maximum excursion of the main Rayleigh wave pulse between
1404:30Z and 1404:40Z was 3.72 x 10-7 bar on the microbarograph and 1.54 x 10-7
strain on the vertical strainmeter. The calibrations are thought to be known to
about 20 percent on the microbarograph and to about 10 percent on the strain- U
meter. The ambient pressure at the time of the signal was 1.02 bar; therefore, 7
the volumetric strain from the MLI microbarograph and equation 30 is 2.61 x 10".•, The ratio of the elastic parameters in equation (26) at QC-AZ has been empirically

found to be 2.46 (Q about 10 percent). Using this value, A in equation (27) is
-1.46. Volumetric strain from the SZB seismograph and equation (27) is 2.25 x
10-7. The difference between the amplitudes measured on the two different types
of instruments is within the expected unknowns of the parameters involved.

ra
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31 9. ENHANCEMENT OF SEISMIC WAVES WITH STRAIN AND INERTIAL
SEISMOGRAPHS

1 Combinations of linear strain seismographs and combinations of linear strain
and inertial seismographs can be used to enhance Rayleigh waves, to enhance
and to separate Love waves from Rayleigh waves, to enhance SH and SV waves,
and to separate SH waves from SV waves. Benioff (1935) developed the first
practical horizontal, linear strain seismographs. lie derived, from the basic
solution to the wave equation, the azimuthal response of horizontal, linear,
strain seismographs to apparent horizontal waves of longitudinal polarization
and of transverse polarization. Benioff and Gutenberg (1952) extended Benioff's
earlier work and described the response of strain and pendulum seismographs to
surface waves and illustrated Love (G) and Rayleigh wave identification by
visual comparison of strain and inertial seismograms. Benioff (1962) summar-
ized previous results and heuristically presented azimuthal responses of com-
bined strain and inertial seismographs. Major et al. (1964), using the
notation of Love (1927), gave expressions for the transformation of the
horizontal components of strain for longitudinally polarized waves and for
horizontally polarized shear waves. These expressions were used in the visual
interpretation of seismograms recorded on two non-orthogonal, horizontal,
linear, strain seismographs and on a vertical, linear strain seismograph.
Romney (1964) described a method of increasing the detectability of P waves
by combining either a vertical strain seismograph, or a sum of orthogonal
horizontal strain seismographs, and a vertical inertial seismograph. Shopland
and Kirklin (1969, 1970) demonstrated that the technique for P wave enhance-

* ment proposed by Romney (1964) provides significant signal-to-noise improve-
ment at sites where the predominant microseisms are essentially single-mode
Rayleigh waves, but this technique is not so fruitful when the microsoismic
noise is more complex. Smith and Kasahara (1969) presented methods of wave
and mode separation based on three horizontal, linear, strain seismographs -
two orthogonal and the third at 45 deg. They derived expressions for the

amplitude coefficients of spheroidal free oscillations and of toroidal free
oscillations in terms of the three strain seismographs and the geometry of
the source-station model. They also derived expressions for the amplitude
coefficients of mixed SH waves and P or SV wave horizontal components. Even
though their observational data contained noise, they were able to obtain *1

i some separation of spectra of spheroidal and toroidal oscillations excited
by the Alaskan earthquake of 1964, and they were able to separate SV and SH
motion from a near-regional earthquake.
Section 9.1 presents the derivation of the response of a strain seismograph

to the various wave types, individually and as combinations of strain seismo-
graphs. The strain seismograph response is then combined with the response
of an inertial seismograph to obtain the azimuthal response of a summed strain
and inertial seismograph in section 9.2. Seismograms demonstrating the en-
hancement and separation of LP seismic waves in accord with these eouations
are illustrated in section 9.3.

The relative spectral content of strain and inertial seismographs has direct
bearing on the ability to enhance earthquake waves by combining the two types
of seismograms. Section 9 t'reats the subject of enhancement of seismic waves
from the viewpoint of the analog seismogram, using recordings made on-line
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and simulating on-line conditions with playback of magnetic tapes. The
consideration of the potential capability of enhancement of seismic waves from
the spectral viewpoint is delayed until section 12 where spectral comparisons
are made between displacement and strain seismograms.

t.

9.1 THEORY

"9.1.1 Strain Tensor

Before proceeding to the derivation of the response of a linear strain seismo-
graph to the several earthquake wave types, a summary of strain tensor notation
is beneficial. The general application of the tensor rotation equation and its
relation to the strain seismometer will be investigated. An important assump-
tion in the derivation of the seismometer response will be pointed out. This
assumption is implied by Benioff (1935) and Major et al. (1964), but neither
paper stated the assumption or its implication. For a complete discussion of
the strain tensor, the reader should see a recent text on elasticity such asBullen (1963) or Shames (1964).

Strain is a second rank symmetrical tensor that has nine components. The
strain tensor can be represented mathematically as a matrix

e.11 e12 e13

e21 e 2 2  e2 3  (31)

e 3 1  e 3 2  e 3 3

or in Einstein's abbreviated form

eij ,i = 1,2,3
(32)j = 1,2,3 2)•

where X , X2 , X3  represent a system of three cartesian coordinates. (Often
XI, X2 , X3 are written as x, y, z.) Each of the nine components is related
to the spatial partial derivatives of the displacement vector d by

ei÷ -i-1,23, (33)
2 axi a j=1,2,3
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3 where rd ui are components of the displacement vector in the j and the i
directi6n, respectively. It can be seen from (33) that strain is a symmetri-

m1 cal tensor and

ejj eJii i-,2,3 (34)

Because of symmetry, the nine components reduce to six independent components.

A difference exists between the expression for a shear strain (i # j) in tensor
notation in equation (33) and the expression given by Love (1927) who did not
use the coefficient of 1/2.

9.1.2 Rotation of the Strain Tensor

In this section, the three independent horizontal strain components are deter-
mined for a general strain field having one principal axis in the verticaldirection.

The strain tensor can be transformed from one cartesian coordinate system
Ii (XI', X2 ', X3 ') to another cartesian coordinate system (Xl, X2 , X3 ) by

it M 11, 2f, 3'
ekm = ailk ajim eitj, ' - 1' 2', 3'ekm, 21

k 1, 2, 3 (35)

m = 1, 2, 3

where k and m denote axes in the new system (some of which could be the same
as in the old system if desired), i' and j' denote axes in the old system,
and ailk and ap. are direction cosines between the respective axes. In
equation (35), the summation convention applies. The strain component meas-
ured in a plane perpendicular to the XI axis and in the X2 direction is e12.From equation (35) ,

e2 = a,, 1 aL1 2 el, 1 , + al,1 a2 12 ei,21 + a, 11 a 3 , 2 el, 3 ,

"+ a2l, al, 2 e2 ,I, + a2 1, a2 12 e2121 + a2 ,1 a 3 ,2 e2 13 1 (36)

"+ a3 11 al1 2 e 3 ,1  + a3,1 a2 ,2 e312 + a3 ,1 a 3 12 e313

If we assume that Xl and X2 lie in the Xl, and X2, plane, then X3 must coin-
cide with X3 , and the strain ellipsoid has two of the three principal axes in
the XI, X2 plane. (For instance, if X1, X2, Xl,, and X21 are all in the
horizontal plane, then X3 and X3 , are vertical.) With X3, perpendicular to
the Xl, X2 plane, all direction cosines involving the 3' index in equation
(36) are zero.
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Equation (36) becomes J

e1 2 u al, 1 al, 2 e1 ,1 , ÷ al,1 a2 , 2 e12, + 0 a
+ a2 ,1 all 2 02'11 + a2 ,1 a2 12 e2 , 2, 1 0
,0 +0 +0 (37)

al, 1 al, 2 e 1 ,11 + a2 11 a2 12 e2 12,

+ (all, a2 , 2 + a2 , 1 al, 2 ) e1 , 2 ,

Let all, e cos a (38)
Then al, 1 - a2o 2  c C (39) I

and al, 2 - a2 ,1 = sin a (40)

Substituting in (37) and using the symmetry properties of the strain tensolŽ

e = cos a sin a (eill, + e2 1 2 ,) + el, 2 , (41)

Similarly, it can be shown that I

= elI, cos 2 a + e2 , 2, sin2 a + 2e, 1 2, cos a sin a (42) 1
and I

e22= el'l, sin2a + e2 , 2 , Cos 2 a + 2el, 2 1 cos a sin.a (43) 3

Note that equations (41), (42), and (43) for the three independent horizontal j
strain components apply if, and only if, principal axis X3 , is perpendicular
to axes X1 and X2 . Also note that in these equations if XI, and X2 , are
principal axes, e is zero. These three equations are similar to those
derived by Beniofli1935) and Major et al. (1964). These authors assumed
horizontal wave motion, but neither paper stated the fact that the effect of
five of the nine tensor components became zero (see equation (37' above) with
thiA assumption. In a semi-infinite, layered model , this assumption is
valid for Love and Rayleigh waves. In a real geologic structure, this
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assumption is adequate, although at times some signals are observed that could

be explained by local variations of the X3 , axis from the vertical.

I1 9.1.3 Enhancement of Rayleigh Waves

Rayleigh waves for a homogeneous half-space can be derived from a coupled
longitudinal wave potential and vertically polarized shear wave potential
(e.g., Bullen, 1963). Consider a horizontal component of angular frequency w
traveling in a direction X1 , which is at an angle a measured clockwise from
the 0 deg azimuth. Then, the only horizontal strain component of the signal
"is

". ell (W) - oel

and (44)

3'*ij *0 i 1,2

Sj - 2

The derivations given here are general and apply either to a harmonic com-K ! •ponent of the wave of angular frequency w or to the Fourier integral of all
harmonic components over the passband of interest. For simplicity of notation,
the dependence of all variables upon frequency is not given in the equations

*• but is implied.

From (42), on • linear strain seitmograph oriented in a 0 deg azimuth (desig-
nated by strain component eNN), the response to the horizontal Rayleigh wave
strain component ell is

=N a2
eNN ell oIN (45)

and on a linear strain seismograph oriented in a 90 deg azimuth

I2 eEE ell alE

i ell cos2 (90 -a) (46)
i = ell sin2a

Adding the outputs of the orthogonal, horizontal, strain seismographs
I eN + eE w ellC°S2a + ellsin2a 47

eNN eEE =11 (7
os ell
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Thus, the sum of two orthogonal strain seismographs enhances Rayleigh waves
with no azimuthal dependence.

If there is a mixture of Rayleigh and Love waves traveling in the X1 direction,
let the Rayleigh way, horizontal strain component be ell and the Love wave
strain component be e1 2 . Then, the horizontal strain components of the signal
are

11

e 2 1 =e 1 2  1el2  (48) j
e2 2 a 0

From equations (42) and (43)

1NN 1 IN 2 alN a 2N (49)

eEE' e a + 2e a a11 1lE e12  lE 2E
a2  2e 1  lN a2N (50)

and I
+ e e (a2  +a 2 ) 2e (a a -a a)eNN EE ell IN 2N 12 IN 2N iN 2N (51)

"-el 1

Thus, the presence of Love waves does not affect the enhancement of a
Rayleigh wave.

9.1.4 Enhancement of Love Waves

Love waves are horizontally polarized shear waves. If a Love wave is travel-
ing in the X, direction

eij 0 i=j=!, 2, 3

e21 e el2 = e12

(52)
e31 = e13 = o 1

eij = 0 i=2, 3
j=2, 3
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II3 From (42) and (43) or (49) and (SO)

II
ae 2e a a

e NN 12 1N 2N

eEE 12 1eaEa2E

•: =m- 2e12al2

There fore

SeNN -EE =4el2alNa2N•

S(54)
= 4e 1 2 cosa sina

Thus, subtracting two orthogonal, horizontal, linear strain seismographs
enhances Love waves by a factor of two, but does not remove the azimuthal
dependence.

If there is a mixture of Rayleigh and Love waves, from (49) and (50)

2 2
eNN e eEE = e11 (alN _ a2N) + 4el2alNa2N

= ell [cos:2a - (1- cos2c)] + 4e12 cosa sina

I~,=ell '[2cos2a-1] + 4e 12 oasn

?- =Aell + 4e1 cosa sina.

If a is known, A can be calculated. From (51) and (55)

(eNN - eEE) - A (eNN + eEE) = Aell + 4e 1 2 cosa sina - Ael1 (56)

= 4e 1 2 cosa sina

Thus, if the direction of the wave travel is known, it may be possible to

eliminate the effect of a Rayleigh wave and to enhance a Love wave.

9.1.5 Relation Between Vertical Strain and Horizontal Strain

Romney (1964) has shown that for a homogeneous, isotropic medium that obeys
Hooky's Law, the vanishing of the stress component PZZ at the free surface
can be written (with a change of notation)
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ZZ "- 1 (e1  e + e3 3 ) + 2 Pe 3 3  0 (57) 1
where X and v are Lame's elastic constants. Collecting terms

211 + X
(ell + e2 2) =X .- "- e33. (58) I

The vertical strain seismograph measures eZZ, which is equal to e 3 3. In the
presence of a single, horizontal, longitudinal component ell, substituting
equation (47) in equation (58) gives 3

* e 22)j+ X 5 8
eNN + eEE = - A eZZ (59a)

= -B eZZ. (59b)

Implicit in equations (57), (58), and (59) is the assumption of an isotropic
medium. This assumption allows reduction of the 81 component (36 independent)
elastic constant tensor relating stress and strain by a generalized Hooke's
Law to only the two independent constants X and p.

9.1.6 Dilatation or Volumetric Strain 5
Another property of the strain tensor is that the sum of three strain com-
ponents, 'ei, i = j = 1, 2, 3, is a constant regardless of the relative
orientation of the three axes 1, 2, 3 and the strain tensor. Mathematically

ei, = C , i = 1, 2, 3 1I II
ek,k, = C ,= ,',

1k1 11 22, 2,333)

or eli = e + e (60e11e2 33 (60

ekik, = el, 1 , + e, + e3 , 3 ,

The quantity eli is called the dilatation. It is the solution of the wave
equation for longitudinal (P) waves transmitted in isotropic elastic bodies.
The reader should note that the measurement of the strain tensor or the dila-
tation is not dependent upon the properties of the material; but, that when
the material transmits a wave, force, or motion, then assumptions regarding
the behavior of the medium must be made to relate the strain observed to thesource disturbance.
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K'
A vertical, linear strain seismograph near the free surface can, be used as a
volumetric strain or dilatation seismograph.

3i Let

e 33  eZZ (61)

I substituting (59b) and (61) in (60)

I a -B ezz ezz
(62)

I - (1-B) eZZ.

9.2 COMBINATIONS OF STRAIN AND INERTIAL SEISMOGRAPHS

Inertial seismographs can be added to and subtracted from linear strain seis-
mographs to enhance seismic waves coming from certain azimuths and to diminish
seismic waves or noise traveling from other azimuths.

The horizontal component of displacement for a Rayleigh wave, a P wave, and an
ISV wave traveling in the X, direction can be expressed as

IU = D sin (kx 1 - Wt) (63)

where uI is the displacement vector component in the x1 direction, D is an
amplitude coefficient, k is the vector wave number component in the x, direc-
tion, w = 27nf is the angluar frequency of the wave, and t is time. The ve-
locity of a particle of ground is

dul = -wD cos (kxI - wt). (64)I dt

The only non-zero horizontal strain component is the linear strain component

ell = du 1

I = kD cos (kxI - wt). (65)

I If a strain seismograph is constructed so that it will have the same transfer
function as ground velocity, then from equations (64) and (65), we see that

dul . 1 e (66)

dt C 1
I a M ell
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where k w w/c and c is the phase velocity component in the direction of the
instruments for the wave being recorded. Most seismographs - short period
"and long period - have very narrow passbands and i is effectively constant
within the narrow passband, allowing the generaliiation of equation (66) to
all w within the peak of the seismograph response.

In the N direction 3
duN duI

dt-= • cos (67)
and

eNN - ell cos2 a + e3 3 cos 2 (j) + 2 e1 3 cosa cos Cj)
(68)

ell cos 2 ac.

If the magnifications of the ground velocity seismograph and the ground strain
seismograph arc equalized for the same absolute wave amplitude output, the
sum of the two seismographs becomes I

duN -
1 dt + M2 eNN = (constant) (cos l + cos 2 a) (69)

The azimuthal response of a velocity seismograph, a strain seismograph, and
the sum of equalized magnification velocity and strain seismographs from 4

equation (69) is plotted in figure 143. These azimuthal responses are the
properties of the rotation of vector and tensor components and are indepen-
dent of frequency.

The horizontal component of displacement for a Love wave, a G wave, and an
SH wave traveling in the X1 direction can be expressed as

u 2 = D sin (kxI - Wt). (70)

The velocity of a particle of ground is

du2-
dr w D cos (kx 1 - Wt). (71)

The only non-zero strain components are the equal shear components
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dUU•..e 1 2  . e2 1 U
u........j(72)1

dx 1

. k D cos (kx 1  wt).

In the N direction,

duN du 2
dt dt sin a (73)

eNN 1 2e 1 2  cos a sin a. (74)

If the magnifications of the ground velocity seismograph and the ground strainseismograph are equalized for the same absolute wave amplitudo output, the sum
of the two seismographs becomes

M du + M e (constant) (sin a + 2 cos a sin a). (75)3 4NN

Aziruthal responses of a velocity seismograph, a strain seismograph, and the Asum of equalized magnification seismographs from equation (75) are plotted a
in figure 144. These azimuthal responses are also independent of frequency.
The reader should note that the strain component in equations (74) and (75) -.

contains a coefficient of 2 because there are two equal non-zero strain com-ponents. The azimuthal responses given by equations (74) and (75) differ bythis coefficient from that given by Benioff and Gutenberg (1952), Benioff(1962), Major et al. (1964), and illustrated by Fix and Sherwin (1970). The
previous investigators used Love's (1927) definition of a shear strain com-
ponent that does not contain the 1/2 coefficient of equation (33), as pointedout previously. The iinear strain seismograph responds to the two equal strain -itensor components e 12 and e21 in accord with equation (53), and the 2 coef- Jficient belongs in the azimuthal response. This response also agrees withobservations in that Love waves (from the proper azimuths) are recorded on -strain seismographs with about the same amplitude as Rayleigh waves. Without
the 2 coefficient, Major et al. (1964) concluded that Love waves would only
be 0.5 the amplitude of Rayleigh waves. The main lobe in figure 144(c) is
very similar to the shape and double the amplitude of the summed responses
given by Benioff (1962). The main difference between the two shapes is the &
two small back lobes in figure 144(c).
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9.3 ENHIANCEMENT Of SEISMIC WAVES

The parallel strain/inertial horizontal components at QC-AZ are oriented
toward azimuths of 325 and 55 dog. The combined strain/inertial seismograph
azimuthal responses of f 4.gures 143 and 144 have been oriented in figure 145
in the azimuths of the QC-AZ instruments. The response of the strain plus
inertial seismographs (denoted S+P32SL and S+PSSL) is for waves traveling
toward the 325 dog or 55 deg azimuth, respectively. (The nomenclature used
isT asfollows: S+P for pendulum seismograph added to normalized strain seis-
mograph, and S-P for pendulum seismograph subtracted from normalized strain
seismograph.) The response of the strain minus inertial seismographs (S-P32SL
and S-PSSL) is for waves traveling toward the 145 dog and 235 deg azimuths.
In figure 145, the solid lines are the azimuthal response to Rayleigh waves
and the horizontal component of P and SV waves. The dashed lines are the
azimuthal response to Love, G, and SH waves,

By way of comparison, the TFO seven-element, 45 km aperture, LP spatial array
response to Rayleigh waves arriving from the 235 dog azimuth is shown in I
figure 146. At 10 sec, the TFO array main lobe is sharper than the strain/
inertial combination main lobe, but the array has some serious side lobes.
At 25 sec, the main lobe is similar to the strain/inertial combination re-
sponse, but the side lobes are still large; and at 40 sec, the TFO array has Li
lost most of its directional sensitivity and capability of enhancement, while
the strain/inertial combination has the same azimuthal response at all periods. I
This section illustrates the enhancement of seismic waves and the improved
discrimination capability possible with high-sensitivity strain seismographs,
inertial seismographs, and combined strain/inertial seismographs. The illus-
trations in this section are all in the time domain (analog) from the "on-line"
film recorders or from playbacks of magnetic tape recordings simulating the
possibilities of the "on-line" recordings. Frequency domain comparisons among ,•
the seismographs are deferred until section 12 where power spectral densities
and amplitude spectra are presented for many of the earthquakes illustrated in
this section.

Lj
Section 9.3 is organized so that the LP seismic waves enhanced by "on-line"
recorders are illustrated in seclion 9.3.1. The LP waves enhanced from play-
back of magnetic tape recordings are illustrated in section 9.3.2. The
enhancement of ultra-long-period waves is discussed in section 9.3.3, and
enhancement of SP waves is mentioned in section 9.3.4.

In presenting seismograms of earthquakes, the authors hrve elected to illus-
trate as much of the signal from the selected events as practical rather than
to illustrate only that portion of the event that relates to the enhancement
of a particular earthquake phase. Therefnre, in the following subsections ii
the arrangement of the illustrations is arbitrary, with the first preference
to azimuth of approach and the second preference to variety of earthquake
phase. Illustrating the complete signal from an earthquake allows the reader
to evaluate the performance of the strain/inertial instrumentation complex in
terms of a variety of actual signals in the normal recording sequence rather
than in terms of only isolated phases selected to illustrate the enhancement
of a particular wave type.
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SI In the following sections, the reader will observe that the strain/inertial
Uw directional array will provids better enhancement for Rayleigh waves, Love

waves, and body waves areiving at the station as an S phase. The response of
•m a horizontal strain seismograph is inversely proportional to the apparent

horizontal phase velocity of the wave. Since the apparent horizontal phaseI vwlocity increases with decreasing angle of emergence, the more steeply arriv-
ing waves will produce less signal on the strain seismographs. Therefore,
waves a riving at the station as a P phase will have less strain signal than
waves arriving as an S phase. Waves that have traveled shallower paths with
multiple bounces from the surface of the earth will arrive at smaller angles
of emergence than the direct waves and the multiple bounces will have more
strain signal. Thus, if source, transmission path, and attenuation differ-
ences are neglected, SSS will have more strain signal than SS; SS and PS more
than SP; multiple phases more than S or P; and S more than P. The relative
response of a parallel strain and inertial seismograph can be used visually
to compare apparent phase velocities between different earthquake arrivals and
can aid in identifying wave types in a very simple manner.

9.3.1 Long-Period Seismic Waves Enhanced by "On-Line" Recorders

f IThis section presents illustrations of enhancement of seismic waves and dis-
S crimination of earthquake wave types from the recordings made "on-line" in

real time on the two 16 mm film recorders. Camera 1 (see section 4.3 and
appendix 3) recorded the individual seismograms and camera 2 recorded the

* directional array and cther selected data channels including combinations of
strain seismographs. The original objective of the film recorders was merely
to monitor the data that was being recorded on the magnetic tapes, Conse-
quently, all available data traces were utilized - 19 on camera 1 and 1S on
camera 2 - resulting in a somewhat crowded data presentation. Even with the
full cameras, the nine individual high-gain, long-period seismographs on
camera 1 were operated at a nominal S0K magnification at 25 sec and at Xl0
view. The directional array on camera 2 was operated at a nominal 25K magni-
fication. Because of the full data and the overlining of traces during signals,
the illustrations in this section are generally shorter than in the next sec-tion where a better separation of traces could be made and gains could be setfor the maximum signal level on playback from the magnetic tape recordings.

The relative contributions to the directional array of the strain seismographs
and of the inertial seismographs were adjusted empirically to obtain maximum
cancellation of Rayleigh waves on the back azimuth trace. The magnification
ratio between the displacemont gain of the inertial seismograph (M1 in equation
(69) and the strain gain of the strain seismograph (M2 in equation (69) were
originally set assuming a phase velocity of 4.00 km/sec at a 25 sec period.
After nature provided an earthquake whose Rayleigh wave traveled along the
sensitive axes of the instruments, the relative magnifications were adjusted
to improve cancellation on the back azimuth trae^ which is more sensitive to
this adjustment. This procedure was repeated untii optimum performance was
achieved. The strain seismograph magnifications were increased over the
original settings by a factor of 2.0 in the 55 deg azimoth and by 2.4 in the
325 deg azimuth. Thus, the apparent 25 sec Rayleigh wave phase velocity is
8.0 km/sec in the 55 deg azimuth and 9.6 km/sec in the 325 deg azimuth. The
ratio between the apparent phase velocities in the two directions is 1.2.
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An early recording of a South Pacific earthquake illustrates some of the i
capabilities of the system. An increasing strain signal is observed for a
decreasing angle of emergence; Sit motion is separated from SV motion by the
direction response of the sum and difference traces; the LRl Rayleigh wave
is enhanced on the difference trace and attenuated on the sum trace; and the
LR2 Rayleigh wave is enhanced on the sum trace and attenuated on the difference
trace. At the time of this recording, the mine was not sealed, only the 55 deg
azimuth strain seismometer was installed, and none of the instruments were
insulated. The S55L strain and P145L (the polarity on this instrument was
later reversed and it became P32SL) inertial seismographs had 30 to 70 sec
noise that correlated with the microbarograph. The trace identifications
used in the illustrations are as follows: prefix S for strain, P for pendulum;
numbers indicate azimuth for up motion on trace; suffix L for ALPS response

where (LOW) has no notch filter and (HI) has a 6 sec notch filter, and S for 4SP response. Strain polarity is up for compression. Time lines are at I min

intervals as printed on the film. The earthquake occurred on 6 January 1970.
The NOS PDE data are: D'Entrecasteaux Islands region, 0 0535:51.8, 9.6S,
1S1.SE, h a 8 km, mb u 5.7, MS a 6.2. This epicenter is at a distance of
100.9 deg and at an azimuth of 265.6 deg from QC-AZ.

Figure 147 shows the P, PP, and PPP arrivals on the vertical inertial seismo- I
graphs, with no significant motion recorded on the horizontal strain because
of the large angle of emergence. Two distinct arrivals are recorded on the
vertical, inertial seismograph PZL(HI) 23 sec and 43 sec after the initial
arrival. Since both of these arrivals have the same polarity as the initial
arrival, they are not likely to be pP and sP. At the 100.9 deg epicentral
distance, they may be waves diffracted around or refracted through the core.
In figure 148, the SKS wave arrived at 0600:28 and the S wave at 0601:06.5
with slightly enhanced SH arrivals on the sum trace and some cancellation on
the difference trace. The S wave is followed by shear-coupled PL to about
0604. At 603:00 the PPS phase arrives as SV motion as seen on the difference
trace. In figure 149, SSP arrives at 0608:32 as an SV wave on the difference
trace and SSS arrives at 0612:18 as an SH wave on the sum trace. In figure 150,
the LRl Rayleigh wave has driven all LP traces off the film except the sum
trace, which shows cancellation compared to the S55L, P5SL, and the difference
trace. The LR2 Rayleigh wave from the major arc arriving from the opposite
azimuth is enhanced on the sum trace and is cancelled on the difference trace
in figure 151.

The directional array regularly gives earthquake signal-to-microseismic back- "
ground noise improvements in excess of 10 dB. This factor of 3+ improvement
in S/N ratio is the improvement that would be expected for about a 10 element
spatial array of inertial seismographs. In addition to an improved S/N ratio,
the directional array provides much clearer time breaks and often (depending
upon azimuth of approach) clearly separates multiply-reflected P arrivals from
multiply-reflected S arrivals and SH arrivals from SV arrivals. Several
examples of the signal improvement are given in this section. The figures
are all X10 reproductions of the 16 mm film recordings made on-line on camera I
No. 2. The normal equivalent displacement operating magnifications at 25 sec
are as follows: PZL, 25K; S+P325L and S-P325L, 12.5K; S+P55L and S-PSSL, 25K.

The enhancement of 15 sec microseisms traveling toward an azimuth of 235 deg
is illustrated on the S-PSSL trace in figure 152. These waves are completely
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Scancelled on the SeP5SL sum trace. Note the Rayleigh wave particle motion
indicated by the PZL and S-PSSL traces.

In the power spectral densities plotted in figure 153, a 12 dB difference can
be seen in the power at 8 sec on the S+PS5L and on the S-PSSL. Therefore,
during this 31 October 1970 quiet background sample used in sections 7.3 and
7.4, a 12 dB enhancement (or cancellation) of the 8 sec microseisms was possi-
ble similar to that seen for the 15 sec microseisms in figure 152.

Figure 154 illustrates the enhancement of SSS and its separation into SHi~g and SV (or PL) components and the enhancement of the beginning of the Rayleigh
wave. This figure is the recording of waves from an earthquake on the West
Chile Rise. The NOS PDE data are: origin - 1101:28.4, 36.5S, 97.2W, h a 33
kin, mb a 5.5. This epicenter is at an azimuth of 167.7 deg and at an epicentral
distance of 70.6. deg from QC-AZ. Of particular interest in the recording is
the response of the various instrument combinations to the SSS arrival begin-
ning just before 1132. The single cycle pulse on the S-PSSL difference trace
is interpreted as SH motion. The 2-1/2 cycle pulse on the S325L-SSSL, S+P32SL,
and S+PS5L traces is interpreted as the initial SH pulse followed by SV or S

* tcoupled PL leaky mode motion. The factors leading to this interpretation are4 (1) the sharp stop of the single cycle on the S-P5SL trace; (2) the complete
absence of signal on the dilatation trace (SZL + S325L + S55L); (3) the com-
plete absence of signal on the S-P325L trace; (4) the absence of motion on theI •vertical inertial PZL during the initial 1 cycle pulse on S-PS5L, but the PZL
response to motion during the following 1-1/2 cycles; and (5) similar response,
but smaller, on vertical strain traces SZL and S325L + SS5L. The Rayleigh wave
begins about 1136 and is recorded on most traces with the greatest enhancement
on the S+P55L trace.

i The enhancement of a teleseismic Rayleigh wave and the cancellation of 8 sec
microseisms is illustrated in figure 155. This earthquake occurred in the
Iran-Iraq border region at an epicentral distance of 107.1 deg and at an azi-
muth of 19.4 deg. The NOS PDE data are: origin = 1122:18.2, 36.8N, 45.1E,
h = 33 km, mb = 5.0. Enhancement is seen on the S-PSSL trace and the lower
gain S-P325L trace. Good cancellation of the 8 sec microseisms occurs on the
S-PSSL since the 8 sec microseisms appear to be traveling toward the 55 deg
azimuth. This Rayleigh wave is a good example of the signal-to-noise improve-
ment achievable with the combined strain/Inertial seismographs. The S/N ratio
on the S-PS5L trace is well above 10:1, while the S/N on the vertical inertial
is only about 3:1.

An example of enhancement of a Rayleigh wave traveling toward the 325 deg
azimuth is illustrated on the S+P325L trace in figure 156. The earthquake
that generated this Rayleigh wave occurred south of Panama at an epicentral
distance of 37.7 deg and at an azimuth of 127.8 deg. The NOS PDE data are:
origin = 1310:13.2, 6.7N, 82.5W, h = 33 km, mb - 4.8. The Rayleigh wave is
significantly enhanced on the S+P325L trace and is almost cancelled on the
S-P325L trace. The vertical inertial PZL confirms the Rayleigh wave particle
motion. The SZL vertical strain trace is seen to be opposite in sign and pro-
portional to the S325L + S55L sum of horizontal strain trace, as predicted by
theory.

I
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Figures 157 and 158 are reproductions of recordings from cameras 1 and 2, 3
respectively, of a magnitude 4.2 earthquake in Turkey at an epicentral di3-
tance of 99.5 deg and an azimuth of 29.6 deg. In figure 157, the event would
possibly not be detected if only the ALPS response inertial seismographs were
present. However, the 30 sec signals are seen more clearly on the extended-
long-period (XLP) rosponse because the large microseisms present at this time
have been eliminated by the XLP response. Even so, the detection of this event
would still be questionable except for the clear enhancement in figure 158 on 3
the S325L1-P325L and on the SSSL-PSSL difference traces and the clear cancel-
"lation on the two sum traces. Note also that the 8 sec microseisms are enhanced
on the SSSL+PSSL sum and are generally cancelled on the difference trace. (The I
camera drive was erratic between 0610 and 0611.)

Figure 159 is a copy of a magnetic tape playout from a recording of the Rayleigh
wave from a magnitude 5.3 earthquake in the Tonga Island Region at an epicentral
distance of 78.9 deg and an azimuth of 238 deg. This figure illustrates the
90 deg phase difference, in accord with theory, between the vertical inertial
seismograph PZL and the sum of the two orthogonal strain seismographs $325L1+ I
SS5L,

9.3.2 Long-Period Seismic Waves Enhanced from Magnetic Tape Recordings 3
This section presents results of enhancement of seismic waves and discrimina-
tion of wave types using recordings played back from magnetic tape. The
majority of the illustrations are from combinations of strain and inertial
seismograms and of strain and strain seismograms using an analog computer.
The relative magnifications of the strain and inertial seismograms in each of
the two azimuths were determined once and all of the illustrations were made
with the same relative contributions from both types of seismographs. There-
fore, the enhanced seismograms represent typical results that can be achieved
by "on-line" recording. These results are similar to those achieved on cam-
era 2 except that magnification and trace separation were optimized for the
best presentation.

The first two figures are from recordings of three earthquakes at almost the i
same epicenter in the Kermadec Islands region. The great circle paths from
QC-AZ to these epicenters are at azimuths of 231.1 deg, 231.2 deg, and 230.9
deg - only 3.9, 3.8, and 4.1 deg, respectively, off the back azimuth of the I
55 deg instruments. Figure 160 is the recording of the first of these events.
The NOS PDE data are: 0 a 2159:42.9, 10 October 1970, 31.95, 177.9W, h a N,
Mb 5.9, MS a 6.2. This epicenter is at an epicentral distance of 90.0 degI
and at an azimuth of 231.1 deg. The (a) part of the figure contains the three
P L inertial seismograms and the three S L strain seismograms. The (b) part
c7ntains the PZL vertical-inertial seismogram and the four-azimuth directional
array formed by the sum and difference of the strain and inertial seismograms
in the two directions.

The easily identifiable earthquake phases are marked in the (b) part of the I
figure. The performance according to many parts of the theory can be seen in
the figure. The radial strain seismograph, S55L, records the Rayleigh wave
with almost equal amplitude with the P55L. The S÷PSSL enhances the Rayleigh I
wave by a factor of 2, while the S-P55L cancels the Rayleigh wave to about 0.3
of the original value. If the ratio of the sum to the difference is taken as
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the S/N ratio improvement we get 16.4 dB enhancement. Notice that the S325L
transverse strain seismograph recorded the Rayleigh wave at about -1/3 the
value of the S55L seismograph. This is not in accord with theory and has been
discussed in section 8.2.2 as the "Poisson ratio effect." Some lateral re-
fraction can be seen in the coda of the Rayleigh wave. The effect of the
lateral refraction can be observed in the S-P55L, and both the S+P325L and
S-P325L traces. Since the great circle path to this epicenter is essentially
radial with one strain seismograph, both are on nulls for the Love wave (LQ). U
The absence of Love wave signal is obvious on all but the P325L transverse
inertial seismograph. The absence of strain LQ signal is also evident in the !
directional array where the S+P325L trace and the S-P325L trace are mirror
images. The S wave on the S+P325L and S-P325L traces is another example of
the transverse strain being on a null of the SH azimuthal response. The all
inertial response confirms the discrimination of SH from SV. The mirror image
in the directional array is also common for body waves, which arrive with a
high phase velocity and primarily have inertial seismograph signal. The SKKS,
S, PS, and PPS, all arriving as SV on the 55 deg azimuth traces, are examples
of approximate mirror images for body waves. Using the same reasoning in
reverse, the single 30 sec pulse at the beginning of the LR wave is definitely
part of the Rayleigh wave train even though it is separated from the main part
of the LR signal by about 2 min. Also according to theory, the phases with
smaller angles of emergence have larger strain signals. Referring to the $55L,
the reader can note that PP has more signal than P, S much more than P, and PS
more than S.

The repeatability of the strain seismographs and the strain/inertial combina-
tions can be seen in figure 161. This figure is a computer plot of the
individual P55L and $55L seismograms and of the combined S+P5FL and S-P55L
seismograms. This figure contains seismograms from the three Kermadec Islands
region earthquakes. The (a) part is the same signal as in figure 160. Better, -

but very similar, results can be seen with the digital computer enhancement
(S+PS5L) and cancellation (S-P55L ) of the signal. as were obtained with the
analog enhancement. The NOS PDE data are: part (b) 0 = 0316:49.6, 11 October
1970, 318S, 178.1W, h = N, mb = 5.6, MS = 6.3; and part (c) 0 = 0538:06.0,
11 October 1970, 32.1S, 177.8W, h = 32 kin, nb = 5.6, Ms = 6.1. These epicen-
ters are at distances of 90.0 and 90.0 deg and at azimuths of 231.2 and 230.9
deg, respectively. All three signals are almost identical, including the
separated 30 sec pulse at the beginning of the Rayleigh wave. The LR2 long-
arc path Rayleigh wave from the second event is clear at the beginning of the
(c) part of the figure. The LR2 on the S-PS5L trace is clearly separated from
the S group of body wave arrivals on the S+P55L trace. This signal separation
explicitly demonstrates the potential of the directional array.

The enhancement of small amplitude Rayleigh waves on the directional array is
one of the major applications of the high-sensitivity strain/inertial seismo-
graph complex. Rayleigh waves from two nb = 4.2 (NOS) earthquakes at an
epicentral distance of 96.7 deg are shown enhanced on the directional array
in figure 162. The NOS PDE data for these events are: part (a) 0 = 1256:34.9,
2 October 1970, 6.95, 155.OE, h = 36 kin, mb = 4.2; and part (b) 0 = 1930:50.5,
3 October 1970, 6.8S, 154.8E, h = 34 km, mb = 4.2. These epicenters are at
epic!ntral distances of 96.5 and 96.7 deg and at azimuths of 266.1 and 266.2
deg, respectively, from QC-AZ. The two parts of the figure are time aligned
at a group velocity (U) of 3.25 km/sec. (The photographic reduction was
slightly different in the two parts of the figure.) Although the NOS assigned "
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(a) Individual seismograms
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(b) Directional array

Figure 160. Enhancement of seismic waves
from an earthquake in the Kermadec Islands
region. NOS PDE data: 0=2159:42.9, 31.9S,
177.9W, h=N, mb,=S.9, MS=6.2, A=90.0 deg,
azimuth-23l.1 deg, (a) individual channels,
(b) directional array G067011
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1970 Figure 161. Directional array enhancement
of seismic waves from three earthquakes in tile Kermiadec Islands region. NOS PDE data: (a)
0=2159:42.9, 31.9S, 177.9W, h=N, mb=5.9, MS=6.2, 6=90.0 deg, azimuth=231.l deg, (b) 0=
0316:49.6, 31.8S, 178.1W, h=N, mb"'5.6, MS=6.3, A=90.9 deg, azimuthr-231.2 deg, (c) LR2 from
earthquake of (b) and 0=0538:06.0, 32.1S, 177.8W, h=32 kmn, 1Wtb=S.6, MS=6.l, A=90.0 deg,
azimuth=230.9 deg 06702
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ID3.00 U 2.75 U 2.50 U 2.25 1 MIN 1430

(a) 2 Oct. 70 (275)

U3.00 2036 U -2.75

Figure 162. Enhancement of seismic waves
from two low-level earthquakes in the
Solomon Islands region. NOS PDE data: (a)
0-1256:34.9, 2 Oct 1970, 6.9S, 155.OE, hm
36 kin, mj, a 4.2, A~=96.5 deg, aziinuthu266.l
deg, (b) 0-1930:50.5, 30 Oct 1970, 6.8S,
154.8E, hw34 kin, mb-4.2, A=96.7 deg,
aziinuth=266.2 deg063
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the same 4.2 magnitude to both events, the 3 October 1970 Rayleigh wave has a
larger amplitude than the 2 October 1970 Rayleigh wave. The (a) part of
figure 162 and figure 158 (also from an mb a 4.2 earthquake) are good examples
of the ability of the directional array to detect and identify a traveling
wave. By comparing the S÷PS5L trace and S-PS5L trace in figure 162 (a), the
distinct difference allows the analyst to affirm the presence of a Rayleigh

I wave signal that is traveling toward the 55 deg azimuth.

Note: In figure 162, and in many of the following figures, the

UTectional array traces are illustrated with inverse polarity.
I The inverse polarity resulted from the inverting amplifiers in

the analog computer in which the sums and differences were
formed. This inverse polarity is indicated by the minus sign
preceding the trace identification; for example, -(S325L + P325L).
In the text, no further reference will be made to the inverse
polarity. The traces will be referred to merely as S+P325L.

In a similar manner, the comparison in figure 158 of the S+P325L and S-P325L
and of the S+PSSL and S-PSSL allows the analyst to detect and to affirm the
presence of a Rayleigh wave signal that is traveling toward an azimuth between
235 and 145 deg, but closer to the 235 deg direction. The great circle path
is toward a 209.6 deg azimuth. A secondary application of the directional

array is the identification of lateral refrc~ction in the coda of the Rayleigh
wave. By comparing in figure 162 (b) the S+P5SL, the S-P325L, and the S+P32SL,
it can be determined that the beginning of the Rayleigh wave from about U a 4.00
to about U - 3.3, the wave train is traveling toward the 55 deg azimuth almost
exclusively. Starting at about U - 3.3, the direction of travel swings slightly
toward the 145 deg azimuth. At about U a 3.0, the S+PSSL continues to indicate L
the major energy is traveling toward the 55 deg azimuth; however, the almost
equal and opposite S+P325L and S-P325L traces are an indication of a low S325L
strain signal. The Rayleigh wave from the 3 October 1970 earthquake is used
in section 10.2 to establ.sh the ratio of a small earthquake signal to the
ambient ground unrest during a quiet time.

Figure 163 (a) and (b) is a four strip continuous segment illustrating enhance-
ment of waves from a series of earthquakes in the New Hebrides Islands. The
first event was the largest and only the earthquake phases from it are marked
in the illustration. The phases and times of the phases indicated in figure 163
and most of the other figures in this section are calculated arrival times based
upon the NOS origin time and a polynomial fit to standard travel time tables.

A seismograph trace is illustrated in figure 163 that has not appeared in any
previous illustrations up to this point, but will be in several of the following
figures. It is the PZL*+SZL* seismogram. This seismogram is formed by phase
shifting the PZL inertial seismogram and SZL strain seismogram to correct for
the 90 deg phase difference between the two seismograms that exist for Rayleigh
waves. In the illustrations in this report, this trace was amplified from the
sensitivity of the PZL seismogram by a factor of about 4. The phase shift and
summation amplifier used in these presentations is assigned to another project
but was available for the magnetic tape playbacks. The unit was used as a SP
phase compensator, but was suitable for use with the LP recordings with a times
ten speed-up of the magnetic tape on playback. The output had a relative phase
shift of 90 ± 4 deg from S to SO sec. At 25 sec, the total phase shift of the
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PZL seismogram was 192 dog and of the SZL seismogram was 103 dog. The polarity 5
was inverted to be the same as the PZL seismogram. Thus, the PZL*+SZL* trace
has a net time delay over the PZL trace. This time delay is evident in the
figures. f
The NOS PDE data on the 3 September 1970 earthquakes whose signals are recorded
in figure 163 are (1) 0 a 0932:23.0, 16.9S, 167.&E, h • 44 kin, Tb .5,.MS
5.9; (2) 0 a 0948:02.9, 17.OS, 167.8E, h - 34 kin, b * 4.8; (3)0 a 0959:04.1,
17.0S, 167.9E, h e 33 kin, no mb given; (4) 0 a 1034:23.0, 17.OS, 167.8E, h
40 kin, nb U 4.7; and (5) 0 - 1210:23.4, 17.1S, 167.7E, h a 21 kin, fib - 4.5.
These epicenters are at epicentral distances of (1) 91.5 deg, (2) 91.5 dog,
(3) 91.5 dog, (4) 91.5 deg, and (5) 91.7 deg, and at azimuths of (1) 250.9 dog,
(2) 250.8 dog, (3) 250.7 deg, (4) 253.8 dog, and (5) 250.8 dog from QC-AZ.

In figure 163 (a), the PZL*+SZL* trace has clearly separated P and pP, PP and
the combined ScP, PcS group and S and pS. These three sets of second arrivals
cannot be distinguished on the individual inertial or the directional array
traces. As a matter of fact, their existence in the data cannot even be de-
tected and the time differences from the first arrivals cannot be estimated.
The detection and identification of pP and pS are valuable to the determination
of the depth of the hypocenter. The phase shifted trace also enhances the time
break on PPP. The PKiKP arrival is clearly recorded on the PZL and PZL*+SZL*
traces. Travel times for this phase are from Engdahl et al. (1970) and Bolt
and O'Neill (1956). As illustrated previously, the body waves in the P and PP
groups appear with almost equal amplitudes on the S+PSSL and S-PS5L traces, i
indicating mostly PSSL inertial seismograph signal. The SSSL strain seismo-
graph has increasing signal on the PP and S arrivals as indicated by the larger
ratio of the sum to the difference trace. The large arrival precedin& SKS on
the PZL, P5SL, and PZL*+SZL* traces is unidentified. Most of the P5SL seismo-
graph signal was degrnded in the directional array starting with the S arrival
group, because the PS5L and SS5L seismographs saturated (clipped) the magnetic- t
tape recorders. All channels were saturating the recorders for the first 13 U
to 15 min of the LR1 Rayleigh wave signal. The majority of the energy in the
S wave group and in SSS was SV motion, while SS contained a significant amount
of SH motion. This separation of SV and SH polarizations is possible with the
use of the S÷PSSL and S-P325L traces. Several other body phase arrivals are
present in the seismogram between S and LU1, but they have not been indicated
for clarity. The LR1 short-arc Rayleigh wave is recorded with a beginning group
velocity of about 4.15 km/sec. The enhanced signal is so large on the S+PSSL
sum trace that it has disappeared from the illustration until about 1043. The
LR long-arc Rayleigh wave begins at about 1138 and is enhanced on the S-PSSLLR2I
di ference trace. The cancellation of this wave is almost complete on the
S+P55L trace. Starting at about 1252, the LR3 short-arc plus one revolution
Rayleigh wave is enhanced on the S+P55l. sum trace and is cancelled on the
difference trace. The fact that the successive passes of the Rayleigh waves I
(LRi, LR2, LR3) are enhanced first on either the sum or the difference trace
of a pair of traces in the directional array and the next pass is on the
opposite trace facilitates the identification of the direction of travel and i
the association of the Rayleigh wave with the earlier event rather than from
a new event.

The enhancement of the Rayleigh waves from an earthquake in the Molucca Sea
is illustrated in figure 164. The NOS PDE data are: 0 * 0702:46.6, 3 Dec-
ember 1970, 1.1S, 126.8E, h - 26 km2, n1b = 5.8, MN I 5.5. This epicenter is
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Figure 163a.8Enha4knement of seismicwadegs

Isazinuts5.NSD datg, (3) 0=0959:4.123.0S,
169,167.8E, h-44 kkm, no i5ive, MS=95-9 Aeg

azimuth=250.7 deg, (4) 0=1095:4:2.0, 17.05,

167.8E, h=40 kin, mb=4.7, AI91.5 deg, azimuth=
250.8 deg, (5) 0=1210:23.4, 17.1S, 167.7E,
h=21 kmn, mb=4.5, A=91.7 deg, azimuth=250.8 deg
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Figure 163b. Enhancement of seismic waves
from several earthquakes in the New Hebrides
Islands. NOS PDE data: (1) 0=0932:23.0,
16.9S, 167.8E, h-44 km, mb=5.5, MS=5.9, A=
91.5 deg, azimuth-250.9 deg, (2) 0=0948:02.9,
17.OS, 167.8E, hu34 km, mb=4.8, A=91.5 deg,
azimuth=250.8 deg, (3) 0-0959:04.1, 17.0s,
167.9E, h=33 km, no mb given, A=91.5 deg,
azimuth=250.7 deg, (4) 0.1034:23.0, 17.0S,
167.8E, h=40 km, mb=4.7, A=91.5 deg, azimuth=
250.8 deg, (5) 0-1210:23.4, 17.1S, 167.7E,
h=21 km, mbo4.5, A=91.7 deg, azimuthf250.8 deg
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Figure 164. Enhancement of waves from an
earthquake in the Molucca Sea. NOS PDE
data: 0 - 0702:46.6, 1.1S, 126.8E, h =
26 km, mb = 5.8, MS = 5.5, AX = 116.7 deg,

azimuth = 287.5 deg
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at an epicentral distance of 116.7 dog and at an azimuth of 287.5 dog from
QC-AZ. The Rayleigh wave is enhanced on the S+PS5L and the S-P325L traces.
The recordings indicate the wave is traveling toward an azimuth between 55 dog
and 145 dog, with the direction of travel 35 to 40 dog off the 55 deg component
or toward an azimuth of 80 to 95 deg. The great circle azimuth would indicate
a direction of travel of 107.5 dog, suggesting lateral refraction.

The enhancement of earthquake waves traveling in the opposite azimuths of 319.2
dog and 122.5 dog Is illustrated in figure 165. The NOS PDE data on these two
earthquakes are: part (a) off the coast of Kamchatka, 0 a 0016:25.9, 3 October
1970, 55.2N, 163.2E, h a 31 km, ib - 5.2; part (b) near the west coast of
Colombia, 0 - 1416:55.3, 3 October 1970, 6.4N, 77.5W, h - 25 kin , 1 = 5.2, MS
5.1 These two epicenters are at epicentral distances of 60.9 dog and 41.4 dog
and at azimuths of 319.2 dog and 122.5 deg, respectively, from QC-AZ. The
earthquake waves recorded in the (a) part of figure 165 are expected to travel
along the great circle path toward an azimuth of 139.2 deg. As expected, P, SV,
and Rayleigh waves are enhanced on the S-P32SL trace; and SH and Love waves are
recorded on the P55L inertial seismogram with the SS5L strain seismogram not
recording much motion since this azimuth is close to a null for all wave types.
(Compare the S+P55L and the S-PSSL traces.) The PKiKP phase is enhanced on
the PZL*+SZL* trace. The earthquake waves recorded in the (b) part of figure
165 are expected to travel in the opposite direction along the great circle
path toward an azimuth of 302.5 deg. The P, Sv, and Rayleigh waves are enhanced
on the S+P325L trace. Since these waves are traveling 21.5 deg off perfect
alignment with the instruments, SH and Love waves are enhanced on the S-P5SL
trace. From a comparison of the S+P325L and S-P5SL traces, it is seen that
for this earthquake the S wave is about 60 percent SV and 40 percent SH, the
SS wave is absent, and the SSS wave is about 40 percent SV and 60 percent SH.
The recordings in figure 165 illustrate that the theory concerning the strain
seismographs and the combined strain/inertial seismographs can be applied at

I QC-AZ in all azimuths.

A recording of enhanced waves from an earthquake in Northern Colombia is shown
I in figure 166. The NOS PDE data are: 0 - 0459:53.4, 3 December 1970, 7.4N,

76.1W, h a 38 km, nb - 5.7, MS = 5.5. This epicenter is at an epicentral dis-
tance of 41.7 deg and at an azimuth of 120.0 deg from QC-AZ. The enhancement
of waves in the figure is similar to that illustrated in other figures. Note
that the motion recorded on the PZL*+SZL* trace following P, PPP, and S is
attenuated from the signals recorded on the PZL inertial seismogram.

1: Seismic waves from an earthquake in the Greenland Sea are enhanced in figure 167.
This figure illustrates the enhancement of Love waves and the separation of Love
and Rayleigh waves by the sum and difference of two orthogonal strain seismo-
graphs. The individual seismograms are shown in the (a) part of the figure.I The directional array is shown in the (b) part. The (c) part has the sum and
difference of the two strain seismographs. The NOS PDE data on the earthquake
are: 0 - 2053:32.4, 26 October 1970, 79.8N, 2.7E, h u 32 kin, mb a 5.6, MS a

5.7. This epicenter is at a distance of 61.7 deg and at an azimuth of 10.6 deg
from QC-AZ. This groat circle azimuth is 44.4 deg off the direction of the
55 deg instruments ani 45.6 deg off the direction of the 325 deg instruments.
The reader can notice that the largest peaks of the Love wave (LQ) on the
inertial seismograms are clipped at group velocities near 3.5 km/sec. These
clipped peaks have introduced distortion into the corresponding portion of

k, the directional array. The directional array traces S-P325L and S-PSSL in
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figure 167 part (b) are seen to produce almost equal enhancement of the Love
wave and the Rayleigh wave with no separation of the two wave types. In ac- I
cord with the theory in section 9.1.4, the difference between the two orthogo-
nal strain seismographs enhances the Love wave and at this azimuth (45 deg
difference) cancels the Rayleigh wave. The sum of the two orthogonal strain
seismographs cancels tha Love wave and enhances the Rayleigh wave at any
azimuth, as derived in section 9.1.5. The enhancement and separation of the
two wave types is illustrated in figure 167 (c). A complete dispersed wave
train from 60 sec down to 20 sec is seen for the Love wave. This is in con-
trast to the almost complete lack of 45 to 60 sec Rayleigh waves, as discussed
later in section 10.4.

The enhancement of seismic waves from an carthquake on the Central Mid-Atlantic
Ridge is illustrated in figure 168. itis earthquake was at an epicentral dis-
tance of 72.5 dog and at an azimi.Ai of 92.2 deg from QC-AZ. This azimuth is
to the southeast, making a 40 d 50 deg angle with the instrument directions.
Thus, this earthquake will be recorded similar to the Greenland Sea event
recordings in figure 167 except that the signal will be on different channelsi
of the directional array. The sei:..ý,Crams in figure 168 confirm this similaritt
with the Love and Rayleigh wave, ahanced but not separated on the S+r325L and

jj. S-PSSL traces. The NOS PDE dn.La for this earthquake sire: 0 = 1550:05. 5, 7.7N,
37.6W, h a N, nib w 5.3, N Sa .5.

on 20 May 1970, two earthqu, :: occurred in opposite azimuths from 'XAZ. 1
arrival times of many of the , lastic waves overlapped. The NOS PDU data vn
the two events are:

Event 1: 0 = 2003:42.2, "5.9S, 28.3W, South S.anduch Islan ,, gic,
h - 70 km, mb . .0.

Event 2: 0 = 2030:54.7, 51.5N, 178.5W, Andreanof Islands, Aleutian Is.,
h = 48 km, mb 5.7.

These epicenters are at an er'..entral distance of 113.5 deg and 50.6 deg and
at an azimuth of 142.5 deg enu 312.0 deo, respectively, from QC-AZ. Figure 169
shows the great circle paths irnm the "wo epicenters to QC-AZ. Note that the
path from event 2 is tonita to the f1eutian Island Arc at the beginning of
its path. This passag! 1hrtugh the nomalous island arc structure undoubtedly
affected the ampl.' , ,e rnd directiý.n of trave' of the seismic waves received
at QC-AZ.

The enhancement uf s:ismic waves irom these events is shown in figure 170.
Five minuto K,'m# mark. are identified above the traces. There is some over-
lap betwee,. 1V.ies in the figure. The first four seismic traces are related
to the 325 -3g azimuth, with the sum of the strain and pendulum seismographs ii
on top, tho, the strain, the pendulum, and the difference seismographs. The
next fotvr q('Esmic traces are a ,imilar arrangement for the 55 deg azimuth.
The last th-ee seismic traces rre the vertical pendulum, the sum of the two
orthogonal nor.zontal strair. .nd the difference between the orthogonal hori-
zontal stia'.n seismographs. .Te arrival .mes of many earthquake phases are
enhanced cor'-de'rably, wi-h wave identificatioii clarified, and in many cases
the time break. a.-e snarlJil J for accurate timing. Earthquake phases are
identified in the igu% with the hases from event 1 on the upper line and
from event 2 on the lcjer line. [J
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Figure 165. Enhancement of seismic waves
from two earthquakes in opposite azimuths,
NOS PDE data: (a) off the coast of Kamchatka,'
0 *0016:25.9, S5.2N, 163.2E, h -31 kmn,

mb 5.2, 6 a 60.9 deg, azimuth -319.2
deg, (b) near west coast of Colombia, 0
1416:55.3, 6.4N, 77.5W, h w 25 kmn, jnb a 5.2,

Ms- 5.1. A 41.4 deg, azimuth *122.5 deg
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Figure 166. Enhancement of seismic waves
from an earthquake in Northern Colombia.
NOS PDE data: 0 = 0459:53.4, 7.4N, 76.1W,
h = 38 km, mb = 5.7, MS = 5.5, A = 41.7 deg,
azimuth = 120.0 deg
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ed strain seismograms Figure 167. Enhancement of seismic waves
from an earthquake in the Greenland Sea. NOS PDE data: 0=2053:32.4, 79.8N, 2.7E, h=32 km,
mb=5.6, MS=5.7, 6=61.7 deg, azimuth=l0.6 deg, (a) individual seismograms, (b) directional
array (c) combined strain seismographs to separate LQ and LR o6709
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Figure 168. Enhancement of seismic waves
from an earthquake on the Central Mid-
Atlantic Ridge. NOS PDE data: 0 a
1550:05.5, 7.7N, 37.6W, h = N, mjb = 5.3,
MS 5.S, A - 72.5 deg, azimuth a92.2
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Figure 169. Great circle paths from two earthquakes to QC-AZ
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Figure 170. Magnetic tape playback of arrivals from interferring events. Event

1: 0 = 2003:42.2, south Sandwich Island region, h = 70 km, mb =

6.0, 6 = 113.5 deg, azimuth = 142.5 deg; event 2: 0 = 2030:54.7,

Andreanoff Island, h 48, mb = 5.7, 6 = 50.6 deg, azimuth = 312.0

deg 6011
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All the arrivals from event 2 are smaller than those from event 1. Several
arrivals are particule-.y interesting. The time break is sharpened for PS
and PPS on S-P32SL at 2032:37 and 2033:23. An unidentified phase arrival is
detected on the PZL and S-P325L at 2034:08. The SSS and SKKKS arrivals are
detected on S-P325L and can be timed at 2043:24 and 2044:18. The arrival of
the LQ Love wave from event 1 is enhanced on the S-PS5L at about 2053. The
possible arrival of the LR1 Rayleigh wave from event 2 at about 2053 is indi-
dated by possible signals on S+P325L, S+PSSL (?), PZL, and S325L+SSSL. The
LR1 Rayleigh wave from event 1 at 2058 is enhanced on the S-P325L and is can-
celled on the S+P325L, even with the magnetic tape recorder clipping. Many
body phases are detected as arriving after the times for presently tabled
phases. These phases are probably either (a) multiple core reflections, (b)
second reflected phases arriving by the long arc, and/or (c) thrice reflected
phases arriving by the short or long arc. Some of these body phase arrivals
are:

Suspected type Nearest Channel detecting

of arrival minute phase

P 2101 PZL, S325L, S-P325L?

S 2101 S325L-SS5L, S-P325L?

P or S? 2103 PZL, S325L+SSSL
S325L-SSSL, S-P325L

P 2104 S-P325L, S-PS5L
P0S325L÷S55L+S5, PZL L

P or S? 2105 PZL, S-P325L, S-P55L
S325L+SSSL, S325L-SSSL

SP or S? 2108 S-P55L., S325L+S55L, PZL

P or S? 2109 PZL, S-P325L, S-P55L
S325L-SS5L

The last figure in this section presents some interesting observations of dis-
persed trapped SV and SH waves propagated in the crust and the lid of the upper
mantle from the Gulf of California to QC-AZ. The recordings Of seismic waves
on 4 October 1970, from five foreshocks and an nb - 5.0 earthquake, are illus-
trated in figure 171. Three of these events wero on the NOS PDE list, and the
epicenter data for them are (1) 0 = 0637:31.a, 30.8N, 113.7W, h = N, io * 4.0;
(3) 0 a 0721:18.4, 30.0N, 113.9W, h • N, mb = 4.0; and (6) 0 a 1739:45.4, 30.6N,
113.6W, h - N, mb = 5.0. These epicenters are at near-regional distances of
3.0 deg, 3.7 deg, and 3.1 deg, and at azimuths of 217.0 deg, 211.9 deg, and
213.5 deg, respectively, from QC-AZ. The other three earthquakes were not
listed by NOS. The approximate Pg arrival times for these events were (2)
0707:12, (4) 1659:25, and (5) 1713:39. The seismic waves from all six earth-
quakes were very similar, as can be seen in figure. 171. Prior to and during
event 4, the SZL strain seismograph was being calibrated. During event 5 and
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! U
part of event 6, the S325L strain seismograph was being calibrated. The body
waves show clearer on the largest event. The Pg arrival is clear on all events,
with the best enhancement on the PZL*+SZL* and the S+PS5L traces. The core u
refracted phase PKKP is possibly enhanced on the PZL*+SZL* trace about 18 sec

aftex :he predicted arrival time, and PKKS is possibly enhanced on the same
trace about SS sec after the predicted arrival time. The phase shifted sum

trace PZL*+SZL* produced an interesting, enhanced, dispersed wave train that P
matches the P32SL in character. (See event 2 for a clearer trace.) Com-

parison of the PZL trace with the PZL*+SZL* trace is surprising. The PZL

seismogram appears unusually small in comparison with the other components.

Apparently, the wave as recorded on the PZL has been subjected to some type of

interference phenomenon. When the vertical inertial and strain seismograms

are phase shifted and summed, the interference phenomenon is counteracted and

a more normal appearing wave results. The great circle path from the first

event is only 18 deg off the back azimuth of the 55 deg instruments. The en-

hancement of the main wavelet on the S+PSSL trace and cancellation on the

S-PSSL indicates the wave type to be P, SV, or Rayleigh. Close inspection of I
the PZL and P55L individual seismograms for all the events reveals that the

two are exactly 180 deg out of phase. Thus, the particle motion is rectilinear,

not elliptical, and has a vector in the plane of propagation that has maxima

in the directions of up-235 deg azimuth and of down-5S deg azimuth. The direc-

tion of travel, the enhancement on the S÷PS5L trace, and the particle motion

leads the senior author to conclude that this motion is SV energy trapped in

the crust and lid of the upper mantle, which extends to depths of about 80 km

(Fix, 1969, Herrin, 1971). This wavelet is dispersed from a 16.S sec period

with a group velocity of 3.21 km/sec to a 5 sec period with a group velocity

of 1.60 km/sec. The wavelet on the P32SL is mostly SH type motion. Since the

325 deg azimuth is almost transverse to the signal, little strain was recorded

because 90 deg is a null direction for SH waves. The S+P325L trace is a mirror
image of the S-P32SL trace, confirming primarily inertial seismograph input

and SH motion. This transverse wavelet is dispersed from a 25 sec period with

a group velocity of 3.30 km/sec to an 8.5 sec period with a group velocity of

1.68 km/sec. Considering these wavelets in terms of mode theory, they would

be considered higher mode Rayleigh waves (S+PSSL, PZL) and Love waves (P325L).

Note that if the recorded wavelets are higher mode surface waves, the funda-

mental surface waves are not apparent. Simon (1968) has also recognized higher

mode surface waves from a Gulf of California earthquake. She comments, "Note:

Many types of guided waves - several interpretations possible ... Remarkable

Love wave dispersion for short distance."

In arriving at the conclusion that the radial and transverse wavelets in fig-

ure 171 are higher mode Rayleigh waves (trapped SV) and Love waves (trapped

SH), a very important consideration comes to light. Earthquake signals from

the Gulf of California have been used by Savino et al. (1971), and possibly

others, in studies of the MS/mb discriminant. The Gulf of Callfornia earth-

quakes logically were used because of their proximity to NTS and because of

their similar azimuth from NTS and the Gulf of California to Ogdensburg.

However, if all the surface waves from the Gulf of California earthquakes that

propagate northwardly through the Basin and Range Province are similar to the

six whose surface waves are illustrated in figure 171, then erroneous conclu-

sions could be drawn about world-wide fundamental Rayleigh waves and the MS/mb
discriminant. A similar suite of Gulf of Celifornia events at another time

had similar signals. Savino et al. (1971) used other western United States
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Figure 171. Enhancement of seismic waves
from several earthquakes in the Gulf of California. NOS PDE data and Pg arrival times of un-
listed events: (1) 0=0637:31.3, 30.8N, 113.7W, h=N, mb=4.0, 6=3.0 deg, azimuth=217.0 deg,
(2) Pg at 0707:12 not listed on PDE, (3) 0=0721:18.4, 30.ON, 113.9W, h=N, mb=4.0, A=3.7 deg,
azimuth=211.9 deg, (4) Pg at 1659:25 not listed on PDE, (5) Pg at 1713:39 not listed on PDE,
(6) 0=1739:45.4, 30.6N, 113.6W, h=N, mb=5.0, A=3.1 deg, azimuth=213.5 deg G 6711
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earthquakes. These other events and all of their Gulf of California earthquakes
separated from NTS explosions, so their conclusions are probably valid.

9.3.3 Enhancement of Ultra-Long-Period Seismic Waves

Ultra-long-period seismic waves (60 to 1000 sec) have previously only been re-
corded from great earthquakes. There is a practical long-period limit at which

m inertial seismometer-galvanometer seismographs can be constructed and operated
with high sensitivity. The inertial seismographs are decreasing in sensitivity
at the rate of 18 dB/octave or more at periods longer than the longest natural
period of either the seismometer or the galvanometer. In the ALPS inertial
system (the P L response) and in the extended long-period (the PX response)
of Pomeroy et al. (1969), this period is 110 and 100 sec, respectively. At
these periods, both of these inertial systems are already down about 12 dB

5 from the peak of the response. Thus, for even these most sensitive systems,
their ability to record 100 to 600 sec waves is severely limited. Also, pre-
vious university strain seismographs have been limited in sensitivity for
I recording earthquake waves in the 60 to 1000 sec range. Whereas, the QC-AZ
ultra-long-period seismograph (ULPS) channels were capable of operating at
the equivalent displacement magnification of 4000 from 50 nec to 250 sec and
were only down 20 dB at 15 sec and 800 sec; as a result of these sensitivities
nmany ultra-long-period earthquake waves were recorded.

SThe ultra-long-period strain seismograph data are recorded on a 35 mm film-
4 strip drum recorder with one revolution of the drumn (900 mm) per day with 5

days recorded on each film strip. A clear recording was made on 31 July 1970
(day 212) of G and R waves for several revolutions around the earth. Figure 172
is a X 1.5 reproduction of the S-day recording from 1646Z on 29 July 1970 (day
divde intorodurcegetsiin the fgre.)rin Te10scprod calibaina

210) to 1541Z on 3 August 1970 (day 215). (The continuous film strip has been
divided into four segments in the figure.) The 100 see period calibration at

I the beginning of the recording is a strain input of 1.09 x 10-10 m/m, which
is a differential pier motion of 4.37 x 10-9 m. The 100 sec calibration can
be used as a time scale for determining the period of the recorded oscillations.
The P wave from the earthquake that generated the multiple revolution waves
was recorded at 1716:08. The NOS PDE lists this earthquake as: 0 = 1708:05.4,
1.5S, 72.6W, Colombia, h = 651 km, mb = 7.1. This location is at an epicentral
distance of about 51.5 deg and the great circle azimuth from QC-AZ to the epi-

*center is 125 deg. The 325 deg azimuth instruments are within 20 deg from
radial to the great circle path. The arrival times for G1 through G18 and Rl
through R16 were calculated. A group velocity of 4.38 km/sec was used for the
G waves (Benioff et al., 1955, and Sat 6 , 1958) and a group velocity of 3.972
km/sec was used for the R waves (Jeffreys, 1962). These 34 calculated arrival
times are shown in figure 172. Although all the marked times cannot be posi-
tively identified as phase arrivals, inspection of successive even or odd
numbered phases (the same wave on sequential revolutions of the earth) reveals
that R10, R13, G5, and G8 are positively recorded and there are very probable
arrivals up to R14 and R16. The system electronic noise was recorded from
2341Z on day 210 to 1514Z on day 211 and is seen on the top line of the sec-
ond, third, and fourth segments of figure 172. The signals recorded between
about 0600 and 0900Z on day 214 and between about 0120 and 0330Z on day 215
are ground strains resulting from large air pressure fluctuations at the sur-
face. From this figure, it can be seen that in the 10 to 1000 sec period
range, the background microseismic signal level is substantially above the
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electronic instrument noise. It can be seen that the strain seismograph has
sufficient sensitivity to record 30 to 500 sec period seismic waves from a
large (but not great) earthquake after the waves have traveled more than seven
revolutions around the earth. Also, it can be seen that large air pressure
fluctuations create ground strains that increase the background motion. How- i
ever, in this S-day interval, only about 2 hours of data were degraded on two
occasions or about 3 percent of the total recording time.

The recordings on the ultra-long-period strain seismograph S U of the signals
from an earthquake near the north coast of New Guinea are reproduced in figures
173, 174, and 175. The NOS PDE data are: origin = 1753:9.3, 4.9S, 145.5E,
h = 42 km, mb = 6.0. This origin is at an azimuth of 272.9 deg, at an epicen-
tral distance of 103.4 deg. Figures 173 and 174 are three-component composites
made from sections of the 35 mm film recordings. The large pulse-like signal
in figure 173 is the Gl wave and in figure 174 is the G2 wave. The G3 wave
was also clearly recorded. As predicted by theory, these SH type waves are
equal and opposite as recorded on perpendicular horizontal strain seismographs.
The SZU vertical strain seismograph recorded a smaller pulse at the time of
Gl and G2. Close inspection reveals this signal to have a different frequency
content from the G waves. Another interesting observation from these recordings-,
is the comparison of the G1 and G2 waves recorded on the S55U seismograph and j
reproduced in figure 175. These traces have been aligned by the peak and trough
of the G waves. On the top trace (Gl), about 10 min before the arrival of Gl,
there is a wave somewhat step-like in character at the time of arrival of SS.
There is a similar wave about 5 min before Gl at the time of arrival of SSS.
There appears to be two waves with sl.ightly longer time intervals ahead of the
G2. The waves with G2 cannot be body waves and their transmission mode is un-
known.

Another illustration of enhancement of ultra-long-period earthquake waves is
given in the second figure in section 11 where an S U ULPS seismogram is com-
pared to an S B broad-band seismogram. In this figure, the vertical strain
seismograph arso has recorded a pulse at the same time as the Gl and G2 waves.
In this figure, the SZUL signal has the same period as the G wave on the S32SUL
and SSSUL. Three possible mechanisms have been considered for this wave: -A
(1) it is a spheroidal mode-type wave trapped in the same wave guide and travel-
ing at the same group velocity as the G wave; (2) it is the result of the
anisotropy of the Basin and Range Province (the wave length is about 400 km); 4
or, (3) it is the strain resulting from a horizontal free surface as well as
a vertical free surface. The LR2 wave in the figure is a beautiful example --
of the inverse dispersion branch from 50 sec to 190 sec periods. The PS, SS,

4and SSS waves are also clearly recorded.

9.3.4 Enhancement of Short-Period Seismic Waves

Although the primary objective of Project VT/8706 was to develop methods of
long-period wave discrimination, magnetic tape recordings were made of short- I
period (SP) inertial and strain seismographs. The SP strain and inertial
seismographs can be added and subtracted for the same azimuthal response, as
shown in figure 145. Two examples of enhancement accomplished with the short-
period systems are shown in figures 176 and 177. At the time of these record-
ings, the P55S inertial seismograph was inoperational. Magnifications forthese recordings are not known; but based on the amplitude of the microseisms,
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Figure 173. Three-component strain recordings of G1 and other waves
from an earthquake near the north coast of New Guinea.
NOS PDE: 0 = 1753:9.3, 4.9S, 14S.SE, h - 42 km,
mb 6.0. A = 103.4 deg, azimuth = 272.9 deg
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Figure 174. Three-component strain recordings of G2 and other waves
from an earthquake near the north coast of New Guinea.
NOS PDE: 0 = 1753:9.3, 4.9S, 145.5E, h 42 km,
mb = 6.0. 4 = 103.4 deg, azimuth = 272.9 deg
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5 MIN

OC-AZ
"CAMERA 3
RUN 304
"31 OCT. 1970

"Figure 17S. GI and G2 waves recorded on SSSU strain seismograph from
an earthquake near the north coast of New Guinea,
NOS PDE: 0 - 1753:9.3, 4.9S, 14S.SE, h m 42 kin,
mb = 6.0. A = 103.4 deg, azimuth = 272.9 deg
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the magnifications are estimated to be about 200K in both figures. Figure 176
is a reproduction of the playout made from magnetic tape No. 2 for 21 April
1970. The NOS PDE card data for this event are: I

0 1500:00.0, 37 0 06'50.0"N, 116*04'51.0"W, Nevada Test Site (NTS)
event "CAN," h n 0, mb 4.8, A - 5.5 deg * 613 km, azimuth
station-to-epicenter 318.5 deg.

The vertical strain seismograph is formed by the sum of the perpendicular, i
horizontal strain seismographs. Very clear arrival times can be picked for
the initial Pn arrival on the S-P325S and the (S325S+SS5S) + PZS traces.
These traces show much sharper first breaks than the P325S and PZS inertial
traces. A second P arrival is clearly detected between the Pn and Pg. The
arrival of the Sg-Lg phases at 1502:50 saturates the magnetic-tape recorder
electronics. Several distinct P and several distinct S arrivals can be seen
in the coda after the electronics stopped clipping. Times were picked from i
a high-speed playout and the travel time was divided by the distance to obtain
an estimate of a minimum P or S velocity for various layers between NTS and
QC-AZ for the following arrivals:

I' Phase Travel time/distance J
Pn 1  7.534 km/sec

Pn 2  7.474 km/sec

P1  6.662 km/sec

Pg 6.207 km/sec

Sn? 3.996 km/sec 3
Sg-Lgl 3.597 km/sec

During the Lg coda from the explosion, arrivals were recorded from an earth-
quake located by the United States Geological Survey (USGS) close-in network
near Rangely, Colorado (see figure 177). The NOS PDE card data are: 0 = -
1505:47.5, 40*05.39'N, 108 0 53.87W, Rangely, Colorado, h = 4 km, mb = 4.6,
S- 7.2 deg = 804 km, azimuth = 16.9 deg. The Pn (or P1 ) phase is recorded
with an impulsive break on the S-P325S, $325S+S5SS, and the (S32SS+S55S) -PZS I
traces about 3 sec beforo the Pg phase. Several S and surface wave phases,
including Sn, are clearly enhanced. The travel time divided by the distance
is: 1
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Phase Travel time/distance

Pn(or Pl) 6.101 km/sec

IPg 5.983 km/sec-

Sn1  3.655 km/sec

Sn 2  3.640 km/sec

I Sn 3  3.631 km/sec

Sg-LgI 3.486 km/sec

I Sg-Lg 2  3.478 km/sec

The travel times and velocities between Rangely, Colorado, and QC-AZ are con-
siderably slower than the travel times from NTS to QC-AZ. To the authors'
knotledge, the above observations are the first reported Sn travel times in
the Basin and Range Province.

pA
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10. DETECTION THRESHOLD

The apparent detection threshold of a high-sensitivity strain/inertial com-
plex such as QC-AZ has been investigated by several methods. These methods
were intended to reflect conditions that apply to the capabilities of a I
single high-sensitivity station with a large sample of data and not to just
the smallest event ever detected. Since the detection capabilities described
here are based solely on one station, the reader is cautioned to evaluate the
methods employed carefully when making comparisons to other detection thresh-
old studies. Section 10.1 compares events picked daily by an analyst at
QC-AZ with events given weeks later on the NOS PDE lists. The ratio of earth- .

quake signal-to-ambient background signal is discussed in section 10.2.
Section 10.3 is a study of the M mb/ discriminant using mb from NOS and MS
from the QC-AZ seismograms. Sec ion 10.4 illustrates the effect of the
Basin and Range Province upper mantle structure on Rayleigh wave signals
recorded at QC-AZ. The advantage of strain seismographs over inertial seis-
mographs in the time interval following large events is presented in section
10.5.

10.1 COMPARISON WITH PDE EVEý"'P.

The seismograms recorded on cameras 1 and 2 (both long-period data) were
reviewed daily by an analyst at QC-AZ and a station bulletin was prepared.
When the NOS monthly PDE summaries were available, the QC-AZ station bul-
letin and the monthly summary were compared. The study covered 80 days in
March, April, and May 1971. The results are given in table 14.

Since the analyst was working on his own without access to data from other
stations, some events mixed in with larger signals were missed. No attempt
was made to remove these events from the number of events in the PDE list
tabulated in column 1.

The events listed on the PDE cards with a stated magnitude for the 80-day
interval are plotted in figure 178 as a function of epicentral distance and
mb. The dots represent PDE events that were detected at QC-AZ and the X's
represent events that were not detected. The detections were made on the
long-period data channels, with the P arrivals being confirmed on the PZS
short-period vertical seismogram. The PZS was recorded on the No. 1 camera
for this purpose and proved to be very useful. The NOS PDE lists do not
include many events with an mb < 4.0 on a worldwide basis. Therefore,
there is a definite bias toward larger events.

The May data are plctted in figures 179 and 180. The base maps are an
equal-angle, equal-distance projection of the world about QC-AZ, and azimuth
and distance can be scaled from the figures. The two circles are at dis-
tances of 105 and 180 deg. Figure 179 contains the PDE events detected by
QC-AZ. Figure 180 contains the PDE events not detected by QC-AZ.
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I Table 14. Comparison of NOS and 2S-AZ detections

I Number of
Number of Number of events on only

Number of events in Number of events QC-AZ list
events in QC-AZ events on on only with 2 or

Month PDE list bulletin both lists QC-AZ list more phases- It
March 237 151 92 59 8Ii
April 28£ 213 110 103 23

May 361 274 160 114 30

F!
Total 887 638 362 276 61

i
Percent of

T number of
* PDE events 100 72 40.8 31.2 6.9

Inspection of figures 178, 179, and 180 reveals that some events are detected
I and some events are not detected at all distances and at all azimuths.

There are no obvious regions of no detections except for Montana. Earth-
quakes from this region at an epicentral distance of about 14 deg did not
propagate across the Colorado Plateau to QC-AZ. The seismograms were
rechecked for many of the Montana events, but no recognizable body waves
or surfaze waves could be seen even for events with mb of 4.5 to 4.9, which
is well above the QC-AZ general detection threshold. Apparently, the atten-

I uation in the upper mantle of the Colorado Plateau is significantly different
from other regions to the extent that it will not efficiently transmit
signals.

i The data in table 14 indicate that while QC-AZ detected 72 percent as many
events as listed on the PDE lists, only 40.8 percent of these detections
were common. Three-fourths as many (31.2 percent as many as the PDE events)
were detected by QC..AZ, but not by the NOS location system. Of these 276
events, 61, or 22.1 percent, involved detection of two or more phases. The
remaining 215 events were primarily detected by the Rayleigh wave as identi-

ifed by the strain/inertial directional array on camera No. 2. A Rayleigh
wave can be clearly recognized as an identifiable long-period traveling wave
by comparing the sum and difference traces of the directional array. Sever-I al examples of this enhancement are illustrated in the figures in section 9.
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The primary purpose of this project is to enhance long-period wave discrim-1 ination capabilities using strain and inertial seismographs. One measure
of this capability is the ability of an analyst to detect and identify the

* Ivarious earthquake phases in the seismograms. The number of phases for each
5i event detected during the 80 days of the QC-AZ bulletin are plotted as a

function of epicentral distance and mb in figure 181. This plot contains
&ll events that were jointly detected by both NOS and OC-AZ. If only one
',hase was detected, the event is plotted as a dot. NOS does not list ,nb
for some events. These events are plotted at mb of zero. For the events
not listed by NOS, epicentral distances were estimated for those events with
two or more phases detected. These events are plotted on the line NL (not
listed). From the figure, it can be seen that beyond an epicentral distance
of 20 deg, 28 events were detected by QC-AZ with 2 to 7 phases identified.
These earthquakes were presumably small and possibly with a magnitude of

VI less than four since they were not listed by NOS. Figure 181 is a qualita-
tive evaluation of the on-line identification capability of a high-sensitivity

i strain/inertial seismograph complex such as QC-AZ.

1 10.2 EARTHQUAKE SIGNAL-TO-AMBIENT BACKGROUND SIGNAL RATIO

One of the most effective methods of evaluating a seismograph's performance
is to compare the signal-to-noise ratio between an earthquake signal and

V lthe ambient ground unrest signal. This section presents a comparison be-
tweenl the signal from an mb = 4.2 earthquake at an epicentral distance of
96.7 deg and the signal from the ambient earth motion during a quiet time.

In this section, the earthquake signal will be referred to as signal and the
ambient earth motion signal will be referred to as noise (of the seismograph
and ground). The reader can make additional comparisons between the various

earthquake spectra in section 12.2 and the various noise spectra in sections
7.3 and 7.4 To approximate a detection threshold, the spectra from the

earthquakes can be scaled down using the relationship of a factor of 10 in

amplitude or a factor of 100 in power for each magnitude unit.

The NOS PDE data on the epicenter of the earthquake used as a signal are:

0 = 3 October 1970 (day 276), 1930:50.5, 6.85, 154.8E, h = 34 km, Solomon

Islands, mb = 4.2, 12 stations reporting to NOS detected event. This epi-

center is at an epicentral distance of 96.7 deg and at an azimuth of 256.2

deg from QC-AZ. The seismogram is reproduced in figure 162(b). The

ambient ground unrest sample chosen was from 31 October 1970 (day 304). This

was one of the quiet background samples discussed in sections 7.3 (inertial)

and 7.4 (strain). The power spectral densities for this sample of the strain

and inertial seismograms are plotted in figures 64, 65, and 66 for the three

If seismograph orientations. All of these spectra are calibrated at 25 sec,

but are uncorrected for instrument response.

The PZL vertical-inertial seismograph power spectral density is plotted in

figure 182. The earthquake signal is plotted with a + and the background

signal is plotted with an X. The 8 sec microseisms and energy at longer

i periods than 64 sec were higher on 31 October than on 3 October during the

signal. This signal has a large spectral peak at about 18 sec. This peak
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Figure 182. PZL power spectral density mb = 4.2, A 96.7 deg.
earthquake and background noise signals
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!r
is 18 dB above the background sampl' at 18 sec. The spectra of the earth-
quake also fills in the notch in the background spectra such that the signal
is 10 dB above the background at the 32 sec minimum. Filling the notch in
the background spectra is typical of all signals.

The P325L horizontal inertial seismograph power spectral density is plotted
in figure 183. This instrument is at a 58.8 deg angle with the great circle
path from the epicenter. At the spectral peak there is a 15 dB signal-to-
noise ratio. There is more energy at periods longer than 64 sec on the
P325L seismograph than on the vertical seismograph.

The PSSL horizontal inertial seismograph power spectral density is plotted
in figure 184. This instrument is at a 31.2 deg angle with the great circle
path. At the spectral peak there is a 17 dB signal-to-noise ratio. The
energy aL the longer periods is comparable to the energy on the P325L hori-
zontal seismograph and greater than on the PZL vertical seismograph.

The SZL vertical strain powt_ spectral density is plotted in figure 185.
The S/N ratio at the 18 sec spectral peak is 15 dB, with the peak rising
well above the noise. There was more energy at the longer periods during
the earthquake sample than during the noise sample. From the shape of the
spectra, it is difficult to identify the increased longer period energy as
being associated with the earthquake. However, the vertical and more radial

SSSL strain seismographs have more longer period energy than the S325L strain
seismograph. The relationship is what is expected for Rayleigh waves.

The S325L horizontal strain seismograph power spectral density is plotted in
figure 186. This instrument is at a 58.8 deg angle with the great circle
path from the epicenter. The S/N ratio at the spectral peak of 18 sec is
about 10 dB. The energy between 23 and 32 sec during the two time samples U
is almost identical. The earthquake sample has more energy at the longer
periods.

The S5SL horizontal strain seismograph power spectral density is plotted in
figure 187. This instrument is at a 31.2 deg angle with the great circle
path from the epicenter. At the spectral peak, the signal-to-noise ratio is
17 dB. There is longer period energy associated with the earthquake. This
longer period energy is slightly less than on the SZL vertic.l seismograph
and slightly more than on the S325L horizontal seismograph.

The following observations can be made concerning comparisons among the
figures in this section. The expected ratio between horizontal seismographs
can be calculated from the ratio of the direction cosines between the instru-
ments and the great circle path. The PSSL/P325L power spectral density
ratio should be

cos 31.2 deg\ 2
cos 58.8 deg) 2.74.
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Figure 183. P325L power spectral density mb =4.2, A 96.7 deg.
earthquake and background noise signals"iG 6720
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The SSSL/S325L power spectral density ratio would be (2.74)2, or 7.5. The
observed ratios at the 18 sec peak are 1.5 and 16, respectively. The strain
ratio and the directional array enhancement on the S+PSSL trace seen in fig-
ure 162 indicate that the Rayleigh wave had been laterally refracted and was
arriving at an azimuth closer to the 235 deg trace than the 266.2 deg great
circle path azimuth. At the 83 sec peak, the observed ratios are 1.1 for
the inertial seismographs and 2.0 for the strain seismographs.

In figures 182 through 187, the ability to detect an mb u 4.2 earthquake at
an epicentral distance of 96.7 deg with a 17 dB signal-to-noise ratio is
clearly illustrated. While this signal from a small earthquake consisted of
primarily 18 sec energy, similar signals are received from most small earth-
quakes. Most of the earthquake detections made by QC-AZ, but not listed by
NOS (see section 10.1), were surface waves with periods of 18 to 25 sec.
Even though the strain noise interpreted in terms of relative ground dis-
placement exceeds the inertial seismograph noise at periods longer than
25 sec, the majority of the small surface wave signals are at periods shorter
than 25 sec where the strain seismograph noise is equivalent to or less than
the inertial seismograph noise, depending on the direction of travel of the
noise waves. Thus, the strain/inertial directional array can provide high-
sensitivity enhancement of low-level surface wave signals at teleseismic
distances.

10.3 THE Ms/mb DISCRIMINANT

The difference between the energy content of explosions and earthquakes in
the long-period and short-period passbands is the basis for the more effec-
tive discrimination criteria (Evernden, 1969). The simplest method of
comparing the energy in these two passbands is to compare body wave magnitude
) and surface wave magnitude M,. MS was originally defined (Gutenberg,
l45) only for 20 sec waves, bu• has been generalized to other periods by
dividing amplitude A by period T and adding a constant to the equation to
compensate for the ratio of the observed period to 20 sec.

Recently, Molnar et al. (1969) have proposed using a surface wave magnitude
calculated at about 40 sec. (This magnitude will be designated MS4 0 herein
to distinguish it from the normal MS or MS20 .) The MS40 was partly pro-
posed to take advantage of the hole in the spectrum of the ambient ground
unrest. (See section 7.2.) In addition to the proposal of using MS40-mb
comparisons, it has been proposed that the ratio of Rayleigh wave energy
at 20 sec to the energy at 40 sec be used as a discriminant. The energy ratio
is represented by the amplitude at 20 sec, A20, divided by the amplitude at
40 sec, A40 (Molnar et al., 1969; Derr, 19705. These two MS4 0 -mb and
A2 0 /A4 0 studies have been made with data recorded in the eastern Unites States
(EUS) at Ogdensburg, New Jersey, and at Harvard, Massachusetts.

Many of the other MS20-mb studies (Capon et al., 1967; Lieberman and Pomeroy,
1969; Basham, 1969; Basham et al.,1970; Evernden, 1969, 1971; and others)
have been made largely from data recorded at the Large Aperture Seismic Array
(LASA), at stations in the EUS, or at Canadian stations predominantly on the
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4 *Canadian Shield. Also, EUS stations have been used to obtain teleseismic
data from NTS explosions. Thus, much of the existing MS 5-mb data are
from stations in a tectonic setting generally representeilby stations in

5 Ithe EUS and may contain bias from the path-station tectonic structures.
Evernden (1971) used recordings made by Teledyne Geotech in the Long-Range
Seismic Measurements (LRSM) program to plot MS and mb (Evernden, 1967) versus
epicentral distance A for several western North America earthquakes and ex-
plosions, one Mississippi earthquake, and one Libya earthquake. Evernden
concluded that Ms should be smaller for distances less than 25 deg. The data
he presented were heavily biased from close-in stations (a < 25') in tectonicU settings more like QC-AZ than the EUS, and the phenomena that caused the dif-
ferences in Rayleigh waves illustrated in section 10.4 may have contributed
to his results as much as epicentral distance.

In preparing data for the evaluation of the Ms/mb discriminant from QC-AZ
recordings, a lack of 45 to 60 sec Rayleigh waves was discovered. Several
earthquake signals recorded at both QC-AZ and the Grand Saline, Texas, salt
mine station (GA-TX) were compared and were found to have significantly dif-
ferent character. Seismograms from some of these events are presented in

Ssection 10.4. The si~nificance of this discovery is that seismograph
stations located in tectonic structures under which there is significant

partial melting in the upper mantle may be se"orely handicapped in the ap-
plication of the Ms4 0 /mb and the A2 0 /A4 0 discriminants. A second consequence£• of this discovery is that epicenter-to-station path effects can be as impor-
tant as source effects in determining the spectral content of a Rayleigh
wave.

To evaluate the effectiveness of the MS/mb discriminant using the data from
a single high-sensitivity station, a study of the July and August 1970
recordings was made. The QC-AZ records were read for amplitudes and periods
at 20 + 2 sec and at 35 to 40 sec where energy of this period range was
present. MS2 0 and MS4 0 were calculated. The calculated QC-AZ values for MS

7 are plotted against the NOS PDE value for ib in figure 188. No attempt
was made to improve the mb value for epicentral distances of less than
1800 km, as described by Evernden (1967), since the NOS values were taken as
representative of values determined by a network of stations.

The Gutenberg and Richter (1956) relationship for earthquakes

MS w 1.59 mb - 3.97 (76)

I and the Thirlaway and Carpenter (1966) relationship for explosions

SMS i mb - 1.8 (77)

3 Iare plotted on the figure. The third line is derived from the QC-AZ data set
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and will be discussed below. The MH, 0 data are plotted as dots, and the
MS40 data are plotted as +. The entfre data set lies significantly above the
Gutenberg and Richter (1956) line. In almost every case where both Ms values
were available, the MS40 value was closer to the Gutenberg and Richter line
than the MS20 value.

I: Figure 189 is a plot of QC-AZ values for MS20 and NOS values for mb for an-
nounced NTS explosions and presumed explosions at other worldwide sites.
No 40 sec Rayleigh waves were recorded for these events. The presumed

I 3explosions were identified on the PDE list from press releases, epicenter
locations, and a zero depth. The Gutenberg and Richter (1956) and Thirlaway
and Carpenter (1966) lines are also drawn in figure 189. The NTS epicenters
are at a nominal epicentral distance of 6 dog and the Gutenberg (1945) MS
equations (original and as modified) do not strictly apply. The reader
should use the NTS values only as gross approximations. They are included
because of the greater range of mb values than available on the teleseismic
events. The data of figure 189 fit both lines equally poor and do not
separate into a distinct grouping either by Ms20/mb or MS4 0 /mb.

The MS2 0 and MS40 data from July and August 1970 are plotted in figure 190
as cumulative number of events per month versus the respective magnitude.
Also, the data:from the 80 day station bulletin (QC-AZ detection of PDE
events) used in section 10.1 are plotted as cumulative number of events per
month versus mb. With the small data samples, there are irregularities in
the curves that would probably not exist if larger data samples were avail-
able. All three curves are heavily biased by the capabilities of the NOS
network. Since QC-AZ detected 76 percent as many events that were not on the
PDE lists as it detected events that were on the list, the minimum detection
threshold of QC-AZ will be over estimated from figure 190. Lines have been
visually fit to the mb and MS2 0 curves where the data appear more uniform.
These lines can be expressed as

log N = 6.32 - 0.903 mb (78)

and
log N w 5.53 - 0.845 MS2 0  (79)

where N is the average cumulative number of events per month.

Setting N in equation (78) equal to N in equation (79) and solving for MS20
in terms of mb gives

iS20 = 1.07 mb - 0.935 (80)

This equation is plotted in figure 188 along with the observational data.
Equation (80) gives a more realistic fit to the observational data than
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fitting all the observations with a least squares line. The least squares
fits to both MS2  and MS40 are dominated by the greater quantity of samples
with mb between 4.S and 2.S and give unrealistic small slopes.

Even though the mb data in figure 190 do not include 43 percent of all QC-AZ

detected events, the reader might note that an mb of 4.35 is the SO percent
detection level for the worldwide events jointly detected by both NOS and i
QC-AZ. The actual SO percent detection level is somewhat lower. This level
demonstrates the usefulness of high-sensitivity seismograph stations. 3
10.4 EFFECT OF THE BASIN AND RANGE PROVINCE UPPER MANTLE ON RAYLEIGH

WAVE SIGNALS AT QC-AZ

The partial melting in the upper mantle under the Basin and Range Province
has significantly altered the 45 to 60 sac energy content of Rayleigh waves 3
recorded at QC-AZ. In studying the OC-AZ recordings to establish the
capabilities of the strain/inertial system to enhance LP waves, a general
lack of 45 to 60 sac Rayleigh waves was discovered. 3
Another high-sensitivity inertial seismograph complex was installed at the1• Morton Salt Company mine in Grand Saline, Texas (GA-TX). It was operated
during May, June, July, and part of August 1970, under a joint research Ieffort of Teledyne Geotech and Southern Methodist University (SMU). Geotech's

effort was performed under the LRSM program, VELA-Uniform Project VT/0703,
Contract F33657-70-C-0646, with the support of the Advanced Research Pro- m
jects Agency, Nuclear Test Detection Office, and was accomplished under the
technical direction of the Air Force Technical Applications Center. SMU's
effort was performed under Air Force Office of Scientific Research Grant Nos.
AFOSR-414-67 MOD, 67-0414C, and Contract Nos. AFOSR-F-44620-68-C-0086 and
AFOSR-F-44620-71-C-0073.

The GA-TX installation consisted of one 3-component long-period seismograph
installed in the mine and another installed in tank vaults on the surface.
There were five microbarographs, one in the mine and four in an array on the
surface, and one anemometer. Recordings were made on a 16-channel digital
recording system, described by Herrin et al. (1970).

A significant first-order distinction between seismic surface wave signals
recorded at both QC-AZ and GA-TX was observed. Rayleigh wave trains from 4
sources to the east that travelled the same great circle path to both
stations were recorded with widely different character. At GA-TX the Rayleigh
wave train begins with a pulse of 45 to 60 sec energy and at OC-AZ the same
wave train has very small amplitudes at these periods. This surface wave
%.haracter difference is also seen in most of the Rayleigh waves from sources
to the east and is thought to be more of a path effect thai. a source effect.
Even though the QC-AZ Rayleigh wave trains do not have much 45 to 60 sec
energy, the Love waves often contain normal energy at these periods.

1
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The following paragraphs discuss examples of seismograms illustrating the
signal differences. A brief digression from these differences is necessary
to present seismograph magnificatlon curvws and seismograph nomenclature.
The two stations operated independent of each other and had different
seismograph transfer functions and different operating procedures. The QC-AZ
seismographs were calibrated at a period of 25 sec and the GA-TX seismographs
were calibrated at 50 sec. The seismograph magnification curves that apply
to the illustrations are given in figure 191 normalized to 100,000 at the
calibration periods. The long-period vertical seismograph in the salt mine
at GA-TX is designated LPZ. The LPZ %mplitude response peaks at 55 sec.
At QC-AZ, two long-period seismograph responses were used. The PZL, P325L,
and PSSL seismographs have the ALPS response, which peaks at a 25 see period.
The second QC-AZ seismograph response is designated PZX, P325X, and PSSX.
This response peaks at 40 sec and is designed to be similar to the response
of the seismograph operated at Ogdensberg, New Jersey, (Pomeroy et al., 1969).
It was recorded at only one level on magnetic tape. The P X seismograph
magnifications at 50 sec are equal to the magnifications a? 25 sec, as can
be seen in figure 191. Thus, in the figures where the P X response is il-
lustrated with the LPZ, the seismogram nmagnifications at the calibration
periods can be compared directly by the lengths of the respective calibration
'bars in the figures.

Figures 192 through 196 illustrate typical differences in signals recorded
at the two stations with sources from the east. The signals are presented
"in chronological order. Table 15 givei the epicentral data from the NOS
PDE and the calculated epicentral distances A and azimuths from the epicenter
to the station (E-S) and from the station to the epicenter (S-E). The seis-
mograms are aligned at a group velocity U of 4.00 km/sec. The GA-TX
seismograms in the top of the figures are reproductions of computer plots of
the digital data. Only the vertical component has been used in studies to
date since the horizontal components at GA-TX were often subjected to

A localized tilts by machinery in the working mine. The QC-AZ three-component
4W seismograms in the bottom of the figures are reproductions of playbacks of

the FM magnetic tapes. Throughout the operating period, the QC-AZ horizontal
seismographs were operated at the same high sensitivity as the vertical
seismograph and, therefore, contain much useful information.

The differences in the signals are considerable at the longer periods which
propagate in the upper mantle, but the differences are small at the shorter
periods which propagate in the crust and in the lid of the mantle. Thus,
while the beginning of the Rayleigh wave trains have significantly different
character at these two stations, the Airy phases with group velocities of
3 to almost 3-1/2 km/sec are very similar.

The recordings from the mb a 4.8 Greenland Sea earthquake of 19 May 1970
(day 139) are illustrated in figure 192. The two stations are at about tho
same epicentral distance from the source and are on great cirzle paths sep-
arated by 15.2 deg at the epicenter. The recordings from the mb - 5.5 North
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and QC-AZ from an mb=4.8 earthquake in the
Greenland Sea on 19 May 1970 (day 139).G;1
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Figure 194. Seismic waves recorded at GA-TXand QC-AZ from an mb = 5.2 earthquake on theSouth Atlantic Ridge on 21 June 1970 (day 172).
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Figure 195. Seismic waves recorded at GA-TX
and QC-AZ from an - 5a.S4 earthquake north
of Ascension Island on 26 June 1970 (day 177).
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Atlantic Ridge earthquake of 19 June 1970 (day 170) are illustrated in
figure 193. The two stations are on great circle paths separated by only
0.6 deg at the epicenter and can be considered as being at the same azimuth I
of the radiation pattern for this event. The epicentral distance between
the two stations is about 1500 km. About 1000 km is on the central North
American plate and about 500 km is in the Basin and Range Province. The
500 km distance is about three wave-lengths for a 40 sec Rayleigh wave.
Recordings from the mb = 5.2 South Atlantic Ridge earthquake of 21 June 1970
(day 172) are illustrated in figure 194. The two stations are on great circle
paths separated by only 4.8 deg at the epicenter and again can be considered
as being at the same azimuth of the radiation pattern for this event. The
Love wave at QC-AZ is seen to have 60 sec energy at 2035Z. The recordings
from the mb = 5.4 earthquake north of Ascension Island on 26 June 1970
(day 177) are illustrated in figure 195. Both stations are on identically
the same great circle path at an azimuth of 303.1 deg from the epicenter.
Rayleigh waves with periods longer than 100 sec from the long period, inverse
dispersion branch can be seen at both stations. Signals from an mb = 4.3
earthquake in the Iceland region on 30 June 1970 (day 181) are shown in
figure 196. At GA-TX, the Rayleigh wave begins with 60 sec energy and dis-
perses normally without a pulse. The Rayleigh wave at QC-AZ also starts
with 60 sec energy and disperses normally. An interesting observation from
this event is that the mb = 4.3 earthquake contained energy at a period as
long as 60 sec.

The epicenters of the earthquakes in figures 192 through 196 were all to the
east of the two stations. Rayleigh waves from epicenters in the Pacific
Ocean have similar character at both locations. Figure 197 contains the re-
cordings from an avent south of Fiji Island that was not listed on the NOS
PDE cards, but was listed on the now discontinued LASA preliminary epicenter i
list. This event was assigned an mb of 4.3. Data on th3 epicenter are given U
in table 15. The two wave trains both begin with a 41 sec period and trail
off into the noise with 15 sec energy. The group velocities are significant-
ly faster across the Pacific Ocean than from the combined Atlantic Ocean-
Continental North America path of the other figures.

In summary, the Rayleigh waves from the east are recorded at GA-TX with a
pulse of energy and generally contain longer periods than the Rayleigh waves
recorded at QC-AZ. At QC-AZ, the Rayleigh waves do not have the 40 to 60 sec
pulse and have less apparent energy in this period range than GA-TX.

The differences in the Rayleigh waves at these two high quality stations are
important to the explosion/earthquake discrimination problem. The two
stations would give significantly different AR, MS4 0 , and Ap0/A 4 0 values.
However, the MS2 0 values would be comparable. While there is a real and
significant dif erence in the short-period/long-period energy of earthquakes
and explosions, the Rayleigh waves illustrated indicate that the separation j
of these differences most assuredly must consider the tectonic setting of the
source, of the source-to-station path, and of the station. Many of the best
detection stations and the lowest seismic background stations have been
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Figure 197. Seismic waves recorded at GA-TX
and QC-AZ from an nib = 4.3 earthquake south
of the Fiji Islands on 19 May 1970 (day 139).
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located in mountains or in regions of more recent tectonic movements. Among
these better stations are the Tonto Forest Observatory (TFO), the better
(higher magnification) LRSM stations including most of the mine sites, theI Uinta Basin Observatory (UBO), and the Blue Mountains Observatory (BMO).
Thus, much of the existing VELA-Uniform data base for extended long-period
discrimination studies comes from stations in tectonic settings somewhat
similar to QC-AZ. Data from these stations may have a previously unnoticed
bias in the character of the Rayleigh wave because of reduced signals in the
40-60 sec period range.

10.5 ADVANTAGE OF STRAIN OVER INERTIAL SEISMOGRAPHS AFTER LARGE EVENTS

* At any given time, the detection threshold of a high-sensitivity seismograph
station, such as QC-AZ, can be reduced by the coda of signals following
large (mb > 5.8) earthquakes. For events deeper than 60 km, the higher modes

. of the free oscillations of the earth are excited, and with their higher Q,
the earth rings for longer periods of time. The higher mode oscillations
have a higher phase velocity than the fundamental and lower modes. It wasL• shown in section 9.2, equation 66, that for the same ground velocity, the
strain is inversely proportional to the phase velocity of the wave. There-
fore, following a large earthquake, the strain seismograph output will
return to the normal background quicker than an inertial seismograph will
return to the normal background. The time difference between the return to
normal of the two types of seismographs is significantly greater for deep
earthquakes than for shallow earthquakes.

All QC-AZ records from March 1970 through May 1971 -ere reviewed for all
earthquakes with mb (NOS) or MS (NOS) > 5.8. An analyst determined the noise
level on both the inertial ard strain seismographs before the P wave and the
length of time after the P wave until the background on each type of seis-
mograph returned to the same noise level as before the P wave. The
measurements are somewhat subjective and could be in error by + 15 min.
Some events were not included because of maintenance on the systems and others
because of interfering events or large aftershock sequences. The time durations
are plotted against mb (NOS) in figure 198. Time durations are plotted for
events deeper than 60 km in figure 198a and for events shallower than 60 km
in figure 198b. In the plot for events deeper than 60 km, the dashed line
is a visual fit to the strain seismographs and the solid line is for the in-
ertial seismographs. The solid line is from similar observations made at the
Ogdensburg, New Jersey, mine (Savino et al., 1972). With the scatter of the
QC-AZ data, the Ogdensburg curve is considered an acceptable fit. Savino
et al. (1972) did not show data for shallow events, but their line is drawn
in figure 198b for reference purposes. In all cases, for both shallow and
deep events, the strain seismographs returned to normal before the inertial
seismographs, thereby returning to service to detect additional events.
For the deeper events, the time differences ranged up to 5-1/2 hr for an
Mb = 5.9 event.

I.
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11. STEPS-OF-STRAIN

I This section treats the subject of steps-of-strain propagated from earthquake
foci to teleseismic distances. According to dislocation theory, the finite
discontinuity in the displacement field along a fault which has ruptured[ results in residual displacements, strains, and tilts throughout the earth.
Section 11.1 gives a descriptive (not mathematical) summary of the related
work of other investigators in this field. A suite of recordings from the

I QC-AZ broad-band strain seismographs of signals from large earthquakes are
illustrated in section 11.2. Other observations of steps-of-strain on the
other QC-AZ strain seismographs are also discussed in section 11.2. The senior
author's interpretation of these signals is given in section 11.3.

SIThe nomenclature "step-of-strain" will be used in this report because it has
been applied to the observed phenomenon by previous investigators. To date,
the theory that has been used in the study of the permanent dislocations is a
static theory. The physical, dynamic description of the process in the time
domain has not been defined mathematically. Traveling dislocations were dis-
cussed in section 7.5.2 of this report. In this previous section, it was
pointed out that the observed pulses actually had exponential time functions
rather than step time functions. Even though the physical phenomena are pulses
with exponential time functions, the nomenclature "step-of-strain" will be used

11.1 REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

This section gives a descriptive overview of related references in the litera-
ture pertaining to steps-of-strain. The mathematics involved in the theoretical
papers is cumbersome and lengthy, and no attempt will be made to summarize the
results here. The interested reader is referred to the references cited in
appendix 6 for further details of the theory and appliý.ation of dislocation
theory to earthquake disturbances.

The literature can be grouped into several categories. There is a group of
papers that develop the dislocation theory for a flat earth model. Other papers
have applied this theory to displacements and strains from large earthquakes.
Recently, a theory has been developed for dislocations in a non-rotating, non-
gravitating spherical earth. This theory has been applied to the earth as a
whole and the resulting changes in moment-of-inertia of the earth to determine
the effect large and great earthquakes have on changes in the pole of rotation
of the earth and in the Chandler Wobble. Another group of papers, more germane
to this report, are primarily papers describing observations of steps-of-strain
in both the near field and the far field of explosions and of earthquakes.

Among the observational papers, those of Press (1965) and Wideman and Major
(1967) were among the first and are the most quoted. Press (1965), using the
fields from various nuclei of strain in a half-space developed by Mindlin and
Cheng (1950), derived equations applying to a flat earth for displacements,
strains in the horizontal plane, and tilts. He considered vertically-oriented
faults with dip-slip and strike-slip motion. His theoretical results were
presented as equations and as graphs of the resulting displacement, strain,
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11. STEPS-OF-STRAIN

This section treats the subject of steps-of-strain propagated from earthquake
foci to teleseismic distances. According to dislocation theory, the finite
discontinuity in the displacement field along a fault which has ruptured
results in residual displacements, strains, and tilts throughout the earth.
Section 11.1 gives a descriptive (not mathematical) summary of the related
work of other investigators in this field. A suite of recordings from the
QC-AZ broad-band strain seismographs of signals from large earthquakes are
illustrated in section 11.2. Other observations of steps-of-strain on the
other QC-AZ strain seismographs aro also discussed in section 11.2. The senior
author's interpretation of these signals is given in section 11.3.

The nomenclature "step-of-strain" will be used in this report because it has
been applied to the observed phenomenon by previous investigators. To date,
the theory that has been used in the study of the permanent dislocations is a
static theory. The physical, dynamic description of the process in the time
domain has not been defined mathematically. Traveling dislocations were dis-
cussed in section 7.5.2 of this report. In this previous section, it was
pointed out that the observed pulses actually had exponential time functions
rather than step time functions. Even though the physical phenomena are pulses
with exponential time functions, the nomenclature "step-of-strain" will be used
as being descriptive of the static observation.

11.1 REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

This section gives a descriptive overview of related references in the litera-
ture pertaining to steps-of-strain. The mathematics involved in the theoretical
papers is cumbersome and lengthy, and no attempt will be made to summarize the
results here. The interested reader is referred to the references cited in
appendix 6 for further details of the theory and application of dislocation
theory to earthquake disturbances.

The literature can be grouped into several categories. There is a group of
papers that develop the dislocation theory for a flat earth model. Other papers
have applied this theory to displacements and strains from large earthquakes.
Recently, a theory has been developed for dislocations in a non-rotating, non-
gravitating spherical earth. This theory has been applied to the earth as a
whole and the resulting changes in moment-of-inertia of the earth to determine
the effect large and great earthquakes have on changes in the pole of rotation
of the earth and in the Chandler Wobble. Another group of papers, more germane
to this report, are primarily papers describing observations of steps-of-strain
in both the near field and the far field of explosions and of earthquakes.

Among the observational papers, those of Press (1965) and Wideman and Major
(1967) were among the first and are the most quoted. Press (1965), using the
fields from various nuclei of strain in a half-space developed by Mindlin and
Cheng (1950), derived equations applying to a flat earth for displacements,
strains in the horizontal plane, and tilts. He considered vertically-oriented
faults with dip-slip and strike-slip motion. His theoretical results were
presented as equations and as graphs of the resulting displacement, strain,
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and tilt fields. In the same paper, Press illustrated strain steps at i
Kipapa, Oahu, Hawaii, for the great Alaskan earthquake of 27 March 1964, and
for a local Hawaiian earthquake. Also shown was a strain step from a local
earthquake near Nini, Peru. Wideman and Major (1967) reported 22 strain steps I
from earthquakes with magnitudes of 3.0 to 8.5, at epicentral distances ranging
from 47 km to 13,650 km. They observed a velocity of propagation of 3.0 1 0.3
km/sec for continental paths and near 3.6 km/sec for oceanic paths. The strain
ste had an amplitude dependence upon distance R to the minus 3/2 power, i.e.,
R 3'2 . Their observations were based upon the step response of two filtered
strain seismographs designed for recording earthquakes. Thus, their observations
were made in a manner similar to the observations on the QC-AZ ALPS response U
strain seismographs (S L) . Their minimum sensitivity was 10-10 strain, whereas,
the QC-AZ strain seismographs have a minimum sensitivity of 2.5 x 10-13 strain.
Romig et al. (1969) and Smith et al. (1969) monitored strains from the NTS
underground nuclear test BENHAM. The most significant observation from the
measurements from both sets of investigators was a step of strain followed by
an exponential return to the inttial strain state with a time constant of Li
13 minutes. The exponential decay of the strain was related to the time history
of the pressure in the cavity as scaled to the estimated yield from the expres-
sions of Olsen (1967) for an earlier explosion. Romig et al. (1969) had strain-
meters at epicentral distances of 28 km and 71 km and confirmed the amplitude -

distance dependence as R-3 /2. On the other hand, Smith et al. (1969) had
strainmeters at 29 km and 250 km and were not able to confirm this distance
dependence. Their data suggested R 3 was a better fit.

Dickey (1969) measured strain with geodetic quadrilaterals in the vicinity of
the BENHAM explosion. He concluded that the maximum strain e varied with
distance as

log a a -3.2823 - 0.1087R

At distances greater than 5 km, the strain changes were fault controlled.
Dickey (1971) also measured strain before and after the JORUM explosion. In
monitoring distance over a 2 km range following the explosion, he observed five
steplike distance changes; one was associattd with an identifiable seismic event
and the other four were not. Dickey again vame to the conclusion that the
strains within 15 km from the epicenter were strongly controlled by the geological
features of the area. As a result of this conclusion, he states that an ordinary
strain-versus-distance curve for these data could be highly misleading.
Boucher et al. (1971) monitored strains 165 km from the JORUM explosion and

162 km from the HANDLEY explosion. They observed extensional strain offsets
that did not decay within the first few hours after the explosion. These
observations led them to conclude that the strain changes were tectonic in origin
and that the explosions initiated the strain release. Olsen (1970) measured
radial and transverse dynamic and quasi-static strain at 457, 914, and 1524 m
from ground zero of the NTS nuclear explosion HUTCH (mb w 5.4). His observations
showed considerable complexity in the strain data at these short ranges. The
geologic structure of the alluvium was tha dominating factor in the data com-
plexity. The observed strains seemed to be deperdent upon the depth of the
alluvium. The besi fit of the peak of the dynamic strain to distance was
proportional to R-* The static strain step showed no decay with time as was
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observed after the JORUM event rather than the exponential decay as was observed
after the BENHAM event.

Berg and Lutschak (1971) have recorded, in Alaska, tilts generated by magnitude
2 to 8 earthquakes at epicentral distances of 20 to 9000 km. They have observed
propagation velocities of 2.7 km/sec in the near filed and 3.1 km/sec at large

distances. Strain steps have also been observed in Japan. Shichi et al. (1970)
observed strain steps and a rapid increase in water flow following earthquakes of
magnitude 6.6 at 48 km epicentral distance, and of magnitude 7.8 at 1200 km
distance. The Japanese Network of Crustal Movement Observatories (1970) used

f strainmeter records from fifteen crustal movement stations to study the strain
field associated with a magnitude 6.6 earthquake. They found the amplitude of
the strain steps to be inversely proportional to the cube of the distance from
the source. There was considerable scatter in the observations, but there was
an "indistinct but systematic correlation" with the theoretical residual strain
patterns of Press (1965). Takemoto (1970) observed strain steps at three Japanese
observatories for earthquakes ranging in magnitude from 3.2 to 7.9. He found that
the amplitude of the strain step depends on distance proportionately with R' 4.
He obtains fair agreement with the residual strain patterns of Press (1965).
McGinley (1968) made a detailed study of several clearly recorded steps-of-strain
associated with earthquakes for which the focal mechanisms were well understood.
Since the observed strains were much larger than theoretically predicted strains,
he concluded that changes in the strain field near the seismograph station played
an important part in the steps-of-strain that accompanied these earthquakes.
Stacey and Rynn (1970) report the observation of permanent offsets on tiltmeters
and on strainmeters in S. E. Queensland. Since the majority of the offsets
normally occurred in the direction of any secular trend in the record, they
concluded that the majority of the residual strains were local effects stimulated
by the seismic waves.

11.2 STRAIN STEPS OBSERVED ON QC-AZ STRAIN SEISMOGRAPHS

"The strain seismographs at QC-AZ were operated in four passbands at four sensi-
tivities. (See figure 28 in section 4.1.3) The broad-band (BB) strain seismo-
graphs S B were intended to record ground strain over a passband that would not
distort iteps-of-strain. The passband selected was from dc to 7.5 Hz. The
system was capable of sensing permanent offsets with sufficient high frequency
response to determine the character of the time function of the steps. The BB
strain seismographs had an operating migimum sensitivity of about 10-10 strain.
This sensitivity was limited by the 10" strain earth tides and the 40 dB
dynamic range of the recorders. With this sensitivity, the QC-AZ BB strain
seismographs with the dc to 7.5 Hz had about the same routine operating sensitivity

1 as the Wideman and Major (1967) filtered seismograph with a peaked response for
recording earthquake waves. As pointed out previously in this report, the QC-AZ
ALPS response strain seismographs had a minimum detectable strain of 2.5 x 10-13
strain.

Recordings from several selected medium (m S = 5.4) to large (mb - 7.3) earthquakes,
which were recorded on the broad-band strain seismographs, are illustrated in
figures 199 and 200. Of these earthquakes, only one - the San Fernando, California,
earthquake of 9 February 1971, shown in figure 199(d) - indicated a permanent
strain offset. There were several other large earthquakes recorded on the broad-
band seismographs, but the illustrated events have been selected as representative.
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The NOS PDE data and the calculated apicentral distances and station-to-epicenter
azimuths are given in table 16 for the earthquakes whose signals are illustrated.
In this section, observations relative to steps-of-strain will be discussed first,
then other observations will be made concerning the seismograms illustrated.

The San Fernando, California, earthquake of 9 February 1971 produced an apparent
residual strain of 3.26 x 10'8 strain in the 325 dog azimuth, as recorded on the
5325B seismograph and illustrated in figure 199(d). By inspection of this trace
in the figure, it can be noted that the peaks of the waves appear normal, but
the troughs of the oscillations are severely distorted. After recording this
signal, the electronics in this channel were checked and a bad diode was found in
the lightning protection circuit. This malfunctioning of the electronics clouds
the positive identification of the residual strain detected. However, the senior
author interprets this recording as being a distorted recording of a true residual
strain of 3.26 x 10"5 strain. The reasons for this interpretation are (1) The
residual strain was not a step but had an exponential time function of about a
2 min time constant. The distortion from the diode would have acted at a much
higher frequency. (2) The offset was permanent, indicating a permanent change
in the transducer output voltage which the diode could not have created.(3) Following this event, there were anomalies in the secular rate as discussed

in section 7.8.

If the recorded residual strain is taken as a real ground phenomenon, two major
observations are to be made. First, as stated previously in several places in
this report, the 325 deg aziputh is weak structurally since it is sub-parallel i
to the local Joint pattern. This direction was shown to be weaker than the
S5 deg azimuth direction by the loading tests in section 8.2.3. This is the
direction in which a permanent offset or slippage along the local joint pattern
would be expected, if residual displacements and strains are phenomena of the
geologic structure in the vicinity of the station rather than phenomena of the
source mechanism of the earthquake. The second major observation is that only
one component of the three orthogonal component set was subjected to the residual J
ground movement. There was no accompanying residual strain recorded on either
the S$5B horizontal seismograph or the SZB vertical seismograph. It is impossible
for an elastic strain it a free surface to act in only one direction. Equation
(59), developed in section 9.1.5 to relate vertical strain to the sum of ortho-

gonal horizontal strains, was based solely on the boundary condition that the
vertical stress P at the ground-air interface must vanish. This boundary
condition holds regardless of the source or type of the strain. Therefore,
either the orthogonal, horizontal strain seismograph should have had an equal
and opposite residual strain or the vertical strain seismograph should have had
a residual strain. The obvious conclusion, then, is that if the apparent
residual offset is real, it is the result of a non-elastic differential displace-
ment between the piers of the strain seismometer and must therefore be strictly
a phenomenon of the ground in the vicinity of the station and not of the source
mechanism.

The observation that the step-of-strain (or pulse-of-strain) occurs on only one
component applies directly to all the observed pulses recorded at QC-AZ at all
levels of sensitivity. Another example of only one horizontal component recording
pulses is illustrated in figure 76, in section 7.5.2, where travelling dislocations
are discussed. After the parallel S325-2 horizontal seismometer was assembled as
the vertical SZ seismometer, the fact that only one of the three strain components
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would be pulsed became firmly established. The conclusion must then be generalized
that steps-of-strain associated with earthquake signals and travelling dislocations
are non-elastic phenomena that occur in the vicinity of the strain seismometer.
Data that led to this conclusion have not been available to other investigators
because all the other strain installations, except Ogdensberg, have had only
horizontal strain seism6meters. The recording of vertical strain data is a
necessary requirement for the proper interpretation of travelling dislocations.

The dimensions implied in the phrase "in the vicinity of the strain seismometer"
are not well known at this time. For the travelling dislocations discussed in
section 7.5.2, and for the incoherent psrt of the ambient ground strain discussed
in sections 7.4.2 and 7.5.1, the dimension is less than 0.7m. For residual strains
associated with earthquakes (or explosions), the dimension may be on the order of
tens of kilometers. A set of six single-component strain seismometer installations i
deployed at six sites in the NTS area produced residual strains that could be
interpreted as being coherent on the dimensional scale of tens of kilometers
(Shopland, 1971).

On the other broad-band seismograms in figures 199 and 200 there are no steps-of-
strain for any of the other events. These events include some near-regional
earthquakes and some teleseismic earthquakes. Wideman and Major (1967) reported I
propagation velocities of 3.0 + 0.3 km/sec for continental paths and of about
3.6 km/sec for oceanic paths. A range of group velocities (U) are indicated in

P,! the figures for the readerts convenience in looking for possible steps.

In all the figures, the SZB seismograms have more system noise than the hori-
zontal seismograms. The vertical broad-band transducer was attached to the strain
rod ahead of the Xl0 mechanical amplifier that amplified the signal to the velocity U
transducer used for the other three strain responses. Therefore, the vertical
seismograph had about 1/12 the signal that was available for the horizontal seis-
mographs. (The strain rod was about 1/4 the length and the vertical signal is
about 1/3 the horizontal signal.) In figure 199(a), the pulse on the SZB trace at
a group velocity of about 2.75 km/sec is interpreted as system noise similar to -

the smaller pulses between 0440Z and the P wave arrival and before 0532Z.

During many Rayleigh wave signals, one of the three strain seismographs would be
subjected to pulses and/or long period oscillations as observed on the ALPS
response seismograms (SL). Usually, the disturbances were in the form of
oscillations rather than pulses. The oscillations - which could be considered
as being strain noise - might continue for a few minutes or for several hours.
These oscillations might begin at any point in the Rayleigh wave train, but
frequently were well after the largest amplitudes of the wave train and were at
equivalent group velocities less than 2.5 km/sec.

Additional conments not concerned with steps-of-strain will now be made concerning
the seismograms in figures 199 and 200. In comparing the seismograms on the BB
seismographs to those on the ALPS response (SL) and ULPS response (SU) seismo-
graphs, the frequency response must be considered. (Frequency response curves
are given in figure 28:.) It will be noted that the BB seismograph is flat to
strain, but its response to equivalent ground displacement decreases at 6 dB/octave
toward longer periods.

The shorter period waves are then amplified relative to the longer period waves.
The effect of the system response differences is more vivid in figure 200.
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One of the additional purposes of the BB seismographs was to verify that the
primary moving-coil transducers were faithfully reproducing seismic strain
inputs. This verification is demonstrated in figures 199 and 200 where a
variety of earthquake wave types are recorded in a similar manner from both
classes of transducers.

The advantage of an important factor included in the QC-AZ instrumentation complex
design is brought out in the SZUL and SSSUL seismograms in figure 200. For'
the time interval between group velocities of about 4.0 to about 3.5, the pre-
amplifier and other amplifiers in the system were saturating from the large
signals. This clipping was indicated by the flag trace on camera 1. As can be
seen in figure 200, the 20 to 40 sec waves were smoothed out by the following
system response filters and none of the individual peaks appears clipped, although
they all were. The large disturbance apparent on the recordings is the result
of the loading of some of the capacitors in the long period (283 sec and 1000 sec)
filters. The flag trace indicates caution in use of the data, but as can be seen
in the figure, much useful information (e.g., a dispersion curve) can still beI obtained from the seismogram.

11.3 INTERPRETATION OF STEPS-OF-STRAIN

Based on observations in the previous section and based on the detailed study of
all the QC-AZ recordings, it is the senior author's (JEF) conclusion that tho
steps-of-strain, pulses-of-strain, or large strain fluctuations are all sympto-
matic of physical processes taking place in the rock and the rock joints in the
vicinity of the strain seismometers. The strain activity is often triggered by

I• the repeated loading from earthquake waves, but it can also start spontaneously.
Frequently, steps or pulses act in the sense of the currant loading from com-
bined earth tide and secular strain fields. The steps-of-strain are not sympto-
matic of the earthquake source mechanism, and future use of dc strain systems
for source mechanism studies does not appear to be beneficial.

)I

[I
!I

I
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12. SPECTRAL COMPARISONS, DISPLACEMENT AND STRAIN U

This section discusses the subject of the enhancement of signals and the
discrimination of wave types from the viewpoint of the frequency domain.
Section 9 dealt with the same subject from the viewpoint of the time domain.
Comparing signals in both the time and frequency domains can provide better
insight into the capabilities of the QC.AZ strain/inertial complex. In the
following paragraphs, the theoretical relationships between ground displacement
and ground strain will be derived in section 12.1. Signals from several earth-
quakes are used in section 12.2 to demonstrate the similarity of the spectra
between the parallel strain and inertial seismographs. The results are summarized
in section 12.3.

12.1 THEORETICAL RELATIONSHIP

This section will derive an expression for the transfer function from ground
displacement to ground strain. It will then be shown that the local phase
velocity at the station can be determined from the transfer function.

Assume that horizontal displacement is composed of harmonic components of plane
waves travelling in the positive X1 diroction and that these components can be
expressed as: I

wheeu (2)1: A(w)exp [-i(wt - klw)x1] (81)

where

Ul(w) a a disrlacement of angular frequency w

S= 2rf = angular frequency, rdn/sec

f a frequency, Hz

A(W) = amplitude of displacement, 0-p, m

t = time, sec

k(w) = wave number, 1/m

XI = independent distance variable.

In the X2 direction perpendicular to XI, u 2 (w) is zero.

From equation (33) aui auJ)

eij = 1/2 Dx- 1x- (33)
where i -jUi' _

au.
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3T Taking the derivative of (81)

Du1(w)
01 (w)

3 e11 (w) i i k(w) A(w) exp [-i(wt-k(w)xl)] (82a)

i k(w)ul(w) (82b)

5 The transfer function is
strain (rpt

SH(w) 4 oupq

5el 1(w) (83) t
u(w (C
11Sfrom(81) nd ((8 a)

Substituting from equations (81) and (82) and cancelling terms

H(w) M i kV (L4)

The transfer function from displacement to -train is seen to be a A phase
1' lead of strain over displacement with an aiip itude factor of the wave number.

The wave number is related to other propertics of the wave.

Nk(w) W (85)

where c(w) - phase velocity, m/sec.

Writing

21. (86)

where T - period of wavz, j,%

• 1and substituting in (851

M 27 (87)

S I and

". 2 (88)

where A(w) - wave length, m,.
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The phase velocity at the station can be determined from equations (83) and (85)

e l l (w) W

and II
Us(w) •uC•w) cs(0

c(w) I iw u (w) (89)
e11w

If the direction of wave travel Xs makes an angle with the direction of the
seismometen then

o (W(1 a(w) corte I
and

us(w) * us(w) os a (90)

Substituting ell(w) and ul(w) from (90) in (89) gives

c(W) iW u'(w) Cos a (91)
ess (w)

Two sets of digital computer programs were written to calculate phase velocity
from the strain and inertial seismograms. One set of programs was based on 3
using power spectral density to get a better statistical estimate of the transg -
fer function. The other set of programs obtained an estimate of ul(w) and e (w)
from the Fouriertral seismograms. The results of these calcultions
are given in the next section.

Equation (91) can be written n

e55(w) u (W) Cos a

iW c(W) (92)

If the phase velocity is constant for all frequencies within the passband of the
seismographs, the strain seismograph response can be built to have an output
proportional to ground displacement. This proportionality is achieved by giving
the electronics in the strain response 6 dB/octave more gain toward the longer
periods than the inertial seismograph displacement response. With a constant
phase velocity, the ground strain introduces the (iw) in equation (92). The
QC-AZ strain seismographs were matched to the inertial seismographs in just such
a manner. Many of the spectra in the next section are plotted without correcting

I
for instrument response. If the phase velocity is constant with period, the strain
and inertial spectra should overlay. Phase velocity actually increases slightly

exete orotate from the inertial spcr.Tedegree of match between the
saeof the strain and inertial spectra is a frequency domain measure of the
aiiyof the directional array to enhance the signal being studied. Notice that
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cos a does appear in equation (92) and does affect the relative amplitudes of
the strain and inertial seismograms. In all cases considered in this report,
a was taken as the angle to the great circle path and was considered a constant
with period. Lateral refraction of Rayleigh waves can be significant (Hverndeno
1953, 1954, and Capon, 1970, 1971), but was not considered in this analysis.

Another relationship between displacement and strain is helpful in understanding
3 the physical phenomena that the seismometers are measuring. Equation (82) is

the space derivative of the displacement in equation (81). Now let us take
the time derivative

du(w) -iw A(w) exp [-i(wt- k(w)xl)] (93)

Comparing equations (82) and (93)

.1du 1 M(kw u w

I duI(w) 1 dul(w) (94)

In words, strain - the space derivative of displacement - is proportional to
velocity - the time derivative of displacement. Equation (94) has been helpful
to the authors in Visualizing how the delay of movement between the strain rod
piers is physically translated to strain seismograph output, A plane wave dis-
placement travelling at 3 km/sec will take 13 msec to travel from one pier to
the other pier 40 m away. The time rate-of-change of displacement divided by
the phase velocity will be equal to the strain or the distance rate-of-change of
displacement.

12.2 OBSERVED RELATIONSHIPS

SThis section presents the observed relationships between the strain seismograph
and the inertial seismographs in several formats. Comparisons are made between
recordings of earthquakes from the two types of seismographs with power spectral

I densities, coherence, and phase angle. Other comparisons are made with Fourier
transforms. The transfer function expressed in the form of phase velocity
provides still another comparison. Finally, oscilloscope patterns of instantan-
eous vector wave number give a presentation of the detailed interaction of
ground displacement and ground strain.

The results are first presented in all forms for the three earthquakes in theI Kermadec Islands region, as illustrated in section 9, figures 160 and 161. Then,
results are presented for several other earthquakes.

The seismograms of the first studied earthquake in the Kermadec Islands region

are shown in figure 160. The 2233Z starting time of the data used in the analysis
is indicated in the figure. The individual seismograms are illustrated in part (a),
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and the directional array is illustrated in part (b). The seismograms from the
55 deg azimuth - P5SL, SSSL, S+PSSL, and S-PSSL - for the three earthquakes are
illustrated in figure 161. The 2233Z, 0400Z, and 0621Z starting times of the
data used in the analysis are indicated in the figure. Epicenter data were
given in section 9 and with the seismograms.

The power spectral densities (PSD) of the PSSL low-gain inertial seismograph
and of the S55LL low-gain strain seismograph, the coherence (square root of
coherence squared), and the phase angle between the two seismographs are plotted
in figure 201. The power spectral densities are not corrected for instrument
response, but are calibrated at 25 sec. The strain PSD has been normalized to
the inertial PSD by multiplying SDe spectra (squared domain) by the number indi-
cated in the figure (1.205 x 10÷u) The number chosen for most of the figures
is the ratio of the two PSD at the peak of the power. The format of figure 201

will be used in many of the illustrations in this section, and the detailed L
description of the parts of the figure will not be repeated. The text will state
where the instrument response has been removed from the data. Most of the PSD
calculations were made with 3841 samples or about 32 min of data and 256 lags.
With the Parzen smoothing window, these parameters give 27 degrees of freedom;
and with the Hanning smoothing window, they give 20 degrees of freedom.

The reader should compare the spectra of the earthquake signals in this section
to the spectra of the ambient ground displacement and strain during quiet times
illustrated in sections 7.3 and 7.4. The minimum magnitude earthquakes
detectable with similar spectra to the earthquakes analyzed can be estimated
using the formula for ml. By this method, the minimum magnitude can be estimated
by dividing the earthquake PSD by 100 for each magnitude unit until the threshold
of the background motion spectra at all frequencies equals the scaled earthquake
motion spectra. As an example: The PSSL microseismic background s ectra of
31 October 1970 (figure 66) has an amplitude of about 3,5 x 10"1S m /Hz at 17 sec.
The PSSL spectra in figure 201 has an amplitude of 5.4 x 10-8 m2 /1!z. The ratio
between these spectra is 1.54 x 107. This power ratio is equivalent to 3.6
magnitude units. This calculation gives an estimated minimum earthquake detecta-
bility of mb w 5.9 - 3.6 = 2.3 for an earthquake from the Kermadec Islands region
with the 31 October 1970 background motion sample.

The statistics of power spectral density analysis are based upon random, stationary,
ergodic processes with spectra that are not rapidly varying with frequency (e.g.,
Bendat and Piersol, 1966, Blackman and Tukey, 1958, and others). From a theo-
retical standpoint, discrete signals do not satisfy the conditions on which the
statistics of power spectral density analysis are based. However, it can be shown
from Parseval's theorem that

f I P(w) 12 dw - Gxx (t) dw (95)

where to a 2lTf a angular frequency

F(w)= amplitude of the Fourier transform at frequency w

Gxx(w)- power spectral density at frequency w.
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From equation (9B), it is seen that the square root of the power spectral density
is a smoothed estimate of the Fourier transform of a discrete signal. LJ

In figure 201, the PSD from the strain and inertial seismographs are seen to
overlay from 14.2 to 51.2 sec and to diverge from 51.2 to 256 sec. The divergence
is in the sense of increasing phase velocity toward the longer periods. At
periods shorter than 10 sec there is no signal, ouily recorder noise. The coher.
ence is above 0.976 for the peak of the curve above 10- m2/Hz. It is above
0.900 at 85.3, 128, and 256 sec, and it is above 0.800 from 13.5 to 25.6 sec
inclusive. The two seismographs in the coherent zones are in-phase at the short
periods and are about 180 deg out-of-phase at the long periods. L V
The comparison between the P55LL and the S55LL for the second and third
Kermadec Islands region earthquakes produced similar results in the 13.5 to
25.6 sec period range. The PSD, coherence, and relative phase angles are plotted
in figures 202 and 203. The similarity of all three sets of spectra and the
coherence of essentially 1.0 demonstrate that signals can be faithfully recorded
with identical outputs on high-sensitivity strain seismographs and inertial
seismographs. The repetition of identical spectra for these three earthquakes L
demonstrates that the strain seismographs are capable of reliable duplication
of signals. The spectra of other earthquakes presented later in this report
further demonstrate this capability.

To the scale used in figures 201, 202, and 203, the phase velocity for these
Rayleigh waves is essentially constant in the period range from 13.5 to 25.6 sec.
From the ratio of the strain to inertial PSD at the peak of the power, as shown
in the figures, the phase velocities at 25 sec (the period at which the spectra
are calibrated) calculate to be 8.72 km/sec, 8.34 km/sec, and 8.38 km/sec,
respectively. These values for the Rayleigh wave phase velocity in the vicinity
of the station are about twice the phase velocities found by other investigators
for the Basin and Range Province and for world averages. The possible causes
for these high values will be discussed later in this section when the phasevelocity determinations are discussed. The cause of this apparently high phase

velocity is the existence of less strain signal than would be expected for a
phase velocity of 4.00 km/sec, the number used in the system design. The net L
effect of the strain signal being less than expected is merely the use of a larger
voltage gain in the amplifiers and corresponding amplification of the systemelectronic noise. Since the phase velocity is essentially constant over the pass-
band of interest, the ratio between the strain and inertial seismographs will i

remain constant.

The results differ at the longer periods, During the second event, the coherence . I
dropped to 0.25 between 42.6 and 85.3 sec and the seismograms were incoherent at
128 and 256 sec. During the third earthquake, the seismograms were completely
incoherent at 32.0 sec and longer periods. The time sample used in the analysis
of the first earthquake started earlier in the signal and included the longer
period Rayleigh waves. The spectra in figure 201 and the corresponding seismo-
gram in figure 160 further illustrate the lack of 45 to 60 sec Rayleigh waves at
QC-AZ, as discussed in section 10.4. Notice how the shape of this earthquake
sample is similar to the shape of the ambient ground motion spectra with a notch
between 30 and 60 sec. The time samples used in the analysis of the second and
third earthquakes did not include the long period Rayleigh waves. As a result,
the amplitude of both spectra in figure 202 and of the P55LL spectra in figure
203 is considerably smaller than in figure 201. During the third earthquake,
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the 55 deg azimuth strain seismograph began to oscillate with large amplitudes.
The S551,L spectra at periods longer than 32.0 sec in figure 203 is the result of
thesis oscillations. These oscillations are of the type described in section
11.2 in relation to steps-of-strain. As can be seen in figures 160 and 161,
no steps-of-strain occurred during the time segments illustrated; yet, well
after the large amplitudes from the third Rayleigh wave, these oscillations
began. They continued for about two days.

The PSDs in figures 201, 202, and 203 were corrected for seismograph response,
converted to a mHz bindwidth and the square root taken. The corresponding
ground displacement amplitude spectral density and ground strain amplitude spectral
density are plotted in figures 204, 205, and 206. (Note the change in symbolsS~between the tvo sets of three figures.) These amplitude spectra are corrected for

I instrumen, response and are calibrated at all periods. They are an estimate of
the amplitude of the Fourier transform. The strain amplitude spectra have been
normalized to the displacement amplitude spectra at the 17.1 sec peak by multi-
plying the strain values by the constant given in the figures. From these
constants, phase velocities at 17.1 sec of 8.74 km/sec, 8.38 km/sec, and 8.41
km/sec are calculated from the respective spectra. The amplitude spectra in these
three figures at periods shorter than 10 sec are not valid because the original
PSDs were only tape recorder noise at these periods. From 13.5 to 25.6 sec, the
phase velocity is almost constant and the strain spectra overlay the displacement
spectra in all three figures. At the longer periods, the three sets of spectra
are different. In figure 204, at periods longer than 51.2 sec, the displacement< I rises at 18 dB/octave toward the longer periods and the strain rises at 12 dB/octave.
These slopes indicate either a phase velocity increasing at 6 dB/octave or some
other mechanism acting, such as air pressure loading, as discussed in section
7.6. In figure 205, the two spectra are parallel at the longer periods, with the
displacement being about three times as large as the normalized strain. The long
period amplitudes in figure 206 are almost equal, with both spectri rising at
about 12 dB/octave. The strain spectra are the amplitude distribution of the
large oscillations that began during the coda of the third earthquake.

The Fourier transform is preferred by some investigators to represent the spectra
of discrete signals. The next set of six figures (207 through 212) shows the
amplitude of the Fourier transform of the first part of the time sample used to
calculate the power spectral density. Each figure applies either to the PSSLL
or the SS5LL seismograph. The (a) part of erch figure is the amplitude of the
transform of the first 1024 samples. The (b) part of each figure is the aplitude
of the transform of the first 512 samples and of the second 512 samples. (The
fast Fourier transform (1FT) algorithm was used and data samples in powers of
2 are convenient with this algorithm.) For each of the three earthquakes, the
P55LL spectra are on the left page and the S55LL spectra are on the right page.
The spectra are all calibrated at 25 sec, but have not been corrected for
instrument response.

Comparisons among these six spectra lead to the same conclusions as reached with
the power spectral density analysis. The peak of the signal between 13.5 and
25.6 sec is directly proportional between the P55LL inertial seismograph and the
SSSLL strain seismograph. The seismographs are repeatable for similar earthquakes.

It is instructive to compare the smoothed estimate of the Fouriel transform
(corrected for instrument response) in figures 204, 205, and 206 with the discrete
Fourier transform (uncorrected for instrument response) of different segments of
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the same data in figures 207 through 212. The smoothed estimates all have one
peak at 17.1 sec and a broader peak than the discrete transforms. The discrete
transform of samples 1 to 512 has a sharp peak at 21.3 sec and the discrete
transform of samples 513 to 1024 has a sharp peak at 17.1 sec. The discrete
transform of samples 1 to 1024 has a sharp peak at 17.7 sec and a less sharp
double peak at 20.5 and 22.3 sec, with a notch at 19.0 sec between the two peaks.
Thus, it is seen that the PSD smoothed out the sharp peaks and completely
eliminated the notch between them. The dispersion from 21.3 sec in the first
part of the Rayleigh wave to the 17.1 sec in the second part is normal dispersion. I
However, the sharpness of the individual peaks and the notch - or missing energy -

between them is a little surprising.

The phase velocity was calculated for the Rayleigh waves of several earthquakes.
Equation (91) was used for the calculations with the amplitude spectra of dis-
placement us (w) and of strain ess (w) estimated both from the discrete Fourier j
transform and from the power spectral densities. The computer program corrects
both spectra for the frequency response of the seismographs. The results for
the Kermadec Islands earthquakes are given in figure 213. The first calculations
were made using the Fourier transform amplitude spectra. The scatter in the data
shown in figure 213(b) suggested that a better statistical estimate of the
amplitude spectra would be beneficial. and the later calculations used the PSD.
The estimate of the ratio of strain amplitude to displacement amplitude is made
by dividing the cross power spectral density (XPSD) by the PSD of the inertial
seismogram. This is the same type of calculation used in section 7.6.3.2 in
calculating the transfer function from air pressure and wind velocity to displace-
ment and strain. The values of phase velocity plotted in figure 213(a) are all
from spectra with coherence of 0.9 or greater. For data with this high coherence
and with spectra that overlay so well, the scatter in the data was disappointing.
If the appaiant phase velocity varies as much as is indicated in figure 213, this
variation does not affect the real-time enhancement of signals, as demonstrated
in section 9. The apparent variations from one signal to the next are probably
in ,niracies in the calculations. Any difference in a the angle of approach of
the ý,_.,e because of lateral refraction from the great circle path would also
cause a variation in the results. 70

Similiar calculations have been made in the 325 deg azimuth using Rayleigh waves
from several earthquakes. The scatter of the data was worse in the 325 deg
azimuth than in the 55 deg azimuth. Numerical values in the vicinity of 20 to25 sec clustered around an apparent phase velocity of 10.0 to 10.7 km/sec.

If the high apparent phase velocities are interpretted as being caused by a loss
of stiain signal, then the ratio of the phase velocities will be a ratio of
relative strain loss. The ratio of 10.3 km/sec in the 325 deg azimuth to 8.3 km/sec
in the 55 deg azimuth is 1.24. This is the same as the ratio obtained for the --

slopes of the stress-strain curves in section 8.2.3.

The numerical values obtained from these calculations differ significantly from
phase velocities given in the literature. Pilant (1967) has calculated phase
velocities from Rayleigh waves crossing North America and recorded at World-Wide
Standardized Seismic Network (WWSSN) stations. Interpolation of his figures gives the
Rayleigh wave phase velocities at QC-AZ listed below. Dorman (1969) summarized
phase vrelocities from all over the world. For the Rocky Mountain - Basin and

Range data, his values, also listed below, generally agree with Pilant. T
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Phase Velocity

Period Pilant (1967 Dorman (1969T

20 sec 3.48 km/sec 3.30 - 3.44 km/sec

25 sec 3.55 km/sec 3.48 - 3.58 km/sec

30 sec --- 3.58 - 3.20 km/sec

40 sec 3.74 km/sec

51 sec 3.80 km/sec --

100 sec 4.1 - 4.2 km/sec

256 sec 4,75 km/sec

Several hypotheses have been considered to explain the high apparent phase
velocities and the difference in the apparent phase velocities in the two
horizontal directions.

The high apparent phase velocities are the direct consequence of less strain
signal than would be available if the phase velocity were equal to the published
values for the Basin and Range Province. One of the strongest hypotheses as to the
reason for the high apparent phase velocities - or low strain signals - is that
an installation of strainmeters in a hole in the ground cannot be koupled to
seismic waves travelling through the earth without experiencing some attenuation L
because of the attachment of the instrument at a void in the ground. No means
of testing this hypothesis have been devised. The load tests to determine the
slope of the stress-strain curve discussed in section 8.2.3 are the only tests
that have ever been made to determine the output of a seismic strainmeter in
response to a known input. The force applied to the rock next to the strain-
meter approximates the measurement of strain at a point, but it does not approxi-
mate the strain field from a Rayleigh wave with a 70 km wave length.

No theory has yet been developed to study the variation of the strain at the
surface of a mined-out cavity in a half-space as a seismic wave passes. We have
tacitly assumed that the strain at the edge of the cavity is the same as if the
strain were measured at that point without the existence of the cavity. This
assumption obviously is not valid. Mindlin (1939) expanded a general study in
elasticity in bipolar coordinates made by Jeffery (1921) to get a closed solution
in terms of an infinite series for the normal stress and the hoop stress around
a horizontal cylindrical hole in a semi-infinite elastic solid under the action
of gravity. (Bipolar coordinates are described by Morse and Feshback (1953) and
others.) Mindlin's paper (1939) on the stress distribution around a tunnel
stimulated comments (Richmond and Feld, 1939, and Brahtz, 1940) and a reply
(Mindlin, 1940). Barjansky (1944), also using bipolar coordinates, determined
the distortion in a Boussinesq field caused by a circular hole. He considered
only the tangential stress and the hoop stress with the point load directly over
the cross section studied, and he did not investigate the stress variation along
the tunnel as a function of distance from the load. Barjansky (1944) found that
the hoop stress at the periphery of the hole was most significant. He defined
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a streqs factor as the ratio of the hoop stress to the stress at the depth ofI •the center of the hole if the hole did not exist. For holes with a depth to
radius ratio of ten or more, the stress factor has a value of 1 in tension at
the top and bottom of the hole; it passes through zero at 30 and 150 deg, asI 6measured from straight up; and it has a maximum value of 2 in compression at
90 deg. The 55 deg azimuth strainmeter is mounted on the wall or at 90 deg.
The 325 deg azimuth strainmeter is mounted on the floor, or at 180 deg.
Therefore, the hoop stress from a single concentrated load on the surface will
be of opposite sign at the two strainmeters and twice as large on the 55 deg
instrument as on the 325 deg instrument. The fact that the floor has a tensile
hoop stress is significant. The tensile stress will tend to open the joints
in the rock and is probably the explanation of why the 32S deg strainmeter was
subjected to more noise than the 55 deg strainmeter.

The load at the surface from an air pressure wave approaches the two-dimensional
Boussinesq problem in the limit as phase velocity approaches zero. If the longi-
tudinal stress (or strain) along a tunnel has a stress concentration factor
around the periphery of the hole of the same sign as the hoop stress concentration
fE.ctor, then the two strainmeters would have opposite signs for air pressure loads.
The opposite signs have been observed for air pressure fluctuation loads as illus-
trated in figure 78 in section 7.6.3, in figure 131 in section 8.1.2, and for
presumed acoustic signals as will be illustrated in figure 271 in section 14.2.

If the variation of the longitudinal stress concentration factor around the
periphery of a tunnel is similar to the variation of the hoop stress concentra-
tion factor, the strainmeters on the wall and on the floor would probably not
have a loss of signal from this effect.

The calibration techniques used at QC-AZ assure an accurate measurement of
differential pier motions. Resolution and repeatability of all QC-AZ seismographs
are on the order of 0.1 percent and absolute accuracy is on the order of 5 percent.
The illustrations of identical seismograms and identical spectra in section 8.1
demonstrate the accuracy of the calibrations. Instrument calibration is not the
reason for the anomalous observed values.

In considering the calculated values of phase velocity, it is helpful to inspect
the scale of volume of the earth involved in the physicill phenomena being measured.
The Rayleigh waves that are providing the signal have a wave length of

X(w) = c(w)T. (96)

Using values from Pilant above, the wave length at 20 scc is 70 kin and at
25 sec is 89 km. However, the displacement is measured at one point and the
strain is measured over a 40m interval, which is a close approximation to a
point when compared to a 70 km wave. Since both displacement and strain are
measured at a single point, they then respond to the apparent horizontal phase
velocity in the direction of the orientation of the instruments in the immediate
vicinity of this point. If the phase velocity vector has been deflected upward
by the geologic structure in the vicinity of the instruments, then the apparent
phase velocity in the horizontal direction will be larger than the phase velocity
along the direction of wave travel. For tha apparent horizontal phase velocity
to be two times the phase velocity (55 deg azimuth), the direction of wave
travel would have to be deflected up at a 60 deg angle. For it to be three times
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(325 deg azimuth), the wave would have to be deflected up to a 70 deg angle. These 3
deflection angles seem unreasonably steep even for a short wavelength entering a 3
mountain sitting on top of a half-space.

The geologic structure in the crust and upper mantle has major discontinuities
in the Basin and Range Province. Goldmine Mountain is on the edgy of a
Precambrian range that probably extends to considerable depth within the crust.
The range is surrounded by an alluvial valley. This type of structure could
provide a wedge or sloped hard rock channel that would deflect horizontal waves
upward. Models of the upper mantle structure of the western U.S. have been
constructed by Herrin (1971) based on seismic velocities and heat flow, and by
Fix (.1969) based on geologic structure, seismic refraction surveys, seismic I
reflection surveys, Pn velocity patterns, P wave delay times, S wave delay times,
heat flow data, geomagnetic and magnetotelluric surveys, gravity measurements,
radiogenic isotope ratios, and high-pressure high-temperature petrological I
studies. The Basin and Range model of both investigators has partial melting
beginning at a depth of 80 km. In the Sierra Nevadas to the west and the
Central Plains to the east there is no partial melting. The profile of the
partial melting depth in the transition zone from the adjacent provinces to the
Basin a-A Range Province very probably forms a sloped surface or wedge. The
disappearance of 45 to 60 sec Rayleigh waves from Texas to Arizona, as illustrated
in section 10.4, confirms a major first-order change that is probably associated I
with a wedge shape at depth. Boore (1970) used a finite difference approximation
of the elastic equation of motion to study Love wave propagation across the ocean-
continent sloped boundry. His calculations showed that waves propagating into I
a region of thinning have anomalously high phase velocities. Model studies on
the effect of a sloping interface on Rayleigh waves by Kuo and Thompson (1963)
indicated that in the region of a sloping interface, the phase velocity changes
nonlinearly with distance. The photoelastic analysis of Rayleigh wave propagation
in wedges made by Lewis and Dally (1970) indicated that the Rayleigh wave trans-
mission and reflection coefficients are rapidly changing functions of the wedge
angle. All of these studies lead to the conclusions that (1) there is very I
probably a wedge structure above the partial melt zone, and (2) this wedge structure
could lead to high apparent phase velocities measured at a point along the wedge.

James (1971) has observed anomalously high Love wave phase velocities in the period
range 60 to 110 sec between La Paz, Bolivia, and Arequipa, Peru. This path is
perpendicular to the Benioff zone of downgoing mantle along the west coast of
South America. This is certainly a significant wedge structure. James concluded
that his results strongly suggested higher mode interference was responsible for
the high phase velocities, but he may have overlooked the influence of the upper
mantle geometry. Pilant and Knopoff (1964) considered the effects of multiple 1
seismic events created either by the temporal or spatial distribution at the source
or by multipath propagation. They found that each of these causal mect'anisms
influences the apparent phase velocities and amplitude ratios of the resulting I
wave trains. One of the authors (JEF) has observed recordings of many Rayleigh
wave trains with multipath beats in the seismograms. Many times, these beats occur
at different times on the parallel strain and inertial seismograms. The results
of this effect are most pronounced on the off-azimuth traces of the directional
array, which become larger when the on-axis trace becomes smaller during a beat.
This effect can be seen to some extent in figure 161 of the Kermadec Islands
earthquakes.
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In addition to the problem with multipath effects, higher mode surface waves

are often in a recording, but are not always obvious. Figure 214 shows the
P5SL seismogram from the first Kermadec Islands earthquake (0 = 2159Z,
10 October 1970), band-pass filtered from 8 to 14.3 sec and from 5 to 10 sec.
Coincident with the beginning of the Love wave on the P325L seismogram, there
is a small dispersed wave train on the P55L filtered traces that could be a

I higher mode Love or Rayleigh wave. Similarly, shortly after the first large
Rayleigh wave pulse, there is another dispersed wave train on the filtered tracesthat could also be a higher mode.

If higher modes or if multipath wave trains are present, the strain seismograph
will respond properly. However, the ratio of displacement to strain becomes
meaningless without additional information. Assume we have two separate travel-
ling waves of displacement u1 and u 2 , both satisfying equation (81) and both
having the same frequency. From equation (82), the two strains are

ell o i kI u1

e22= i k u2 2

The total displacement vector is

u3 "= uI + u2

and the total strain tensor component is

e3 3 = ell + e22

since the derivative operator is a linear operator. However, if u3 and e 3 3 aresubstituted in equation (91), we get

i w(uI + u 2 ) cos a

H = (ell + e 2 2 )

j The left hand side of this equation is not the phasevelocityof eitheru or
u2 . Therefore, if there are two waves present from either multipath transmission,
two or more different wave types, or signals from different sources, equation (91)
should not be applied until the two waves are separated. The phase velocity
results plotted in figure 213 could have been improved by separating the modes
by time varying filters before attempting to calculate phase velocity. Time was
not available on Project VT/8706 to pursue this approach further.

Another method of looking at the transfer function from displacement to strain
is to look at the instantaneous vector wave number in the direction of the
instruments. The vector wave number was formed by a Lissajous pattern on an
oscilloscope with the inertial seismograph on the horizontal axis and the strain
seismograph on the vertical axis. A set of vector wave number plots are illustrated
in figure 215 for the first Kermadec Islands earthquake (0 = 2159Z, 19 October 1970). j
The camera shutter was actuated manually, so the times indicated in the figure are
approximate to about a second. The individual seismograms are repeated from figure
160 at the bottom of the figure. The several seismic wave types are identified in
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Figure 215. Instantaneous vector wave
number Kermadec Islands
earthquake, 2159Z, 10 Octo-
ber 1970
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I
3 section 9, figure 160. In forming the Lissajous patterns, the amplifiers were

set for approximately equal maximum deflections in both oscilloscope axes. An
exact calibration is not known, although this type of presentation could be

* calibrated if desired.

The small spikes visible in most of the frames were caused by 60 Hz noise in
the oscilloscope. For comparison purposes, the microseismic background between
2200:00 and 2100:00 was amplified by a factor of ten and is shown as the first
frame for each component. For the two horizontal directions, the slope of the
line at any point is proportional to the vector wave number component in thatr direction. The line is more horizontal for the higher phase velocities. In
the vertical direction, for a body wave the slope of the line is proportional
to the vector wave number, but for a Rayleigh wave, the two types of seismogramsI are 90 deg out-of-phase and the Lissajous pattern should be a circle.

The second frame in figure 215 for the two horizontals is the S arrival group.
In the 55 deg azimuth, this frame records the SKS, SKKS, S , and ScSv arrivals.

I In the 325 deg azimuth, SH and S S are on the P325L but t~e S325L is on a null
for S and Love particle motion Kr6m this event. The third frame for the two
horizontals has the PSV and PPS arrivals. The 55 deg azimuth third frame has
a larger slope than the second Yrame, indicating a smaller apparent phase velocity
because of the smaller angle of emergence of these later multiple bounce phases.
This change of slope is useful in separating wave types. The same effect of
more strain signal can also be seen in the seismogram. The fourth and fifth
frames of the 325 deg set are from the Love wave, which has a very small strain
signal. The strain signal gets larger toward the end of the fifth frame, probably

Sas a result of lateral refraction of the shorter wavelength waves. Notice that
the lines in the fifth frame are ellipses rather than straight lines. This shape
could be the result of either hysteresis in the rock or of a mixture of fundamental
and higher modes. The Rayleigh wave begins at about 2240:40 and continues through1 the other frames. The first two Rayleigh wave frames indicate a complex wave
number, but the last four frames indicate motion similar to that expected on the
vertical and 55 deg azimuth. The strain in the 325 deg azimuth is responding
according to the Poisson ratio effect described in section 8.2,2. The S325L trans-
verse seismograph is about -1/3 the SSSL radial seismograph. The P325L seismograph
is responding to the coda of the Love wave and to a small component of the

y 1Rayleigh wave. In the last four frames, the 55 deg azimuth figures are ellipses
I rather than lines, indicating possible hysteresis in the rock. (The SS5L has a

noise from a magnetic tape dropout in the eighth frame.) The center of the Lissajous
pattern for the vertical seismogram is slightly displaced from the center of the
reticle. The vertical figures are slight ellipses with the major axis in the
sense of displacement down-strain compression and displacement up-strain extension.

The discussion in this section up to this point has cerntered around the three
earthquakes from the Kermadec Islands region. Using data from these same earth-
quakes in the -various methods of analysis, it has been shown that the two types
of seismographs produce repeatable outputs in which strain is linearly related
to displace,. nt. These outputs are sufficiently similar to provide material
signal-to-noise ratio improvement to lower detection thresholds and to identify
wave types. In the following paragraphs, signals from other earthquakes are used
to broaden the catalog of earthquake signals included in this report.
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The instantaneous vector wave number from an off-axis signal is illustrated inn

figure 216. The great circle path to the epicenter in the Greenland Sea is at
an azimuth of 16.6 dog. The se13MOgrams from this earthquake are shown in
figure 167 where the several earthquake phases are identified. The individual
seismograms are repeated at the bottom of figure 216. The first three frames
are the S, SS, and SSS waves, respectively. The decreasing phase velocity and
wave type identification is easily seen with the increasing slope. The S32SL
seismograph was somewhat noisy during this signal. The frames from 2121 through L
2124 are of long period Love waves. The apparent phase velocity is about the
same as SSS and appears to be constant in the three frames. The shape of the
curves is irregular. The frames from 2124 through 2127 are of the larger L1
amplitude Love waves. Clipping and distortion of the tape recorder occurs on
the peaks of the inertial channels from 2125 to 2127. The curves are open and
are not straight lines, suggesting significant hysteresis. The hysteresis is
worse in the 325 deg azimuth than in the 55 deg azimuth. Notice that it affects
the !.nertial seismograms as well as the strain seismograms. Beginning at about
2126, the Rayleigh wave is becoming significant and the wave number becomes a Ii
complex mixture of the Love-wave and Rayleigh-wave wave numbers. The last four
frames are a graphical explanation of why equation (91) should not be applied
until some method of separating wave types is employed. The success of the
separation of Love and Rayleigh waves in figure 167 can be appreciated more after L
seeing figure 216. The ability of the sum of the orthogonal strains to enhance
the Rayleigh waves and the ability of the difference of the orthogonal strains
to enhance Love waves is a robust process that provides significant enhancement Ii
in the presence of adverse conditions.

The next set of figures are presented as a suite of power spectral densities, I;

coherences, and relative phase angles from the LR1 , LR2 , and LR3 Rayleigh waves
from an mb - 5.5 earthquake in the New Hebrides Islands. The seismograms of
this earthquake are shown in figure 163. Epicenter data are given in section 9.
The great circle azimuth from QC-AZ to the epicenter is 250.9 deg, so the 55 deg
azimuth instruments have larger Rayleigh wave signals than the 325 deg azimuth
instruments.

Most of the figures in this suite are arranged with the PSD of the inertial
seismogram and the relative phase angle on the left page and the accompanying
PSD of the strain seismogram and the coherence on the right page. Some of the
figures are only the PSD of the inertial seismograms. All the PSDs begin at a
zero crossing at the beginning of the corresponding Rayleigh wave. The times
indicated in the figures do not represent the time interval covered by the PSD.
Figures 217 through 226 are the spectral analyses of the three Rayleigh waves.
The first 790 samples of the vertical component seismograms were used for the
analysis in figure 217 to illustrate that smaller segments of the data can
produce higher coherence and more stable phase angles than longer segments of
data, which often have degradation from multipath and other effects. The
remaining analyses of the LR1 and LR2 Rayleigh waves utilized 32 min of data,
or 3841 samples. The analyses of the LR3 seismograms utilized 17 min of data
or 2040 samples. The vertical component is repeated in figure 218 with 3841
time samples so that the reader can compare the results of the analyses with the
two time segment lengths. The SZL seismogram lags the PZL seismogram by 90 deg
(270 deg lead), in accord with theory, at all periods greater than 10 sec for
LR, and between 12 and 64 sec for LR The S55L seismogram is in-phase with the
PS h seismogram for LR1 and LR3 and I80 deg out-of-phase for LR2 . The coherence
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Figure 216. Instantaneous vector wave
number Greenland Sea earth-
quake, 2053Z, 26 October 1970
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Figure 217. Power spectral density, coherence, and relative phase
angle with 790 time samples of PZLL and SZLL seismo-
grams during LR1 Rayleigh wave of New Hebrides mb
S.5 earthquake 7
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Figure 217. Power spectral density, coherence, and relative phase
angle with 790 time samples of PZLL and SZLL seismo-
grams during LR1 Rayleigh wave of New Hebrides mb =
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Figure 218. Power spectral density, coherence, and relative phase
angle with 3841 time samples of PZLL and SZLL seismo-
grams during LRI Rayleigh wave of New Hebrides mb =
S. 5 earthquake G 6749
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Figure 218. Power spectral density, coherence, and relative phase
angle with 3841 time samples of PZLL and SZLL seismo-
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Figure 219. Power spectral density, coherence, and relative phase
angle of P325LL and S32SLL seismograms during LR1

Rayleigh wave of New Hebrides mb = 5.5 earthquake
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of P55LL and S55LL seismograms during LR1 Rayleigh wave of
New Hebrides mb = 5.5 earthquake 65
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of all seismogram pairs is essentially 1.0 for the peak of the spectra and falls
off on both sides of the peak. The repeatability of" the spectra for all three
Rayleigh waves again confirms the ability of the strain/inertial directional
array to enhance signals. The relative values of the spectra for the 17 to 23 sec
peak and for the longer period signals gives a qualitative evaluation of the
greater ability of the directional array to enhance signals at periods shorter
than 40 sec than at the longer periods. The coherence between the P551. and
S55L seismograms for the LR3 Rayleigh wave (figure 226) is betwecn 0.25 and 0.50(
at periods greater than 50 sec. This high coherence indicates that the two
seismograms are linearly related and suggests that the spectra at these periods
is from the LR3 Rayleigh wave and not from random noise.

The next suite of nine figures (227 through 235) presents the power spectral
densities, coherences, and relative phase angles for the three components for
each of three earthquakes. The NOS PDE data and calculated distance and
azimuth from QC-AZ to the epicenter are listed in table 17. The strain spectra
have been equalized to the peak of the inertial spectra by multiplication with
the numbers shown in the figures. These figures are presented to give spectral
analysis examples of the relation between the strain and inertial seismographs
for earthquakes with great circle paths at azimuths near 325 deg. All the
figures show high coherence and the proper phase angles at the peak of the spectra.
Results are similar to those in previous figures. The 55 deg azimuth strain
seismographs are close to a null in the azimuthal response for SH and Love waves.
The low coherence in figures 229 and 232 is a result of small strain Love wave
signal. The Honshu earthquake is farther off the null and the coherence in
figure 235 is close to 1.0. During the time interval used in figure 230, the
vertical strain seismograph was noisy ard the low gain SZLL data were used. The
peak of the Rayleigh wave spectra is well above the noise.

The power spectral density of the vertical components and of the radial 55 deg
azimuth components for the two mb = 4.2 Solomon Islands earthquakes are plotted
in figures 236 through 239. The seismograms of these earthquakes are illustrated
in figure 162 and the epicenter data are given in section 9, The SZL strain
spectra have been normalized to the PZL displacement spectra such that at 25 sec,
5.44 x 10-24 strain2 /Hz is equal to 1 x 10"14 m2 /Hz. The S55L strain spectra
have been normalized to the P55L dis lacement spectra such that at 25 sec, 9.88 x
10-24 strain /Hz is equal to 1 x 10- 4 m2 /Hz. These normalizations are the same
as were used in sections 7.3 and 7.4 for the microseismic background samples. The
spectra from both earthquakes are similar. At periods shorter than 21 sec, the
signal has sufficiently greater power than the noise that it can be easily
detected and enhanced as illustrated in the directional array seismograms in
figure 162. *

12.3 SUMMARY OF RESULTS OF SPECTRAL COMPARISONS

In section 12, it has been shown that when strain and inertial seismographs are
compared in the frequency domain, they respond in a manner as predicted by theory.
For large signals and for small signals, the spectra of the two types of seismo-
graphs are similar at the peak of the energy. This similarity holds for both
Fourier transform amplitude spectra and for power spectral density spectra. At
the peak of the signal energy, the coherence is essentially 1.0 and the relative
phase angles are in accord with theory. The combination of strain and inertial
seismographs to form a directional array is a robust process that performs well
in the presence of mixed wave types and of noise in the seismographs. Spectra
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Figure 236. Power spectral density of PZL and SZL seismographs
during Rayleigh wave of an mb = 4.2 Solomon Islands
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Figure 238. Power spectral density of PZL and SZL seismographs
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I
from a mixture of wave types cannot be used to calculate the transfer function
from displacement to strain. Perhaps if the signals were first separated, the
transfer function and local phase velocity could be better estimated. The
Lissajous pattern formed by strain and inertial seismograms can be used to
separate waves with different wave numbers, to identify wave types, and to
detect mixtures of wave types. The Lissajous patterns show hysteresis effects
in the rock. In general, at periods of SO sec and longer, the strain seismo-
graphs contain more noise than the inertial seismographs. The coherence between
the inertial seismographs and the strain seismographs is often significant but

less than 0.50 at periods of 50 sec and longer for medium to small signals.

ta
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13. EARTH TIDES

The tides of the solid earth are the subject of this section. They will he
referred to as earth tides and are to be taken as the sum of all the effects on I
the earth from the gravitational attraction among the earth, the sun, and the
moon. Of primary concern to this report is the use of the earth tide strains
to investigate the performance of the three-component strain seismometers at
the long periods of the tidal oscillations. The main objective of this section
will be to use the earth tide signal to evaluate the coupling of the QC-AZ
strainmeters to the earth. A microsketch of the theory of earth tides is given
ini section 13.1. A general overview of the literature on earth tides is pre-
sented in section 13.2. The earth tide strains observed at QC-AZ are compared
to theoretically predicted strains in section 13.3. Pressure and temperature
induced strains having tidal periods are discussed in section 13.4. One author's
(JEF) comments on the results are given in section 13.5.

13.1 THEORY

This section presents only a microsketch of the theory of the earth tides. For
a complete discussion, the reader should refer to Melchior (1966) who treats
the entire subject of earth tides and cites 834 references from 1800 to 1964 in
the bibliography. 3
The earth tide is derived in terms of a static theory for the perturbation of
the gravity potential. The perturbing potential is written in terms of spheri-cal harmonic functions, with the second-degree term commonly used to predict I
the theoretical tides.

The second-degree term can be written

fm a 2

112 - 2 r 3  (3 cos 2 Z-l) (97) 1
where

W2  a second-degree term of the gravity potential perturbation

f = universal gravitational constant

m = mass of disturbing body

r M radial variable 3
a = value of r at surface of earth

Z = zenith angle from point of observation to disturbing body, 3
the term in parentheses is the Legendre polynomial of
second degree.

From the trigonometric identity,

cos Z = sin• sinr + cos,ýcosiS cosil (98) 1
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I where 3he latitude of observation point

a longitude of observation point

H • hour angle of disturbing body

1 6 a declination of disturbing body,

the potential can be written:

2 G COS 2 0COs 2 6COS 2H + sin2osin26cos H

+ 3 (3in~o = .(in26 -(99)

where G and c are combinations of gravitational and astronomical constants ofI the point of observation, the earth, and the disturbing body.

The three terms in the brackets in equation (99) have special significance to
the earth tides. The first term is zero or has nodal lines where cos 2H is
zero. If the disturbing body were over the equator at the zero meridian, the
nodes would be at ± 45 deg and at ± 135 deg as shown in figure 240(a). This
term is a sectorial function and the tides which correspond to it are semi-
diurnal. The second term has nodal lines where sin 26 is zero and where cos H
is zero. Sin 26 is zero at the poles and the equator beneath the perturbing
body, cos H is zero at ± 90 deg. The nodes for the second term are shown in
figure 240(b). This term is a tesseral function and the tides that correspond

8I to it are diurnal. The third term has nodal lines where (sin2 6- ) is zero,
which are at parallels t 35* 16' from the equator beneath the perturbing body
(figure 240(c)). This term is a zonal function and the lunar tides associatedI with it have a period of 14 days and the solar tides have a period of 6 months.

To derive the discrete periods of the tides, the term in brackets in equation
(99) is broken down by various trigonometric identities into sums and differ-
ences of six astronomical angles. The principal tidal waves are listed in
table 18. Periods are given in units of hours and seconds. Frequencies aref Igiven in units of deg/hr, Hz x 10-5, and cyc/hr. The ratio of the theoretical

Samplitude of the gravity tide component to the theoretical amplitude of the M2
gravity tide is also listed.

* Love (1909, 1911) introduced two dimensionless numbers to relate various char-
acteristics of the earth tide to the gravity potential perturbation. Shida
(1912) has shown that a third number is necessary to completely represent all

phenomena. These three numbers, and often combinations of them, are called
Love numbers. The radial displacement u is related to the potential by

u - H(r) --- (100)

where g * acceleration of gravity.
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I]

The cubic dilatation D is related to the potential by

D= F(r) -(101)

g

"The change in potential V resulting from the deformation itself, from the
variation of density accompanying the cubic dilatation, and from the surface
displacement is related to the original potential by

V K(r) W2  (102)

The horizontal displacements are related to the potential by ii
L(r) DW2

v = in the meridian (103)

< ~L (r) AW
W= 2  in the prime vertical (104)

g sin e aX

where 0 = colatitude

X = east longitude.

When evaluated at the surface of the earth r = a, the values of the above
functions that relate the variables to the gravity potential are defined as
Love numbers.

h = H(a)

k = K(a)
(105) 1

9. = L(a)

"f = F(a)

Thus, h represents the ratio of the height of the earth tide to the height
of the corresponding static ocean tide; k represents the ratio of the addi- I
tional potential produced by this deformation to the deforming potential;
and 9 represents the ratio between the horizontal displacement of the sol 1:1
earth and that of the corresponding static oceanic tide. The fourth Love I
number, f, represents the ratio between the cubic expansic,% and the height
of the corresponding static tide.

The three strain components in the horizontal plane can be expressed in terms
of the Love numbers and the disturbing potential as follows:
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eee k ý2 W2 +. h W2  (106)
gr ý02 gr

I £ a2 W2  k cose DW2  h (107)
e = gr' sin28 = +gr sine 6 e gr

2k a2 W2  2kW
and eeX = - - cote . (108)

gr sine Meax gr sine a

The computer program used to predict the theoretical strain tides used in
section 13.3 uses equations (106), (107), and (108) and the corresponding
equations for the third and fourth degree gravity potentials W3 and W4. This
program was furnished by Dr. Stewart Smith, University of Washington. It was
originally written by Berger and Farrell at the University of California,
San Diego, and was modified by Smith for use on a CDC computer. The program
was adapted to the CDC 1604 at the Seismic Data Laboratory by Lt. William E.
Haynes, who provided the theoretical tide data for QC-AZ.

I The computations follow the classic approach (Doodson, 1921, Schureman, 1940,
Munk and Cartwright, 1966, and others) to calculate the gravity potential, but
this program is the first (to the present author's knowledge) to use the Love
numbers to calculate the strain tides from the gravity potentials. The Love
numbers used in the computations were taken from Longman (1963). Longman
(1962, 1963) developed a theory for the deformation of a gravitating elastic
planet under static surface mass loads. His theory is an extension of the
free oscillation theory of Pekeris and Jarosch (1958) and Alterman, Jarosch,
and Pekeris (1959) applied to a frequency of zero and different boundary con-
ditions. Longman used the Gutenberg-Bullen model of the earth from TakeuchiK ~ et al. (1962) to calculate the Love numbers h, k, and X for degrees of 2 to
25. Alsop and Kuo (1964) have calculated Love numbers for the M2 semi-diurnal
tide for several earth models and for various assumed values for the rigidityI of the core. Alsop and Kuo (1964) concluded that the excess load from the mass
of ocean water had a more dominant effect on observed gravity tides than could

be obtained with variations in the structure of the earth as represented by
the models they investigated.

13.2 PREVIOUS INVESTIGATIONS OF EARTH TIDES

The majority of the observations reported in the literature on the earth tides
have been of the grav~ty tide. The most complete references to the earth tides
can be found in Melchior (19636) and in Tomascheck (1957). Both of these
authors sununarize the state-of-the-art of the theory, the sensing instruments,
and the observations at the time their works were written. The gravity earth
tide measurements made during the lnternational Geophysical Year (IGY) are
summarized by Harr'.li et al. (1963). Kuo et al. (1970), expanding )n the
work of Kuo and Ewing (1966), studied the effects on the gravity tide con-
stituents M2 and 01 from regional geologic structure and from oceanic tidal
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loading. They observed the gravity tides at nine stations across the U. S.
around latitudes 39 to 41 deg N. By considering the effects of the oceanic 1
tidal loading, they were able to fit the M2 tidal observations with predicted
amplitude and phase values. The fit of the theoretical values to the 01 tidal i
observations was not as satisfactory. These authors concluded that the effects U
of regional geologic structure were masked by the larger effects of the oceanic
tidal load and could not be discerned. Rigassi (1970) felt that the data of
Kuo et al. (1970) did substantiate variations with regional geologic structure, U
but the original authors considered his interpretation of their data as opti-mistic.

Reports of measurements of strain earth tides are less numerous than of gravity
tides. Melchior (1966) quotes amplitudes and phases for the M2 tide from Ozawa
(1961) at the Japanese stations of Osakayama, Kishu, and Suhara. These stations
are 1 km, 65 km, and 15 km, respectively, from the ocean. Expressing the strain U
as

eeij = Aix 10-8 cos (2t-cij) (109)

Ozawa observed the values of Ai. and a.j given in table 19. The amplitudes I
and phases at each of these three stations are significantly different from
each other and for each component at the three sites.

Table 19. Component M2 obtained from the results of Japanese
extensometers (from Melchior, 1966, after Ozawa, 1961)

SStation ,Osakayama Kishu Suhara

I Tangential components A Aij aiJ Aij c~ii
eee 0.957 29.6 1.691 5.2 1.940 49. 1
e 1.315 5.50 0.244 256.2 1.876 36.41.650 74.80 1.477 258.40 2.092 96.00

Radial components
err 0.642 193.60

Oblique components 0erO I 0.463 226.40
eyeI 0.539 183.30

Major et al. (1964) analyzed the earth tide strains at Ogdensberg, New Jersey,on two non-orthogonal horizontal strainmeters and on a vertical strainmeter.
The observed strain amplitudes and phases at the period of H2 were

eN29 0 30,E = 0.410 x 10-8 cos (2t - 19.50)

eE42 0S = 0.220 x 10-8 cos (2t + 78.50)

ez = 0.62 x 10-8 cos (2t + 1800)
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r These observations included the strains from the oceanic tidal load, which

were estimated to be

I eN293O0,E a 0.643 x 10-8 cos (2t + 1780)

V eE4 2oS * 0.858 x 10-8 cos (2t + 1780)

V The strain estimated from the oceanic tidal load is larger than the total
observed strain and is significantly out-of-phase with the total horizontal
observed strains. Kuo (1969), using three non-orthogonal horizontal strain-

U meters at Ogdensberg, New Jersey, compared observed and theoretical areal
strains (the sum of any two orthogonal horizontal strain components) for the
M2 and 01 tidal constituents. The areal strain is independent of the oceanic
tidal load. The observed areal strains wereI;

SeM2, = 1.662 x 10"8 cos (2t - 1.20)

e0  = 1.150 x 10-8 cos (t - 5.70)

SThe M amplitude differed by 6 percent from the theoretical and the 01 am li-
tude differed by 10 percent. Smith and Kind (1972) used earth tide data from

1 Tthe six single-component strain installations described by Shopland (1971) to
establish the degree of coupling of the strainmeters to the earth. Fourier
amplitudes of theoretical tides were graphically compared to Fourier amplitudes
of the observed tides, but numerical comparisons were not presented for either
amplitudes or phases. Shopland (1971), using different time samples from Smith

* and Kind (1972), compared observed strains at the six Nevada installations to
theoretical tides calculated by the same computer program, as described in

•I section 13.1. The predicted tides, observed tides, and the ratio between themI are given in table 20 from Shopland (1971) for the strains at periods of 12.0
(S 2 ), 12.42 (M2 ), 24.0 (S1), and 25.8 (01) hr.

13.3 COMPARISON OF OBSERVED AND PREDICTED STRAINS

& This section presents data on tidal period strains observed at QC-AZ during
the 43-day interval from 7 April 1971 (day 97) through 17 May 1971 (day 139).
The observed strains are compared to the theoretical strains in both the time3' domain and the frequency domain.

13.3.1 Preparation of Data

The broad-band strain seismographs (S B) were hand digitized at 20 min intervals.
Corrections were made for trace offsets introduced by instrument adjustments.

1 •A few corrections were made for temperature effects during short intervals when
the lights were turned on in the mine. (This correction will be discussed in
section 13.4). The data were calibrated using the calibration signals applied3 Ievery 5 days. The raw data were then smoothed with a seven-point parabolic
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least squares, smoothing (Lanczos, 1956). The mean and a linear trend were
- removed by least-squares. The observed data were then written on magnetic tape.

The data were plotted from the magnetic tape for editing purposes to catch human
errors of entering corrections with the incorrect sign. These data are plotted
in figures 241, 242, and 243 for the SZB, S325B, and SS5B seismographs, respec-
tively. The vertical strain is plotted at 1/5 the sensitivity as the horizontal
strains. The large offset in about the middle of the 5325B is one of the human
errors that was corrected in the final data set.

The tide recordings in these three figures are unfiltered. They can be seen
to contain some long periods that are related to temperature and pressure vari-
ations, as will be discussed in section 13.4. For a closer comparison with
the theoretical tides, the data were band-pass filtered for periods from 11.5

I to 30 hr.

13.3.2 Secular Strains

j The slope of the linear trend removed from the hand digitized data is a least-
squares estimate of the secular strain rate over this 43-day interval. The
secular strain rates obtained were:

Component Strain/Day Strain/Mo

SZB 2.90 x 10-8 8.71 x 10-7

S325B 6.73 x 10-9 2.02 x 10-7

I SSSB 2.39 x 10-9 7.18 x 10-8

The vertical secular strain rate is 3.2 times the sum of the horizontal secular
strain rates. This large variance from the relationship for elastic strains
at a point on a free surface suggests either that the rate of strain change
with depth is a rapidly varying function or that the secular strain rates are
not from elastic strains. The author expects that the first condition applies
and that the large vertical strain rate is the differential displacement that
results from seasonal temperature changes and the thermal expansion of the
surface layers.

13.3.3 Time Domain Comparison

The observed strains are compared with the theoretically predicted strains by
plots of the two time series. The band-pass filtered observed strains are
plotted with dark lines and the predicted earth tide strains are plotted with
light lines. In all cases, the amplitudes of the observed strains are smaller
than the predicted strain. The horizontal strains in the 325 deg azimuth are
plotted in figure 244. There is agreement in the general shape of the two
traces, with many of the observed peaks occurring at the same time as the peaks
in the predicted strains. However, a significant phase shift exists between
the two. This phase shift can be recognized by comparing the relative times3 of the smaller peaks for each day.
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F4
The horizontal strains in the 55 dog azimuth are plotted in figure 245. Theagreement between the observed and predicted strains is much better on this
component. There is a detectable phase difference between the two time series.

The observed vertical strains are plotted in figure 246 with the inverted (com- U
pression down) sum of the predicted strains in the 325 deg and in the 55 deg
azimuths, the areal strain. The predicted areal strain should be larger than
the vertical strain by the ratio (X + 2p)/X, which was found to be 2.17 in U
section 8.2.1. The agreement between the observed vertical strain and the
predicted areal strain is better than the agreement in either of the horizon-
tal directions. The two time series exhibit some small phase differences.
The observed areal strain is plotted with the predicted areal strain in fig-ure 247 with compression downward. The agreement between these two traces isthe best of all pairs compared.

13.3.4 Frequency Domain Comparison

Frequency domain comparisons between the observed and the predicted earth tide
strains are made with Fourier transform analysis and with power spectral den-
sity analysis. The Fourier transform analysis has the advantage of greater
frequency resolution, which permits separation of several tidal components.The PSD analysis has the advantage of better spectral estimates in the presence Iof noise, a more stable phase estimate, and a coherence estimate.

A computer program was written by one of the authors (JEF) to calculate the
Fourier transform of the tide strain data. Two algorithms were employed -
the fast Fourier transform (FFT) and the Filon quadrature (Filon). The FFT
requires data in powers of two. With hourly data samples for 43 days, there
are 1032 samples. Eight were dropped and 1024 samples were used for the FFT
with the predicted strain data and with the temperature and pressure data pre-
sented in section 13.4. For greater frfluency resolution, the 3096 available
samples of observed strain data were used with 1000 zeros added to reach the
next larger power of two. The Filon algorithm can use any odd number of data
samples and the Fourier transform can be evaluated at any desired period (fre-
quency). The program was written to take the transform at a set of the exact A
tidal periods. Both algorithms give exact analytical answers for test cases
with known complicated time series having known Fourier transforms. However,
the author has more confidence in the FFT and only the results calculated with
it are presented.

The results of the Fourier transform analysis will be presented first. The
amplitude of the Fourier transforms of the strains in the 325 deg azimuth are
plotted in figure 248. The spectra of the predicted strain tides are black
and the spectra of the observed strains are light grey. The unfiltered data
shown in figure 242 (corrected for the error) were used for the transformation. I
The effects of the Mf tidal component at 327 hr and the M3 tidal component at
8 hr can be seen in the spectra of the predicted tides. With the 1024 samples,
the frequency resolution is sufficient to separate several other tidal compo-
nents, which can be seen in figure 248 and the other figures. The semi-diurnal
strains and the diurnal strains for the 325 deg azimuth are plotted on an ex-
panded linear by linear scale in figure 249. The most important gravity tidal
constituents are plotted in figure 250 as amplitudes relative to the M2 com- I
ponent. By comparing figure 250 to the other figures on the same scale, the
reader can visualize the degree of s-paration of the tidal components
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accomplished with the number of samples used in the analysis. The amplitudes
of the Fourier tran3forms of the observed and predicted strains in the 55 deg L
azimuth are plotted in figure 251 and on an expanded linear scale in figure 252.
The unfiltered observed strains illustrated in figure 243 were used to calculate
the Fourier transform. The amplitudes of the Fourier transforms of the observed
vertical strain (illustrated in figure 241) and the predicted areal strain are
plotted in figure 253 and of the observed and predicted areal strains are plot-
ted in figure 254. The amplitudes at the semi-diurnal and diurnal tide periods L
are plotted on an expanded linear scale in figure 255.

Table 21 summarizes the numerical results. The table gives the Fourier trans-
form amplitudes of the observed strains, the ratio of the Fourier transform I
amplitudei. of the predicted strains to the observed strains, and the relative
Fourier transform phase angle of the observed strains to the predicted strains.
The table summarizes the results at the principal tide periods for the three Li
instrument components of observed strain relative to the predicted strain, for
the obs,'rved areal strain relative to the predicted strain, and for the observed
vertical strain relative to the observed areal strain. The Fourier transform I
phase angles vary rapidly with period, and the relative phase angles given in
the table should be interpreted with caution.

Analysis and interpretation of earth tide spectra are difficult. Many of the L
periods of the tidal components are so close together (see figure 250) that
they cannot be separated without having data for many years to increase the
frequency resolution. Most tidal spectroscopy uses a time interval of 29 days. L
The 43 days of data used in this analysis have given sufficient frequency reso-
lution to separate the two principal semi-diurnal components M2 and S2 and the
principal diurnal component 01 from the combined components K1 and Pl. The Li
amplitudes in figures 249, 252, and 255 suggest that narrow band-pass filtering
might yield information on the Q1 , MI, J,, 001, u 2 -2N 2 , v2 -N2 components.

The results in table 21 and in figures 249, 252, and 255 lead to several obser-
vations. The 55 dog azimuth strainmeter has smaller amplitude ratios relative
to the predicted tides than the other two strainmeters and than the areal strain.
This observation further substantiates its better coupling to the earth. Based
on the amplitude ratios in the table, all components have more strain at a 24 hr
period than at the other tidal periods. The vertical strainmeter is also anoma-
lous at a 12 hr period. These excess strains are related to pressures and
temperatures and will be discussed in section 13.4. In the narrow period in-
tervals between the two semi-diurnal components and between the two diurnal
components, the amplitude ratios of the strains vary significantly. Phase angles
also vary significantly between the several tidal components. The areal strain
is approximately equal to the vertical strain except at the 12 hr period where
the vertical strain is anomalously high.

The power spectral density, coherence, and relative phase angles between the
sets of observed and predicted earth tide strains are plotted in figures 256
through 260. Numerical values at the peaks of the spectra are given in table
22 for the semi-diurnal and the diurnal periods. The PSD analysis only has
sufficient frequency resolution to separate the semi-diurnal components from
the diurnal components.
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Table 22. Amplitude ratio (theo/obs), coherence, and phase angle of
observed relative to theoretical for earth ride strain
components from power spectral density analysis

Tide MK,
Strain component SZPl1
component group K2 O

S55B Amplitude ratio 2.97 2.59
Coherence 0.99 0.97
Phase angle 570 lead 240 lag

S325B Amplitude ratio 7.05 3.35
Coherence 0.87 0.91

, Phase angle 510 lead 97' lead

SZB Amplitude ratio 5.27 3.41
Coherence 0.80 0.85
"hase angle 2090 lead 1330 lead

S325B + S55B Amplitude ratio 5.14 3.42 "
Coherence 0.84 0.91

Phase angle 430 lead 420 lead

SZB (obs) Amplitude ratio 1.25 1.02
S325B+S55B (obs) Coherence 0.55 0.72 i

Phase angle 2210 (Z lags sum) 2750 (Z lags sum)

The same observations can be made from the power spectral density analysis as
from the Fourier transform analysis. The higher coherence indicates the 55
deg azimuth strainmeter i, bettei: coupled to the earth than the other two strain
meters. The amplitude ratios indicate that there is more strain at the 24 hr
period than at the 12 hr period. The vertical strain at a 12 hr period is
anomalously high. In considering the phase angles, the reader should refer to
figure 240 for the relative shape of the load forces on the surface of the earth
from the W2 gravity potential.

If the driving force for the strains in the three directions is the same, the
outputs of the strainmeters might be expected to be in-phase. However, the
driving forces are made up of the summation of a series of time-varying func-
tioas. Each oi these time-varying functions has its own spatial and temporal
transfer functions to the three strainmeters. The time-varying functions will
combine in such a manner that the net phase angle of any strain component eij
could have any value and the phase angles would not necessarily be the same
for any two strain components. To evaluate what might be expected, a PSD
analysis was performed on the two horizontal observed strain series and on the
two horizontal predicted strain series. Numerical results are given in table 23
for the semi-diurnal and for the diurnal spectral peaks. Amplitude ratios and
phase angles are different for the predicted strains and the coherence is 1.00.
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Table 23. Comparison of horizontal Earth tide strains from power
:3 spectral density analysis

3 ~ ~~TideM2 K
component S2 P1

Strain group K2  1O01

I $55B (obs) Amplitude ratio 1.90 1.44
S325B (obs) Coherence 0.67 0.76

Phase angle 650 lead 740 lag

55 (predicted) Amplitude ratio 0.783 1.13
325 (predicted) Coherence 1.00 1.00

Phase angle 380 lag 430 lead

13.4 PRESSURE AND TEMPERATURE INDUCED STRAINS

The analysis of the earth tide strains in the previous section indicated that
there were significant strains at periods of 12 hr and 24 hr that were not the

t direct result of the gravitational attraction among the earth, the moon, and
the sun. These strains are related to pressure and temperature fluctuations.

I The atmosphere responds to the gravitational attractions, and the spectra of
air pressure have been found to have peaks at the tidal periods (Gossard, 1960,
Tolstoy, 1968, Herron et al.,1969). Air temperature also fluctuates with the
sun's radiation in a 24 hr period. Air temperature and air pressure are related
by the gas laws so that for changes in either parameter some change is to be

expected in the other. Thus, the gravitational attraction of the moon creates
1 |a direct strain tide; it changes air pressure, which changes the strain field

, related to pressure loads; and the pressure change results in a temperature
change, which changes the thermal expansion strain field. The motion of the
sun will have similar effects as the gravitational attraction of the moon plus
the additional large effects from the rise and fall in temperature from the
energy radiated by the sun. A rise in temperature will change the thermal ex-
pansion strain field; it will also change the air pressur;ýe, which will change
the pressure induced strain field. The observed strain field is the resultant
of the simultaneous variations in gravitational attraction from the moon, in
gravitational attraction from the sun, in pressure loads on the surface, and
in temperature variations.

Data from a recording barometer and a recording thermometer were hand digitied

at 1 hr intervals for the 45 days from 4 April through 19 May 1971. The time
series with the mean and linear trend removed are plotted in figures 261 (air
pressure) and 262 (air temperature). The diurnal and semi-diurnal variations

are clearly visible in both figures.

The time series were spectrally analyzed in the same manner as used with the
Sstrain signals in section 13.3. The amplitude of the Fourier transform of the
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atmospheric pressure is given in figure 263 and the power spectral density is
given in figure 264. Sharp peaks occur at the 12 hr and 24 hr tidal periods.
Other major peaks occur at 78.8 and 256.0 hr (3.3 and 10.7 days, respectively)
in both analyses. Less significant peaks at 41.0, 51.2, and 128 to 146 hr
occur in the Fourier amplitudes. The periods of the major peals can be seen
in the time series in figure 261. The results of the temperature analyses are
given in figure 265 (Fourier transform amplitude) and figure 266 (PSD). The
major spectral peaks appear at similar periods as observed on the pressure m
spectra. These periods are 12.1, 23.8, 85.3, and 256 hr.

A power spectral density analysis was made to compare the pressure and the 3
temperature with each of the three strain components. The PSD have been
illustrated in previous figures. The coherences between the air pressure and
the strains are plotted in figure 267 and the phase angles by which the strain
components lead the pressure are plotted in figure 268. Coherences between air
temperature and the strains are plotted in figure 269 and the relative phase
angles are plotted in figure 270. Numerical values from the semi-diurnal and
diurnal peaks are listed in table 24. The coherences are all greater than 0.8 a
except for the 325 deg azimuth at the 12 hr period for both the pressure and
temperature effects.
The high coherences between the observed strain field and each of the predicted

tide strains, the air pressure, and the air temperature suggest that all are
interacting as described above. The separation of the cause and effect between
each of the phenomenon is beyond the scope of the present investigation.

The amplitude ratios between strain and pressure and between strain and tempera-
ture given in table 24 can be interpreted as transfer functions in the same
manner as in section 7.6. The numerical values on the order of 10-12 strain/
iibar are in agreement with the higher phase velocity and with the values deter-
mined from air pressure fluctuations of periods of 30 to 2560 sec. The numeri-
cal values on the order of 4 x 10-10 strain/deg F are much smaller than the
1 x 10-6 strain/deg F thermal expansion coefficient of quartz. (foldmine
Mountain is a quartz diorite.) The three-and-a-half orders of magnitude smaller
transfer function is the result of the burial at approximately 1000 cm as im-
plied by the X in the numerator of the second equality in equation (113) below.
(This equation is usually applied in the cgs system of units.) No interpreta-
tion has been reached concerning the phase relationships.

A mathematical relation between surface temperature changes and observed thermal
strain has been verified experimentally. On a few occasions, it was necessary
to turn the lights on in the mine during the time interval used for the earth
tide strain recordings. The heat from the lights rai.sed the temperature in the
seismometer chamber, causing thermal expansion of the rock and a strain signal ¶

output. Carslaw and Jaeger (1959) treat the case of heat flow in a semi-infinitc
solid whose initial temperature is V and whose surface is kept at zero tempera-
ture. The temperature v is a function of time t and depth in the solid X such
that

v V erf (110)
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Figure 261. Air pressure fluctuations
7 April to 20 May 1971 G69
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where erf JY} is the error function of y and k is the diffusivity of the ii*1
solid. The rate of cooling at any point is

vx x
t'7 (=-exp) (111)

• : ~3t 2 • k

The temperature gradient at any point is

av (•v V exp.

_x___kt 4kt (112)

x
Equations (111) and (112) can be expressed in terms of the parameter

as 2/ kt

t IT 3v _ x J1- •v x X2
V ýt 2V ýX 2 it " 4kt " (113) 1

The right-hand equality of equation (113) is in the form of

y exp (-y 2 ) (114)

This is the mathematical relationship that was used to relate temperature I
change to observed strain. The maximum of expression (114) is 0.4288 and
it occurs when y = 1/vr2 . The fit to the data was done by graphical trial
and error. The maximum strain deflection was scaled to 0.4288. The time
from the beginning of the disturbance to the maximum strain was used to scale
the time axis. Generally, an acceptable fit was obtained on the third trial.
The residual difference between the calculated and observed strain was then
taken as the earth tide signal. On one occasion, the lights were left on
for about 4 hr and it was necessary to convolve expression (114) with an
assumed temperature time variation to match the observed strains. The fit
of the experimental data to expression (114) implies that the observed thermal
strain field is proportional to the temperature gradient in the rock. This
implication is reasonable.

The earth tide strains can probably be corrected for thermal strains by con-
volving the air temperature with expression (114) and determining the amplitude
of the transfer function by a least-squares estimate.

13.5 COMMENTS

The strain field at QC-AZ has been evaluated at the periods of the major tidal
components. It has been determined that the strain field at the 100 m depth
of the mine is linearly related to (coherent with) the gravitational forces
from the moon and the sun, the air pressure, and the air temperature. The
air pressure fluctuates with the gravitational forces. The air temperature
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is affected by radiant energy from the sun. Air pressures and air temperatures
interact with each other in accord with the gas laws.

The linear relationship between the gravitational forces, pressures, tempera-
tures, and strains has prevented hard-number evaluation of the coupling of the
QC-AZ strainmeters to the earth. The ti.dal analysis does substantiate the
better coupling to the earth of the 55 deg azimuth strainmeter than the other
two components. The ratio of about 2.3:1 between the predicted and the observed
strains in the 55 deg azimuth is about the same as the ratio observed for Rayleigh
waves. The ratio of observed to expected strains is larger at the 24 hr period
on all three strain seismometers and on the vertical strainmeter at the 12 hr
period. The ratio of predicted to observed strains is significantly different
for the M2 tides at 12.42 hr period than for the unseparated S2 tide at 12.00 hr
period and K2 tide at 11.97 hr period. The ratio is also significantly differ-
ent for the unseparated K1 tide at 23.93 hr period and P1 tide at 24.07 hr period
than for the 01 tide at 25.82 hr period.

I Previous investigators have attributed discrepancies between observed tidal
strains and predicted tidal strains to the effects of ocean loading only. The
effects of pressure induced strains and of temperature induced strains have not
been considered. The data presented in this section indicate that these dis-
turbing forces must also be considered as well as the oceanic mass load.

JI
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14. ACOUSTIC SIGNALS ENHANCED BY STRAIN SEISMOGRAPIIS

Strain seismographs respond to ground strains induced by air pressure loads oni
•,,. the surface. This section illustrates the recording and the enhancement of '

acoustic waves from two presumed acoustic sources. Section 14,1 is an appli-
cation of the theory developed in soction 7.6.2 and a review of the applicable

literature on the propagation of acoustic waves in the atmosphere. Recordings
of the acoustic wave induced strains and a time-varying spectral analysis of
three acoustic wave trains are presented in section 14.2.

,14.1 REVIEW OF THEORY AND LITERATURE

The strain seismographs respond to ground strain induced by air pressure loads
on the surface. This response was discussed in section 7.6 as related to noise
on the strain seismographs during intervals of large air pressure fluctuations
that are accompanied by high winds. This section is concerned with the strain
seismograph as a technique for detecting and enhancing acoustic waves. I
The strain seismograph improves the signal-to-noise ratic of an acoustic wave
to wind-related noise because of the depth attenuation factors. Repeating equation
(6) from'section 7.6.2, we have for the horizontal strain in the direction of I
propagation of a plane wave passing over a half-space

dwoIx 3  xl I- u P cow l iwo "(ct
-ee co c (6)

SdXl +j Co /e

For a 50 sec acoustic wave, the wave length is about 15 km. Therefore, this
model is a much better approximation for an acoustic wave than it is for air
pressure (wind) noise, which has wave lengths of 100 to 700 m. There are two
depth dependent (x 3 ) factors in equation (6). The amplitude coefficient in
parentheses and the exponential depth attenuation factor exp (-~jo.x3/co). As T
pointed out in section 7.6.2, the amplitude coefficient will become zero for 4 Isome depth for each wave number ko = wo/Co. To establish orders of magnitude,

assume we have a plane acoustic wave of 50 sec period with a phase velocity of

300 m/sec and a plane pressure (wind noise) wave of the same period with a phase
velocity of 30 m/sec (67 mi/hr).

If X= , with these parameters, we get

3acoustic wave wind noise
kox3) 0 at x 3 = 1194 m at x3 = 119.4 m

( k - kX 3) at 100 1 = 0.4.S8 0.080

exp (-kox 3 ) at 100 m = 0.96 0.06

At the approximate 100 m depth of the QC-AZ mine, the strain from the assumed
wind-related wave would be near the zero of the parentheses term and attenuated
to 0.66 the strain at the surface from the exponential term. The strain from
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'F the assumed acoustic wave would be almost the same as the strain at the surface.
The ratio of the strains at depth to the strains at the surface are 0.88 for the
acoustic wave and 0.11 for the wind-related wave, or an 8:1 S/N improvement.

The air pressure load creates tilts in the ground as well as strains. The tilt
resulting from a plane pressure wave passing over a half-space is given in
equation (9) of section 7.6.2. This equation is repeated here.

~~~~~OX ( x; +IoX 3  9
S~~d u 3 = P + 2,p 0•l 3- oSItilt M - + co e e

The exponential depth attenuation factor is the same as for strain, but the
- amplitude coefficient is different and does not have a zero with depth. Using

the assumed parameters above, at a 100 m depth, we get

acoustic wave wind nois,3 X + 2) 1.54 1.92( + V k~x3 )=''

The ratio of the tilts at the surface to tilts at depth are 1.48 for the
acoustic wave and 1.27 for the wind-related wave, or a 1.2:1 S/N improvement.
"The tilt response of a horizontal inertial seismograph is equal to (g/w 2 ) times
the displacement response (see equation (14), section 7.7.1.) Therefore, the
longer periods will be emphasized on the horizontal inertial seismograms. Since

the XLP response (P X seismograms) has a higher magnification at the long periods
than the ALPS response (PL seismograms), the tilt will be more evident on the
XLP seismograms.

The propagation of acoustic-gravity waves in the atmosphere has been studied
by several investigators. Press and Harkrider (1962) and Pfeffer and Zarichny

* (1962) represented the atmosphere with a model having many isothermal layers.
The homogeneous problem of wave propagation was numerically evaluated for a
number of models in terms of phase and group velocity dispersion curves for

4 several modes of oscillation. Pfeffer and Zarichny (1963) improved and added
to their earlier models by including two sound wave guides and a thicker
atmosphere. They calculated theoretical dispersion curves and variations of
kinetic energy with altitude for 11 normal modes and several model atmospheres.
Comparison of the phase velocity and group velocity dispersion curves with the
kinetic energy distribution with altitude led Pfeffer and Zarichny (1963) to the
interpretation that there are two families of normal modes. The "quasi-horizontal
m rerpreatio n e
modes" represent energy that propagates in the lower atmosphere and the 'Tqusi-vertical modes" represent energy that propagates in the upper atmosphere. The

"quasi-horizontal modes" are maxima in the group velocity curves; and since theyI propagate in the lower atmosphere, they are tile modes recorded on barograms.
Ilarkrider (1964) expanded the theory to include a source and presented amplitude
spectra as well as dispersion curves for various sourcc heights. He obtained a
general fit to the observed dispersion curves of Donn and Ewing (1962a, 19621).
llarkrider (1964), from comparisons of theoretical and observed barograms from a
large thermonuclear explosion, concluded that (1) the major features on the
barogram can be explained by superposition of four modes; (2) different p)arts
of the vertical temperature structure of the atmosphere control the relative
excitation of these modes; (3) a scaled point source is sufficient to model
thermonuclear explosions; (4) the observed shift in dominance of certain frequencies .,
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with yield and altitude can be explained by means of empirical scaling laws;
and (5) out to 50 deg from the source, the observed variation of amplitude
with distance can be accounted for by geometrical spreading over a spherical
surface. Pierce (1967) added a variable wind profile (west to cast) to the
variable temperature profile models employed by tile previous investigators. In
his model, Pierce (1967) found that the low frequencies (he considered periods
of 1 to 10 min) travelled slightly faster and arrived earlier. Representative
velocities in his solutions were j

Mode Downwind Upwind

GR0  324.0 m/sec 296 rn/sec

S 323.6 m/sec 293 rn/sec

S1  316 m/sec 285 111/sec

The dispersion curves for downwind and upwind propagation were similar in shape
and the primary difference was only the net group velocity. Donn and Shaw (1967) I
presented 208 barograms made at 15 stations from 45 nuclear explosions together
with the related data on source, times, and distances. Balachandran and Doun
(1968) used normal mode theory to study the propagation of acoustic-gravity waves
in a multi-layer model of the atmosphere with constant temperature and uniform
wind in each layer. The envelope of their theoretical dispersion curves showed
a good agreement with empirical dispersion curves from time-stepped Fourier
transforms of actual barograms. They found that strong winds in the direction
of propagation near 100 km altitude and opposing low altitude winds are favorable
for inverse dispersion at long periods. Ilarkrider and Wells (1968) investigated
the effect on dispersion curves of terminating the upper extreme of an atmospheric
model with a free surface, rigid surface, and with a half-space beginning at 220,
310, and 490 km. All of their models showed a mode characterized by a long period
velocity asymptote without a long period cutoff. This mode corresponds to the
deep ocean surface wave mode with a long period limit of 4gFI where g is the
acceleration of gravity and II is the thickness of the layer. Their kinetic energy
density profiles showed that this early arriving wave travels in the upper
atmosphere. Yamamoto (1968) has made the most complete study to date of propaga-
tion velocities over the northern hemisphere. lie plotted isochrone maps of tile
short-arc wave arrival and the long-arc wave arrival from the Soviet nuclear
explosion of 30 October 1961. The wind effects were excluded by taking the
mean speed for the two paths. lie found that the mean speed of propagation was
in the range from 275 rn/sec to 350 m/sec. Over the central Pacific, he found V
mean speeds higher than 350 m/sec; and over the Arctic region and off lingland,
the mean speeds were lower than 275 m/sec. These high and low speeds could not
be explained with the observed temperature structure up to the lower stratosphere.
'The difference of the propagation speed between the short-arc and long-arc waves
gave a wind-induced increment of velocity which exceeded 50 m/sec over the 0Davis
Strait and 20 m/sec north of the West Indies. A wind distribution that would
give these velocity increments could not be found below the height of 25 ;am.
Balachandran (1970) extended his previous study of the effects of winds on the
dispersion of acoustic-gravity waves, lie concluded that waves with periods less
than about 400 sec were influenced mainly by winds close to the ground, whereas
waves with periods longer than about 400 sec were influenced by high-altitude as
well as low-altitude winds. Strong winds at altitudes near 100 km i n the di rect ion
of propagation of the waves and winds near the ground in a direction op~ositc to -
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ST that of the waves were favorable for inverse dispersion in group velocities at
£• long periods. Opposite wind conditions favored normal dispersion at all periods.

Ben-Menahem (1972) reports simultaneous recording on a mercury tiltmeter and on
SL an infrasonic microbarograph of the first gravity mode (GR ) and three acoustic

Smodes S 1, S2) from the Chinese nuclear air blast of 1R October 1970. The
recordings were made at Eilat, Israel, 5024.5 km from the NOS located epicenter.
Observed group velocities were 293.0 to 280.0 km/sec in the period range from
400 to 48 sec. Ben-Menahem believes that the group velocities were decreased
about 10 m/sec by westerly winds. He observed 300 pbar pressure and 3 x 10"10 rdn
tilt at 240 sec. These values give a transfer function of 10-12 rdn/wbar which

1. Ben-Menahem states applies from 20 to 400 sec. Ben-Menahem (1972) derived expres-
sions for pressure generated tilts and displacements. His expressions are similar
to those of Sorrells (1969,Sorrells and Der, 1970, and Sorrells and Goforth, 1972)
but are not as complete and are based on some assumptions that are not in accord
with observations.

Tilt is part of the strain component elS and is expected to be of the same order
of magnitude as the strain per equations (6) and (9) above. Indeed, Ben-Menahem's
transfer function of 10-12 rdn/pbar is identical to the 10-12 strain/Pbar observed
near 240 sec at QC-AZ for the wind related strain/pressure transfer function plotted
in figures 100 through 103 and 105 through 107.

14.2 ACOUSTIC SIGNALS

This section presents the recording of an acoustic signal on the strain seismographs
at QC-AZ and the group velocity dispersion curves of this signal for the short-arc
wave path and for the long-arc wave path. Similar group velocity dispersion curves
are also presented for another acoustic signal.

Signals from two presumed acoustic sources are presented. The NOS PDE data on
the epicenters and the calculated epicentral distances and azimuths are given
in table 25.

The seismograms recorded on camera 1 from the acoustic wave that travelled the
short-arc from the 3 July 1970 presumed source are illustrated in figure 271(a)
and (b). Group velocities U in m/sec are indicated in the figure. As predicted
by the theory, the strain seismographs and the inertial seismographs respond to
the acoustic wave. The largest response is by the two strain seismographs, with
the P325X and P55X horizontal inertial seismographs responding to the tilts. The
signal is also visible on the other four long period inertial seismographs. At
the time this signal was recorded, the ML2 outside microbarograph and the MLl
inside microbarograph did not have their normal response. The air conditioner had
failed in van No. 2 and tape recorders Nos. 2 and 3 could not be operated. When
the microbarograph signals were turned off at the input to the tape recorders, a
resistance to ground was put in parallel with a capacitor in the microbarograph
electronics. These components formed a high-pass filter and attenuated the signal.
The ML2 microbarograph did respond to the shorter period signals. (The ML2 micro-
barograph was operational during the 30 May 1970 signal and the group velocity
dispersion curve from it will be shown later.)

The horizontal strain seismograms S325L and S55L are very similar in shape and
"opposite in polarity. If the longitudinal stress concentration factors are the
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i,
same sign as the hoop stress concentration factors as found by Barjansky (1944)I• (see discussion in section 12,2), the opposite polarity is predicted for one
strainmeter mounted on the wall and the other strainmeter mounted on the flocr.
The same opposite polarity is also observed for wind-related strains as illustrated
in figure 78 in section 7.6.3 and in figure 132 in section 8.1.2. Four large

B energy bursts can be seen In the seismograms at 2352,35Z (U a 349 m/sec), at
2359:30Z (U a 341 m/sec), at 0021:22Z (U a 320 m/sec), and at 0120:04Z

ST (U = 274 m/sec). The signal started abruptly at 2552:3SZ (U a 349 m/see) and
& stopped abruptly at 0127:OOZ (U a 270 m/sec). The abrupt stop with a large

burst of energy is predicted by the theoretical results in the literature. All
the models give a group velocity-versus-period curve in which all modes flatten
toward the same group velocity at the short periods. The flat group velocity
curve produces the burst of energy. The abrupt stop occurs becaust. this velocity

_ is the slowest velocity of the "quasi-horizontal modes" cnd represents the
S! velocity in the lower sound channel at about 85 km altitude.

Group velocity versus period has been calculated from the seismograms and the
"barogram for several of the acoustic signals with the computer program GROUP.

U. The program takes samples of the time series (digitized seismogram) in groups
of moving windows centered at the time corresponding to a selected group velocity.

- Each window is four times the selected period. The time series in each window

is detrended and then smoothed with a cosine squared taper to minimize side
lobes. The smoothed time series is Fourier transformed into the frequency domain

-. and the amplitude modulus is stored as a decibel (or logarithmic) value in a table
* with a row for each group velocity and a column for each of 42 periods in a

selected decade. Thus, the printed table serves as a plot of the logarithm of
the Fourier amplitude on a logarithmic period scale versus a linear group velocity
scale. In the figures that follow, no correction has been made for instrument

. response. Direct comparisons between amplitudes can be made at any given period;
but to compare amplitudes at different periods, the seismograph response must be
used. 'T'he group velocity corresponding to each period is the maximum Fourier
amplitude at that period.

The dispersion cur-es for the several modes in these figures have been drawn with
the horizontal portions and with the vertical portions in the period range of the
corresponding horizontal and vertical portions of the theoretical group velocity
dispersion curves of Pfeffer and Zariclny (1963). The modes have been identified
with the nomenclature of Pfeffer and Zarichny (1963) rather than the nomenclature
of Harkrider (1964). Figure 272 is a plot of the theoretical dispersion curves
from figure 7 of Pfeffer and Zarichny (1963); the scale is the same as the observed
curves that follow. These curves were calculated for a model atmospheie with a
half-space beginning at an altitude of 300 km and with no winds. The horizontal
portions of the dispersion curves are the quasi-.horizontal modes that travel
primarily in the lower atmosphere and that are expected to be recorded at the
"surface of the earth. The vertical portions of the dispersion curves are the
quasi-vertical modes that travel primarily in the upper atmosphere.

The dispersion curves from the 3 July 1970 presumed source will be discussed first.
The group velocity dispersion curves calculated from the S55L horizontal strain
seismogram in figure 271 are plotted in figure 273. This acoustic wave travelled
the 6747 km short-arc from the source. Dispersion curves are interpreted for the
fundamental mode F, the first acoustic mode 1A, the second acoustic mode 2A, tile
third acoustic mode 3A, and the fourth acoustic mode 4A. Two complete sets of
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dispersion curves for the five modes have been interpreted from the data for
this signal. The energy arrivals in the first set were earlier than the
theoretical group velocities predict, but their group velocity of 341 to
349 m/sec is identical with the 350 m/sec observed by Yamwnoto (1908) over
the central Pacific Ocean. The energy arrivals in the second set of dis- a
persion curves arrived in the group velocity window from 330 to 270 in/see
in almost identical agreement with the theoretical dispersion curves as
slightly speeded up by west to east winds,

Sorrells et al. (1971b) illustrated the output of a correlation function from
a three element, 5 km triangular microbarograph array at Grand Saline, Texas,
for this same signal. The correlation function indicated an acoustic signal
beginning at 0142Z, ending at about 0225Z, and having maximum energy at two
times, 0147Z and 0202Z.

The present author (JEF) has not made any theoretical studies to explain these
observations because that study is secondary to the objective of Project VT/8706,
Two different mechanisms are postulated below. One is a dual path propagation
with much higher velocity winds on one path, possibly a jet stream (Madden and
Claerbout, 1968). The other mechanism is related to the vertical distribution
of the energy. The early arrivals could be associated with energy that travelled
most of the path in the upper sound channel where the velocities are higher, and
the later arrivals could be associated with energy that travelled in a normal
manner. The second postulated mechanism entails the problem that the energy
would have to propagate at the higher velocities in the upper layers and then
reform the several modes before reaching the station.

The burst of energy seen at 2359Z in figure 271 is associated with the quasi-
hcrizontal modes of the IA, 3A, and 4A acoustic modes, Note that the 92 dB and
91 dB peaks in figure 273 for both sets of arrivals of the IA and 3A modes,
respectively, are clearly separated in the frequency domain (figure 273) as
predicted by the theory. The separation of the 3A and 4A modes in the first
arrival and the 3A of the second arrival and 2A of the first arrival are
separated but not as distinctly as the separation of the IA and 3A modes. Thec
higher modes travelled at slightly greater group velocities. In the first U;

arrival set, 4A was slightly faster than 3A, 3A than IA, and IA than F. In the
second arrival set, the same relationship held between 3A, IA, and F, but 4A
lagged.

The group velocity dispersion curves for the 33,283 km long-arc path from the r-
3 July 1970 presumed source are plotted in figure 274,, This curve was cal.cula-
ted from the S3251, strain seismogram. This path was in a direction in opposition

to the general west-to-east winds, and slower group velocities are observed.
Because of the greater distance the signal is weaker, but the dispersion curves
for the same five modes can be seen in the data. Only one arrival set is 41
identifiable.

The group velocity dispersion curves for the 6769 km short-arc path from the
30 May 1970 presumed source are plotted in figures 275 and 270. The dispersion

curves in figure 275 were calculated from the SS5L strain seismograph and the
curves in figure 276 were calculated from the ML2 microbarograph. These two
figures have identical dispersion curves. The group velocities are similar to
the early arrival set in figure 273 and to the velocities found by Yamamoto (1968)
for the central Pacific. Thefe is a distinct difference in the relationship
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of the IA and F modes to the other three modes between the dispersion curves
for the Aignals from the two dates, These differences are probably the combined
result of the difference in the source and the difference in tho wind structure
along the propagation path during the two time intervals.

IThe other components of instrumentation all gave similar dispersion curves for
the two signals. Only representative curves have been presented.

i The similarity of the group velocity dispersion curves in figures 273 through
276 demonstrate that

1 (1) Strain seismographs enhance strains generated by acoustic waves.

(2) The strain seismographs have sufficient signal to detect energy from
I five modes of acoustic-gravity waves.

(3) The strain seismographs have sufficient signal to produce repeatable
group velocity dispersion curves for the five modes.

I:
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15. CONCLUSIONS 3
The primary conclusion of Project VT/8706 is that a three-component, high-
sensitivity strain seismograph can be built to match a three-component, high-
sensitivity inertial seismograph in magnification, in amplitude response, and
in phase response. The strain seismographs can be combined with the inertial
seismographs to provide on-line, real-time, signal enhancement and wave type I
discrimination. Rayleigh waves, Love waves, and body waves arriving as S

phases are especially well enhanced. The 17 dB signal-to-noise ratio for a
Rayleigh wave from an earthquake with an nro of 4.2 at an epicentral distance
of 100 deg indicates that the single station strain/inertial complex is a
satisfactory concept for use in the problem of detecting and identifying earth-
quakes and explosions. This S/N ratio is comparable to the 11 dB microseismic
noise reduction accomplished with the 63 element LASA LP array by Capon et al.(1969).

The directional array of sums and differences of strain and inertial seismo--I
graphs is valuable as a real-time, beam-forming process. Comparison between
a sum trace and a difference trace allowed many earthquakes to be detected
with good estimates of azimuth and epicentral distance. Many of these detec-
tions were Rayleigh waves and often the associated Love wave could be identified.
The worldwide long-period detection capability of QC-AZ is better than mb of
4.35 at the 50 percent probability level. 3
After large earthquakes, the strain seismograph returns to its normal back-
ground earlier than the inertial seismograph, reducing the time that detection
capability is degraded by the free oscillations.

The structure of the upper mantle under the Basin and Range Province signifi-
cantly attenuates 45 to 60 sec Rayleigh weves. This energy dissipation materi-
ally affects the earthquake/explosion discriminants associated with the MS40
surface wave magnitude.

The design employed for the strainmeters was satisfactory. The velocity trans- I
ducer provided ample signal and dynamic range so that the system was limited by
ground motion and not by instrument noise. The method of attachment to the rock
and of suspending the strain rod were satisfactory. Calibrations were of suf-
ficient accuracy to maintain constant known magnifications.

Care must be exercised in selecting and preparing a strainmeter site. The
seismometers should be installed in an underground chamber in solid rock at a
depth of 100 m or more, preferably in flat terrain. The seismometer chamber
must be sealed against air pressure variations. The strainmeter must be well
insulated. Horizontal strainmeters should be instalied on the wall where stress A
concentrations are compressive rather than on the floor or ceiling where stress
concentrations are tensile.

Monitoring of environmental conditions with microbarographs, anemometers, re-
cording barometers, and recording thermometers is needed to interpret the
operating conditions of any long-period seismograph installation.
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The directional array at QC-AZ would be improved by high-pass filtering with a
w 40 sac, 2 polo filter. The filter would reduce the longer period background

signal from the strain seismographs. Because of the small 40 to 60 sec Rayleigh
waves, signals would not be materially affected.i
Strain created by large air pvesP.-,e fluctuations degrades the capability of
the strain seismographs and the horizontal inertial seismographs. Some outage
of the directional array will result during times of high winds.

Steps-of-strain are related to the conditions in the vicinity of the station
rather than being related to an earthquake source mechanism. Their time func-
tion at QC-AZ is exponential rather than a step.

The strain field at the earth tide periods is the result of interaction among
gravitational attraction of the moon and the sun, pressure variations, and
temperature variations.

The ability of strain seismographs to improve the acoustic signal-to-wind noise
ratio allows the detection of acoustic signals. The strain recording is capaLle
of being used to separate acoustic modes on a repeatable basis.

I;
1.

S

1.
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16. ADMINISTRATION 3
The Program Manager for Project VELA T/8706 is James E. Fix, Senior Research i
Geophysicist. He was assisted in the design and the supervision of the field

operation by John R. Sherwin, Project Physicist. William II. Bohne, Engineer,
designed the mechanical details of the strain seismometer. The Queen Creek,
Arizona, Seismological Station was operated by Roy R. Parrett, research tech-

nician and team leader, Joe Morgan, research technician, and Don R. York,
research technician. Data analysis and data processing techniques were de-
veloped by the program manager. Scientific progrmnming Rnd data processing
were carried out by the program manager; Jerry Crowley, senior scientific
programmer; and B. L. Fitch, systems analyst. Mrs. Betty Keeling, analyst,
was analyst and data librarian. Preliminary site selection and supervision
of the modifications to the mine were done by Lynn R. Mayer, TFO Station|
Geologist.

John R. Sherwin was author of sections 3, 4, and 5, and of section 6 except I
for section 6.1.4. James E. Fix was author of the balance of the report. I

I

I

I
I

ii
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SENSITIVITY REQUIRED FOR LONG-PERIOD STRAIN
TO BE EQUIVALENT TO ADVANCED LONG-PERIOD

INERTIAL SYSTEM

METHOD

1. Define resolution as 1 mm = I x 10-3 m peak-to-peak at X10 view.

2. From response curve of high-gain advanced long-period channel, determine
ground displacement resolution.

3. Using Benioff's horizontal strain equation and available Rayleigh wave
phase velocities calculate strain and differential displacement required
to equal sensitivity of inertial system.

4. Using Rcmney's relation between summed horizontals and vertical strain

seismographs and +2 = 2.75 estimate vertical strain.
A

SAMPLE CALCULATIONS

At 25 sec period maximum magnification of inertial system is 100,000

1. Displacement resolution defined as Lx 10-3 m -1  x 10-8 m = 10 nm (1)105

2. Benioff (1935, BSSA) equation (8) p 290 for longitudinal apparent waves

y 2 L du (2)
c Cos a dt

where:

y = total relative displacement of piers parallel to the line
joining them

L = distance between piers

a = angle between direction of u and direction between piers

u = horizontal displacement of the ground in direction of wave travel

t = time

c = phase velocity

We are interested in y as differential displacement and y/L as strain.

Let us consider the case where B = 0 and cos 2 = 1. Also write du/dt as iru

and substitute 2r/T for w. (w = angular frequency and T = period.) Equation
(2) then becomes
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iL21Tuy -(3)
cT

or

y i2lTu (4)

L cT

For numerical values, we will neglect the phase shift indicated by -i.

3
3. For T = 25 sec, L = 20 m, c = 4.0 x 10 m/sec

(20 m)(27)(l x 10-8 M)
y= 3

(4.0 x 10 m/sec)(25 sec)

1.26 x10=1 1 m horizontal
differential displacement

6.28 x 10.- -m - horizontal strain
L m

4. Vertical strain

-1.3 M
Z 6.28 x 10- j

L 2.75
= 2.2 X I013 M

S2.28 x 1 rfl vertical strain
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INSTRUMENT NOMENCLATURE, RECORDER CHANNEL ALLOCATION, AND POLARITY

This appendix lists the instrument nomenclature, the normal recorder channel
"I assignments, and the polarity convention for the Queen Creek Seismological

Station (QC-AZ).

i I1. NOMENCLATURE

The nomenclature used for the instrument system identifiers is:

Category of data Identifier

Time: BCD = binary coded decimal station time

WWV = WWV time

Compensation: Comp = playback compensation channel

Data: first symbol: S = strain

K I P = pendulum

M . microbarograph*

W = wind

second sv'iol*: Z = vertical

325 = 325 degree azimuth

55 = 55 degree azimuth

I V = (wind) velocity

D = (wind) direction

third sv,." :1: L = Advanced Long-Period System (ALPS)
I response

U = Ultra-Long-Period (ULP) response

I Extended-Long-Period response

B = Broad-Band (BB) response

I ! -1-
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S - Short-Period (SP) response

fourth symbol: L * Low gain

1,2,3 u numbers assigned to similar
ins truments

*Microbarograph channel identifiers do not have a symbol
in the second symbol category. 3

Flag: flag identifier for clipping at Ithaco
amplifier output I

2. RECORDER CHANNELS

2.1 TAPE RECORDERS

Recorder
Channel No. No. 1 No. 2 No. 3

1 BCD BCD BCD
2 SZLL WV2 MU

3 P32SLL SZB SZUL
4 PS5L PSSS P55X
S S325LV SSSB S32SUL
6 SSSL SSSS SSSU
7 Comp Comp Comp
8 S325L S325S S325U
9 SZL SZS SZU

10 P325L P325S P32SX
11 PZL PZS PZX
12 S55LL WD2 SSSUL
13 PZLL S325B ML1
14 P55LL WWV ML2

U
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2.2 16 mm FILM RECORDERS

Recorder
Channel No. No. 1 No. 2

1 FLAG WWV
2 WWV S325L-S5SL
3 SZL S:L+S325L+SSSL
4 SZLL S325L+SSSL

I S325L SZL
6 S325LL PZL7 SSSL S325L+P325L

i8 SSSLL $32;L•L -P325L
9 PZL 3bS!,+P5SL

10 P32SL b65L-P55L
11 PSSL MUI

12 PZX off
13 P32SX off14 PSSX off

s15 MLI off16 PZS off
17 ML2 ,-n ly
18 WV 16119 Wchannels

2.3 35 mm FILM RECORDER

I Channel No.

1 szU2 $55U
3 S3251!4 MU

2.4 PAPER CHART RECORDERS

SSZ 'No. I
S3259 No.,"

I SS513 No. 3

1:--3.
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IA
3. POLARITY ' I.

The polarity convention used on QC-AZ recorders is as follows:

Strain: Compression is up on film recordeis
and positive voltage into the magnetic-
tape recorders.

Inertial: Displacement toward up, toward 32S deg I
azimuth, and toward 5S deg azimuth
are up on film recorders and positive
voltage into the magnetic-tape recorders.

Electromagnetic calibration Connected so that a dc current turned
coils: on produces a positive output.

I
I
I
I
I
I

ill
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I
ROUTINE OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS FOR QC-AZ

OPERATIONS

I. General

S1.1 Logs - Logs must be able to stand alone. For example, if a seismic
channel is off the air, an entry should be made in the log of every
recorder affected for every day the condition continues. Similarly,
non-routine special tests, high level recordings, and the like should
be noted on every affected log for as long as tho test is in progress.
This means that considerable writing and duplication will be required,
but it is necessary. Remember that there is no such thing as an over-

4. documented log.

1.2 Dc Offsets - Check dc offsets daily, and adjust as necessary. This
is especially important for SP and ULP channels not recorded on a
Develocorder.

1.3 General Maintenance - At least once per month, perform general mainte-
nance and cleaning on all equipment in the vans. Don't forget such
items as battery electrolyte level and voltage, air conditioner filters,
microbarograph power supply operation, etc. A few hours loss of data

L. due to regular preventative maintenance is far more acceptable than
the unexpected loss of overnight recording, which usually occurs at
precisely the wrong time.

1.4 Weekly Log - A general log of any extraordinary item affecting any
channel should be kept on a daily basis and sent to Garland with film
shipments every week. Items to include are (1) special tests, (2) major
maintenance, (3) calibration constant changes, (4) filter changes, etc.
Comments need only refer briefly to the item in question so that Garland
personnel may refer to the daily logs for details.

1.5 Recording - Recordings are to be maintained on as continuous a basis
as possible. Do not enter the mine unless maintenance on a channel is
absolutely necessary. If at all possible, do not turn on mine lights
which cause long-lasting temperature effects. Keep personnel time in
the mine to a minimum.

"When necessary to enter the mine for work on any instrument, all data
channels (film and tape), with the exception of the channels worked on,
are to be left turned on. This will allow analysts to determine, for
example, what effects personnel in the mine have on temperature changes
or the like.

2. Develocorder #i

2.1 High gain strains, ALPS, and Extended Range LP's should be maintained
at 50K @ 25 sec, + 10%.

2.2 Low gain strains should be maintained at about 5K (equiv).
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2.3 Short-period inertials should be operated at 500K @ 1 Hz, + 10%.

2.4 Trace overlining due to long-term drift should be avoided.

25 Adjust radio reception to obtain readable NWV recording for the I
greatest possible time.

3. Develocorder #2

3.1 Maintain all seismic channels at a gain of 25K + 10%.

3.2 Maintain gain of channels incorporated in algebraic sums within + 5%. I
4. Tape Recorders3

4.1 Routine background level for all high gain channels is 100 mV p-p.

4.2 Routine calibration levels for all high gain channels is 2 to 2.5 V,p-p. 3
4.3 Tape channel alignment and playback noise level should be performed at

least once every 3 days for each recorder. Scheduling is optional, but
some routine should be established.

4.4 Monitor connecting chassis power supply noise and ripple once every
2 weeks. Noise should not exceed 100 mV.

4.5 General preventative maintenance - oiling, cleaning, bearing checks,
etc. - should be performed on a regular 3 month basis.

4.6 DAILY - Mark tape near leader with following information: QC-AZ,
date, TR # . Make leader of approximately 15 turns on take-up
reel. Mark record start across tape.

5. ULPS Recorder

5.1 Change every 5 days.

5.2 Position drums so that OOOOZ is first hour mark appearing on the film. 3
5.3 Read starting and ending calibrations and record results on logs.

5.4 Background levels should be set so that no trace goes off film except
for large events. Nominal background should not exceed 15 to 20 mm
at X10 view.

6. Critical Run Procedure

6.1 Stop all except emergency maintenance by 1800Z on day prior to critical
day.

6.2 Attenuate as required and carefully check all recorders for proper
operation, dc offsets, etc.

Short-period channel gains are calculated for the expected amplitude
of the Lg phase. Since the recorded LR phase is about six times

-2-
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greater in amplitude on the LP channels, LP's should be operated at
one-sixth of the SP gain or at operate, whichever is smaller.

Attenuate the strain channels as follows:

Req'd attenuation Input attenuation Gain

0 to 20 dB 20 dB 0 to 18 dB max
20 to 30 dB 30 dB 0 to 12 dB max
30 to 40 dB 40 dB 0 to 12 dB max

6.3 Calibrate S-S, P-S, S-L, P-L channels after changing tapes and prior
to the end of the work day.

6.4 Do not disturb any instrument on critical day unless notified other- A
wise.

6.5 Calibrate S-S, P-S, S-L, P-L channels before tape change if critical

period is past.

j6.6 Return to routine operation -Check all channels for proper operation.

7. Broad-Band Recorders
7.1 Record at highest sensitivity practical, ultimately limited by earth

tides at about 1 pm p-p relative pier displacement.

7.2 Set chart clipping to + 1.4 V as a monitor for tape clipping.

7.3 Check dc balance at least twice per day and adjust as necessary.
Balancing circuits are useful for up to + 9 volts offset from the
transducer itself. When offsets exceed + 9 volts, reset mechanical

-, zero (micrometer) to produce zero volts transducer output. Record
and graph required mechanical adjustments for long-term secular strain
studies.

'7.4 Chart records should be sent to Garland on a weekly basis.

CALIBRATIONS

"-. 1. ULPS System

1.1 Calibrate at 100 seconds for 10 minutes, minimum.

1.2 Set calibration current to produce a signal-to-noise ratio of 5:1,
minimum. Separate calibrations may be necessary to satisfy both tape
and film requirements.

1.3 Calibrate start and end of every film record.

1.4 Read calibrations, compute gains for both calibrations, and record
on log. i

! ~-3- .
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1.5 Calibrate MUl once per record, if possible. Ii
2. ALPS System (Strain and Pendulum)

2.1 Calibrate at 25 seconds for 3 minutes, minimum. i
2.2 Set calibration current to produce a signal-to-noise ratio of 5:1,

minimum. Separate calibrations may be necessary to satisfy both
tape and film requirements.

2.3 Calibrate every channel in operation at the beginning of every work
day. ii

2.4 As soon as practical (e.g., just before lunch), read cals and compute
gains - enter on logs. Any channel not meeting gain tolerances should
be adjusted and re-calibrated immediately.

2.5 Record pendulum seismometer free periods weekly. Adjust as necessary
to maintain a tolerance of 17.1 to 17.4 seconds.

3ý' 'SP System (Strain and Pendulum)

3.1 Calibrate daily at 1 Hz for 15 seconds, minimum.

3.2 Read calibrations, compute gains and record results on logs. Li
4. Broad-Band System I

4.1 Calibrate with a dc pulse of at least 10 minutes duration once every
5 days and after any gain changes. ii

4.2 Read calibration amplitude and compute peak-to-peak sensitivity of L-

chart record. Record results on each chart.

ii)

LJ
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OPERATING HISTORY OF QC-AZ

The following is a chronological listing of the major events during the
* operations at QC-XZ. Many of these entries will be useful to those desiring

to use the QC-AZ dati.

Run No.. Date Event

9
233-69 21 August 1969 Recording vans arrive and are set up on-site.

Mine modification in progress.

1 275-69 02 October 1969 SP inertial instruments set up temporarily
at mine adit; gain to 500K at night.

1308-69 04 November 1969 All major parts of strain seismometer, except
* , main magnets, arrive at site.

330-69 26 November 1969 Temporary operation and testing begun on un-
insulated strain seismometer - S55.

358-69 24 December 1969 Inertial LP seismographs placed in temporary
operation for tests; gain to about 20K.

4.

002-70 02 January 1970 6 sec notched filters (Geotech Model 6824-15)
Ii placed in PL channels.

033-70 02 February 1970 Mine modification work terminated. All min-
ing equipment removed.

019-056-70 19 Jan-25 Feb 70 Major :-.nstallation - SP and LP inertials per-
manently installed; side-by-side 325 degree
azimuth strain seismometers installed; strain
seismometers insulated; three ship's doors
installed in mine.

057-70 26 February 1970 All equipment placed in operation; P L's and
SL's have notched filters (6824-15).

099-70 09 April 1970 ULP response reduced for long-period noise;
replaced 1000 sec low pass filter with similar
283 sec unit.

117-70 27 April 1970 "Flag" trace added to Develocorder film; large
pulses on S L channels traced to saturation of
Ithaco amplifiers on SP signals.

119-70 29 April 1970 PL Junction Assemblies improperly wired -

seismometers overdamped since being placed
in operation.
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Run No. Date Event

125 to 5-7 May 1970 Work on P L's; tests showed that instruments
127-70 could not be matched to design parameters

with more efficient transducers on GFE seis-
mometers

131-70 11 May 1970 Temporary capacitors placed across 555 and
S325-1 data coils to form approximate 0.8 Hz
low pass filters. "Flag" indications on film
cease except for very large events.

160-70 09 June 1970 Unnotched filters (Model 6824-14) installed
in PL and SL seismographs.

167 to 16-19 June 1970 Final parameter adjustments on PL seismometer
170-70 after installing old design coils and magnets.
181-70 30 June 1970 Operations terminated on S325-2.

191-70 10 July 1970 Vertical Strain (SZ) on the air.

194 to 13-15 July 1970 Cemented S325 anchor to prevent creep.
196-70

202-70 21 July 1970 Reworked lightning protection cricuits for
Ithaco amplifier - no further failures ex-
perienced.

205-70 24 July 1970 S325B transducer on the air.

216-70 04 August 1970 Routine operating instructions put into effect.

225-70 13 August 1970 Capacitors installed across 3 strain data
coils to form 0.80 Hz filters.

226-70 14 August 1970 S55B and SZB placed in operation.

231-70 19 August 1970 Modifications to redamp PS and SS circuits
complete; necessary due to addition of capaci-
tors at input to strain Ithaco amplifiers.

265 to 22-25 September Step-of-strain tests.
268-70 1970

278 to 5-9 October 1970 Step-of-strain tests.
282-70

307-70 3 November 1970 0.8 Hz low pass filter added to all P L chan-
nels to improve phase match at shorter periods
(15 to 10 sec)

323-70 19 November 1970 Time constant of instrument room behind sealed
door (#3 only) -39 minutes.

-2-
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342-70 08 December 1970 Notched filters (Geotech 6824-15) installed
in PL and SL channels.

046 to 15-17 February Timbering and ventilation of mine.
048-71 1971

049-71 18 February 1971 40-sec high pass filter added to summed
channels on Develocorder #2 only.

069-71 10 March 1971 Following equipment turned off: 35 mm film
recorder, tape recorder #3, P X seismographs,
S_U seismographs, inside micr7obarograph (MLU).

125-71 5 May 1971 Placed 40-sec high pass filters on all S_L
and P L horizontal traces.

132-71 12 May 1971 40-sec filters on all PZL and SZL channels.

152-71 01 June 1971 QC-AZ shut down 1700Z.I
I

I
I
I
!
I
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